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APPENDIX A. UNIFORM DESCRIPTIVE TECHNICAL DATA

Appendix A contains the required uniform descriptive technical date. As described in
Section 1.4, the required case and Alternatives 1, 2, and 3 are summarized in File 1.
Since the Fuel management presented is a "4 year core", that Is appropriate for both
the initial and reload cycles, there i;' no difference in the columns that discuss the fuel
characteristics - Sections II through VIII. Some of the items in Sections IX and XII
(Fuel fabrication and Environmental, Safety, and Health) are dependent on the number
of the System 80 + Units required for the particular option. The remaining sections are
either "N/A" or independent of the number of units required for the option.

The ABB-CE alternatives (Rc, A2L, and A2cL) are compared to the reference case in
File 2. These cases show the results of longer plant life and higher capacity factors
that are obtainable with the evolutionary System 80 + ALWR design. The highlights
of these features are given in the first section of File 2, "Plant construction end
operation schedule (relative to project start)". File 2 shows that the increased capacity
factor decreases the time to complete the plutonium disposition mission and also
decreases the integral of the excess plutonium inventory. Other factors, such as the
impact on cost and revenue are discussed end summarized in Sections 6 and 10 of the
main report. The remaining sections are copied from File 1 and depend only on the
number of System 80 + Units required for the particular option: (2, 1, 1) for (Rc, A2L,
and A2cL), respectively.
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Appendix A - File I {_
Uniform Descriptive Technical Dala (_"

System80+RequiredCases _
Reference _ --'"

case 1 2 3 O
S0MTPu100M'rPuS0M'rPu100M'rPu

m
25Years 25 Years Plant Plant :_

L Plato _ and operalJonSdlmSde (rddiw to pro_ dmt) (J_

18 18 18 18 I) IM1ecmmlnJclk_pennltwglbe granted(too) _"
74 74 74 74 2) IMle operMimlsstml.,forflnd reEtor (too) (I)se 92 N/A _ 3)ume_ tort.formcondreEtorUmuq_r,mCom(too)

N/A 104 N/A N/A 4)tkne_ Mind,forthirdmac_ if mu_ reatS_ (mo) _'P
N/A 116 N/A N/A 5)timeoperalJonsstart,forfou_ reactorifmtJ_ rmdom (too) ----
N/A N/A N/A N/A 6)time_ Mart,forfifthreact_ if _ _ (mo) ::_
N/A N/A N/A N/A 7) timeoperalkmsMalt,forsixthructor ifmull_ macSom(mo) (_,,,
N/A N/A N/A N/A 8).me_ m't,_rmenmrear W_ remm(mo) m

N/A N/A N/A N/A 9) limeoperalionsstart,for_ reactorif_ rmclom (too) ::_
3817 3817 3817 3817 I0) thermalpoMzrperreactor(MWIh) O
1256 1256 1256 1256 11) netdectrk_ oul_ per_ (MWe)

1o.o,m 18.84 lO.O,m 18.8412)_ eleca'k_en,,,gyouq_rota,meceomd,n__ opera"ons(GW'/)
0.TS 0.TS 0.75 0.TS13)_ fac_r
4o 4o 40 4014)pi,nt_ O,)

5 5 S 5 15) _ status(USelevels_ inUCRL-113055,Sectm 3.5)
713 1364 1099 2041 16) inle_ ofeNceN _ Mver_ overlime_lT-y)
192 192 270 270 17)timefnxnpro_ startto processhalfof ecess _ invenlory(y)
2e8 3oo 462 46218)umefromproject,t,zttoprocma,of=am _ _ (y)

IL Fresh fuel ¢haactldmJks

6670 6670 6670 6670 1) reactor Pu _-flmtcore(kg Pu)
27.67S340 27.67S340 27.s7s3,m 27.676340 2) Pucomm (kgPu,,fu_auembey)

0 0 0 0 3) Puilmlopics(lq_lPu-238_ Pu)
0.935 0.935 0.935 0.935 4) Pu tsolopics(kgPu-23_ Pu)
0.0_ 0.065 0.065 0.065 5) Pu_ _ Pu-240/I_ Pu)

0 0 0 0 6) Pu isolopics(lqpPu..241/klllPu)
0 0 0 0 7)Pu_opk=_ Pu-242_Pu)

98733 98733 98733 987338)fu__rrms_)
3.81 3.81 3.81 3.81 g) fuel assen_ length(m)

0,_ 0:__'_)__ 0.2027 0.2027 10) fuelassembiywklth(m)
e'zo_ _ e2oe311)umau(_u/rue_e,_)

o._n___o.oo2 0.002 o.oo212)u-_s_ (kgU-Z_:_U)

6670 6670 6670 6670 1) fuel Pu content(I_ Pu)
0 0 0 0 2) fuelPuisotopics(koPu-_ Pu)

O.___LS_ 0.935 0.935 0.935 3) fuelPuJsolopics(Iq;IPu-_ Pu)
0.065 0.065 0.065 0.065 4) fuelPu isotoptcs(kgPu-240/kgPu)
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Appendix A - File 1
Uniform Descriptive Technical Data t"

System 80+ Required Cases Of)
Reference _

1 2 3 0
50MTPu 100MTPu 50MTPu 100MTPu

in in Lifeof Lifeof m
25Years 25Years Plant Plant :_

0 0 0 0 5) fuelPu isotopics_ Pu-241/kgPu) f_

0 0 0 0 6) fuelPu isompics(kgPu-242_ Pu) _"
241 241 241 241 7) nund:_ of fuelassemblies (I)
48 48 48 48F6)cycle_ (too) (I)

N. Fuel _at _ --_-
._a._R__.6 _ai____6 _4._-___.6 4858.6 LI) Pumassdischar_ perc_ (I_I Pu)

0 0 0 0 2) Pu-238fraction_ Pu-238/kgPu) _,,
0.631 0.631 0.631 0.631 3) Pu-23_fraction(kgPu-239/kQPu) m

0 _ 0,7)7 0 _'t 0 "2"274) Pu-240fraction_ Pu-240_l Pu)
0.128 0.128 0.128 0.128 5) Pu-241fracUon_ Pu-241/I_ Pu)
0.017 0.017 0.017 0.017 6) Pu-242fraction(I_ Pu-242_ Pu)

8.061E+05 6.061E+05 8.061E+05 8.061E+057) ._h___lenemtionin onefuelassembly(W)
5.___0E_+10 5.660__E+105._¢_C__,E'-+105.__R60E_+10 8) gamaradiatlonfield(rem/hatsurface,nddldaneoffuei_)

1.5316E+03 1.5316E+03 1.5316E+03 1.5316E+03 9)neubonradiationfield(rem/hatsurface,midl:daneof'fuelassembly)
1__n96_ 1__n96_ 1__n96_ 1096 10) _ full_ days(d)

_ 4_:PlqL___ 4::;'I_(X)11) _ (MWd/kGIHM)
0.0s130 0.0s139 0___1_ 0.051_12)*',_,onofPuInheavyme_(kOPu/koHM)

V. Fuel dlaractedltiC# at di_ for con'mzerctNbllil _
_'4mz.8 _"4____8 __'_9_.8 389.8 1) Pumassdischargedpercycle(kgPu)
0.016 0.016 0.016 0.016 2) Pu-238fraction(k0 Pu-Z38_ Pu)
0.527 0.52"/ 0.-___27 0.527 3) Pu-239fraction(1_ Pu-_ Pu)
0._'_o O_'Z___ 0 _ 0.__'___4) Pu-240fraction(kgPu-240/kgPu)
0.154 0.154 0.154 0.154 5) Pu-241fraction(kgPu-241_g Pu)
0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 6) Pu-242.traction(kg Pu-2_ Pu)

9.112E+05 9.112E+05 9.112E+05 9.112E+057) _lx_____nenemtJ_in onefuelasseflddY(W)
6.._a85_E+106..a85E+10 6..-a_-tSE-+10 6.._aS'SE__+108)una_rna_ field(rem/hatsurface,mk:lplaneof fuel_)
6.084E+02 6.084E+02 8.084E+02 8.084E+02 9) _ _ field(rerrVhat surface,_ of fuelasSe,Tr,,_,'y)

432 _L_ 432 10) eff__,_¢,:funpowerdays(d)
_47800__ 47___J__ 47800 11) bum_-9 (MWd/kgHM)

1.016E-02 1.016E-02 1.016E-02 1.016E-02 12)fractionofPu inheavymetal(kg Pu/kgHM)
9.218E-03 9.218E-03 9.218E-03 9.218E-03 13) _ of U-235 in heavymetal(1(0U-235/kgHM)

_ F_ ch=_te_]ak_'m,xwr_J_rdi_
O.LY3:-z4 O.__t)"__ o._n_J4 O.OC,-__'q.1) Pu-238_ (kg Pu-238/1_Pu)

0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 2) Pu-__2__fraction(kg Pu-239/k@Pu)
0 _r75 0.2375 0:__'7375 0.23_,5 3) Pu-240_ (kgPu-240/kgPu)
0.1___89 0.1___L9 0.1___9_ 0.!_14) PU-241_ (kgPu-241/kgPu)

9:_-l_app-_l .w_3 2
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Appendix A - File 1
Uniform Descdptive Technical Data C::

System 80+ Required Cases (/)
Reference Altemattvm me

Case 1 2 3 O
50NITPu 100MTPu 50MTPu 100MTPu

in in Lifeof Lifeof I'rl
25 Years 25 Years Plant Plant

0.0202 0.0202 0.0202 O,CVJ02_5) Pu-242fraction(k_ Pu-242/k_Pu)
7.616E+03 7.616E+03 7.616E+03 7.6__E+03 6) heatgenerationinonefuelassembly(W) m.
4.756E+08 4.756E+08 4.756E+08 4.756E+08 7) gamaradiationfield(rem/hatsurface,midplaneoffuelassembly)
1.230E+03 1.230E+03 1.230E+03 1.230E+03 8) neutronradiationfield(rem/hat surface,mldplaneoffuelassembly) (1)

(1)
VII. Fuel characteristics 10years alter discharge _.

0.0042 0.0042! 0.0042 6.0042 1) Pu-238fraction(k_ Pu-.238/k_Pu)
0.6383 0.6383 0.6383 0.6383 2) Pu-239fraction_ Pu-23_l Pu)
0.2488 0.2488 0.2488 0.2488 3) Pu-240fraction(1_ Pu-240/kgPu) mmml

0.0875 0.0875 0.0875 0.0875 4) Pu-241 traction(ko Pu-241/kgPu)
0.02t I 0.0211 0.021i 0.0211 5) Pu-242fraction_ Pu-242/kgPu) C)

6.877E+02 6.877E+02 6.877E+02! 6.877E+02 6) heatlilenemtioninonefuelassembly(W)
6.046E+07 6.046E+07i 6.046E+07 6.046E+07 7) llamaradiationfield(renVhat surface,midplam)of fuelassembly)
:,_:_34E+02 2.234E+02!2.234E+02 2.234E+02 8) neubonradlalJonfield(rem/hatsurface, midplaneoffuelassembly)

VIII. Fuel characteristics 100 yearsafter discharge
0.0023 0.0023 0.0023 0.0023 1) Pu-238fraction(kgPu-238/kgPu)
0.7009 0.7009 0.7009 0.7009 2) Pu-239fraction(kg Pu-239_ Pu)
0.2723 0.2723 0.2723 0.2723 3) Pu-240fraction(kgPu-240/kgPu)
0.1267 0.1267i 0.1267 0.1267 4) Pu-241fTactton(kgPu-241/kgPu)
0.0233 0.0233 0.0233 0.0233 5) Pu-242fiaction(kg Pu-242/kgPu)

3.970E+02 3.970E+02 3.970E+02 3.970E+02 6) heatgenemUoninonefuelassembly(W)
6.368E+06 6.368E+06 6.368E+06 6.368E+06 7) gamaradiationfield(rem/hat surface,midplaneof fuelassembly)

54.238 54.238 54.238 54.238 8) neutronradiationfield(renVhat surface,midplaneoffuelassembly)

IX. LWRs: Pu inventory and handling at fuel fabrication facility
(ref.ManagementandDispositionof ExcessWeaponsPlutonium,
NationalAcademyof Sciencea,1994,Table3.1)

HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH 1) OOE atb'acttveneealevelof PuO2feed material
HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH 2) DOE attnctiver,esslevelof MOX fuelpellets

800 1700 400 800 3) averageinventoryof PuO2feedmaterial(kgPu) NO_E(1) .......
3352 6703 1676! 3352 <,)throughputof PuO2feedmaterial(kg Pu/y)

2 1 4 2 5) Pu02 feedmaterialresidencetimeorduration(y)
0 0 Oi 0 6) numberof manualmovementsofmatedal(e.g.between91oveboxes)
0 0 0 0 7) averageinventoryof MOXfuelpellets(kg Pu)

3352 6670 1668 3335 S)throughputMOXfuelpellets(kgPu/y)
2 1 4 2 9) MOXfuelpelletresidencetimeorduration(y)
0 0 0 0 10) numberof manualmovementsof MOX fuelpellets(e.g.betweengloveboxes)

6670 6670 6670 6670 11) averageinventoryof MOX fuelassemblies(kgPu)
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Appendix A - File I CT
Uniform Descriptive Technical Data t"

System 80+ Required Cases C/)
Reference Alternatives _"m'P-

Case 1 2 3 O
50MTPu 100MTPu 50MTPu 100MTPu

in in Lifeof Lifeof rTl
25 Years 25Years Plant Plant

3335 670 1668 3335!12)th_ MOXfuelassemblies(kgPu/y)

2 1 4 2 i 13) MOX fuelassemblyresidencetimeordurationpriorto fuelload(y) -'--
2 2 2 2114) numberof movementsof MOX fuelassemblkm G)

350 625 270 35015) staffing levelof MOX fuelf_bdcalJonfacility(numberof persons)
686000 1225(X)0 529"200 686000 16) effortatMOX fuelfabricationfacility(pe_) (1)"R

ml

X. ALMR: Pu inventory and handlingat fuel fabricationfacility
N/A N/A N/A N/A (ref.ManagementandDispositionof ExcessWeaponsPlutonium, (_.
N/A N/A N/A N/A NationalAcademyof Sciences,1994, Table3.1) m

N/A N/A N/A N/A 1) DOE atlm_venesslevelof Pu feedmatedal
N/A N/A N/A N/A 2) DOE atlmc_enesslevelof metalalloyfuel CJ
N/A N/A N/A NIA 3) averagein_ of Pufeed material(kgPu)
N/A N/A NIA N/A 4) throughputof Pu feedmaterial(kgPu/y)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 5) Pufeed materialresidencetimeorduration(y)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 6) numberofmanualmovementsof material(e.g.betweengioveboxes)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 7) averageinverdoryof metalalloyfuel(kg Pu)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 8)throughputmetalalloyfuel(kg Pu/y)
N/A NIA N/A N/A 9) metalalloyfuelresidencetimeorduration(y)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 10) numberof manualmovementsof metalalloyfuel(e.g. betweenglovetx:ms)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 11) averageinventoryof metalalloyfuelassemblies(kgPu)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 12) throughputmetalalloyfuelassemblies(kg Pu/y)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 13) metalalk)yfuelassemblyresidencetimeordurationpriorto fuelload(y)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 14) numberof movementsof metalalloyfuelassemblies
N/A N/A N/A N/A 15) staffinglevelofmetalalloyfuelfabrkcatk_facility(numberof persons)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 16) effortatmetalalloyfuelfabricationfacility(person-h/y)

N/A NIA N/A N/A Xl. MHTGR: Pu inventory and handlingat fuel fabrication facility
N/A N/A N/A N/A (ref.M_ andDispositionof ExcessWeaponsPlutonium,
N/A NIA N/A N/A NationalAcademyof Sciences,1994,Table3.1)
N/A N/A N/A N/A ii) DOE atlnctivenesslevelof PuorPuO2feedmaterial
N/A N/A N/A NIA 2) DOE attmctivenesslevelof particlefuel
N/A N/A N/A N/A 3) averageinventoryof Puor PuO2feedmaterial(kgPu)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 4)throughputof Pu orPuO2feedmaterial(kgPu/y)
N/A N/A NIA N/A 5) PuorPuO2feed materialre_:lencetimeorduration(y)
N/A N/A NIA NIA 6) numberofmanualmovementsof material(e.g.betweengloveboxes)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 7)averageinventoryof particlefuel(kgPu)
N/A N/A NIA N/A 8) throughputparticlefuel(kgPu/y)
N/A NIA N/A NIA 9) particlefuelresidencetimeorduration(y)
N/A NIA NIA N/A 10) numberof manualmovementsof particlefuel(e.g.betweengloveboxes)
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Appendix A - File 2
Uniform Descriptive Technical Data c"

System 80+ Optional Cases Or)
Reference Ntematiws --_'_.

Case Rc A2L A2cL O
50 MT Pu 50 NITPu 50 MT Pu 50MT Pu

in in Lifeof Lifeof rn
25 y_,_rs 25 Years Plant Plant

N/A N/A N/A N/A 11) averageinventor/of particlefuelassemblies(kgPu) (._
N/A N/A N/A N/A 12)throughputparticlefuelassemblies(kgPu/y) --,.
N/A N/A N/A N/A 13) particlefuelassemblyresidencetimeordurati_ _ to fuelload(y)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 14) numberof movementsof particlefuelassemblies (D
N/A NIA N/A N/A 15)staffinglevelof particlefuelfabricationfacility(numberof persons) _)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 16) effortat particlefuelfabricationfacility(pamon-Wy) "%.

x..r=m,b.o,w,.m_.,s.f.d'y,andHe.,h
NO NO NO NO 1) requiresAmremoval(_ with"y"or"n') "m

1200: 1200__ 900 900 2)dose for Ufeof plantfueifaboparaUonsandintmsitetransport(pamon-rem)NOTE(2) ........
2240 2240 2800 2800 3)dosefor Bfaof plantreactoroperationsparson-rein) 0
3170 3170 3960 3960 4) lowlevelwastegeneratedfor lifeof plant(n_3)
1928 1+(Y)R 1928 1928 5)spentfuelgeneratedfor Iifaof plant(no.of fusiassemblies)

183160 183160 183150 183160 6)spentfuell_meratedfor lifeofplant(kg)
337.4 337.4 337.4 337.4 7) spentfuelgeneratedfor lifeofplant(m'3)

.... 8) TRU wastegeneratedfor ,re of plant,excludingpackaging(n_3) NOTE (3) ........

.... 9) IHU wastei_rated for lifeofplant,e)_ludingpackaging(kg) NO]E (3) ........
_'__r-,6 _ 3856 10) numberof spentfuelmovementstoendof dispositionoperations(includinglast 10years)

7 7 7 7 11) reactortechnologyreadiness(useleveisdescribedin UCRL-113055)
6 6 6 6 12) fuelfabricationtechnologyreadiness(uselevelsdescribedinUCRL-113055,_ 3.4)
7 7 7 7 13) spentfuelstoragetechnologyreadiness(uselevelsdescribedinUCRL-113055,Sc-c_-i 3.4)
6 6 6 6 14) spentfueltransporttechnologyreadiness(uselevelsdescribedinUCRL-113055,Sec-_ 3.4)

xm. Other measures
y y Y Y 1) physicalprotectionsystemmeetsstandardsin DOE Orders(_ with"y"or "n")
y y Y Y 2) materialcontrolandaccountabilitysystemmeets_ in DOE O,_e,-s("y"or "n")
y y Y Y 3) is IAEAmonitodngpractical(i.e. nothingtoprohibitmonitoring)('y" or"n')

0 0 0 04) numberof reactorsof similardesignunderconslnct_ intheformer_;c_ of _'-,eUSSR
0 0 0 0 5) numberof reactorsof simiisrdesigninoparatkmintheformerrepublicsoftheUSSR

NOTES NOTE(l) ItemIX #3 Baseduponshipmentseverythreemonthsto fablicationplant. Shipmentscan beoptindzedwithrespectto size
andfrequencyto bestsatisfysafeguardsrequirements.

NOTE(2) ItemXII #2. BaseduponBNFLexperienceof 0.5 Rein/parson/year.
NOTE(3) ItemXIl#8and9. Solidwasteactivitissarebesedonseveralactualoperatingnuclearpowerunits.This datais provided

inAppendixC,Table9.4.5-2. Data is providedintermsofspecificactivity(microcuries/gin)ratherthana volumeor mass
basis. Volumereductionsmaybeappilad,asapprofxia_,baseduponeconomicconslderatlonsofwaste disposal,

personnelexposure,etc. intheyearof disposal.
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Appendix A - File 2 O"
Uniform Descriptive Technical Data

System 80+ Optional Cases O_
R--eference AnWTathlea ---"

Case Rc A2L A2cL O
50 MT Pu 50 MT Pu 50 MT Pu 50 MT Pu _}

in in Lifeof Lifeof r1'1
25 Years 25 Years Plant Plant

2i 2 1 1 I. Plant conslmction andoperaUonschedule (relative to project start)
18 18 18 18 1) timeconstructionpermitwillbe granted(me) "-'"
74 74 74 74 2) timeoperationsstart,forfirstreactor(mo)
98 98 N/A N/A 3) timeolxntions start,forsecondreactorif multiplereactors(too) (1)

N/A NIA N/A N/A 4) timeoperationsstart,forthirdreactorif multiplereactors(rno) ,,,.¢
N/A N/A N/A N/A 5)timeoperationsstart,forfourthreactorifmultiplereactors(too) ---.
N/A N/A N/A N/A 6) timeoperationsstart,forfifthreactorif mulUplereactors(mo)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 7) timeoperationsstart,forsixthreactorifmultiplereactors(me) _..
N/A N/A N/A N/A 8) timeopemtJonsstart,forseventhreactorifmultiplereactors(mo) m

N/A N/A N/A N/A 9) timeoWatiormstart,foreighthreactorif multiplereactors(too)
3817 3817 3817 3817 I0) lhermalpowerper reactor(MWth) O
1_:___ 1256 1256 1256 11) netelecMcaloutputper reactor(MWe)

10.048 10.048 10.048 10.048 12) netelectricalenergyoutputforall reactorsduringdispositionoperations(GWy)
0.75 0.87 0.75 0.87 13) capacityfactor

40 40 60 60 14) ]_mt life(y)
5 5 5 5 15) licensingstatus(uselevelsdescribedinUCRL-113055,Section3.5)

713 693 1099 1053 16) int_lralof excessplutoniuminventoryovertime (MT-y)
192 186 270 258 17) timefrompro_ startto processhalfof e=(cessplutoniuminventory(y)

278 462 438 18)timefromprojectstarttoprocessallof excessplutoniuminventory(y)

IL Fresh fuel charactedsUcs
6670 6670 6670 6670 1) reactor Pu inventory- firstcore(kgPu)

27.676349 27.67634,9 27.676349 27.67634,92) Pucontent(kgPuffuelassembly)
0 0 0 0 3) Puisotopics(kgPu-238/kgPu)

0 '__ 0.935 0.935 0.935 4) Puisotopics(kg Pu-_ Pu)
G_n___ 0.065 0.065 0.065 5) Puisotopics(kg Pu-240/kgPu)

0 0 0 0 6) Puisotopics(kgPu-241/kgPu)
0 0 0 0 7) Puisotopics(kg Pu-242/kgPu)

98733 98733 98733 98'n38)rueasse._mass(kg)
3.81 3.81 3.81 3.81 9) fuelassemblylength(m)

0__'2n'27 0___'2_7_ O__'xY)7 0.2027 10) fuelassemblywidth(m)
-¢')(_3 92063 92063 11) U mass(kg U/fuelassembly)

O.L___ 0.002 0.002 0.002 12) U-235 enrichment(kgU-235/kgU)

illL Equilibriumcycle recharge
6670 6670 6670 66-7011)fuel Pu content(kgPu)

0 0 0 0 2) fuelPu isotopics(kgPu-238_g Pu)
0.E__5 0.£___ 0.935 0.935 3) fuelPu isotopics(kgPu-_ Pu)
0.065 0.065 0.065 0.065 4) fuelPu isolopics(kgPu-240/kgPu)
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Appendix A - File 2 O"
Uniform Descriptive Technical Data c"

System 80+ Optional Cases Or)
R_x_, _rmUves --'_'.

Case Rc A2L A2cL O
50 MT Pu 50 MT Pu 50 MT Pu 50 MT Pu

in in Lifeof Lifeof I"il
25 Years 25 Years Plant Plant

0 0 0 0 5) fuelPu is_ (kgPu-241/kgPu)

0 0 0 0 6) fuelPu isatopics(kgPu-242/kgPu) __-
241 241 241 241 7) numberoffuelassemblies (1)
48 48 46 486)cym_r_t.(too) ('D

N. Fuel characlerislics at discharge --I.
4858.6 4858.6 4858.6 4858.6 1) Pu massd_ percycle(kgPu)

0 0 0 0 2) Pu-238fraction(kg Pu-238/kgPu) (_
0.631 0.631 0.631 0.631 3) Pu-239fraction(kgPu-239/kgPu) m

0_7 0_227 0.227 0.227 4) Pu-240fraction(kgPu-240/kgPu)
0.126 0.126 0.126 0.126 5) Pu-241fraction(kgPu-241/kgPu) O
0.017 0.017 0.017 0.017 6) Pu-242fraction(kgPu-242/kgPu)

8.061E+05 8.051E+05 8.051E+05 8.061E+05 7) heatgenerationinonefuelassembly(W)
5.660E+10 5.660E+10 5.660E+10 5.663E+10 8) gamaradiationfield(mm/hat surface,midplaneoffuelassembly)

1.5316E+03 1.5316E+03 1.5316E+03 1.5316E+03 9) neutronradiationfield(rem/hat surface,midpMneoffuelassembly)
1096 1096 1096 1056 10)effectivefullpowerdays(d)

42600 42600 42600 42600 11) bumup(MWd/kgHM)
0.05139 0.05139 0.05139 0.05139112)fractionof Pu inheavymetal(kg Pu/kgHM)

V. Fuel _ at discharge for commercial basis reactor
389.8 389.8 389.8 389.8 1) Pumassdischargedpercycle(kgPu)
0.018 0.018 0.018 0.018 2) Pu-238fraction(kgPu-238/kgPu)
0.527 0.527 0.527 0.527 3) Pu-23gfraction(kg Pu-2_ Pu)
0 _x) 0.232 0.232 0.232 4) Pu-240fraction(kg Pu-240/kgPu)
0.154 0.154 0.154 0.154 5) Pu-241fraction(kg Pu-241/kgPu)
0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07 6) Pu-242fraction_ Pu-242/kgPu)

9.117F+05 9.112E+05 9.112E+05 9.112E+05 7) heatgenemttoninonefuelassembly(W)
6.485E+10 6.485E+10 6.485E+10 6A85E+10 8) gamaradiationfield(rem/hat surface,midplaneoffuelassembly)
8.084E+02 8.064E+02 8.054E+02 8.084E+02 9) neutronradiationfield(rem/hat surface,midplaneof fuelassembly)

_._'__ 432 432 432 10) effectivefull powerdays(d)
47N'_ 47800 47800 47800 11) bumup(.MWd/kgHM)

1.016E-02 1.016E-02 1.016E-02 1.016E-02 12)fractionof Pu inheaw metal(kg Pu_gHM)
9.218E-03 9.218E-03 9.218E-03 9.218E-03 13) fractionof U-235 inheavymetal(kgU-235_HM)

VI. Fuel characteristics I year after discharge
0.__nr_34_ 0.0034 0.0034 0.0034 1) Pu-238fraction(kgPu-Z_ Pu)

0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 2) Pu-239fraction(kgPu-239/kgPu)
0.2375 0____75 0.2375 0.2375 3) Pu-240fraction(kgPu-240/kgPu)
0.1___L9 0.1_'_L9__ 0.1289 0.1289 4) PU-241fraction(kgPu-241/kgPu)
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Appendix A - File 2
Uniform Descriptive Technical Data c"

System 80+ Optional Cases or)
Reference A,mat_ea --'_'.

Case Rc A2L A2cL O
50 MT Pu 50 MT Pu 50 MT Pu 50 MT Pu

in in Lifeof Lifeof rT1
25 Years 25Years Plant Plant

0 ngn_ 0.__n'_2__ 0.___02_ 0.02025) Pu-242fraction(kgPu-242/kgPu) (_
7.616E+03 7.616E+03 7.616E+03 7.616E+03 6) heatgeneraboninonefuelassembly(W) -,--
4.756E+OB 4.756E+08 4._75___+0B4.756E+OB7) gamaradiationfield(mm/hatsurface,midplaneof fuelassembly)
1.230E+03 1.__'Z30E+031____E+03i 1.230E+03 8) neutronradiationfield(rem/hat surface,mtclplaneof fuelassembly) (D(1)

VII. Fuel charsctmtatics 10years alter discharge "_.
0.0042 0.0042 0.0042 0.0042 1) Pu-238fraction(kgPu-2;._.g Pu)
0.__R3___ 0.__R_3__ 0.__R3___ 0.___383__2) Pu-23gfraction(kgPu-_ Pu) (,_
0.2488 0.2488 0.2488 0.2488 3) Pu-240fraction(kgPu-240_ Pu) mmmm

0.0875 0.0875_ 0.0875 0.0875 4)Pu-241frac:t_ (kgPu-241/kgPu)
0.0211 0.0211 0.0211 0.0211 5) Pu-242fraction(kg Pu-242/kgPu)

6.877E+02 6.877E+02 6.877E+02 6.877E+02 6) heatgenerationinonefuelassembly(W)
6.046E+07 6.046E+07 6.046E+07 6.046E+077) gamaradiationfield(rem/hat surface,midplaneof fuelassembly)
?'_IE+02 ?=:YJ4E+02? _'_IE+02 2:_34E+02 8) neutronradiationfield(rem/hat surface,midplaneoffuelaeaembiy)

VIIL Fuel chamctedsUcs 100years alter discharge
0._(X___ 0._0023__ 0.-_r_'___ 0._00___!1) Pu-238fractkm(k_ Pu-238/kgPu)
0._7009__ 0.7__nO9 0._ 0.7009 2) Pu-23gfraction(kgPu-2_9 Pu)
0.2723 0.2723 0.2723 0.2723 3) Pu-240fraction(kgPu-240tkgPu)
0.1267 0c1267 0.1267 0.1267 4) Pu-241fraction(legPu-241/kgPu)
0.__n2___ 0,_ 0.__n'_33__ 0.0233 5) Pu-242fraction(kgPu-242]kgPu)

3.970E+02 3.970E+02 3.970E+02 3.970E+02 6)heatgenerationin onefuelassembly(W)
6.__368E+086.=--'____E+086._"_'_'_'_'_'_'_'____E+066.308E+08 7)gamaradiationfield(rein/itat surface,midplaneof fuelassembly)

54.'_uB 54.._9___ 54_9__ 54._9_ 8)nets_on_ field(rem/hat surface,midplaneof fuela==c-mb,'y)

IX.LW_s: Pu inventoryand handlingat fuel f__ far;iiii]f
(ref.ManagementandDispositionof ExcessWeaponsPlutonium,
N__ationalAcademyof Sciences,1994,Table3.1)

HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH 1) OOE attnlc_enen levelof PuO2feedmaterial
HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH 2) DOE attmcth_nesslevelof MOXfuelpellets

800 800 _ 400 3)_ inventoryof Pu02 feed material(kgPu) NOTE(l) .......
.'_L_;:) _"_9 1676 1676 4)throughputof Pu02 feedmaterial(kgPu/y)

2 2 4 4 5) PuO2feedmaterialresidencetimeorduration(y)
0 0 0 0 6) numberofmanualmovementsof material(e.g. betweenglovebox,_)
0 0 0 0 7)_ inventoryofMOX fuelpellets(kgPu)

_'x=u,:;9 _;9 1668 1668 8) throughputMOX fuelpellets(kgPu/y)
2 2 4 4 9) MOX fuelpelletresidencetime orduration(y)
0 0 0 0 10) numberof manualmovementsof MOXfuelpellets(e.g. __ Q_)

6670 6670 6670 6670 11) averageinventoryof MOX fuelassemblies(kgPu)
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Appendix A - File 2
Uniform Descflptive Technical Data ("

System 80+ Optional Cases
Reference Altematives --""

Case Rc A2L A2cL O
50 MT Pu 50 MT Pu 50 MT Pu 50 MT Pu

in in Lifeof Lifeof ITS
25 y_,_mrs 25 Years Plant Plant

_':_L_5 1668 1668 12) throughputMOX fuelassemblies(ko Pub/) (J_

2 2 4 4 13) MOXfuelassemblyresidencetimeordurationpriortofuelload(y) .._"
2 2 2 2 14) numberof movementsof MOXfuelassemblies _D

350 270 270 15) starringlevelof MOX fuelfabricationfacility(numberof persons)
686(300 _ 529_X)_16) effortat MOX fuelfabricaUonfacility(person-h/y) ('D

X. ALMR: Pu inventory and handling at fuel fabrication facility
N/A N/A N/A N/A (ref.ManagementandDispositionof ExcessWeaponsPlutonium, (_,,
N/A N/A N/A N/A NationalAcademyof Sciences,1994,Table3.1) immm

N/A N/A N/A N/A 1) DOE i_mcthqmesslevelof Pu feedmaterial
N/A NIA N/A N/A 2) DOE aro'ac6_memlevelof metalalloyfuel O
N/A N/A N/A N/A 3) averageir_ of Pufeedmaterial(kg Pu)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 4)throughputof Pu feedmaterial(kgPub/)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 5) Pufeedmaterialresidencetimeorduration(y)

-- N/A NIA N/A N/A 6) numberof manualmovementsof material(e.g.betweengloveboxes)
N/A N/A NIA N/A 7)averageinventcwyof metalalloyfuel(kgPu)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 8)throughputmetalalloyfuel(kgPu/y)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 9) n____!al_ fuelresk:lenceUmeorduration(y)
N/A NIA N/A N/A 10) numberof manualmovementsof metalalloyfuel(e.g. betweengloveboxes)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 11) averageinventoryof metalalloyfuelassemblies(kgPu)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 12) throughputmetalalloyfuelassemblies(kgPu/y)
N/A NIA N/A NIA 13) metalalk)yfuelassemblyresidenceflrneordurationpriortofuel load(y)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 14) numberof movementsof metalalloyfuelassemblies
N/A N/A N/A N/A 15) staffinglevelof metalalloyfuelfabricationfacility(numberofpc-_xm)
N/A NIA N/A N/A 16) effortatmetalalloyfuelfabdcatJonfacility(person-h/y)

N/A N/A N/A N/A XL MHTGR: Pu inventoryand handlingat fuelfabrication faciii_f
N/A N/A N/A N/A (ref.Mm_leme_ andDispositionof ExcessWeaponsPlutonium,
N/A N/A N/A N/A NationalAcademyof Sciences,1994,Table3.1)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 1)DOE _ levelof PuorPuO2feedmaterial
N/A N/A N/A N/A 2) DOE m_-acUvenesslevelof particlefuel
N/A N/A N/A N/A 3) averageinventoryof Pu orPuO2feedmaterial(kgPu)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 4) throughputof PuorPuO2feedmaterial(kgPu/y)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 5) Pu orPuO2feedmaterialresidencetimeorduration(y)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 6) nu_m__of manualmovementsof material(e.g. betweengloveboxes)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 7) averageinventoryof particlefuel(kgPu)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 8) throughputparticlefuel(kg Pu/y)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 9) particlefuelresidencetimeorduration(y)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 10) numberof manualmovementsof particlefuel(e.g.betweengioveboxes)
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Appendix A - File 1
Uniform Descriptive Technical Dm r-

System 80+ Required Cases Or)
Refmmce A_m_a.ves --'_+.

Case 1 2 3 O
50MTPu 100MTPu 50MTF_ 100MTPu

m Lifeof Li_of rT1
25Years 25 Y_n_s Plant Plant

N/A N/A N/A N/A 11)_erage _ of pattidefuelassenblies(kg Pu)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 12)throughputparlJclefuelassemblies(kgPu/y) -.--
N/A N/A NIA N/A 13)_ _ me._ res_._ .meorentre r"_ortoruek.d(y) ::3
N/A N/A N/A N/A 14)nu,rnl_.-of_ ofpartk:lefuelauemblk)s (I)
N/A N/A N/A N/A 15) rafting levelof partk:_fuelfalxicat_l facility(nzun_ of _) (1)

WA WA WA WA :S)_ _ _ _ _ _1_ (per=n_) __.

NO NO NO NO I) requiresAm removal(respondwith"y"or'n') ""

1200 2100 _ 1200 "2)do_ for li_ of plantfuetfab_ andirdmsh bansport_) NOi ,':(2) ......... :_
2240 4_o _ sex);3)_ _ _ of_ _ _ person-r=.)
3170 5940 _ 7930 4) lowlevelwaste|leneratedfor lifeof plant(m*3) P
I_')R 3615 l__W__ 3615 5)spentfuellileneratedfor lifeof FJtant(no. of fuelasseneblies)

183160 343425 183160 _ S)spentfuel1;Imleratedfor lifeof pMnt(lq_)
337.4 __L_')__I¢'_; 337.4 __¢__:6257) spentfuel(leneratedfor lifeof plant(m*3)

.... 8) TRU waste_nerated for lifeof plant,excludingpackag_ (n_3) NOIE (3) ........

.... 9) 1-KUwaste_mlted for llfeof plant,_ packaging(lq_l) NOLO-(3) ........
-'_ 7"_ _ 723oi0)numberofspentf=dmova.Utoendofdi,'r0os"k_nol)emik,ns0nch'di,_,_);_,s_i0'/=_*'_')

7 7 7 7 1I)= tedn)k)(lyread#x_N;(_ _ de(K:dbed_ UCRL-II:.:xTE_5)
6 6 6 6 i12)fuelfatxicatlontechno_ readiness(uselevelsdescribedin UCRL-1130_, _-, 3.4)
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APPENDIX B. SUMMARY OF NUCLEAR ENGINEERING CODES

1.0 g.NEB6I.

This section presents an overview description of principal computer codes for nuclear
design and safety analysis of the System 80 + Standard Plant Design as described in
CESSAR-DC. The conceptual analyses for the weapons-grade, all-plutonium-reactor
fuel cycle alternatives in this study are based principally on the Discrete Integral
Transport (DIT) assembly transport theory code which is a basic component of ABB-
CE's reactor physics methodology. The DIT analyses are fundamental to nuclear
design applications, including fuel management, core power distribution, transient and
safety analyses. Consistent with established design practice, the fuel cycle concepts
presented in this study may be developed and analyzed in greater detail using the
nuclear design and safety analysis computer codes described below.

2.0 PRINCIPAL CODES FOR NUCLEAR DESIGN AND SAFETY ANALySIR

A brief summary is given below for principal nuclear design and safety analysis used
by ABB-CE, categorized by design application. The codes described below are
supported by numerous processing and editing codes which automate the design
process.

2.1. Fuel ManaGement Codem

These codes are used to perform scoping, enrichment setting and final design fuel
management calculations in 2-D or 3-D diffusion theory and in both coarse and fine
mesh. In addition these codes are used extensively in the calculation of safety data
for thermal hydraulic and system analysis.

ROCS

The ROCS (Reactor Operation and Control Simulator) code is a coarse mesh, two-
energy group neutronics code which allows the user to model all aspects of reactor
operations from startup to refueling. Because of its structure and advanced
mathematical formulations, ROCS is a more cost effective design tool for fuel
management and core follow than fine mesh codes. ROCS is a nodal code which can
be used in either two or three dimensions. Both neutronic and thermal-hydraulic
effects are accounted for, thereby allowing the simulation of physics tests, load
following, soluble boron rundown, control movement, as well as end-of-cycle power
coastdown.
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MC

The MC code is used to calculatefine-mesh(pin-wlse) power andburnupdistributions.
Finemesh analysisIs performed by the MC codethroughthe applicationof the nodal
imbeddedmethodto individualassembliesusingInter-assemblycurrentscalculatedby
the coarse-meshROCSprogram. Capabllltlesalsoincludefine-meshfuel depletionand
in-core instrument modeling. Data files written by MC contain fine-mesh fluence,
burnup,and power information.

2.2 CrossSection Codes

These codes are usedto calculateand verify cross sectlonsfor ROCS, HERMITEand
MC.

DIT

The DIT (Discrete Integral Transport) code is the principal code for cross section
generation. When usedin conjunctionwith CESAW and MCXSEC, few-group cross
sectionsgeneratedby DIT can be directly input into either coarse-meshor fine-mesh
diffusiontheoryprograms.Thisstate-of-the-art codeincludesthreemajorcomponents.
First, a spectrumcalculationusing an 85, or an optional41-group ENDF/B-IV based
multigroup library, is typically performed for a number of characteristic cell types:
asymptotic fuel, fuel with poison rod neighborsand fuel with water hole neighbors.
Coupling between cell types is accounted for through interface neutron currents.
Following the spectrumcalculation, a few-group assembly calculation is performed
whichexplicitlyaccountsfor the couplingbetween individualcells. Finally,a pin-by-pin
depletion is performed. Where necessary, pins can be spatially subdividedfor this
depletioncalculation.

The DIT code is alsousedfor fuel assemblydepletionanalysesincludingcalculationof
detailed isotopicsand reactionrates, and lattice physicsparametersfor all operating
conditionsand times in life.

CESAW

The CESAW code produces HARMONY-like tablesets for ROCS and HERMITE using
properlyformattedcrosssectiondata storedon permanentfiles. The abilityof CESAW
to generate specialpurposetables (suchas those usedto representpoisonrodcells or
accountingfor thermal feedback) eliminateshandpreparationof poisonrodtablesets.
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MCXSEC is a codeusedto preparecross sectioninput filesfor MC from DIT produced
files. It works off of the same DIT as CESAWso that consistencybetween coarse and
fine mesh cross sections Is maintained.

2.3 DIT Data Library

The baseDIT 85-group data libraryfor PWRcoreanalysiscontainscrosssectlontables
derivedfrom the ENDF/B-IVdatabase. The crosssectionsare collapsedto 85 energy
groups. This llbrarywas usedfor the conceptualanalysisof the plutoniumburner.

An ENDF/B-VI based 190 group library (as well as a 89 group condensedlibrary for
design applications)has beengeneratedfor use with the DIT assemblylattice code.
The 89 group library has been used in the analysesof pin cell benchmarksand the
critical experiments. The DIT cross section libraryis preparedusingthe NJOY code.

The NJOY nucleardata processingcodeis a comprehensivecodesystemfor producing
pointuse and multipgroupneutronandphotoncross sectionsfrom ENDF/B-VInuclear
data. The ABB-CE version of the code Is derived from NJOY89 developed by Los
Alsmos National Laboratory. ABB-CE modificationsIncludeadditionof the RABBLE
moduleto prepareresonancecrosssectionsfor DIT, additionof the LIBPREmoduleto
preparea library of infinitiesdilute crosssectionsand scatteringmatrices, resonance
crosssectiontables, fissionyields, depletionchainsand neutronemissionspectra for
DIT. Plottingand file merge features have also been added.

2.4 Axial ShapeAnalysis and arises-Time Coda=

The principalcode in this category is HERMITE,as describedbelow:

HERMITE is a space-time kinetics code used for analysis of design and off-design
transients in large pressurizedwater reactors. The multi-dlmensional,few groups,
time-dependent neutron diffusion equation is solved by either the nodal expansion
method (NEM) in I-D, 2-D or 3-D or the space-time factorization method (FIESTA) in
I-D. Included are the feedback effects of fuel and coolant temperatures, coolant
density and control rod motion. The heat conductionequationin the pellet, gap and
clad is solved by a finite difference method. Continuity and energy conservation
equationsfor the coolantare also solved. The momentum conservation equationsare
solvedfor a three dimensionalopen channelflow model. Nuclideconcentrationsare
calculatedusingdepletionequations. Xenonand iodineconcentrationsare calculated
using either depletion or equilibriumequations. Fuel management capabilities are
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included. Quasi-steady state solutions to off-nominal conditions can alsobe obtained.
HERMiTE is also availablein e one-dimensionalonly version.

I-D HERMITEprovidesthe abilityto performone-dimensionalspacetime lossof flow
end space tlme scram worth celculatlons. The HERMITE code Is also capable of a
variety of static end space-time calculations in two (x-y) and three dimensions.
HERMITE three-dlmenslonel,open-channelcalculetlon ere used in steam llne break
anelysls. HERMITEcan also be used to perform 2-D space time asymmetric steam
generatoranalysls.

2.6 RadlatiopPhysleaand CriticalityCodas

Principalcodesusedfor radiationphysicsanalysisendfor criticality analysisfor fresh
and spent fuel ere as follows:

DOT 4.3 is • multi-group,discreteordinatestransport code. DOT determinesthe flux
or fluenceof particles throughout• one- or two-dlmenslonalgeometricsystem dueto
sourceseithergeneratedas • resultof particleinteractionwith the mediumor incident
upon the system from extraneous sources. The principle application is to deep-
penetrationtransportof neutronsendphotons. Criticalityproblemscan be solved. In
addition,the ABB-CEversiongeneratesfine-mesh albedodata for the MC code.

ff.BLO.

KENO IV is a transport theory code which calculates the reactivity of e system
containingfissionablemateriel using 3D Monte Carlomethods. KENOIV determines
other neutron characteristicssuchas generationtime, leakage, absorption,and flux.

The ORIGEN II code calculates the fission product and trensmisslon sources and
isotopesfor irradiatedfuel as a function of operating history and decay time.

2.6 Hut Transfer and Ruld Flow Codas

The codes in this group solve problems related to heat transfer, fluid flow, fuel
performanceandform the basisfor calculationsinthe TransientsandSetpolntsCodes.
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The CETOP-D code calculates the thermal margin of a PWR for steady state operation.
It differs from the TORC design model by its simplified geometric modeling of the core
and faster calculation algorithm. The CETOP-D model of a reactor core must be
benchmarked to a similar TORC model before it is used to perform thermal-hydraulic
analyses of the core. Application of the CETOP-D code results in substantial
reductions in execution time when compared to TORC.

TORC

The TORC code determines the thermal margin of a PWR core for steady state
operation. The code solves the conservation equations for a three-dimensional
representation of an open lattice core to determine the local coolant conditions at all
points within the core. The code uses the local coolant conditions in conjunction with
a suitable critical heat flux correlation to determine the minimum value of the departure
from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) for the core.

The HRISE code calculates the departure from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR) from
various critical heat flux correlations for rod bundles and heated tubes. The MacBeth,
Bowring and Biasi built-in correlations have a wide range of validity. The code models
a single closed channel with non-uniform axial heat flux. Input nodal flow factors
enable the user to model cross flow effects.

2.7 Fuel Performance Analysis Codes

F..ES3J

The FATES code calculates the radial and axial steady state temperature distribution
through a single fuel rod using specified values of the rod linear heat rate and coolant
flow rate. The effects of fission gas release, fuel swelling, densification and relocation,
and clad creep are treated.

Fuel mechanical performance is related to pellet clad interaction (PCI). The FATES4
calculates stress and strain distributions throughout the fuel and cladding during power
transients. The code models fuel pellet and cladding elastic and inelastic interactions
during the transient.
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2.8 Thermal Hvdrauli= Daslan Codesw

GEBOJ

Thermal-hydraulic analysis of fuel in spent fuel pool. Determines coolant temperatures
within the spent fuel pool to verify design criteria. The code solves the steady state
mass, momentum and energy equations that describe the flow network in a spent fuel
pool. The code calculates the steady state coolant temperatures and flow rates within
each flow path to determine if boiling will occur, and the length of boiling region within
each cell.

g4aD_O

A thermal-hydraulic code used to calculate the flow rate required to preclude bulk
boiling in a guide tube. The results provide radial temperature distributions in control
rod and coolant annulus at various axial locations.

2.9 plant Transilnt Analysis Codes

This group of codes is used to perform the non-LOCA transient analyses to verify
acceptable performance and to determine or verify selected COLSS and CPCS database
constants for those plants that use COLSS and CPCS for monitoring and protection.
In addition to these codes, the non-LOCA transient analyses may also require the use
of the HERMITE, the HRISE, the TORC (used to set up CETOP models) and the CETOP-
D codes.

The CESEC-III code is a highly flexible analytical tool for simulating symmetric and
asymmetric plant responses to non-LOCA events. The code models safety-related
control and plant protection systems, high and low pressure safety injection pumps and
tanks and the effects of core temperature tilts. Superheating is allowed in the
pressurizer model which permits complete inhomogeneity and does not require that the
phases be in thermal equilibrium. The reactor vessel upper head model allows phase
separation during depressurization but requires thermal equilibrium of the phases. Heat
transfer between primary coolant and primary system metal components is modeled
in detail. The CESEC-III code simulates four reactor coolant Dumps with wide flexibility
in pump on/off schemes. CESEC-III also provides for various critical flow correlations
for the calculation of mass flow through valves and leaks. CESEC-III selects heat
transfer correlations depending on local fluid conditions and the direction of heat flow.
CESEC-III is used in licensing analyses and has been extensively benchmarked against
plant startup and operational data. It is also used in support of operator training and
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emergency procedure guidelines. Automatic data transferral from CESEC-III to the
TORC/CETOP and HRISE codes is also featured.

STRIKIN-II ITransient Analysis Version)

STRIKIN-II is used for hot channel heatup calculations in the safety analyses. The code
is used to calculate the transient DNBR, coolant enthalpy, and fuel temperatures in the
hot rod in the hot assembly.

The non-LOCA transient analysis version of the STRIKIN-II code was derived from the
LOCA version and has been maintained separately. This version is used for the
analysis of the CEA ejection accident and includes a point kinetics neutronics model
as well as other enhancements.

The STRIKIN-II code solves the one-dimensional (axial) conservation equations and the
equations of state for the fluid with provisions for local fluid expansion.

In a fuel rod, the STRIKIN-II code solves (radially) the one-dimensional cylindrical heat
conduction equation for each axial region along the rod. The conduction model
explicitly represents the gas gap region and dynamically calculates the gap
conductance in each axial region. A volume averaged temperature is calculated for
each radial node. The STRIKIN-II code uniquely determines the heat transfer regime
at the clad/coolant boundary for the updated temperature distribution.

CENTS

CENTS is an interactive, faster than real time computer code for simulation of the
Nuclear Steam Supply System and related systems. It calculates the behavior of a
PWR for normal and abnormal conditions including accidents. It is a flexible tool for
PWR analysis which gives the user complete control over the simulation through
convenient input and output options.

CENTS is an adaptation of design computer codes to provide PWR simulation
capabilities. It is based on detailed first-principles models for single and two-phase
fluids. Use of nonequUibrium, nonhomogeneous models allows a full range of fluid
conditions to be represented, including forced circulation, natural circulation, and
coolant voiding. The code provides a comprehensive set of interactions between the
analyst, the reactor control systems and the reactor. This allows simulation of multiple
failures and the effects of correct and incorrect operator actions. Examples of
simulation runs with CENTS are steady state, power change, pump trip, loss of load,
loss of feedwater, steam line break, feedwater line break, steam generator tube
rupture, anticipated transients without scram, rod ejection, loss of coolant accidents,
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anticipated operational transients, and malfunctions of components, control systems
or portions of control systems.

2.10 LOCp, Codes

This group of codes is used for large and small break loss of coolant accident (LOCA)
analysis, post-LOCA long term cooling analysis and blowdown loads. Also included in
this group is the RELAP5 code.

All codes described below are recognized by the NRC as part of ABB-CE's LOCA
licensing analysis capability.

STRIKIN-II (LOCA VERSIONh Hot Rod Heatup for LOCA

The STRIKIN-II code (LOCA Version) is an NRC approved computer program that
calculates the transient clad temperatures of the hot rod during blowdown, refill, and
reflood. It solves the one-dimensional (axial) conservation of energy equation and the
equations of state for the fluid with provisions for local fluid expansion. This code is
used to perform a closed-channel heat transfer analysis of the hottest fuel rod. The
fluid mass-flow rate and enthalpy are specified at the inlet end of the channel which
is the entrance during the period of forward flow through the core. This method of
analysis maximizes fuel rod heatup since no credit is taken for crossflow between
coolant channels.

The primary outputs from the STRIKIN-II code are the peak cladding temperature (PCT)
and maximum cladding oxidation. For small breaks STRIKIN-II is used to evaluate fuel
rod temperatures during the initial period of the blowdown.

CEFLASH-4AIFII: Blowdown Thermal Hydraulics for Large Break LOCA

CEFLASH-4A/FII is an NRC-approved computer program that is used to calculate the
thermal hydraulic response of the reactor coolant system during the blowdown phase
of a large break loss of coolant accident (LOCA). The code is applicable to any PWR
loop arrangement. It is used extensively for licensing ABB-CE designed two- and three-
loop plants and has been documented for use for three- and four-loop W-type reactors.
The Fully Implicit Iterative (FII) solution technique makes CEFLASH-4A/FII a fast
running code that produces results whose precision is comparable to or better than
other evaluation model codes.

The CEFLASH-4A/FII code is a multinode-multiflow path code that models the NSSS
as a series of volume nodes connected by flow paths. The equations of conservation
of mass and energy are solved for the nodes at each time step. The static pressure
in each node is determined at each time step using an equation of state assuming the
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fluid within each node is in thermodynamic equilibrium. The flow paths connect the
volume nodes at specified elevations. The conservation of momentum equation is
solved for each flow path assuming that the fluid within each flow path is
homogeneous and in thermodynamic equilibrium. The code represents the fluid
properties associated with single and two-phase conditions (subcooled and saturated
water, two-phase steam-water mixtures, and saturated and superheated steam).

CEFLASH-4AS: Blowdown Hydraulics for Small Break LOCA

CEFLASH-4AS is a version of CEFLASH-4A/FII, described herein, which has been
extensively modified for application to analysis of blowdown hydraulics during small
break LOCAs. It is an NRC approved code. The primary difference which distinguishes
CEFLASH-4AS from CEFLASH-4A/FII is the heterogeneous description of the fluid
within each node and the flow paths.

COMPERC-IIILB: RefilllReflood Thermal Hydraulics

COMPERC-II/LB is an NRC-approved digital computer program that is used in the
thermal hydraulic analysis of the refilllreflood period of a large break LOCA. It is
applicable to any 2-, 3- or 4-loop PWR arrangement. The code models the NSSS with
a detailed reactor vessel model with a steam flow resistance network that accounts

for the RCS piping, steam generators and reactor coolant pumps. The FLECHT-based
reflood heat transfer model is applicable to 14x14, 15x15, 16x16, and 17x17 fuel
assemblies.

COMPERC-II/_B: Reflood Hydraulics for Small Break LOCA

COMPERC-II/SB, an NRC-approved computer code for small break LOCAs, is a modified
version of the large break version that is used to evaluate the reflood hydraulics during
a small break LOCA. COMPERC-II/SB provides the transient two-phase level and
pressure, or the FLECHT heat transfer coefficients for the PARCH/EM code.

PARCHIREM: Steam Cooling Heat Transfer for Large Break LOCA

PARCH/REM is an NRC approved computer program that calculates steam cooling heat
transfer coefficients for the hot fuel rod heatup calculation. The utility code HCROSS
is used in conjunction with PARCH/REM to define flow diversion caused by local hot
channel blockage as well as to determine subsequent flow recovery above the
blockage.

P__AB._M: Hot Rod Heatup Model for Small Break LOCA
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A version of the NRC-approved PARCH/EM code is used for analysis of small break
LOCA accidents. Its primary function for small breaks is to evaluate the fuel rod
temperatures after the end of forced convection, that is, during pool boiling. It
performs a closed-channel heat transfer analysis of the hottest fuel rod. The rate of
boil-off of steam from the two-phase region and the local steam temperatures are
calculated using hot rod properties.

CEFLASH-4B: Blowdown Hydraulics for Loads on Inner Vessel Internals

The CEFLASH-4B computer code predicts the transient reactor pressure vessel
pressure, flow distribution and coolant properties during the subcooled and saturated
portion of the blowdown period of a LOCA. The pressure distributions produced by
CEFLASH-4B are used to calculate loads within the pressure vessel. The resulting
loads are used in stress analyses of hardware inside the pressure vessel. The NRC has
approved the code for analyzing blowdown transients.

BORON: Post-LOCA Core Boric Acid Concentration

BORON is an NRC-approved computer program that calculates the boric acid
concentration in the reactor vessel and sump after a LOCA. It is used to determine if
boric acid precipitation could prevent cooling of the fuel rods.

r,ELD.A: Post-LOCA Core Cooling

CELDA is an NRC-approved computer program that is used to describe the blowdown
and refill behavior of the primary system after a small break LOCA. It models heat
generation in the core, steam generator heat transfer, wall heat transfer, phase
separation, and critical flow.

CEPAC: Post-LOCA Steam Generator Secondary Temperature

CEPAC is an NRC-approved computer code that calculates system cooldown following
a LOCA. It is used to compute the steam generator secondary temperature and feed
water consumption after a LOCA until shutdown cooling conditions are reached.

BAZELO_W: Post-LOCA Core Natural Circulation

NATFLOW is an NRC-approved code that calculates the natural circulation flow rate
in the core and the primary system temperature after a LOCA. It is used to find the
steady state conditions in the reactor coolant system while the steam generators act
as a heat sink.
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RELAP51Mod3 Code:

RELAP5/MOD3 is the latest in a series of best estimate computer programs written by
the Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) to produce best estimate transient
simulations of a pressurized water reactor and associated systems. The code provides
modeling capability for a wide range of transients including postulated accidents such
as a small or large break LOCA as well as operational transients such as anticipated
transient without scram (ATWS), Ioss-of-offsite power, loss-of feedwater, loss-of-flow,
etcetera. In addition the code is applicable to both separate effects and integral
experiments.

RELAP5/MOD3 provides thermal-hydraulic analysis capability for a fluid mixture with
water, steam, one non-condensible fluid, and a non-volatile solute. The fluid and
energy flow paths are approximated by one-dimensional stream tube and conduction
models. A generic modeling approach is utilized to permit modeling as much of a
system as is needed for the simulation. Supplementary primary system models are
provided for the core neutronics, pumps, valves, steam generators, etcetera. Control
system and secondary system components are included to permit modeling of plant
controls, turbines, condensors, and feedwater systems. The code also contains
separator and jet pump models which have allowed it to be used to model boiling water
reactor systems.

3.0 LICENSING APPROVAL

This licensing application of the codes presented in this section for the System 80 +
standard plant design are described in detail in CESSAR-DC. Selected topical reports
are identified below.

"The ROCS and DIT Computer Codes for Nuclear Design," CENPD-266-P-A,
April 1983.

• "HERMITE, A Multi-Dimensional Space-Time Kinetics Code for PWR
Transients," CENPD-188-A, March 1976.

• "Methodology for Core Designs Containing Erbium Burnable Absorbers",
CENPD-382-P, October 1990 and CENPD-382-P, Supplement l-P, February
1992.

• "TORC Code: A Computer Code for Determining the Thermal Margin of a
Reactor Core," Combustion Engineering, Inc_, CENPD-161-P-A, April 1986.

• "CETOP-D Code Structure and Modeling Methods for SONGS 2 and 3,"
CEN-160-S-P, Rev. 1, September, 1981.
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• "C-E Fuel Evaluation Model Topical Report," Combustion Engineering, Inc.,
CENPD-139-P, CENPD-139 Rev. 01, CENPD-139 Supplement 1, Rev. 01
(Non-Proprietary), July 1974.

• "Improvements to Fuel Evaluation Model," Combustion Engineering, Inc.,
CEN-161-P(A), August 1989; and CEN-161-P(B) Supplement l-P, April
1986.

• "CESEC Digital Simulation of a Combustion Engineering Nuclear Steam
Supply System," CENPD-107-P, April 1974.

• "STRIKIN-II, A Cylindrical Geometry Fuel Rod Heat Transfer Program,"
Combustion Engineering, Inc., CENPD-135P, Supplement 2, December
1974, Supplement 4, August 1976.

• "Calculation Methods for the C-E Large Break LOCA Evaluation Model,"
CENPD-132, Supplement 1, December 1974.

• "C-E Method for Control Element Assembly Ejection Analysis," CENPD-190-
A, January 1976.
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APPENDIX C. SUMMARY OF SYSTEM 80 + DESIGN DESCRIPTION

This section presents a technical description of the various elements of the System
80 + Standard Plant Design upon which the Plutonium Disposition Study was based.
The System 80 + Standard Design is fully developed and directly suited to meeting the
mission objectives for plutonium disposal. The base UO2 plant design is discussed
here. Adaptations for plutonium are given in Section 2.1 of the main section. Table
C-0-1 compares the characteristics for UO2, plutonium disposal and tritium production
options.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The System 80 + Plutonium Disposition Complex is based on ABB-CE's System 80 +
which is a complete Nuclear Power Plant currently in the final stages of licensing
review by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). The System 80 + plant layout
(described in detail in Section 2.0 of this Appendix C) has evolved over the past few
years based on previous designs, human factors considerations, compliance with the
EPRI ALWR Utility Requirements Document and review by several Architect-Engineers
and numerous representatives of operating power plants.

The general arrangement of the site groups the Reactor Building with its spherical
containment and the Nuclear Annex which houses reactor safety, auxiliary and control
systems and equipment into a single complex situated on a common foundation mat,
thereby providing for excellent overall seismic stability, ground water resistance, and
interbuilding access.

Separate structures have been provided to house the radwaste f_cilities, station
services, the component cooling water heat exchangers, and station administrative
services. This allows ready access to these areas for parallel construction without
interference.

Site Layout

The evolution of the site layout from the System 80+ Nuclear Power Plant to the
Plutonium Disposition Complex will involve location of the Fuel and Target Fabrication
Facility, expansion of the spent fuel pool and location of the tritium extraction process.
The resulting site layouts are shown in the enclosed Figures C-1-1, C-1-2, and C-1-3
for the single, dual and four plant arrangements. The System 80+ Nuclear Power
Plants are shown as stand alone plants with sharing of some site facilities
(warehouses, heat sink etc.) Section 2.0 which follows, describes the buildings and
structures in more detail.
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Fuel Fabrication and Processing

Figure C-1-4 shows a process overview of the complex for this study based on
direction from the DOE, All facilities have been located at the same site as the reactor.

The MOX fuel fabrication plant (MF=) will have capacity to produce up to 100 MT of
MOX fuel per year. Plutonium will be received as PuO= to purity and physical
properties specifications. The plutonium will be received in sealed PuO2 containers.
The Pu02 containers will be stored in the storage vault. The uranium will be received
as depleted U02. DOE will supply depleted UFe that will be converted to UO2 by a
commercial fuel supplier. Other components, including the erbium burnable poison,
cladding, and other structural components of the fuel assembly will be supplied by
commercial entities.

The MOX fuel fabrication plant will also be used for target fabrication for the tritium
production options. Target pins will consist of lithium aluminate (LiAI02), pellets in the
shape of annular rings contained in Type 316 stainless steel cladding. A zirconium
sleeve that serves as an oxygen getter will be inserted inside of the lithium aluminate
pellets. On the outside, the lithium sluminate pellets will be surrounded by a sleeve of
zircaloy that serves as a tritium getter. This sleeve, in turn, will be surrounded by the
cladding. The inner and outer surfaces of the cladding will be coated with an aluminide
barrier to prevent the escape of tritium.

Site Design Parameters

When the specific location of the Plutonium Disposition Reactor is identified the
System 80 + envelope of plant site design parameters will be examined to ensure that
the selected site is within the parameters shown in Table C-1-1. The envelope of
System 80+ offers flexible siting parameters and no problem is anticipated in
designing the additional facilities (fuel fabrication, etc) to these parameters.
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TABLE C-1-1
(Sheet 1 of 3)

ENVELOPE OF PLANT SITE DESIGN PARAMETERS

Ground Water

Maximum Level: 2 feet below grade

Flood (or Tsunamil Level (1)

Maximum Level: 1 foot below grade

Precipitation (for Roof Desionl

Maximum rainfall rate: 19.4 in/hr, and 6.2 in/5 min. (2)

Maximum snow load: 50 Ib/sq. ft.

D..ilE_n Temperatures

Ambient

1% Exceedance Values

Maximum: 100°F dry bulb/77°F coincident wet
bulb

80°F wet bulb (non-coincident)

Minimum: -10°F

0% Exceedance Values (Historical Limit excluding peaks < 2 hours)

Maximum: 115 °F dry bulb/80°F coincident wet
bulb

81 oF wet bulb (non-coincident)

Minimum: -40°F

Station Service Water Inlet: 95°F(3)

Condenser Circulating Water Inlet: <IO0°F
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TABLE C-1-1 (Cont'd)
(Sheet 2 of 3)

ENVELOPEOF PLANT SITE DESIGNPARAMETERS

Extreme Wirld

BasicWind Speed: 110 mph
ImportanceFactors: 1.0c4)/1.11(a)

Tornado161

Maximum tornado wind speed: 330 mph
RotationalSpeed: 260 mph
Translationalvelocity: 70 mph
Radius: 150 ft
Maximum pressuredifferential: 2.4 psi
Rate of pressuredrop: 1.7 psi/sec
Missilespectra: per SRP3.5.1.4 Spectrum II

Soil Prooerties

Minimum BearingCapacity (demand}: 12 ksf (static)
Minimum ShearWave Velocity: 700 ftlsec
LiquefactionPotential: None (at site-specificSSE level)

SSE PeakGroundAcceleration(PGA): 0.30 g

Aircraft Hazards

Plantto airport distance 5mi. < D < lOmi. with annual
operationlessthan 5,000D 2or
D> lOmi. with an annual operation
less than I O,O00D2 (D = distance in
miles)

Plantto edgeof military D> 5mi. with an annual operation
training routes less than 1000 flights (D = distance

in miles)

Plantto edge of Federalairway, D > 2mi.
holdingpattern, or airport (D = distance in miles}
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TABLE C-1-1 (Cont'd)
(Sheet 3 of 3)

ENVELOPE OF PLANT SITE DESIGN PARAMETERS

Meteorolo_av

Short-term dilution factor X/Q 1.0x10"3; EAB ,, 500 meters

Long-term dilution factor X/Q 2.2x10"s; LPZ ,, 3000 meters

NOTES:

1. Probable maximum flood level (PMF), as defined in ANSI/ANS-2.8,
"Determining Design Basis Flooding at Power Reactor Sites."

2. Maximum value for 1 hour 1 sq. mile PMP with ratio of 5 minutes to 1 hour
PMP of .32, as found in National Weather Service Publication HMR No. 52.

3. Maximum normal power and normal shutdown temperature of the Station
Service Water System Intake based on one percent exceedance meteorologic
conditions.

4. 50-year recurrence interval; value to be utilized for design of non-safety-
related structures only.

5. 100-year recurrence interval; value to be utilized for design of safety-related
structures only.

6. lO,O00,O00-year tornado recurrence interval, with associated parameters
based on the NRC's interim position on Regulatory Guide 1.76. Pressure
effects associated with potential offsite explosions are assumed to be non-
controlling for the design.
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2.0 POWER PLANT DESCRIPTION

2.1

The System 80+ design described in the Combustion Engineering Standard Safety
Analysis Report - Design Certification (CESSAR-DC) covers an essentially complete
nuclear power plant and includes all structures, systems and components that can
significantly affect safety. In accordance with regulatory requirements in 10CFR52,
CESSAR-DC provides a conceptual design and interface requirements, as appropriate,
for site-specific features which are outside the System 80 + standard design scope.
The plant structures identified below represent a System 80 + Plutonium Disposition
Complex based on the System 80 + design as described in CESSAR-DC, augmented
with features specifically required for plutonium disposition:

J_[uclearIsland Structures
Reactor Building
Shield Building
Steel Containment Vessel
Internal Structure

Subsphere
Nuclear Systems Annex
Fuel Pool Area (Including Auxiliary Fuel Storage Facility)
Control Area
Diesel Generator Area
Main Steam Valve House

Maintenance/Outage Area

Turbine Island Structures

Turbine Building

Other Plant Strul:tures
Fuel Oil Tanks and Pumphouse
Service Water Pumps & CCW Heat Exchanger Bldg.
Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS)
Radwaste Building
Circulating Water Pumphouse
Plant Cooling Tower
Auxiliary Boiler Building
Station Services Building
Administration Building
Security Building
Station Structures for Pu Consumption
Warehouse
Yard Structures
Fire Tanks & Pump House
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Additional Structures for Pu Consumotion Mission
MOX Fuel Fabrication Plant (MF=)
Tritium Recovery Building
Auxiliary Fuel Storage Facility

These buildings and structures are shown on the plot plans presented in Section 1 and
discussed in more detail in the subsections which follow. Figures C-2-1 through C-2-3
illustrate the arrangements of the Nuclear Island.

The general arrangement of the site groups the Reactor Building with its spherical
containment and the Nuclear Annex which houses reactor safety, auxiliary and control
systems and equipment into a single complex situated on a common foundation mat,
thereby providing for excellent overall seismic stability, ground water resistance, and
interbuilding access.

Separate structures have been provided to house the radwaste facilities, station
services, the component cooling water heat exchangers, and station administrative
services. This allows ready access to these areas for parallel construction without
interference.

The locations of the principal plant features provide for a high degree of separation of
safety components from potential hazards. For example, the turbine rotating axis is
selected to direct missiles away from all Category I structures. Maintenance
convenience is a major consideration in the development of this plant. This includes
single piece steam generator removal, condenser retubing access, diesel generator
removal, and many other considerations.

The spherical steel containment is based on the design used for the cancelled Duke
Power Company Cherokee/Perkins" plants and provides additional operating floor space
for maintenance and layout. Also, the inherent strength in the spherical arrangement
provides additional design margin for any possible future regulatory concerns relating
to severe accident scenarios. The mitigation of severe accidents was explicitly
considered in the design of the containment. For example, the large containment
volume provided and the internal containment arrangement promote post accident
hydrogen mixing and dilution. The Reactor Shield Building forms an additional barrier
to provide a minimum accident release potential when compared to current designs.

The design complies with environmental discharge and other requirements, including
those regarding appearance, noise, emissions effluents and drains.

• Construction of the Cherokee 1 containment was well along when the
plant was cancelled.
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The layout of the plant considers both internal and external hazards. The primary
protection for external hazards is achieved through the structural arrangement that
provides spatial separation of redundant safety equipment.

Buildings, structures, and components have been designed such that their failures or
interactions will not cause an unacceptable failure of safety related features. This has
been accomplished in one of the following ways:

• Through physical separation from safety related features by a
distance sufficient to prevent unacceptable damage to safety
related features, or

• By designs than can withstand loads to the extent required to
prevent unacceptable damage to safety related features, or

• By the use of barriers or other protective features to protect
safety related features from failures or interactions to the extent
required to prevent unacceptable damage to safety related
features.

When safety related and non-safety related buildings, structures, or components are
integrally connected, the non-safety related feature is accounted for when determining
the design of the safety related feature.

Safety related buildings, structures, and equipment subject to hazards, either internally
and externally generated, have been designed for or protected from such hazards
sufficient to prevent unacceptable damage.

The plant arrangement is such as to minimize the impact from a potential turbine
missile by defining the orientation of the turbine longitudinal axis towards the
containment and by spatial separation of safety equipment.

Wind-generated missiles are considered in the design of reinforced concrete walls for
each structure which houses safety-related equipment.

The station layout provides a centralized Main Control Room from which all day-to-day
plant operations are controlled and monitored. The control room is located in the
Nuclear Annex adjacent to the Reactor Building, between the Reactor Building and the
Turbine Building. Batteries, cable shaft and switchgear areas are located below the
control room. A separate Technical Support Center is located in the vicinity of the
Main Control Room. The capability of bringing the plant to a cold shutdown from
outside of the control room is provided through the use of controls in the Remote
Shutdown Room, which is located in a different fire zone two levels below the Main
Control Room.
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The ultimate heat sink shown in Figure C-1-1 is a single passive independent cooling
water pond. However, it is recognized that site-specific conditions may require the use
of two ponds to meet Regulatory Guide 1.27. The design brackets alternative ultimate
heat sinks which may be specified for a particular site if environmental restrictions limit
the use of a cooling pond or if an alternative water supply is more reliable. Acceptable
alternate ultimate heat sinks are an ocean, a large lake, a large river, a lake and a
cooling pond, a river and a cooling pond, or a cooling tower and cooling pond.

Each safety train is separated from the others by physical barriers or distance where
barrier separation is impractical, e.g., inside containment. Diesel generators are located
on opposite sides of the Reactor Building. I_ajor cable runs are separated by concrete
barriers between trains with individual runs separated in accordance with USNRC
Regulatory Guideline 1.75.

The emergency feedwater system contains two storage tanks, each with a minimum
useable volume of 350,000 gallons.

The HVAC intakes are positioned to preserve the functioning of the emergency diesel
generators and the occupancy of the Main Control Room and other safety-related areas
which are required to be manned during operation or shutdown of the station.

The fire zones and barriers are determined by conducting detailed analysis of hazards
during the final design of interior structures. Entry to the site is strictly controlled.
Plant and buildings are located relative to security fencing or barriers such that the risk
of unauthorized access or interference is minimized.

2.2 Reactor Buildinaw

The Reactor BuUding's function is to provide a suitable environment to house the
Reactor and its associated safety systems, and to prevent the uncontrolled release of
radioactivity to the outside environment. The Reactor Building also shields the
Containment from external hazards and environmental effects. As an integral part of
these functions, it forms a part of the engineered safety systems of the plant.

The fundamental design objective is to ensure that the reactor can safely be shut down
and adequately cooled in the event of a design basis fault and to provide assurances
that the radiation levels at the site boundary will not exceed the permitted levels. This
objective is accomplished by insuring that the structures will withstand all internal and
external loading conditions that may reasonably be expected to occur during the life
of the plant. This includes both the short and long term effects following design basis
accidents, e,g., loss of coolant accidents. Meeting these objectives protects the public
health and safety as well as the owners' investment.

These objectives are met by providing a reinforced concrete Shield Building housing a
free-standing spherical Steel Containment Vessel (SCV). The Shield Building is
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designed to protect the SCV against externally generated environmental and missile
loads.

The System 80 + Reactor Building is composed of the following major parts, which are
all Category I structures:

• Shield Building
• Steel Containment Vessel (SCV)
• Internal Structure
• Subsphere

Each of these parts function with the others to meet the design objectives.

2.2.1 Shield Buildinav

The Shield Building provides protection from the outside environment. It is a reinforced
concrete structure composed of the foundation and exterior walls and designed in
accordance with ACI 349. The foundation is approximately ten feet thick and is
integral with the adjacent Category 1 structures. The exterior walls are composed of
a 210 ft. diameter right circular cylinder with a hemispherical dome. The exterior wall
thickness varies from 4 ft. for the cylindrical portion to 3 ft. for the hemispherical
dome. The overall building height above the basemat is approximately 215 ft.

A 5-foot annular space is provided between the SCV and Shield Building for structural
separation and to provide access to the containment and penetrations for testing and
inspection.

2.2.2 Steel Containment Vessel (SCV)

The SCV is a spherical steel shell pressure vessel constructed of formed plate
segments welded together. The diameter of the SCV is 200 ft. The plate nominal
thickness is 1.75 inches. The vessel plate is thickened around penetrations to
compensate for the opening. Where there i3 a cluster of penetrations in the same plate
segment, the entire segment is fabricated out of thicker plate and transition tapered
to 1.75 in at the edges. The additional thickness depends upon the nominal size,
thickness and location of the penetration sleeve and is in accordance with ASME Code
requirements.

The materials are in accordance with Article NE-2000 of Subsection NE, "Class MC
Components," of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, "Nuclear
Power Plant Components." The containment plate material is SA537 Class 2 carbon
steel.

The SCV is an independent, freestanding structure above grade elevation. Below
grade, the SCV is encased between the base slab of the Internal Structures and a
reinforced concrete pedestal extending from the Shield Building foundation. Radially
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extending shear bars are welded to the containment vessel in the embedded region to
provide restraint against sliding. The lateral loads due to seismic forces, etc., will be
transferred to the foundation concrete by shear bars, friction and bearing. No credit
is taken for the reduction of shell stresses from the concrete encasement of the SCV;
therefore, the SCV plate thickness in the embedded zone is the same as in the free
zone. In the transition region (where the SCV emerges from the concrete encasement),
a compressible material is provided to eliminate excessive bearing loads on the
concrete as well as to reduce the secondary stresses in the SCV at this location. The
containment plate is also thickened in this region to accommodate potential corrosion.

The major penetrations to the containment are the equipment hatch and two personnel
airlocks. The equipment hatch is composed of a cylindrical sleeve in the containment
shell and a dished head 22 ft. in diameter with mating bolted flanges. Each personnel
airlock has double doors with an interlocking system to prevent both doors being
opened simultaneously. Remote indication is provided to indicate the position of each
door. Double seals are provided on each door. These penetrations are designed,
fabricated and tested in accordance with Section III, Subsection NE of the ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code. Provisions are made for performing the required inservice
pressure and leak rate tests.

A fuel transfer tube penetration sleeve is provided for the transfer tube for transfer of
fuel between the fuel pool and the Reactor Building. The fuel transfer penetration
sleeve has a double gasketed blind flange in the Reactor Building.

Mechanical penetrations are treated as fabricated piping assemblies meeting the
requirements of ASME III, Subsection NE, and Subsection NC. The process line and
fluid heads making up the pressure boundary are consistent with the system piping
materials; fabrication, inspection, and analysis requirements are as required by ASME
III, Subsection NC. All welds on the process pipe are accessible for inspection in
accordance with ASME Section XI. High energy lines and selected engineered safety
system and auxiliary lines require the "Hot Penetration" assembly which features the
exterior guard pipe for protection of other penetrations in the building annular space.
Other lines are treated as cold penetrations since a leak into the annular space would
not cause a personnel hazard or damage other penetrations in the immediate area.

Medium voltage electrical penetrations through the SCV for reactor coolant pump
power use sealed bushings for conductor seals. The assemblies incorporate dual seals
along the axis of each conductor. The low voltage power, control, and instrumentation

= cables enter the SCV through penetration assemblies which are designed to provide
two leak-tight barriers in series with each conductor. All electrical penetrations are
designed to maintain the SCV integrity for Design Basis Accident conditions, including
pressure, temperature, and radiation. Double barriers permit testing of each assembly
as required to verify that the SCV integrity is maintained.
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2.2.3 Internal Structure

The Internal Structure is a group of reinforced concrete structures that support the
Reactor Vessel and primary system. The Internal Structure also provides biological
shielding for the containment interior.

The primary shield wall encloses the Reactor Vessel and provides protection from
internal missiles. The primary shield wall provides biological (radiation) shielding and
is designed to withstand the temperatures and pressures following LOCA. In addition,
the primary shield wall provides structural support for the Reactor Vessel. The primary
shield wall has a minimum thickness of 6 ft.

The secondary shield wall (crane wall) provides support for the polar crane and
protects the SCV from internal missiles. In addition to providing biological shielding
from the reactor coolant loops and equipment, the crane wall also provides structural
support for pipe restraints and platforms at various levels. The crane wall is a right
cylinder with an inside diameter of 130 ft and a height of 118 ft from its base. The
crane wall is 4 ft thick.

The refueling pool, when filled with borated water, forms a pool above the Reactor
Vessel to facilitate the fuel handling operation without exceeding the acceptable levels
of radiation inside the Containment. The Reactor Vessel flange is permanently sealed
to the pool floor to prevent leakage of refueling water into the reactor cavity. The
refueling pool has the following subcompartments:

• Storage area for upper guide structure.
• Storage area for core support barrel.
• Refueling canal.

The fuel transfer tube connects the refueling pool to the Spent Fuel Pool. The shield
walls that form the refueling cavity have a minimum thickness of 6 ft.

The operating floor provides personnel access for operating functions and provides
biological shielding. Inside the crane wall, the operating floor is a reinforced concrete
slab with covered hatches aligned with hatches in the two lower slabs to facilitate
maintenance activities. Outside the crane wall, the operating floor consists of steel
grating. There are also reinforced concrete floor slabs that connect the crane wall and
the primary shield wall. The concrete slabs provide lateral stability to the steam
generator and pressurizer enclosures as well as connecting the primary shield wall and
the crane wall.

2.2.4

The area of the Reactor Building below grade elevation and outside of the containment
makes up the region referred to as the Subsphere. The Subsphere allows efficient use
of space for locating safety equipment adjacent *.o the SCV and eliminating excessive
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piping while allowing maximum access to the containment for locating penetrations.
This subsphere houses most of the engineered safety systems external to containment.

2.3 Nuclear Systems Annex

The Nuclear Systems Annex houses those reactor auxiliary and control systems not
located within the Reactor Building. It consists of the Fuel Pool Area, the Control Area,
Emergency Diesel Generator Areas, the Main Steam Valve Houses, and
Maintenance/Outage areas.

The Nuclear Systems Annex is classified as safety-related and Seismic Category I and
is supported on a reinforced concrete foundation mat, common to the Reactor Building.
The exterior walls are reinforced concrete. Interior floors are reinforced concrete
supported on concrete framing. Reinforced concrete walls separate equipment and
piping systems to provide biological shielding, floor protection, and protective missile
barriers, where required.

The roof drainage system discharges to the storm and waste water system. The Fuel
Pool and Maintenance/Outage Area, floor and equipment drains which are potentially
contaminated, are sent to the radioactive liquid waste system via the aerated drain
system.

2.3.1 Fuel Pool Area

The fuel storage areas for the plutonium disposition plant are similar to the facilities in
the System 80 + plant. However, the plutonium disposition mission requires that the
configuration be modified to meet the special requirements of the mission. The System
80 + plant provides storage of new and spent fuel assemblies in the fuel storage area
of the nuclear annex. New UO= fuel assemblies are stored in dry racks and spent fuel
assemblies are stored under water in racks that provide the capability for placing a fuel
assembly in each cell location when poison inserts are used in the cells. Although the
Pu mission calls for removal of the spent MOX fuel assemblies ten years after
discharge, in the event a repository is not available on schedule the entire complement
of fuel assemblies for the plant operating life may need to remain on site. This will
require larger under water storage capacity than is typically available at commercial
plants.

The requirement for the quantity of storage will be met by eliminating the new fuel dry
storage area and maximizing the capacity of the underwater pool in the Nuclear Annex.
Due to criticality of the plutonium fuel assemblies, the fuel assemblies will be stored
in a checkerboard pattern that uses every other cell location. Approximately 1250
assemblies will be stored in the Nuclear Annex. The remaining assemblies will be
stored in the auxiliary fuel storage facility which is connected to the Nuclear Annex.
The storage area in the Nuclear Annex maintains the envelope of the commercial plant
area to minimize the impact on the System 80+ design. The auxiliary facility is
located adjacent to the annex and is located on a separate base mat.
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The plutonium disposition plant also includes the capability to produce tritium. The
System 80+ fuel handling system design accommodates the production of tritium.
The cask laydown area in the System 80 + plant is designed to support reconstitution
(repair) of irradiated fuel assemblies. The installation and recovery of the tritium
targets requires similar technology for the disassembly and reassembly of the fuel. As
the work is done in the cask laydown area, tritium targets can be loaded directly into
a cask for shipment. Both the Nuclear Annex and auxiliary fuel storage facilities
include cask laydown areas. Receipt and shipment of fuel assemblies can be
performed currently with tritium recovery operations.

The new and spent fuel storage facilities as well as systems and components directly
related to the fuel storage and handling are contained in the fuel storage area of the
Nuclear Annex. Due to the number of fuel assemblies that require storage, additional
new and spent fuel storage is located in the auxiliary fuel storage facility. The storage
of fuel assemblies in the Nuclear Annex is maximized while maintaining the size of the
System 80 + base mat.Both of these fuel storage areas are located in safety-related
Seismic Category I structures.

The fuel storage areas are designed to store the fuel assemblies for fifteen full reactor
cores, which represents a total of 3,615 fuel assemblies. Additional storage locations
are allocated for failed fuel assemblies and temporary storage of containerized spent
control element assembly rods and spent ICI assembly segments. As the entire
quantity of fuel assemblies may be irradiated before full burnup is attained on any of
the assemblies, the entire storage capacity is located under water in the fuel pools.

The fuel pools are stainless steel-lined reinforced concrete structures within the fuel
storage facilities. The fuel racks are a series of monolithic, honeycomb structure
modules, the elements of which are the individual storage cells. The fuel assemblies
are placed in a checkerboard pattern in the modules. Cell locations not intended for
use are permanently blocked to prevent insertion of fuel assemblies. The fuel storage
rack modules are described further in Section 6.

The fuel pool in the Nuclear Annex is connected to the refueling cavity in the reactor
building by a transfer tube assembly and transfer system. A second transfer tube and
transfer system connect the Nuclear Annex fue; pool to the fuel pools in the auxiliary
fuel storage facility. The auxiliary fuel storage facility is located off of the base mat.
The connecting transfer tube assembly accommodates differential building settlement
and seismic motions.

The transfer system components, including the fuel upenders, are located in canals
that are connected by gates to the fuel storage pools. The gates are hinged to close
towards the transfer canals so the water pressure in the fuel pool helps to seal the
gates when th._canals are drained for equipment servicing. Fuel cask laydown areas
are also located adjacent to the fuel storage pools. These laydown areas are also
connected to the fuel storage pools by gates similar to those used for the transfer
canals. A cask washdown area is located adjacent to the cask laydown area to permit
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the fuel shipping cask to be cleaned before it is removed from the fuel storage area.
Depending on the final arrangement of the auxiliary fuel storage, multiple cask laydown
areas will be provided for each pool area.

The gates connecting the fuel storage pools to the adjacent pools such that the bottom
of the gate is located above the top of the fuel rack modules to ensure water coverage
is maintained over the fuel assemblies in the event of a gate failure. Pipe connections
to the pools are designed to prevent gravity draining of the pools.

The new fuel assemblies are expected to arrive in shipping casks that are similar to the
available PWR spent fuel shipping casks. The new fuel casks are located in the cask
laydown area which is then filled with water. This permits the new fuel assemblies to
be removed from the cask and loaded in the fuel racks using the spent fuel handling
machines.

Space is provided in the cask laydown area to permit subsidiary fuel activities to be
performed. These activities include irradiated and new fuel inspection, fuel
reconstitution, and replacement of tritium targets. The benefits of performing the work
in the cask laydown area are that the area can be drained for equipment set up or
repair and that it is not necessary to move the equipment over the fuel storage pool.
This eliminates the concerns of moving heavy loads or the crane over the stored fuel
assemblies.

The shipping cask areas are serviced by a bridge crane with a 150 ton main hoist and
a ten ton auxiliary hoist. The crane is used to unload the shipping cask from the
transport vehicle in the receiving bay and to move the cask through the cask
decontamination area to the laydown area. The crane and building design allows
movement of the shipping cask without lifting the cask above the operating floor.
Hardstops prevent movement of the crane over the fuel storage racks. The bridge
crane can also be used to set up equipment to perform subsidiary fuel activities in the
cask iaydown area. A jib crane is located over the cask laydown area to support
subsidiary fuel activities.

The fuel storage pools, transfer canals and cask laydown areas are serviced by one or
more spent fuel handling machines. A separate machine is provided for each fuel
storage pool. The spent fuel handling machines replicate the refueling machine to the
maximum extent possible to permit operating training prior to entering the reactor
building for refueling. The spent fuel handling machines are described in Section 6.

The fuel shipping cask decontamination area is approximately sixteen feet by sixteen
feet in area. The area is iined with stainless steel and the floor is sloped to direct
water used for cask cleaning to a floor drain. The floor drain is connected to the sump
system to direct the effluent to the radioactive liquid waste system. The floor areas in
the fuel storage areas and the equipment in these areas could be potentially
contaminated during operations. Therefore, the floor drains and equipment drains are
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piped to a sump via the aerated drains system and are pumped from the sump to the
radioactive liquid waste system.

The fuel storage area purification and cooling system is described in Section 5.

2.3.2 Coptro! Area

The Control Area is a five-story complex, which houses the Main Control Room, the
safety-related battery rooms, cable shafts, switchgear areas, control area ventilation,
instrument air compressors, technical support center, computer room and Remote
Shutdown Room. The Control Area is isolated from the adjacent areas by reinforced
concrete walls to provide environmental and hazard separation.

The Main Control Room itself will be maintained at a slight positive pressure to prevent
the ingress of radioactive contamination during and following a postulated accident.
Air intakes are provided from each side of the Nuclear Systems Annex to prevent both
intakes from being exposed to a common environmental hazard.

2.3.3 Emaro_epcyDiesel Generator Areas

The Emergency Diesel Generator Areas are on opposite sides of the Nuclear Systems
Annex, outside the Shield Building. The emergency diesel generators are located in the
Emergency Diesel Generator Areas, which provide environmental and missile protection
for the generators.

2.3.4 Main Steam Valve Houses

The Main Steam Valve Houses are on opposite sides, outside the Shield Building. The
Valve Houses provide shielding for the main steam and feedwater lines. The main
steam safety, power operated relief, and isolation valves are located in the Main Steam
Valve House. The Emergency Feedwater (EFW} Storage Tanks are located beneath the
main steam andfeedwater penetration areas. The Valve House provides environmental
and missile protection for these systems.

2.3.5 MaintenancelOutaoe Areav

The Maintenance/Outage Area is located adjacent to the Fuel Pool Area. This area
houses reactor auxiliary equipment including that of the chemical and volume control
system, a component cooling water surge tank and Nuclear Systems Annex HVAC
equipment. Access is provided for both personnel and equipment to/from all areas of
the Nuclear Systems Annex through dedicated passage space.
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2.4 Turbine Island Structure

The function of the Turbine Building is to house the components of the steam power
plant, including the turbine, the generator, and associated systems for power
generation.

The Turbine Building is located so that the Reactor Building is on the projection of the
turbine shaft, on the high-pressure turbine side. This allows the pipework and cable
routing to be optimized and also minimizes the risk of damage to safety-related
equipment in the Nuclear Island by missiles from the turbine or generator, in the event
of an accident.

The Turbine Building has three main floors above the ground level: the ground floor,
mezzanine, and operating floor. Besides these main floors, there are several smaller
service floors.

The Turbine Building houses the components of the steam power plant, including
turbine generator, condenser system, preheater system and general service water
systems, main feedwater pumps, condensate pumps, condensate cleaning plant, as
well as the turbine building heating and ventilation system.

The turbine and generator are arranged in the main bay of the Turbine Building. The
space around the turbine is capable of accommodating the dismantled parts of the HP-
turbine, one LP-turbine cylinder and the generator during maintenance. The LP and HP
feedwater heaters are arranged vertically between the turbine generator and the
feedwater pump annex. They can be handled easily by the crane. LP heating of the
first stage is integrated in the condenser neck. The turbine oil and governor fluid tank
are located outboard of the HP side of the turbine foundation on the Turbine Building
ground floor. The generator auxiliaries are arranged in the area below the generator.
The encapsulated single phase busbars leave the turbine hall at the transverse rear wall
of the building. The main Turbine Building crane is capable of lifting the heaviest part,
the generator stator. The track and the main opening is at the rear end of the building.
A part load crane which travels below the main crane is also provided in order to
facilitate and to expedite maintenance.

For personnel access, four stairways are provided, and two personnel/light equipment
elevators. The ventilation air enters the building through intake louvers above ground
and leaves the building via roof mounted exhaust fans equipped with silencers.

The Turbine Building is constructed to conventional standards. The turbine building is
360 ft long, and 164 ft wide. Inlet and outlet cooling water pipes are located on the
open longitudinal side of the building.

The Turbine Building is a braced steel structure and consists of AISC Type 2 steel
framing. The Turbine Building roof is supported with a truss, which spans across the
Turbine-Generator bay. The roof structure has a horizontal truss system to transmit
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design loads to the braced walls. The steel-framed structure has insulated metal
siding, metal roof decking, and built-up roofing. The Turbine-Generator is supported
at the operating floor level on a reinforced concrete foundation plate, which is spring-
mounted on reinforced concrete columns; the columns are supported by a mat
foundation. The turbine pedestal structure is isolated from the main building frame.
The main building frame structure is supported on a conventional reinforced concrete
mat foundation.

The Turbine Building is classified as non-safety related, and will be designed and
constructed in accordance with the codes and standards established for non-safety
related structures. The turbine building is seismically designed such that it does not
affect she nuclear island in the event of an earthquake.

2.5 Other Plant Structures

2.5.1 Cete_ooryI Structures

2.5.1.1 Fuel Oil Pumphouse/Tenks

The diesel generator fuel oil storage area consists of one set of two seven-day fuel oil
storage tanks and an above-ground fuel oil pump house for each diesel.

2.5.1.2 Component Cooling Water (CCW) Heat Exchanger Structures

The Component Cooling Water (CCW) Heat Exchanger Structures are two reinforced
concrete buildings classified as Seismic Category I which house the CCW heat
exchangers. The two structures provide complete physical separation between the
two divisions of the CCW and station service water (SSW) systems. Each structure
contains two CCW heat exchangers, CCW and SSW piping and associated valves,

sumps, and sump pumps. A division of the CCW piping enters the structure througha separate Seismic Category I reinforced concrete pipe tunnel which runs below grade

to the nuclear annex.
2.5.1.3 Station Service Water (SSW) Pump Structure

i

- The SSW Pump Structure houses four pumps and supporting equipment. The
construction and location are dependent on the type of UHS selected for the plant site.
The structure provides physical barriers to maintain divisional separation of SSWS
components.

2.5.1.4 Ultimate Hut Sink (UHS)

The UHS selected for the study is a safe shutdown pond. The size is nominally based
on the EPRI ALWR utilities requirements document. The selection of the UHS may vary
based on site selection. Options include a safe shutdown pond, a spray pond, and
mechanical draft cooling towers. For the multiple unit site it is recognized that size
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usually limits the ability to locate individual ponds. It is therefore anticipated that spray
array would be necessary.

The UHS is designed to accommodate the heat loads resulting from all normal and
abnormal station operating conditions while maintaining the temperature of the service
water system within its design basis limit.

2.5.2 Non Catenorv I StrLl_turesv

2.5.2.1 Radwaste Building

The radwaste building isclassified as nonsafety-related. The Radwaste building houses
and protects components of the following systems: solid waste, liquid waste
(portions), primary grade water (portions). It also provides structures necessary to the
operation of these systems, including radiation shields where required. It is seismically
designed such that it will not interact with the nuclear island.

The Radwaste Building additionally provides the means for retention and cleanup of
spillage from vessels containing potentially contaminated fluids, provides a
decontamination area and solid waste storage area. It is a four-story structure located
adjacent to the fuel building. It is basically a steel-framed structure with a reinforced
concrete substructure such that spillage from a pipe or tank rupture will be retained
within the structure. The exterior walls are insulated metal siding. The roof is steel
decking covered by asphalt and gravel roofing.

A 30 ton (metric) bridge crane is provided for solid waste drum handling. A 12 ton
(metric) monorail is also provided.

The roof drainage system discharges to the storm and waste system. The building
floor and equipment drains are potentially contaminated and are piped to a sump via
the aerated drains system and are then pumped to the radioactive liquid waste system.

i

2.5.2.2 Plant Cooling Tower and Circulating Water Pumphouse

The plant cooling tower consists of one natural draft hyperbolic cooling tower per unit.
The tower consists of a reinforced concrete cooling tower shell, concrete basin,
foundation and support columns, PVC corrugated sheet metal fill, water distribution
system, drift eliminators, lightning protection system and aircraft warning system.

The circulating water pumphouse is located adjacent to the nat_Jraidraft cooling tower.
The building houses the circulating water and turbine plant service water pumps.
Separate pump bays are provided for each of the pumps and the bays and flow are
constructed of reinforced concrete.

The bottom of the structure is an extension of the cooling tower cold water basin. It
is constructed of reinforced concrete. Above grade the building is a steel framed
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structure with a steel deck roof covered b,/ asphalt and gravel roofing. Walls are
insulated metal siding. The structure includes a crane for maintenance of equipment.

2.5.2.3 Station Services Buildings

The Station Services Building houses the following station equipment and systems:

Water Treatment
Work Shops
Compressed Air Equipment

The Station Services Building is classified as nonsafety-related.

The building is a one-story steel-framed structure with a steel deck roof covered by
asphalt and gravel roofing. Walls are insulated metal siding.

Roof drainage and clean floor drainage discharge to the storm and waste water system.

2.5.2.4 Administration Building

This building is founded at grade on a reinforced concrete foundation. It is a two-story
metal-sided building with a structural steel frame and has asphalt and gravel roofing.

The building is located immediately outside the perimeter fence at the entrance to the
plant, near the security building.

Air conditioning and heating are provided to meet specified design temperatures.

2.5.2.5 Security Building

This single-story building is founded at grade on a reinforced concrete foundation. It
is a masonry building with asphalt and gravel built-up roofing.

The Security Building is located along the perimeter fence at the entrance to the plant
and is near the administration building.

The guard work area within the Security Building, which controls access to the
protected area, is constructed with the walls, doors, ceiling, floor, and any windows
in the walls and in the doors, of bullet-resisting construction.

The Security Building ventilation system is provided to maintain the building within
design temper._ture limits.
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2.5.2.6 Warehouse

This single-story building is founded at grade on a reinforced concrete foundation. It
is a metal enclosed building with a structural steel frame and has asphalt and gravel
roofing.

The approximate building dimensions are 395 ft long by 230 ft and 26 ft high.

2.5.2.7 Fire Protection Pumphouse/Tanks

The Fire Pumphouse is equipped with two fire pumps, one electric-motor driven, and
one diesel-engine driven. The building is of reinforced concrete construction.

Roof drainage consists of roof sloped to drains, leaders, and underground drain piping
discharging to the storm and waste water system.

The diesel fire pump is diked to contain major spills from the diesel fuel oil day tank.
An overflow siphon and sump pump are arranged to discharge drainage to an oil
separator prior to entering the storm and waste water system.

2.5.2.8 Auxiliary Boiler Building

The Auxiliary Boiler Building houses the auxiliary boiler and is located directly adjacent
to the Turbine Building and is used to provide steam during startup and shutdown
periods.

2.5.2.9 Miscellaneous Yards Structures

Other miscellaneous yard structures are provided whithinthe plant boundary. These
structures include the sewerage treatment plant, transformer yard, switchyard, relay
houses and the gas turbine facility. Also a rail system is provided around the site
perimeter with loading/unloading areas at various buildings to facilitate maintenance
and operation activities.

2.6 Additional Station Structures for Pu Consumption

In addition to the structures described above for the basic System 80 + plant design,
additional structures are necessary for the surplus plutonium disposal and tritium
production missions. These structures include building for: fuel fabrication,
disassembly of the spent fuel to remove the tritium target pins, storage of the spent
fuel in the reactor basin, encapsulating the spent fuel pins in canisters for repository
disposal, and preparation for disposal in the geologic repository. The design of these
structures would need to be further developed once final mission requirements are
established. Figures C-1-1 through C-1-4 presented earlier illustrate how these added
structures can be easily accommodated into the base design.
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTIONS

TABLE C-2-1 (Sheet 1)
MAJOR BUILDmNGFUNCTIONS

! T , i i r i i i

Building Building Function (below)

1 2 3 4 5 6
.i i

Nuclear Island Structures

Reactor Building X X X X X X

Nuclear Systems Annex X X X X X X

Fuel Pool Area (including auxiliary fuel storage facility) X X X
i

Control Area X X X X

Diesel Generator Area X X X X

Main Steam Valve House X X X

Maintenance/Outage Area X X X X X

Turbine Island Structures

Turbine Building X X
ill H ii i

Other Plant Structures
ill

Fuel Oil Tanks and Pumphouse X X X X

Service Water Pumps & CCW Heat Exchanger Bldg. X X X X
i

UHS X X X

Radwaste Building X X X X

Circulating Water Pumphouse X X X X
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTIONS

TABLE C-2-1 (Sheet 2)
MAJOR BUILDING FUNCTIONS

i i J ,

Building Building Function (below)ii i

1 2 3 4 5 6

Other Plant Structures (Continued)

Plant Cooling Tower X

Station Services Building X

Administration Building X

Security Building X

Warehouse X

Miscellaneous Yard Structures X

Fire Tanks & Pump House X
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTIONS

TABLE C-2-1 (Sheet 3)
MAJOR BUILDING FUNCTIONS

(1) House and support plant in a safe and suitable environment

(2) Prevent the uncontrolled release of radioactivity to the environment and
contain the activity within the building

(3) Provide shielding to the operating staff

(4) Protect the plant within the building from external hazards and
environmental effects

(5) Provide segregation for independent safety systems to provide protection
from internal hazards and environmental effects

(6) Where appropriate, forms part of the engineered safety systems
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3.0 E_EACTORAND REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM

The Reactor and Reactor Coolant System (RCS) function together to provide the means
for the generation and transfer of heat from the core and fuel to the steam generators.
The steam generators subsequently transfer heat to the Main Steam System and the
turbine.

The advanced System 80+ ALWR design has evolved from the System 80 NSSS
reference design. The primary objective of this evolutionary design effort has been to
increase operating margin in a manner which would enhance performance and reliability
while preserving the well proven configuration.

For the reactor, the core operating margin has been increased by reducing the normal
operating hot leg temperature, revising core parameter monitoring methods, and by the
use of an advanced burnable poison containing Erbrium. The ability to change
operating power level (i.e., maneuver) using control rods only (without adjusting boron
concentration in the Reactor Coolant System) has been provided, simplifying reactivity
control during plant load changes and reducing liquid waste processing requirements.

Improvements have also been made to the RCS. For example, the reactor pressure
vessel is ring-forged with material specifications that result in a sixty year end-of-life
RTNDT well below the current NRC screening criteria. The ring-forged design results in
a significant reduction in the number of welds (with resulting reduction in inservice
inspection) and eliminates concern for pressurized thermal shock. Also, the pressurizer
volume has been increased relative to the System 80 design to enhance transient
response and reduce unnecessary challenges to safety systems. Furthermore, the
System 80+ steam generators include Inconel 690 tubes, improved steam dryer
efficiency, and a seventeen percent increase in overall heat transfer area relative to
System 80, and a ten percent margin for potential tube plugging. The steam
generators have a twenty-five percent larger secondary feedwater inventory than
System 80 to extend the "boil dry" time and improve system response to upset
conditions. Steam generator improvements including larger and repositioned manways,
a standby recirculation nozzle, and a redesigned flow distribution plate have been made
to facilitate maintenance, and to maintain long term integrity.

The reactor and RCS include the reactor vessel, reactor internals, core, steam
generators, pressurizer and associated coolant pumps, piping, and valves. There are
two parallel heat transfer loops each containing one steam generator (SG) and two
reactor coolant pumps (RCPs). The pressurizer is connected by a surge line to one of
the reactor vessel outlet pipes.

The reactor is an advanced version of the light water-moderated and cooled pressurized
water reactors (PWR) that are operating today. For use as a Plutonium burner, the fuel
is mixed oxide (MOX) in the form of sintered pellets enclosed in standard Zircaloy
tubes. Fuel alternatives or strategies for the selected mission objectives are described
in Section 2 of the main text.
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Control of the core power distribution and reactivity is achieved by a combination of
fuel loading pattern, burnable absorber rod depletion, chemical shim reactivity control,
and selected patterns of control element assembly (CEA) insertion and withdrawal.

The RCS arrangement is shown in Figure C-3-1 with a flow block diagram shown in
Figure C-3-2. Reactor coolant enters the reactor vessel through inlet nozzles, flows
downward between the reactor vessel shell and core barrel, into the lower plenum
where flow distribution is equalized, and then upward through the core, removing heat
generated by the nuclear reactor core. Coolant leaves the retctor vessel shell through
outlet nozzles and enters the tube side of the vertical snell economizer steam

generators, where heat is transferred to the secondary system. Steam generated in
the shell side of the steam generator passes through moisture separators and dryers
to ensure that moisture content at the steam generator outlet is minimized. After
leaving the steam generators, reactor coolant is returned to the reactor vessel by
limited leakage mechanical seal reactor coolant pumps.

The supports for each of the individual components of the Reactor Coolant System are
designed to form an integrated support system which mitigates the effects ot
earthquakes, branch line breaks, and steam line breaks on the RCS. This capability has
been achieved without sacrificing the ability of the Reactor Coolant System to expand
thermally with minimum restraint. The NRC has approved elimination of design basis
pipe breaks in the main loop piping by utilizing the "leak before break" methodology.

Therefore, there are no pipe whip restraints or jet impingement shields required for the
main loop piping, and dynamic loads due to postulated main loop pipe breaks are not
imposed upon component support structures or other plant equipment.

The design pressure and temperature of the reactor coolant system are 2500 psia and
650°F. The system will operate at a pressure of 2250 psia and has a design lifetime
of 60 years.

A description of the RCS major components including their function, design basis,
major parameters and operation follows. Also, see Table C-0-1, for a listing of overall
NSSS design characteristics.

3.1. Reactor Vessel

The reactor vessel is designed to contain and support the core and fuel. A major
improvement in manufacturing and operation has been achieved through the use of
ring-forgings. The use of a forging as opposed to rolled and welded plates used in
previous vessel designs reduces the number of welds and the overall complexity of the
vessel and thus reduces fabrication time. Furthermore, the remaining circumferential
welds have been relocated to areas of lower neutron flux thus enhancing the vessels
resistance to brittle fracture. To further ensure vessel integrity throughout its 60 year
design life an analysis regarding vessel brittle fracture is performed.
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The reactor vessel is designed and fabricated in accordance with the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Rules for Construction of Nuclear Vessels.

The reactor vessel is comprised of the reactor vessel assembly, supports, and
surveillance specimens.

3.1.1 Reactor Vessel Assembly

The Reactor Vessel Assembly (Figure C-3-3) is a vertically mounted cylindrical vessel
with an integral hemispherical lower head and a removable hemispherical upper closure
head. The reactor vessel is fabricated from low alloy steel. The internal surfaces that
are in contact with the reactor coolant are clad with austenitic stainless steel.

The reactor vessel consists of a vessel flange, three shell sections (upper, intermediate,
and lower) and a bottom head. The vessel flange is a forged ring with a machined
ledge on the inside surface to support the core support barrel, which in turn supports
the reactor internals and the core. The flange is drilled and tapped to receive the
closure studs and is machined to provide a mating surface for the reactor vessel
closure seal rings. Each shell section consists of one 360 degree forged ring. The
bottom head is constructed of a single hemispherical forging. The incore instrument
nozzles are welded into the lower head. The three shell sections, the bottom head

forging and vessel flange forging are joined together by welding, along with four inlet
nozzle forgings and two outlet nozzle forgings to form a complete vessel assembly.

The centerUnes of the coolant flow nozzles are located on a common horizontal plane
in the nozzle shell course. A boss is located around the two outlet nozzles on the

inside diameter of the vessel wall to provide a mating surface for the internal structure
and to guide outlet flow. "l'his boss and the mating outlet sleeve on the core barrel are
machined to a common contour to control reactor coolant bypass leakage. The
transition section joining the nozzle and vessel shell courses is tapered externally.

The closure head is fabricated separately since it is joined to the reactor vessel by
bolting. The closure head consists of a head flange and a dome.

The head flange is a forged ring. The flange is drilled to match the vessel flange stud
hole locations, and the lower surface of the flange is machined to provide a mating
surface for the vessel closure seal rings. The dome is constructed of a single
hemispherical forging. The dome and flange are welded together to form the closure
head, and the control element drive mechanism (CEDM) nozzles are welded into the
head to complete the assembly.

The studs for the closure head are tensioned using hydraulic stud tensioners. Flange
sealing is accomplished utilizing silver plated Ni-Cr-Fe alloy self-energizing O-Rings.

The four nozzles for direct vessel injection (DVI) of borated water from the Safety
Injection System are provided near the top of the cylindrical vessel.
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3.4.2 Reactor Vessel Suo_orts

The reactor vessel is supported by four columns located under the vessel in!et nozzles
(See Figure C-3-4). A pad on each inlet nozzle provides a surface to which the column
is bolted. The sides of the pads are designed to mate with the reactor cavity
embedment structure and allow radial movement of the vessel during thermal
expansion while restraining it during earthquakes and branch line pipe breaks.

The columns are designed to support the vessel and restrain vertical motion during
earthquakes and following branch line pipe breaks.

The lower end of each column terminates in a pad which acts as a keyway in
conjunction with a key welded to the lower head of the vessel. The combination
assists in restraining the vessel during earthquakes. Load transfer from the reactor
vessel column to the building takes place through a bolted joint into an smbedment in
the concrete.

The analyses and criteria used in the design of the reactor vessel supports consider the
forces associated with a Safe Shutdown Earthquake in combination with a br_nch tine
pipe break, including the asymmetric reactor internals hydraulic forces.

3.1.3 Reactor Vessel Level Indication

The water level within t_e reactor vessel is monitored using several methods. The first
method is to monitor vessel water level inventory using the inadequate core cooling
(ICC) monitoring instrumentation. The ICC instrumentation contains the reactor vessel
level monitors which use heated junction thermocouples (HJTCs) to indicate the level
of fluid above the fuel nlignment plate. The reactor vessel level monitors provide
control room indication of the status of the liquid inventory in the reactor vessel.

Monitoring the reactor vessel water level during refueling and reduced inventory
operation is described in Section 6 of this appendix.

3.1.4 Reactor Vessel Desion - Material Selectionv

The reactor vessel is fabricated from SA-508 steel forgings with controlled copper,
nickel, sulfur, and phosphorous content in the beltline region of the vessel.

The design goal cooldown time from operating temperature to refueling temperature
of 24 hours is not limited by reactor vessel irradiation and the RT,oT shift. Likewise,
there is no effect on the startup sequence. Plant heatup rate is limited by
administrative limits. No additional limit needs to be imposed at the end of life as a
result of reactor vessel irradiation and RTNDT shift.
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3.2 Reactor Vessel Internals

The Reactor Vessel Internals provide the structural support for the core and fuel
located within the reactor vessel. The internals also provide for the alignment of the
core with the CEA's, CEDMs, and instrumentation, and serve as a shield to protect the
reactor vessel from radiation damage. In addition, they also accommodate the
expansion and contraction of the core.

The Reactor Vessel Internals are composed of core support structures and internal
structures. Core support structures are those that restrain the core. All other
structures within the reactor vessel, exclusive of the fuel assemblies, in-core
instrumentation,and control element assemblies,are consideredinternal structures.
Coresupport structuresare designed,fabricated andstamped in accordancewith the
ASME boilerand pressurevesselcode Section III, Sub-sectionNG.

The ReactorVesselInternalsandtheir relationshipto the rest of the reactor are shown
in FigureC-3-5. The ReactorVessel Internalsguidethe primary coolant throughthe
core. The core support barrel assembly, in conjunction with the water in the
downcomerannulus,providesa shieldfor the reactor vesselagainst radiationdamage
by the neutronflux. The core supportstructuresalsoprovidesalignmentof the core
with the control drives, instrumentation,and the reactor vessel.

The reactorvesselinternalsarecomprisedof two basiccomponents:(I) a coresupport
barrel assembly and, (2) an upper guide structure assembly. Both assembliesare
designedsuchthat maximum operatingstressesare lessthan the values specifiedin
Section III, Sub-sectionNG of the ASME pressurevesselcode, for normaloperating
and transient plant conditions. The reactor vessel internals are fabricated from
austenitic stainlesssteel. A high strength stainlesssteel holddown ring providesan
axial load on the internalsto prevent harmful vibration.

Welded connectionsare used throughoutthe design. Full penetration welds, where
required,are designedto developfull strength of joined members.

3.2.1 Core SUPPortBarrelAssembly- -

The major structural member of the Reactor Internals is the core support barrel
assembly. The core supportbarrel assemblyconsistsof the core support barrel, the
lower support structure,and core shroud. The materialfor the assemblyis austenitic
stainlesssteel.

The core supportbarrelassemblyis supportedat its upperend by the upperflange of
the core supportbarrel,which rests on a ledgeinthe reactor vesselflange. Alignment
is accomplishedby meansof four equallyspacedkeys in the flange, which fit intothe
keyways inthe reactorvessel ledgeandreactor vesselclosurehead. The lower flange
of the coresupportbarrelsupports,secures,andpositionsthe lower supportstructure,
and is attached to this structureby meansof a welded flexuralconnection. The lower
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support structure provides support for the core by means of support beams that
transmit the load to the core support barrel lower flange. The locating pins in the
beams provide orientation for the lower ends of the fuel assemblies. The core shroud,
which provides a flow path for the coolant, is also supported and positioned by the
lower support structure. The lower end of the core support barrel is restricted from
excessive radial and torsional movement by six snubbers which interface with the
pressure vessel wall.

3.2.2 UnDer Guide Structure- _

The upper guide structure (UGS) assembly aligns and laterally supports the upper end
of the fuel assemblies, maintains the control element spacing, holds down the fuel
assemblies during operation, prevents fuel assemblies from being lifted out of position
during severe accident condition, and protects the control elements from the effects
of coolant flow in the upper plenum.

The upper guide structuJ-_ consists of a flange forging, suspended from the reactor
vessel ledge, and a cylindrical shell, welded to the flange supporting the upper end
tube sheet structure that provides a guide path for individual control rods. The lower
end of the tube sheet provides support and alignment of the upper end of the Fuel
Assemblies. A shroud assembly within the cylindrical shell provides a guide path for
the control element assemblies (CEAs). The arrangement of the upper guide structure
is shown on Figure C-3-6.

The unique System 80 + tubesheet upper guide structure allows control assemblies to
serve more than one fuel element and permits greater flexibility in selecting rod
strength in relation to the functions performed. Two types of control assemblies are
provided, utilizing four or twelve absorber rods. Four-rod assemblies are used for load
maneuvering and shaping of radial power distribution. This design feature allows use
of the same proven control element drive mechanism for all types of control
assemblies.

Twelve rods or fingers are used for the reactivity shutdown control assemblies which
bridges five fuel assemblies. This expanded spread of control fingers, permitted by the
design of the tubesheet upper guide structure, provides more uniform and effective
reactivity control. This improved method of control rod function is one of the key
reasons for the plutonium capability of System reactors.

3.2.3

The flow skirt is a cylindrical structure having a large number of holes and located
between the core support barrel and lower head of the reactor vessel. The flow skirt
provides coolant flow distribution reducing the pressure drop in the lower plenum
region. The flow skirt is designed to withstand the static, cyclic, and shock loads
resulting from hydraulic pressure drop, vibration, and earthquake accelerations.
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3.3 Reactor Core and Fuel

The Reactor Core is designed to generate the required thermal output of 3931 MWt.
(core power is 3914 MWt; total power is 3931 MWt, including 17 MWt from the
reactor coolant pumps). The core provides a flowpath for the forced circulation of
coolant to remove heat generated by the core under all power operating conditions,
and for the removal of decay heat by natural or forced circulation under shutdown
conditions. The fuel contains the fuel rods which are designed to transfer the heat
generated by fission reactions in the fuel pellets to the reactor coolant. The fuel also
contains poison rods which provide ,egat_ve reactivity in the fuel throughout core life
in conjunction with soluble boron distributed throughout the reactor coolant. The heat
transferred from the core and fuel is circulated by the reactor coolant to the steam
generator where the heat is used to generate steam.

The fuel rod design provides two barriers to the escape of fission products. The
ceramic pellets operate well below the melting point, and as a result, ret_lin most of the
fission products within the structure of the fuel. The small fraction of released fission
products is contained within the hermetically sealed Zircaloy-4 cladding tube. In
conjunction with the reactor coolant system envelope, the containment, and reactor
building, these barriers provide five barriers against the release of fission products.

The combination of cladding thickness and fuel rod pressurization provides additional
margin to the design criteria regarding internal pressure buildup within the fuel rod and
the structural integrity of the fuel cladding. The positive spring loading feature of the
leaf spring spacer design restricts lateral fuel rod motion _',_dthus prevents fretting, yet
allcJws free axial expansion of each element. These provisions, combined with the
specified burnup and precise quality control during fabrication, reduce the probability
of fuel rod failure.

The cylindrical control elements are provided with full length guidance in the core and
in the area of radial flow above the core, and move downward under the influence of
gravity when released. The unique design of the upper guide structure and control
element assemblies provides exceptional mechanical simplicity, and ruggedness for
withstanding and protecting all control element assembly fingers from the combined
effects of seismic and blowdown loads resulting from a LOCA. This further adds to
the reliability of operation of the reactor protection systems. The control element
arrangement provides ample shutdown margin under all conditions and without
restriction of the fuel management scheme, even with the control element of highest
worth stuck out of the core.

3.3.1 Configurationv

The Reactor Core and fuel for the design is made up of the fuel assemblies including
MOX fuel and poison rods, control element assemblies (CEA) and drives (CEDMS).
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Core

The reactor core consists of an array of 241 mechanically identical fuel assemblies in
an arrangement that approximates a right circular cylinder. The core also includes
control element assemblies (CEAs), in-core instrumentation assemblies, and neutron
sources inserted into the fuel assemblies, together with the reactor vrssel internals
which support and position the core and guide the coolarlt flow. There are no internal
shrouds, channels or poison curtains in the core. This simplifies the reactor design and
permits flexibility in fuel arrangement. All of the structural materials in the active core
zone, including the CEA guide tubes and the spacer grids, are Zircaloy, which
eliminates concern over the formation of lower melting point eutectic during a loss of
coolant accident (LOCA) as a result of using dissimilar metals and which provides
excellent neutron economy.

Figure C-3-7 shows the cross-sectional arrangement of the fuel assemblies as
positioned in the reactor core, and the arrangement of the core within the core support
structure. The individual components of the reactor core are described in the following
paragraphs. Details of the Plutonium burner fuel design is included in Section III-A.

3.3.2

Each fuel rod consists of dish-ended and chamfered MOX pellets, upper and lower
spacer discs, a cladding tube, upper and lower end caps, and a helical spring. The fuel
is manufactured in the form of pellets having a material microstructure and
configuration which minimizes the effects of fuel densification during irradiation. The
pellet column rests on an aluminum oxide spacer disc at the bottom of the cladding
tube, and is held in place by a stainless steel compression spring acting on a similar
spacer disc at the top of the column. The space at the top of the column allows for
fuel and gas expansion. A cold diametrical gap of sufficient size is allowed to provide
for differential expansion between the cladding and fuel, which limits clad strain. Net
unrecoverable circumferential clad strain will not exceed one (1) percent, as predicted
by analysis considering clad creep and fuel-clad interaction effects.

The cladding tube is slightly cold-worked Zircaloy-4. The ratio of clad thickness to
outer diameter is large enough to provide adequate margin in limiting the maximum
short-term cladding stresses to less than the yield strength. The fuel rods are internally
pressurized with helium to improve both their reliability and performance
characteristics.

Pressurization results in reduced clad stresses and strains because of a smaller
differential pressure across the cladding and a reduction in pellet-clad interactions.
Thus, under internal pressure and with the relatively large wall thickness, the cladding
tube is essentially free-standing. In addition, the high concentration of helium inside
the tube improves gap thermal conductivity and thus lowers fuel pellet temperatures.
Lower fuel temperatures are beneficial not only with respect to clad integrity at steady
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state conditions, but also in the case of transients where peak clad temperature is
important.

The end caps are welded to the cladding tubes by an exclusive ABB-CE process
involving magnetic force welding. This process has the advantage of producing a high
degree of uniformity and consistency of weldment, thus providing ;i very high degree
of leak tightness. There are no gas bubbles, as may be found in more conventional
methods of welding, that could lead to weld porosity and leakage. All end cap welds
are 100 percent helium leak tested.

3.3.3 Fuel Assembly

The fuel rods are arranged in a 16 x 16 square array to form a fuel assembly, as shown
in Figure C-3-8. The lower end cap of each fuel rod engages the lower end fittings of
the fuel assembly, which provides lateral support of the rods. Lateral support and
positioning is maintained throughout the length of the rods by spacer grids. The upper
end of the fuel rod is free to expand in the axial direction.

Five (5) Zircaloy guide tubes are welded to the spacer grids and mechanically attached
to the upper and lower end fittings. These guide tubes are a key feature of the fuel
assembly design. They provide channels which guide the CEAs over their entire length
of travel within the core, as well as space for the in-core instrumentation and neutron
sources. These guide tubes form the longitudinal structure of the assembly and offer
the advantage of simple, rugged construction.

The guide tubes form a closely spaced repetitive array of water channels throughout
the core, which permits the use of rugged, yet adequately flexible control elements.
The use of rugged, large-size control elements simplifies the design and increases the
reliability of associated reactor hardware.

The fuel spacer grids maintain spacing between the fuel rods and restrict their
movement. These grids consist of a series of preformed strips joined in an eggcrate
fashion and welded together. Each fuel rod is laterally positioned by two leaf springs
which are integral with two of the adjacent strips. The springs press the fuel rod
against two stiff arches, which are integral with the other two adjacent strips. The
grid perimeter strips have punched-out sections adjacent to the fuel rods to provide
local cooling. Although the spacer grids position the fuel rods laterally, the rods are
still free to expand axially.

The fuel assembly lower end fittings contain coolant flow holes. Alignment of the
lower end and support of the assembly is provided by the core support structure.
Lateral location of the u;'per end of each fuel assembly is provided by the lower ends
of the control element shroud tubes which extend downward from the alignment plate
which is part of the guide structure above the core. Fuel assembly positioning is
accomplished by the control element shroud tube extensions into which the fuel
assembly extension is guided. The shroud tube extensions prevent the assemblies
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from moving so far upward as to disengage from the lower core support grid in the
event of an accidental flow surge. Holddown springs on the upper end fitting react
against the shroud tube extensions preventing fuel assembly uplift due to hydraulic
forces and allowing differential expansion between the fuel assembly and the core
internals. The upper end fitting also serves as the lifting fixture for the fuel assemblies.

3.3.4 Control Element Assemblies (CEAsl

Control Element Assemblies (CEAs) can be either four or twelve fingered as shown in
Figure C-3-9. The CEA fingers are fixed to a spider which serves as the central support
structure for the 4- and 12-fingered CEA assemblies. The hub of the spider also
couples the CEA to the drive mechanism through the Control Element Drive Mechanism
(CEDM) extension shaft assembly.

Each control element in the CEA is guided and shrouded from the main coolant flow
above the core by the individual control finger shroud tubes and by the CEA shroud.
In-core guidance is provided by the guide tube, which is an integral part of the fuel
assembly. The guide tubes are open near the bottom to allow entry of coolant. Inlet
orifices and control element fingers limit bypass flow through the tubes.

All CEAs used in the core design contain neutron absorbing (poison) materials which
extend over the active length when fully inserted.

3.3.5 Control Element Drive Mechanisms (CEDMI

The magnetic jack CEDM is a completely sealed, magnetically operated linear actuator.
External coils produce a magnetic field, which operates driving and holding latches.
Proper sequencing of these coils produces the linear motion of the driveshaft. Using
external driving coils, the mechanism transfers loads with no sliding wear on latching
members.

The general arrangement of the magnetic jack CEDM is indicated in Figure C-3-10,
showing the location of the external coils and latches. The motor housing is of Type
403 heat treated stainless steel and the upper pressure housing is austenitic stainless
steel. The pressure retaining components are designed in accordance with Section III
of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code for 2500 psi and 650°F.

Position indication is achieved by means of redundant reed switch position transmitter
assemblies (two per CEDM) attached to the upper pressure housing, and also by
counting power pulses which actuate the CEDM driving CEAs up or down. Each reed
switch assembly is operated by a magnet in the upper end of the driveshaft. Travel
is limited by reed switches which actuate upper and lower electrical limit relays. The
travel is also limited by the length of the toothed section of the driveshaft which is
designed to prevent the extension shaft assembly from being driven into the pressure
housing.
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All electrical connections are made at the top of the mechanism with pin type stainless
steel electrical connectors. A shroud surrounds the upper pressure housing enclosing
the reed switch position transmitter assemblies, providing additional structural support
for the CEDM, and serving as a lifting device for removal of the coil stack assembly for
inspection of the pressure housing.

The CEDM motor housing is completely seal welded to prevent leakage during
operation. However, the design of the CEDM facilitates service of its internals. The
top seal on the motor housing is designed to permit removal of the CEDM internals by
remotely cutting (and rewelding) the pressure housing. The lower seal and attachment
to the vessel nozzle will not be disturbed for any normal mechanism maintenance or
inspection but is designed for housing replacement, should a housing become
damaged.

3.3.6 Thermal and HvdrauUc Deaionv

The core is designed with sufficient margins to departure from nucleate boiling (DNB)
and center fuel melting under normal and transient conditions to provide highly reliable
reactor performance. The reactor control and protective systems provide for automatic
trip or other corrective action before these design limits are reached.

3.3.7 Reactor Coolant Flow

The coolant flow path can be traced by referring to Figure C-3-5. Coolant enters inlet
nozzles and flows in the annular region (downcomer) between the reactor vessel and
core support barrel. It then flows downward and enters the lower plenum through the
flow skirt.

The flow skirt acts on the coolant to provide a nearly uniform radial distribution of flow
into the lower plenum. The flow then proceeds upwards through the bottom plate and
core support structure, which further smooth out the flow and provide a nearly uniform
flow distribution into the core. After passing through the core, the coolant enters the
upper plenum region and flows outward through the upper guide structure tube bank.
The tube sheet upper guide structure provides individual protection to each control
finger from vibration and other hydraulically induced forces, yet permits adequate area
between the shrouds for coolant flow.

3.3.8 Maximum Fuel Temperature

Fuel will be operated at all times at 8 temperature substantially below the melting point
of -2800°C (-5000°F). As a first approximation, the temperature rise in the fuel
above the coolant temperature is proportional to the linear heat release rate, which is
generally expressed in terms of kilowatts per foot.
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3.3.9 Reactor Control Characteristics

Reactor power increases or decreases with reactivity insertion or removal. Reactivity
insertion may be accomplished by Control Element Assembly (CEA) withdrawal,
dilution of reactor coolant boron concentration or, to a lesser degree, by reduction of
reactor coolant average temperature. Conversely, reactivity is removed (negative
reactivity inserted) by CEA insertion, increasing the reactor coolant boron
concentration, or increasing the reactor coolant average temperature.

Very slow but ultimately very large changes in reactivity may be made by adjusting the
boron concentration. This means of changing reactivity is normally used to
compensate for fuel burnup or to override fission product buildup and is manually
controlled by the reactor operator.

Changes in reactor power in response to changes in turbine load are accomplished
automatically by means of regulating CEA movement. No change in soluble boron
concentration is necessary. The Reactor Regulating System (RRS) senses reactor
power, reactor coolant temperatures, and a load reference (usually turbine power) and
provides signals to the controlling CEA group demanding direction and speed of
movement, if required.

After a load change, the RRS brings the reactor to a new steady-state power level.
Simultaneously, reactor coolant average temperature is adjusted to a value
programmed with reactor power to maintain design steam conditions. Average
temperature is then allowed to "float" about the programmed value within a dead band
to take advantage of the reactor coolant temperature reactivity effect, which provides
a negative feedback loop. This effect stabilizes reactor power, eliminating the need for
frequent CEA movement.

CEA position monitoring is performed by two diverse and independent indication
systems. One system consists of reed switch assemblies (two independent stacks per
CEDM) attached to the CEDM upper pressure housing. The reed switches are operated
by a magnet in the upper end of the driveshaft and act to add or subtract resistance
in a voltage divider network. A voltage signal proportional to CEA position is thereby
generated and is displayed to the operator in bar-graph form on a video display unit.
The other system utilizes the plant computer to count "RAISE-LOWER" pulses to the
CEDMs. Group and individual CEA position is also displayed by means of digital
indicators and by printouts.

3.3.10 Reactor Core Monitorinow

The In-Core Neutron Monitoring System is used to determine the neutron behavior
within the reactor core. The system is comprised of a Fixed in-Core Detector System
(FICDS) which ABB-CE has provided for its pressurized water reactors over the last
twenty years. The FICDS utilizes rhodium self-powered neutron detectors (SPNDs) to
perform continuous on-line monitoring of the flux distribution in the reactor core which
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is used in the calculation of other important core parameters such as peak linear heat
rates, axial power distributions, azimuthal tilts and limits to departure from nucleate
boiling (DNB).

The FICDS has significant advantages for reactor core monitoring over a system which
uses ex-core detectors in combination with a movable in-core detector flux mapping
system. The basic advantage of using fixed instead of movable in-core detectors is
that fixed detectors allow the core power distribution to be observed on-line and can
be used continuously for core monitoring. Movable detectors permit only periodic
observation of the core power distribution, and allowance must be made for changes
between observations. Further, by using information from in-core rather than ex-core
detectors to monitor the core, greater accui'acy is achieved, which yi,_lds increased
margins to thermal limits. These margin gains can be translated into one or more of
the following: higher allowable power levels or peaking, additional operating flexibility,
and additional flexibility in fuel management.

In addition to the FICDS, an optional Movable In-Core Detector System (MICDS) is
available which provides redundant and diverse core power distribution information.
The MICDS includes two movable miniature fission chambers, movable detector signal
conditioning equipment, and the movable drive system hardware and software.

3.4 _ Generators

The two vertical, U-tube steam generators in the NSSS provide the means of
transferring heat from the primary system (i.e., Reactor and RCS) to the secondary
system (i.e., main steam, turbine and feed and condensate systems.) One steam
generator is located in each loop.

Each steam generator is a recirculating, vertical, U-tube heat exchanger with an integral
axial flow economizer as shown in Figure C-3-11.

Both primary tube and secondary shell sides of the steam generator are designed and
fabricated in accordance with ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section III, Rules
for Construction of Nuclear Vessels.

Reactor coolant enters the steam generator inlet plenum via the primary inlet nozzle,
flows up through the tubesheet and U-bend heat transfer tubing, returns through the
tubesheet to the steam generator outlet plenum and exits via two outlet nozzles.
Vertical divider plates separate the primary inlet and outlet plenums of the steam
generator. All surfaces in contact with reactor coolant are either Ni-Cr-Fe alloy or are
clad with stainless steel or Ni-Cr-Fe alloy. Specifically, the heat transfer tubes are
macle with thermally treated Alloy 690. The tubesheet cladding is weld deposited to
obtain the strongest type of metallurgical bond. The center support cylinder minimizes
bending moments on the tubesheet, and provides a solid assembly for distribution of
support loads. Large manways (21 in.) are provided in the two plenums.
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The Alloy 690 heat transfer tubes are connected to the tubesheet by first being seal
welded to the primary side cladding and then "explanded" (i.e., "explosively
expanded") into the tube sheet by detonating an explosive contained in a plastic sheath
inserted into the tube. The detonation applies a uniform force throughout the
thickness of the tubesheet. In contrast to mechanical rolling processes, there is no
scoring or local thinning and minimal springback of the tub_ material. "Explansion"
through the full tubesheet thickness also minimizes the potential for solids collection
and crevice corrosion by eliminating the gap between tube and tubesheet on the
secondary side.

The integral axial flow economizer is shown in Figure C-3-12. Figure C-3-13 shows
a cutaway view of the economizer region.

The economizer increases the cold leg side temperature difference for heat transfer by
bringing relatively cold feedwater into contact with the primary outlet or cold leg side
of the tube bundle. Feedwater enters the economizer region via the two main
feedwater nozzles. This feedwater is introduced into a distribution box of rectangular
cross section which forms a half ring around the cold leg portion of the tube bundle.
Feedwater leaves the distribution box through uniformly distributed holes at the bottom
and then flows radially inward across the tubesheet beneath a flow distribution baffle.
The flow distribution baffle is designed to provide a uniform axial mass velocity of
feedwater at the economizer inlet.

Above the flow distribution baffle, feedwater flows in axial counterflow through the
tube bundle until heated to saturation. Tube supports in this region have the ABB-CE
"eggcrate" design. A divider plate is mounted in the tube lane between the hot and
cold leg sides to separate the economizer half (cold leg side) of the lower cylindrical
section from the evaporator half (hot leg side). The divider plate is attached to the
lower pressure shell and to a center support cylinder by tongue and groove joints so
that there is no structural interaction with the secondary shell under pressure and
thermal deflections. Localized, statically indeterminate stress problems with the
pressure shell are therefore avoided. (A similar design is also used for the divider plate
separating inlet and outlet plenums of the primary head).

At the top of the economizer section, the feedwater, having been heated to saturation
conditions, mixes with recirculating water inthe evaporator section of the tube bundle.
In the evaporator, heat transfer by nucleate boiling occurs as the secondary fluid flows
upward through the tube bundle, continually increasing in steam quality. Quality at the
tube bundle exit is approximately 30 percent. Unitized steam-water separators (Figure
C-3-14) mounted on a deck plate at the top of the tube bundle shroud separate the
steam from the two-phase mixture, with the steam flowing upward through a
secondary stage of steam-water separators or steam dryers (Figure C-3-15) and leaving
the steam generator essentially dry (better than 99.75 percent quality).

Water removed by the steam separators recirculates into the evaporator section
through an annular downcomer formed by the pressure shell and the tube bundle
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shroud. The downcomer and tube bundle shroud are designed so that approximately
60 percent of the recirculating water enters the bundle at the tubesheet on the hot leg
side and approximately 40 percent enters through an opening in the shroud on the cold
leg side at the top of the economizer section. In this manner, density differences
between the hot leg (evaporator) side and the cold leg (economizer) side are reduced
at the level of the economizer discharge, and the potential for lateral density wave
instabilities is minimized. The net recirculation ratio (total evaporator mass flow to
steam flow) is typically greater than 3.5 to 1.

Two feedwater inlet systems, one located in the economizer region and the other in
the uppershell region, are provided for steam generator. In the economizer region of
the lower shell, two (2) 14-inch main feedwater nozzles supply feedwater to the
economizer water box. Two nozzles are desirable for optimum flow distribution to the
economizer, however no special control of feedwater split between these nozzles is
required. In the upper shell, a downcomer feedwater nozzle which connects to an
internal distribution ring is supplied. Feedwater discharges through flow holes on the
top of the internal ring.

The downcomer feedwater nozzle and internal distribution ring have several functions.
At very low power levels, when feedwater heaters are not yet effective due to lack of
turbine extraction steam, main feedwater flow is admitted only through the
downcomer feedwater inlet to preclude thermal shock to the pressure shell and
economizer water box parts. In addition, cold emergency feedwater entering the steam
generator during certain transient conditions is admitted through this path.

At full power approximately 10 percent of feedwater flow is admitted through the
downcomer feedwater nozzle into the downcomer section. With partial feed flow to
the downcomer, a degree of subcooling is obtained in the downcomer, promoting an
increased recirculation ratio. Even without subcooling in the downcomer, recirculation
ratios of 3.5 to 1 are expected in the steam generators. Introduction of feedwater into
the downcomer will also retard boiling of the recirculating flow entering the evaporator
region, further improving hydraulics in this region.

The flexibility provided by the downcomer feedwater inlet nozzle and internal
distribution ring allows maximum protection for the steam generator during start-up
and emergency conditions, and maximum thermal efficiency during power operation.

The tube support design provides maximum reliability in that protection from tube
damage due to mechanical or flow-induced vibrations, or combined seismic and
accident conditions, is provided, while offering minimum resistance to steam/water
flow in the tube bundle. Tube supports in the economizer and straight tube portions
of the evaporator employ the ABB-CE eggcrate design, which provides maximum open
flow area. Particular attention is devoted to flow patterns and velocities at feedwater
and recirculating water inlet regions which historically have been susceptible to
vibration problems in heat exchangers.
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In the U-bend region, the same process of designing with experimentally verified
methods is applied to the two-phase steam and water flow region. Figures C-3-16 and
C-3-17 show a detail of tube supports in the U-bend region.

Vertical support strips between each panel of tubes interlock with horizontal support
strips to provide support against in-plane and out-of-plane flow vibrations, and to
restrain the tubes from excessive bending during combined LOCA and seismic
incidents. Some of the vertical strips are attached to support beams welded to the
tube bundle shroud, providing restraint during steam line break accidents in
combination with seismic Ioadings.

The grid type eggcrate tube support system offers considerable advantages from a
hydraulic standpoint. Because of the relatively open eggcrate tube supports present
in the design, localized crevices adjacent to tube surfaces are not formed. The tube
support system for the steam generator provides a minimum of potential localized
steam blanketed areas, such as might be present in the annular gaps between tubes
and drilled support plate holes. The open flow area of each eggcrate support is
approximately 69 percent. The large open flow area avoids the accumulation of boiler
water deposits by eliminating local flow eddies and flat surfaces present in other
commonly used tube bundle supports. Avoiding the accumulation of corrosion
products helps to avoid the concentration of acid-producing chloride salts which in past
steam generator designs has led to accelerated carbon steel support corrosion and
subsequent tube denting.

The tube support material used for both horizontal and vertical grids is ferritic stainless
steel. This material is employed due to its high resistance to general corrosion and
thinning. Ferritic stainless is preferable to austenitic stainless because the coefficient
of thermal expansion is more compatible with carbon steel end Inconel.

The steam generators use a zero solids (i.e., all volatile) feedwater treatment for
chemistry control. Volatile chemistry control is specified to minimize the solids content
of the water. Internal chemistry sampling systems are provided for the hot leg and
cold leg side of each steam generator tube bundle via the blowdown lines. In addition,
a final sample point is provided in the downcomer shell.

In addition to the use of volatile water treatment chemicals, continuous steam
generator blowdown is specified to further minimize the solids content of the water.
The steam generator design includes both hot and cold leg blowdown lines. The two
lines are similar and consist of rectangular ducting which runs down the tube lane and
around the center support cylinder at the tubesheet elevation (Figure C-3-18).
Blowdown fluid enters the duct through holes located at the outside radius of the
curved portion located adjacent to the center support cylinder. This is the region of
lowest horizontal velocity across the tubesheet where settling of heavier solid particles
is most likely to occur. The duct terminates before reaching the generator shell and
flow is directed through drilled passages in the tubesheet exiting at the blowdown
nozzles. The steam generator internal blowdown ducts and passages are sized to
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accommodate up to a maximum blowdown rate of approximately 10 percent of the
individual steam generator's maximum steaming rate. The connecting steam generator
blowdown system provides the means to quench, collect, and purify the blowdown
fluid.

The steam generator design features dual 28-inch main steam outlet nozzles each
containing integral flow elements for use in steam flow measurement and to restrict
steam flow in the unlikely event of a steam line break.

A conical skirt welded to the bottom head of the steam generator provides a bolting
surface for a heavy steel support plate (Figure C-3-19). Machined cutouts in the plate
act as keyways for embedded keys which restrict horizontal motion of the steam
generator during earthquakes. Low friction bearing plates at the interface between
keys and keyways are utilized to minimize resistance to thermal expansion.

The plate rests on four horizontal spherical low friction bearings on which the steam
generator slides during thermal expansion of the system. Spherical bearings are used
to simplify erection procedures and to ensure a uniform bearing surface when the
steam generator rotates from a true vertical position during thermal expansion. The
design incorporates shims between the keys and keyways. The shim sizes are selected
after welding of connecting piping to allow motion of the generator without causing
the plate to contact the keys.

The upper steam generator supports provide horizontal restraint for the steam
generator during earthquakes and following postulated branch line pipe breaks. Low
friction bearing plates at the keys minimize resistance to thermal expansion.

The snubber assemblies are designed to take advantage of the low resistance of the
snubbers to slow movement and, by means of the mechanical advantage of the lever,
resist large forces and responses associated with earthquakes and branch line pipe
breaks. Branch line pipe breaks considered are those postulated after application of the
leak-before-break methodology.

3.5

The pressurizer maintains RCS operating pressure and, in conjunction with the CVCS,
compensates for changes in reactor coolant volume during load changes, heatup, and
cooldown. During full-power operation, the pressurizer is about one-half full of
saturated steam.

RCS pressure may be controlled automatically or manually by maintaining the
temperature of the pressurizer fluid at the saturation temperature corresponding to the
desired system pressure. A small continuous spray flow is maintained to the
pressurizer to avoid stratification of pressurizer boron concentration and to maintain
the temperature in the surge and spray lines, thereby reducing thermal shock as the
spray control valves open. An auxiliary spray line is provided from the charging pumps
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to permit pressurizer spray during plant heatup, or to allow cooling if the reactor
coolant pumps are shutdown.

During load changes, the pressurizer limits pressure variations caused by expansion or
contraction of the reactor coolant. The average reactor coolant temperature is
programmed to vary as a function of plant power level. Reduction in RCS load is
followed by a decrease in the average reactor coolant temperature to the programmed
value for the lower power level. The resulting contraction of the coolant lowers the
pressurizer water level, causing the RCS pressure to decrease. This pressure reduction
is partially compensated by flashing of pressurizer water into steam. All pressurizer
heaters are automatically energized on low system pressure, generating steam and
further limiting any pressure decrease. Should the water level in the pressurizer drop
sufficiently below its setpoint, the letdown control valves close to a minimum value,
and makeup flow control valves in the chemical and volume control system are
automatically opened to add coolant to the system and restore pressurizer level.

When steam demand is increased, the average reactor coolant temperature is raised
in accordance with the coolant temperature program. The expanding coolant from the
reactor coolant piping hot leg enters the bottom of the pressurizer through the surge
line, compressing the steam and raising system pressure. The increase in pressure is
moderated by the condensation of steam during compression and by the decrease in
bulk temperature in the liquid phase. Should the pressure increase be large enough,
the pressurizer spray valves open, spraying coolant from the reactor coolant pump
discharge (cold leg) into the pressurizer steam space. The relatively cold spray water
condenses some of the steam in the steam space, limiting the syste,,; pressure
increase. The programmed pressurizer water level is a temperature dependent
function. A high level error signal, produced by an in-surge, causes the letdown
control valves to open, releasing coolant to the chemical and volume control system
and restoring the pressurizer to the programmed level. Small pressure and primary
coolant volume variations are accommodated by the steam volume that absorbs flow
into the pressurizer and by the water volume that allows flow out of the pressurizer.

A number of the heaters are connected to proportional controllers, which adjust the
heat input to account for steady state losses and to maintain the desired steam
pressure in the pressurizer. The remaining heaters are connected to on-off controllers.
These heaters are normally deenergized but are automatically turned on by a low
pressurizer pressure signal or a high level error signal. This latter feature is provided
since load increases result in an in-surge of relatively cold coolant into the pressurizer,
thereby decreasing the bulk water temperature. The CVCS acts to restore level,
resulting in a transient pressure below normal operating pressure. To minimize the
extent of this transient, the backup heaters are energized, contributing more heat to
the water. Backup heaters are deenergized in the event of concurrent high-level error
and high-pressurizer pressure signals. A low-low pressurizer water level signal
deenergizes all heaters before they are uncovered to prevent heater damage.
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The RCS pressurizer is a vertically mounted, bottom supported, cylindrical pressure
vessel (Figure C-3-20). Replaceable direct immersion electric heaters are installed
vertically in the bottom head. The pressurizer is furnished with nozzles for spray,
surge, safety valves, and pressure and level instrumentation. The pressurizer surge line
is connected to one of the reactor coolant hot legs and the spray lines are connected
to two of the cold legs at the reactor coolant pump discharge.

Design and fabrication of the pressurizer conform to requirements of the ASME Boiler
and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Rules for Construction of Nuclear Vessels Class
1. The pressurizer heaters are single unit, direct immersion heaters that protrude
vertically into the pressurizer through Inconel 690 sleeves welded in the lower head.
Each heater is internally restrained from high amplitude vibrations and can be
individually removed for maintenance during plant shutdown. Protective devices for
pressurizer heaters are provided to prevent damage by overloads and short circuits.
These devices are usually located in the heater switchgear.

The pressurizer is supported by a cylindrical skirt welded to the bottom head of the
pressurizer. The skirt ends in a flange which is drilled to accept anchor bolts. Four
keys welded to the upper portion of the pressurizer shell mate with structural keyways
to give additional support to the pressurizer during seismic, safety valve actuation, and
following a branch line pipe break.

3.6 RCS Overoressure Protection

Overpressure protection of the RCS is provided in accordance with the requirements
set forth in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section Ill. Four (4) spring-
loaded safety valves installed in piping connected to the top of the pressurizer are
provided. The valves have an enclosed bonnet and a balanced bellows to compensate
for backpressure. The valves are sized to pass sufficient pressurizer steam to limit the
reactor coolant system pressure. The pressurizer safety valves discharge to the in-
containment refueling water storage tank (IRWST) where the steam is released under
water through spargers to be condensed and cooled. If the steam discharge exceeds
the capacity of the IRWST, it is relieved to the containment atmosphere via vents
installed in the tank.

The pressurizer safety valves are qualified for all fluid conditions expected during
normal, transient, and accident operations. Operability of the valves is based on the
results of test programs such as those conducted by EPRI for safety and relief valves.
The set pressure of individual pressurizer safety valves is adjusted using steam, and
seat leakage is checked using nitrogen or steam.

Indirect indication of pressurizer safety valve leakage is provided by a decrease of
pressurizer pressure and pressurizer level, monitored by safety-grade instrumentation.
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Positive indication of pressurizer safety valve position by acoustic monitoring of flow
is provided in the control room. The sensing instrumentation is environmentally
qualified to function in a post-LOCA environment in accordance with Regulatory Guide
1.89. A plant annunciator alarm is provided to indicate valve opening. The valve
position instrumentation is powered from a reliable instrument bus with Class 1E
backup power. The system is designed to meet the intent of the requirements in
Regulatory Guide 1.97, Revision 3. In addition, temperature sensors are provided in
piping downstream of the safety valves with displays in the control room. A
temperature increase will indicate pressurizer safety valve leakage.

In sizing the pressurizer safety valves, it is assumed that loss of load does not trip the
reactor, but that a delayed reactor trip does occur due to a high pressurizer pressure
signal. The pressurizer safety valves are sized to protect the reactor coolant system
against overpressure in this incident. No credit is taken for the action of pressurizer
spray, letdown, heat transfer to the pressurizer, or steam dump.

The design basis conforms to the applicable sections for the ANS Nuclear Safety
Criteria for the Design of Stationary Pressurized Water Reactor Plants prepared by the
ANS-51 Subcommittee. These sections complement Section III of the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code.

3.7 Reactor Coolant Pumps and Motors

The Reactor Coolant Pumps and Motors provide the motive force for circulation of the
heat transfer medium (i.e., reactor coolant) from the reactor to the steam generators
during various modes of plant operation including startup, maneuvering and shutdown.

The Reactor Coolant Pumps and Motors provided for the design are highly reliable with
respect to preserving seal integrity during various events including station blackout
(SBO).

The reactor coolant is circulated by vertical, single stage, single bottom suction, single
horizontal discharge, centrifugal pumps (Figure C-3-21). The pump shaft is sealed by
controlled leakage mechanical shaft seals and driven by a vertical AC induction motor.

The pump rotating assembly is mounted in a diffuser type pump casing. The pump
casing is a one-piece design in accordance with applicable sections of Section III,
ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code. The one piece casing reduces the ASME Section
XI examination requirements to only the welds between the pump casing and the
suction and discharge nozzle extension pieces and other minor items. The pump
impeller is face spliced and locked to the pump shaft. The lower portion of the pump
rotating assembly is supported by a self-aligning water lubricated bearing mounted in
the pump cover and above the impeller. Additional shaft support is provided by oil
lubricated tilting pad radial and thrust bearings mounted on the pump shaft and in the
motor. The motor is coupled to the pump by a flexible diaphragm type coupling.
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The shaft seal system consists of two mechanical face seals mounted in series with
controlled bypass leakage to provide equal pressure differential across each seal. The
seal system reduces reactor coolant system pressure to the volume control tank
pressure.

Each mechanical seal is designed to withstand full system pressure should the other
seal fail. A back-up vapor seal is located above the mechanical seals to prevent liquid
or gaseous leakage from escaping to the containment. The back-up seal normally
operates against volume control tank backpressure but is capable of sealing against full
system pressure in the static condition and during coastdown, following failure of the
main seals.

The temperature of the water in the seal assembly is maintained within acceptable
limits by externally supplied seal injection water. Water cooled heat exchangers are
also furnished to provide the necessary cooling should seal injection fail. The pump is
capable of operating continuously without seal injection or without cooling water to
the pump seal water coolers. If both normal seal injection and component cooling to
the pump seal water coolers are lost, a dedicated positive displacement seal injection
pump supplies cooling water to the seals. If this water supply is also lost, the pump
must be shutdown. If component cooling water to th_ oil lubricated bearing cooler is
lost, but seal cooling is available by either seal injection water or seal component
cooling water, the pump can operate for up to ten minutes without damage before
shutdown is required. Once shutdown, the seals are capable of withstanding the
effects of a loss of all cooling water without creating a small break LOCA.

The capability of ABB-CE RCP seals to withstand various loss of cooling events
including loss of CCW and SI, and still maintain their integrity is demonstrated through
factory testing. Seal integrity has also been confirmed through an actual operating
event. During pump testing various loss of cooling and seal injection events are
performed. Furthermore, an operating event occurred at a plant whereby the seals
experienced a total loss of both CCW and SI and continued to maintain their integrity,
while sustaining no damage. This particular event was potentially more severe than
the coping criteria for station blackout because the RCP was operated without cooling
for ten minutes before the pump was shutdown.

In addition to demonstrated RCP seal integrity under both normal and off-normal
operating conditions, the RCP seals can be installed or removed without draining the
reactor coolant system or the pump casing, or removing the motor, during refueling
operations. A seal removal crane is furnished for mounting in the motor support stand.
The crane is used for removing the shaft coupling and the individual seal assemblies.
Estimated time for changing the entire seal assembly is six (6) hours. Actual seal
change time is dependent upon the degree of training of the maintenance personnel.
The seals have a design life of 20,000 hours, and are the only major item requiring
periodic maintenance. Performance of the seals is monitored by pressure and
temperature sensing devices installed in the seal assembly. Controlled bypass leakage
is also monitored by a flow measurement device.
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The motors are sized for continuous operation over the design flow range with 1.0 to
0.74 specific gravity water. The motors are designed to start and accelerate to
operating speed under full load with an initial drop to 80 percent of rated voltage at the
motor terminals. Each motor is provided with an anti-reverse rotation device, designed
to withstand each of the following conditions: motor starting torque resulting from
reversed power leads; reactor coolant flow through the pump in the reverse direction
of up to 52 percent of rated capacity with the motor deenergized; and reverse flow due
to LOCA of sizes up to the largest remaining pipe break after application of leak before
break methodology.

The motor is furnished with a flywheel to provide sufficient coastdown flow for core
cooling following a loss of power to the pumps. The flywheel design and manufacture
is based on applicable requirements including an overspeed test at 125 percent of rated
speed. The pump rotating assembly, including the flywheel, is designed to withstand
the overspeeds resulting from a LOCA up to the largest remaining pipe break after
application of leak before break methodology without generating missiles.

An air-to-water heat exchanger is furnished on the motor to absorb the motor heat load
and thereby reduce the cooling requirements to the containment ventilation system.
Temperature sensing devices are furnished for monitoring stator temperatures and oil
lubricated bearing temperatures.

The portion of the reactor coolant pump designed to ASME Section III is examined by
radiography to the specified acceptance criteria during the manufacturing process. The
design of the RCP permits access for the examinations required by Section XI. This
design does not require the use of special tools, instrumentation, indicating devices,
switches, etc. beyond those required to do the UT examination.

All rotating parts of the pump are statically and dynamically balanced. All pump
assemblies are full scale performance tested in the vendor's shop in accordance with
the Standards of the Hydraulic Institute to verify hydraulic performance as well as the
ability of the pumps to function as required by the specifications. The vibration levels
are monitored during this test.

The reactor coolant pump supports (Figure II-C-22) are designed to prevent significant
motion of the pump during an earthquake and following branch line pipe breaks. The
pump assembly, including the motor, is a relatively sensitive component which cannot
tolerate large forces due to thermal expansion. The support design therefore
accommodates the operating requirements of the pump assembly while providing
restraint for abnormal conditions.

A skirt bolted to the pump casing provides attachment points for the four vertical
columns which support the pumps. Each column is fitted with a ball and socket
connection at both ends. This allows each column to act independently during thermal
expansion. The result is an articulated support which does not impose significant
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forces during thermal expansion, but which provides vertical support for the pump
during earthquakes and following branch line pipe breaks.

Horizontal support is provided by four horizontal columns, articulated in the same
manner as the vertical columns, and by a system of horizontal snubbers. Two of the
horizontal columns are located at the bottom of the skirt, the other two columns and
snubber are located at the top of the motor support stand.

3.8 Reactor Coolant PiDina and Valves

The Reactor Coolant Piping and Valves which provide the conduit for the flow of
reactor coolant from the vessel and core to the Steam Generators are designed,
fabricated, and installed in accordance with the applicable sections of the ASME Code.
Furthermore, the pipe whip restraints required by the NRC on previous plant designs
have been eliminated by the application of leak-before-break analyses.

The reactor coolant system consists of two heat transfer loops. The arrangement of
the system components is shown in Figure C-3-1.

Each of the two heat transfer loops contains five sections of pipe: one 42-inch internal
diameter pipe between the reactor vessel outlet nozzle and steam generator inlet
nozzle, two 30-inch internal diameter pipes, one from each of the two steam generator
outlet nozzles to each reactor coolant pump suction nozzle, and two 30-inch internal
diameter pipes, one from each pump discharge nozzle to a reactor vessel inlet nozzle.
These pipes are referred to as the hot leg, the pump suction legs, and the pump
discharge legs, respectively. The pump suction and discharge legs taken together are
referred to as the cold legs. The other major pieces of reactor coolant piping are the
surge line and the spray line.

The 42-inch and 30-inch pipe diameters are selected to obtain coolant velocities which
provide a reasonable balance between erosion-corrosion, pressure drop, and system
volume. The surge line is sized to limit the frictional pressure loss through it during the
maximum in-surge so that the pressure differential between the pressurizer and the
heat transfer loops is no more than 5 percent of the system design pressure. Thermal
stratification effects are also taken into account in the design of the surge line.

To reduce the amount of field welding during plant fabrication, the 42-inch and 30-inch
pipes are supplied in major pieces, complete with shop-installed instrumentation
nozzles and connecting nozzles to the auxiliary systems. Where necessary, nozzles
incorporate thermal sleeves for protection of piping from thermal stresses. The amount
of Safety Class 1 piping connected to the reactor coolant system is minimized by
incorporating flow restrictions in all level sensing, pressure measurement, and sampling
nozzles on the reactor coolant piping, reactor coolant pumps, pressurizer, and steam
generators. The connecting lines are therefore classified as Safety Class 2.
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Reactor coolant system piping is allowed to expand essentially without restraint. There
are no supports for the reactor coolant piping, other than the support provided by the
major components to which the pipes are connected. The component supports are
designed to allow essentially unrestrained thermal expansion. Piping flexibility stress
analysis has determined that the stress levels are below the values allowed by ASME
codes at the design conditions and during all postulated normal and abnormal modes
of operation. Pipe material is carbon steel clad internally with stainless steel.

Reactor coolant piping is designed with the required instrumentation nozzles and
connecting nozzles for piping to and from the auxiliary system equipment. Nozzles
subjected to local thermal transients, caused by fluid entering the Reactor Coolant
System from an auxiliary system, are analyzed to ensure the nozzles can accommodate
these transients. Flow restricting orifices are provided in the nozzles for the RCS
instrumentation to limit flow in the event of a break downstream of the nozzle.

Branch lines connected to the main loop pipes include the surge line, shutdown cooling
lines, charging lines, spray lines, and drain lines. Design of the branch lines considers
requirements such as load limits, thermal and seismic movements, and pipe break
criteria. The surge, shutdown cooling, and safety injection, direct vessel injection (DVI)
lines satisfy the NRC requirements for elimination of dynamic effects of pipe breaks,
by application of the leak-before-break methodology. This minimizes the requirements
for pipe whip restraints and jet impingement shields, and eliminates the need to
consider other load effects.
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4.0 SAFETY SYSTEMS

Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) has proven to be a valuable tool in evaluating the
various safety systems. Although these systems inthe original System 80 design were
found to be very reliable, further improvements have been made to significantly lower
the probability of core damage by more than two orders of magnitude.

4.1 Safety Deoressurization System

The Safety Depressurization System (SDS) is designed to perform the following
functions: venting of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS), and safety depressurization
(i.e., feed and bleed) of the RCS (Figure C-4-1).

4.1.1 Reactor Coolant Gas Vent (RCGVI Function

The Reactor Coolant Gas Vent (RCGV) function provides a safety grade means of
venting non-condensible gases from the pressurizer and the reactor vessel upper head
to either the Reactor Drain Tank (RDT) or the In-containment Refueling Water Storage
Tank (IRWST) during post-accident conditions. In addition, the RCGV provides a safety
grade means to cooldown the RCS in the event that pressurizer Main Spray and
Auxiliary Spray systems are unavailable for plant cooldown.

Non-condensible gases are removed from the pressurizer through a vent line to the
RDT, through one or both of the parallel isolation valves, and from the reactor vessel
upper head through a vent line to the RDT, through a flow restricting orifice and one
or both of the parallel isolation valves. Venting under accident conditions would be
accomplished using only one source (reactor vessel or pressurizer) at a time.

If the operator determines that non-condensible gases have collected in the reactor
vessel upper head or in the pressurizer steam space, the operator manually opens the
RCGV valves to vent the reactor vessel upper head or the pressurizer steam space from
the Main Control Room. The system is operable following all design basis events. The
vent path from either the pressurizer or the reactor vessel upper head can
accommodate a single active failure with the active components powered from a
normal AC power source and an emergency AC back-up power source. Parallel valves
powered from alternate power sources are provided at both vent sources to assure a
vent path exists in the event of a single failure of either of the valves or of the power
source.

The reactor drain tank (RDT) quenches any steam relieved from either the pressurizer
or the reactor vessel. The RDT stores small quantities of non-condensible gas from the
RCS: (I) without the need for releasing the highly radioactive gas directly into
containment; and, (2) without influencing containment hydrogen concentration levels.
The Gaseous Waste Management System is used to process the non-condensible gases
collected in the RDT. The IRWST can receive vented gases should the RDT be
unavailable.
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The operator may use the Reactor Coolant Gas Vent (RCGV) function to cooldown and
depressurize the pressurizer in the event the Main Spray and Auxiliary Spray systems
are not operable. The operator manually opens the RCGV valves on the top of the
pressurizer, releasing steam to the RDT. If voids form in the reactor vessel upper head,
the operator may open the RCGV valves on the top of the reactor vessel to vent steam
from the vessel head, allowing the reactor vessel to be refilled. The RCGV flow, and
therefore the depressurization rate, are controlled by modulating valves in the vent lines
from the top of the pressurizer and by opening and closing two series RCGV valves
from the top of the reactor vessel head.

4.1.2 Safety DeDressurization Function

The Safety Depressurization function (i.e., feed and bleed) provides a safety grade
means of quickly depressurizing the RCS when normal and emergency feedwater (EFW)
are unavailable to remove core decay heat through the steam generators. This function
is achieved via remote manual operator control. Whenever any event (e.g., a total loss
of feedwater) results in high RCS pressure with a gradual loss of RCS liquid inventory,
the SDS valves may be opened by the operator, resulting in a controlled
depressurization of the RCS. As the RCS pressure decreases, the Safety Injection
pumps start, initiating feed flow to the RCS and restoring the RCS liquid inventory.

Core decay heat removal, using the SDS, is accomplished by a once-through cooling
process in which water is injected directly into the reactor vessel downcomer via the
normal Safety Injection System. Once in the reactor vessel, the cooling fluid passes
through the vessel downcomer to the lower plenum, up through the corm (where decay
heat is removed) and out to the hot leg, through the surge line to the pressurizer and
out through the dedicated rapid depressurization bleed valves through piping to the
sparger in the IRWST where quenching and cooling of the bleed flow is accomplished.

Bleed and feed and, therefore, core cooling can continue even without the initiation of
flow through the Shutdown Cooling heat exchanger. Without IRWST cooling, the
IRWST's vent system will relieve the steam formed in the tank to the containment.
The discharged steam will be condensed by the containment cooling system and
eventually returned to the IRWST via gravity drains. Cooling of the IRWST can be
accomplished by either the Containment Spray or Shutdown Cooling heat exchangers.

4.2 Shutdown Coolina Systemv

The Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) is a forced circulation heat removal loop designed
to transfer heat from the Reactor Coolant System to the Component Cooling Water
System at temperatures where the steam generators are ineffective. The Shutdown
Cooling System consists of two independent subsystems, each utilizing a shutdown
cooling pump to circulate coolant through a shutdown cooling heat exchanger. The
Shutdown Cooling System is used for normal shutdown, emergency shutdowns,
refueling and maintenance operations. In a normal cooldown to refueling temperatures
both shutdown cooling trains are used to minimize cooldown times. All safety
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functions are provided by a single train. A flow diagram of the Shutdown Cooling
System is shown in Figure C-4-2.

The initial cooldown of the Reactor Coolant System is accomplished by heat rejection
to the secondary side of the steam generators and then releasing steam via the Steam
Bypass System or atmospheric dump valves. The components required for the Safety
Injection System remain aligned for emergency use until the Reactor Coolant System
pressure and temperature are reduced. After the reactor coolant temperature and
pressure have been decreased to approximately 350°F and 450 psia, the shutdown
cooling system can be placed in operation.

During shutdown cooling, the reactor coolant flows out of the RCS through the
shutdown cooling nozzles located on each hot leg. Reactor coolant is circulated by the
shutdown cooling pumps through the shutdown cooling heat exchangers and then
returned to the RCS through the four safety injection lines to the reactor vessel. The
cooldown rate is controlled by adjusting flow through the heat exchangers with a
throttle valve on the discharge of each heat exchanger. Flow indicators provide
indication so that the operator can maintain a constant total shutdown cooling flow to
the core. The operator then adjusts the heat exchanger bypass flow to compensate
for changes in flow through the heat exchangers. Operator control of shutdown
cooling is only required until full flow is established through the shutdown cooling heat
exchangers.

The SCS is designed to permit a portion of the flow to be diverted at the outlet of the
shutdown cooling heat exchangers to the purification portion of the Chemical and
Volume Control System. The bypass stream passes through a purification ion
exchanger and boronometer to provide for continued cleanup of the RCS during plant
cooldown, and to provide a means of monitoring the boron concentration. The
capability to continue reactor coolant purification during cooldown and while at
refueling conditions is desirable since crud release can result from temperature changes
and fuel handling.

The shutdown cooling pump and the containment spray pump in the same Division are
connected by piping that allows the shutdown cooling pump to perform the pumping
function of the containment spray pump. Similarly, the containment spray pump in a
Division can perform the pumping function of the shutdown cooling pump in the same
Division.

The SCS is protected from overpressurization by pressure interlocked isolation valves
and by pressure relief valves. The shutdown cooling suction line isolation valves
receive electrical power in a manner such that no fault to a single power supply can
open the valves to connect the RCS and SCS inadvertently, nor can a fault to a single
power supply prevent opening the valves of at least one suction line for initiation of
shutdown cooling. The RCS can be brought to refueling temperature using one
shutdown cooling pump and one shutdown cooling heat exchanger.
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Overpressure protection of the RCS during low temperature conditions is provided by
the relief valves located in the shutdown cooling system (SCS) suction lines.

Alignment of the SCS relief valve to the RCS is provided via plant procedures to ensure
RCS overpressure protection for all temperatures below the pressure-temperature (P-T)
operating curve limits corresponding to the pressurizer safety valve set pressure of
2500 psia. For temperatures above the temperature limit which corresponds to the
pressurizer safety valve setpoint, overpressure protection is provided by the pressurizer
safety valves.

During heatup, RCS pressure is maintained below the maximum pressure for SCS
operation until RCS cold leg temperature exceeds the applicable P-T operating curve
temperature corresponding to 2500 psia. If the SCS suction isolation valves are open
and RCS pressure exceeds the maximum pressure for SCS operation, an alarm will
notify the operator that a pressurization transient is occurring during low temperature
conditions. EitheJrSCS relief valve will terminate inadvertent pressure transients which
occur when the RCS temperature is below the aforementioned temperature limit.
Above the maximum Low Temperature Over Pressurization (LTOP) temperature,
overpressure protection is provided by the pressurizer safety valves when the SCS
relief valve is isolated from the RCS.

During cooldown whenever RCS cold leg temperature is below the applicable
temperature for LTOP, the SCS relief valves provide the necessary protection. If the
SCS is not align,Bdto the RCS before cold leg temperature decreases below the critical
LTOP value, an alarm will notify the operator to open the SCS suction isolation valves.
The maximum temperature requiring LTOP is based upon an evaluation of the
applicable P-T curves. However, the SCS cannot be aligned to the RCS until the
pressure is below the maximum pressure allowing SCS operation.

These LTOP conditions are within the SCS operating range. Technical Specification
requires the SCS suction line isolation valves to be open when operating in the L'FOP
mode. Also, this Technical Specification ensures that appropriate action is taken if one
or more SCS relief valves are out of service during the LTOP mode of operation.

The SCS relief valves are spring loaded liquid relief valves with sufficient capacity to
mitigate the most limiting overpressurization event. Either SCS relief valve will provide
sufficient relief capacity to prevent any pressure transient from exceeding the p/t
limits. Since each SCS relief valve is a self actuating spring loaded liquid relief valve,
control circuitry is not required. The valve will open when pressure exceeds its
setpoint. This method of providing low temperature overpressure protection has been
approved by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and is in use on System 80 at
the Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station.
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4.3 Sa'fetv Inlection System

The Safety Injection System (SIS) provides core cooling in the event of a loss of
coolant accident. The SIS is designed to supply sufficient cooling to prevent
significant alteration of core geometry, to preclude fuel melting, to limit the cladding
metal-water reaction, and to remove the energy generated in the core for an extended
period of time following a loss of coolant accident.

The SIS is capable of injecting borated water into the reactor vessel to mitigate
accidents other than LOCAs. Safety injection would be initiated in the event of a
steam generator tube rupture, steam line break, or a CEA ejection incident. The SIS
provides inventory and reactivity control for these events.

The SIS is also capable of providing an alternate means of decay heat removal for
those events beyond the design basis in which the steam generators are not available.
The SIS, in conjunction with the Safety Depressurization System, is used to provide
feed and bleed cooling of the RCS.

The SIS meets its safety role through the use of redundant active and passive sub-
systems. The active portions of the SIS consist of four mechanically separate trains
powered off four separated buses (two buses per electrical division). Each train
consists of a high pressure, motor driven centrifugal pump, valving and
instrumentation. Each pump is provided with a dedicated suction line, connecting the
IRWST, the source of borated water, through its own discharge line to the reactor
vessel DVI nozzles. The discharge of two of the SI pumps includes piping and valves
that permit the pumps to provide injection flow to the RCS hot legs. The passive
portions of the SIS consist of four identical, independent pressurized injection tanks
(SIT). These tanks are connected to the reactor vessel through the SIS pump
discharge line to the DVI nozzles.

Use of DVI lines, in conjunction with four SI pumps, improves the reliability of the SIS
and simplifies its design. Specifically, for the case of an RCS cold leg break and
assuming one of two emergency power trains has failed, two SI pumps can be
assumed to deliver flow to the RCS through the DVI lines. The SIS design is simplified
by reducing the number of injection line valves and eliminating the need to flow
balance individual legs that are headered together in designs that utilize injection to the
RCS cold legs.

The SIS is designed such that for breaks larger than the size of a DVI nozzle, two SI
pumps, in conjunction with the SITs, provide 100 percent of the minimum injection
flow rate required to satisfy the LOCA performance requirements. For breaks equal to,
or smaller than, the size of a DVI nozzle, one SI pump, in conjunction with the SITs,
has 100 percent of the capacity to satisfy LOCA performance requirements.

Safety injection operation after an accident is described below. Short and long term
SIS operating configurations are presented in Figures C-4-3 and C-4-4.
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4.3.1 Short-Term Mode

The injection mode of operation is initiated upon a safety injection actuation signal
(SIAS). A SIAS is produced upon two out of four coincident low pressurizer pressure
or high containment pressure signals. The SIAS may also be initiated manually in the
control room. Upon a SIAS, the safety injection pumps automatically start and the
safety injection valves isolating the path to the DVI nozzles automatically open. In
addition, the SIT isolation valves receive an "SIAS Opens" signal, even though they are
already open when the plant is at operating pressure. The SITs are used to flood the
reactor core with borated water upon depressurization of the RCS. During normal plant
operation, each SIT is isolated from the RCS by two check valves installed in series.
The SITs will discharge when RCS pressure drops below SIT pressure.

The SI pumps inject borated water from the IRWST into the reactor vessel via the DVI
nozzles. The SI pumps and valves are connected to the normal off-site power source
and the emergency diesel generators. The connections are through two independent
buses so that in the event of an accident in conjunction with a single active failure in
one emergency power train, the flow from two SI pumps is available.

4.3.2 L_no-Term Mode

In the long term mode, the SIS is aligned for simultaneous RCS hot leg and DVI nozzle
injection. This is accomplished by maintaining DVI nozzle injection flow with two SI
pumps while manually realigning the discharge path of the remaining two SI pumps by
isolating the DVI nozzle flow path and opening the RCS hot leg injection valves.
Simultaneous hot leg and DVI nozzle injection provides a flushing flow through the
reactor to prevent boron precipitation. For small break LOCAs, the SI pumps provide
makeup for spillage while the RCS is cooled down and depressurized to shutdown
cooling entry conditions. If the break is too large for shutdown cooling entry
conditions to be established, the SIS will continue to provide hot leg and DVI nozzle
injection flow. This will provide adequate core cooling.

4.4 Containment Spray System

The Containment Spray System (CSS) is a safety grade system designed to reduce
containment pressure and temperature following a main steam line break or loss-of-
coolant-accident and to remove fission products from the containment atmosphere
following a loss of cool,ant accident. Fission product removal is required so that in the
event of containment leakage, activity at the site boundary due to radioactive iodine
will be reduced.

The CSS uses the in-containment refueling water storage tank (IRWST) and has two
independent trains (two containment spray pumps, two containment spray heat
exchangers, two independent spray headers, and associated piping, valves, and
instrumentation). The system is shown in Figures C-4-3 and C-4-4.
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The CSS provides borated water spray to the containment atmosphere from the upper
regions of the containment. The spray flow is provided by the containment spray
pumps which take suction from the in-containment refueling water storage tank. Upon
receipt of a Containment Spray Actuation Signal (CSAS), the containment spray header
isolation valve opens and the containment spray pump starts in each of the two
redundant trains. The pumps discharge through the containment spray heat
exchangers and the spray header isolation valves to their respective spray nozzle
headers, and then into the containment atmosphere. The spray headers are located
in the upper part of the containment building to allow the falling spray droplets time
to approach thermal equilibrium with the steam-air atmosphere. Condensation of the
steam by the falling spray results in reduction in containment pressure and
temperature. When the water reaches the containment floor it drains to the holdup
volume and subsequently back to the IRWST.

A CSAS occurs on a two out of four high-high containment pressure signal. The CSAS
may also be initiated manually in the control room. The specific sequence of CSS
pump and valve actuation depends on which power source is available. If offsite
power is not available, the safeguards loads are divided between the two plant
emergency diesel generators and are sequentially started after the diesel generators are
running.

In the event that one or both of the shutdown cooling pumps is unable to perform its
function of reducing RCS temperature to refueling temperature, one or both of the
containment spray pumps can perform this function. Cross-connect valves to the
suction and discharge lines of the CS pumps must be manually opened for shutdown
cooling. Similarly, the shutdown cooling pumps can perform the pumping function of
the containment spray pumps.

4.5 Emer_oencvFeedwater Systent

The Emergency Feedwater (EFW) System provides an independent safety-related
means of supplying secondary-side, quality feedwater to the steam generators for
removal of heat and prevention of reactor core uncovery during emergency phases of
plant operation. The EFW System is;a dedicated safety system which has no operating
functions during normal plant operation.

The EFW System is designed to be automatically or manually initiated, supplying
feedwater to the steam generators for any event that results in the loss of normal and
startup feedwater and requires heat removal through the steam generators, including
the loss of normal onsite and normal offsite AC power.

Following the event, the EFW System maintains adequate feedwater inventory in the
steam generators for residual heat removal. It is capable of maintaining hot standby,
and facilitating a plant cooldown at the maximum administratively controlled rate of
75°F/hr, from hot standby to Shutdown Cooling System initiation. The Shutdown
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Cooling System becomes available for plant cooldown when the RCS temperature and
pressure are reduced to 350°F and 450 psia.

The EFW System is designed to be initiated by the operator following a major loss of
coolant accident, to keep the steam generator tubes covered. Covering the steam
generator tubes following a LOCA minimizes potential containment bypass leakage,
should pre-existing primary-to-secondary leakage be present.

The EFW System is configured into two separate subsystems as shown in Figure II-D-
5. Each subsystem is aligned to feed its respective steam generator, and consists of
one Emergency Feedwater Storage Tank (EFWST), one 100% capacity motor-driven
pump, one 100% capacity steam-driven pump, associated valves, one cavitating
venturi, and specified instrumentation. Each pump takes suction from its respective
EFWST, and discharges through a check valve, flow regulating valve, steam generator
isolation valve and steam generator isolation check valve. The motor-driven and
steam-driven trains are joined together inside containment to feed their respective
steam generator through a common EFW header which connects to the steam
generator downcomer feedwater line. Each common EFW header contains a cavitating
venturi to restrict the maximum EFW flow rate to each steam generator. The
cavitating venturi restricts the magnitude of the two pump flow as well as the
magnitude of individual pump runout flow to thn steam generator.

A cross-connection is provided between each EFWST so that either tank can supply
either train of EFW. The two EFWSTs are safety grade tanks of seismic design. Each
tank contains 100% of the total volume required to meet the EFW system design
bases. A local, normally locked closed, manually operated isolation valve provides
separation of the EFWST. A line connected to a non-safety source of condensate is
also provided with a local manual isolation valve which can be manually aligned for
gravity feed to either of the EFWSTs, should the EFWSTs reach low level before
Shutdown Cooling System entry conditions are reached. A check valve, in series with
a local, normally locked closed, manually operated isolation valve are provided for
separation of the non-safety source of condensate from the safety-related sources. A
line connecting the safety-grade source of demineralized water is connected to each
EFWST. A local, normally closed, manually operated isolation valve is provided in each
line.

Pump discharge crossover piping is provided to enhance system versatility during long-
term emergency modes, such that a single pump can feed both steam generators.
Two local, normally locked closed, manually operated isolation valves are provided for
subtrain separation.

The EFW System can either be manually actuated or automatically actuated by an
Emergency Feedwater Actuation signal (EFAS) or by the Alternate Protection System
(APS). At the low steam generator water level setpoint, the EFAS or the APS will
actuate the EFW System as follows:
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• Starts the associated motor-driven pump and opens the
associated turbine steam supply bypass valve

• Starts associated turbine driven pump by opening the associated
turbine steam supply valve and opens the associated steam
generator isolation valves

• Assures that the associated EFW flow control valves are in their

full open position

• Assures that turbine governor speed control is at full rated speed.

After the EFW System has been actuated, the plant operator may control the flow to
the steam generators in order to control the steam generator water level. The operator
has at least 30 minutes after EFW actuation before operator action is essential. The
operator can control steam generator water level by either positioning the associated
EFW pump flow control valves, by opening and shutting the associated EFW steam
generator isolation valves, by adjusting the turbine governor control speed, or by using
on/off operation of the motor driven EFW pumps.

The EFAS provides automatic protection functions, should the operator fail to control
flow. The EFAS will automatically shut the steam generator isolation valves at a steam
generator level setpoint higher than normal water level, to prevent steam generator
overfill. If the steam generator water level falls to the low steam generator water level
setpoint for EFW actuation, the EFW system is reactuated, as described above. An
EFAS override is provided for each steam generator so that EFW flow can be
terminated in the event of a steam generator fault, such as a main feedwater or main
steam line break.

4.6 Comoonent Coolino Water System

The component cooling water system (CCWS) is a closed loop cooling water system,
which cools components and heat exchangers located in the Nuclear Systems Annex,
Radwaste, and Containment Buildings. Heat transferred by these components to the
CCWS is rejected to the station service water system (SSWS) via the CCWS heat
exchangers.

Safety design bases applicable to the CCWS are as follows:

• The CCWS, in conjunction with the SSWS (including the reserve
ultimate heat sink), is capable of removing sufficient heat to
ensure a safe reactor shutdown coincident with a loss of offsite
power.

• A single failure of any component in the CCWS will not impair the
ability of the CCWS to meet its functional requirements.
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• Adverse environmental occurrenceswill not impairthe ability of
the CCWS to meet Its functional requirements.

• The CCWS is de=Igned to withstand the effects of a safe
shutdown earthquake (SSE).

The CCWS consists of two separate, independent, redundant, closed loop,
safety-relateddivisions(FigureC-4-6). Eitherdivisionof the CCWS or a singlepump
in each divisionis capableof supporting I00 percentof the coollngfunctionsrequired
for a safe reactor shutdown. Only oneof the pumpsis requiredto operate to support
the Post-LOCAcoolingfunction afterthe coolingsupplyto the non-safety-relatedloads
and fuel pool coolingheat exchangers are isolated. The secondpump in a division
automaticallystarts on low differential pressureacrossthe operatingpump.

The CCWS operatesat a higherpressurethan the SSWS, as protectionagainstleakage
into the CCWS from the SSWS in case of tube leakage in the CCWS heat exchanger.

Each divisionof the CCWS includestwo heat exchangers, a surge tank, two 100
percentpumps,a chemicaladditiontank, piping,valves,controls,andinstrumentation.

Makeup water to the CCWS is suppliedby the demineralizedwater system. Should
the deminerelizedwater system be unavailable, during an accident, makeup can be
suppliedfrom the assuredmakeupsource.

Eachdivisionof the CCWS providescoolingfor redundantsafety-relatedcomponents.
These include:

• Shutdown coolingheat exchangers
• Safety injectionpump motor coolers
• Containment spray heat exchangers
• Shutdown coolingpump motor coolers
• Containment spray pump motor coolers
• Motor driven emergencyfeedwater pump motor coolers
• Essentialchillers
• Fuel pool heat exchanger
• Containment spray pump mini-flow heat exchangers
• Shutdown coolingpump mini-flow heat exchangers

Eachdivisioncanalsoprovidecoolingfor the followingnon-safety-relatedcomponents:

• Reactorcoolant pump (RCP)motor coolers
• RCP motor upperbearingoil coolers
• RCP motor lower bearingcoolers
• RCPoil coolers
• RCPseal coolers
• RCPhigh pressurecooler
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• Letdown heat exchanger
• Sample heat exchangers
• Gas stripper
• Boric acid concentrator
• Normal chillers
• CEDM air coolers
• Chargingpumps
• Other miscellaneouscomponents

4.7 AC Power Systems

There are three AC power systemswhich servicestation electricalloads: the class I E
AC power system, the non-I E AC power system, andthe non-I E alternate AC power
system.

4.7.1 Class 1E AC Power System

The class1E AC power systemconsistsof a 4160 volt power system, anda 480 volt
auxiliarypower system. The 4160 volt system Is a redundantsystem, dlvlded into
safety divisionsI andII. It normallyreceivespower from the 4160 volt normalpower
system. Uponlossof normalpower, emergencypower is providedeither by separate
and independentemergency diesel generators, or by an onsite standby gas turbine
generator. All safety relatedequipmentrequiringpower during• lossof offslte power
event, or duringother accidentconditions,is fed by this system.

The 480 volt auxiliarypower system includestwo loadcenterstied to each divisionof
the4160 voltsystem. Thesefour redundantloadcentersfurnishpower for largeheater
loads, large 480 volt motors, and 480 volt class 1E motor control centers.

4.7.2 Non Class 1E AC Power System

The Non Class IE AC power system is divided into four subsystems: the unit main
power system, the 13,800 volt normalauxiliary power system, the 4180 volt normal
auxiliarypower system, and the 480 volt normalauxiliarypower system.

The unit main power system consists of the main generator, isolated phase bus,
generator circuit breaker, four unit step-up transformers, and two half-slzed unit
auxiliarytransformers. Thissystemgeneratesandtransmitspowerto the transmission
system, while simultaneouslysupplyingpower to the unit auxiliaries. Inthe event that
the maingenerator is not in service,this system can be usedto supplypower from the
transmissionsystem to the unit auxiliaries.

The 13,800 volt normal auxiliary power system consists of four non-safety buses
which areconnectedto the unit auxiliary transformers. This system furnishespower
to largemotors, suchas the reactor coolantpumpmotorsandcondensatewater pump
motors. Protective relays are providedfor both the motor loadsand the buses.
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The 4160 volt normal auxiliary power system consists of four switchgear groupsand
a non-class1E source(onsttegas turbine). The first switchgeargroupis connectedto
a unit auxiliarytransformer, to power large non-safety related loadssuch as turbine
buildingservice water and turbine buildingcomponent cooling water pumps. The
second switchgear group is connected to the remainingunit auxiliary transformerto
power the similar large, non-safetyrelated loads.

The third switch gear group, designated"permanent non-safety", providespower to
auxiliary andservice loadswhich must typicallyremainoperational,independentof the
plant operatingcondition,or during plant outages. The normal power source is the
4i60 volt unit auxiliary transformer. If necessary, it can be switched to either the
reserve auxiliary transformer, or the alternate AC source (gas turbine). The fourth
switchgear group is also designated "permanent non-safety", end is configuredin a
manner similarto the third swltchgear group.

The two permanentnon-class1E awitchgeargroups,with four sourcesof power, and
the abilityto energizethe DivisionI and II safety loads,reducethe likelihoodof a total
station blackoutoccurrence.

4.7.3 Non.Clan 1E Ait|._netaAC Power Souroa

A non-class 1E onsite alternate AC power source is provided for motors and other
electrical loadswhich have a specialregulatoryor operatlonalsignificance,but whlch
are not classifiedas safety related (e.g., CVCS chargingpumps, CEDM coolingfans,
instrumentair compressors). The power sourceIs a gas turbine, and it is connected
to the two 4160 volt busesdesignatedas "permanentnon-safety". These busesare
normallysuppliedby the unit auxiliarytransformer,end if necessary,can be switched
to the reserve transformer.

This diverse alternate AC power source has been incorporatedas a backup to the
dieselgenerators. Thisgas turbinegeneratoris capableof handlingall necessaryloads
in the event of a station blackout.

4.8 Dual Containment

The Steel Containment Vessel (SCV), penetration assemblies, equipment hatch,
personnelair locks and isolation valves for systems penetrating the SCV form the
ContainmentSystem. The SCV is a free standing,low leakage (essentiallyleak tight)
welded steel pressure vessel designed in accordance with the requirementsof the
ASME Code for pressurevessels.

The SCV is housed in a reinforced concrete shield building with an annular area
between the concrete andthe free standingSCV (FigureC-4-8). The shieldbuildingis
designedto protect the SCV from the outsideenvironment,i.e., normalwinds, tornado
winds, tornadogeneratedmissiles,extremetemperature fluctuations,snow loads,etc.
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The SCV is similarly protected from internal missiles,jet impingementsand transient
pressuredifferentialsby the reinforcedconcretecrane wall.

The Containment System is required to provide an essentially leak tight barrier
enclosing the Reactor Coolant System. This barrier serves to control and limit the
consequenceof releasesof energy and radioactivity in the event of s breach of the
Reactor Coolant System, so that publlc health and safety will not be Impaired. The
Containment System is also required to withstand all internal and external
environmentalconditionsthat may reasonablybe expectedto occurduringthe design
life of the plant. This includesboth the short and long term effects following a
loss-of-coolantaccident or main steam line break, in accordance with the General
DesignCriterioni 6, "ContainmentDesign",of AppendixA to I0 CFRPart 50 "General
Design Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants". Those requirementsstate that a Reactor
Containmentand associatedsystems be providedfor the following purposes:

• to establish an essentially leak tight barrier against the
uncontrolledreleaseof radioactivityto the environment

• to assure that the containment design conditionsimportant to
safety shall not be exceededfor as long as postulatedaccidents
require.

The SCV pressureboundaryincludesall penetrationsleevesthat are attached to the
SCV includingthe equipmenthatch and the two personnelair locks.

The Containment Vessel is classifiedas an MC component. Subsection NE of the
ASME Code establishes the rules for material, design, fabrication, examination,
inspection,testing, andcertification of the metal ContainmentSystem.

All materialsusedin the fabricationand erectionof the SCV meet the requirementsof
Article NE-2000 of the ASME code. The materialfor the SCV shell plate is SA 537
Class 2. The material for the penetrationassembliesis SA 671 or SA 537 Class 2.
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5.0 AUXILIARY SYSTEMS INCLUDING I&C

Feedback based on operational experience has permitted incremental improvements in
the auxiliary systems.

The following auxiliary systems are of particular interest:

• Chemical and Volume Control System

• Process Sampling System

• Spent Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup System

5.1 Chemical and Volume Control System

Although not required to perform any accident mitigation or safe shutdown functions,
the CVCS is essential for the normal day-to-day operation of the plant. The CVCS has
therefore been provided with a high degree of reliability and redundancy and has been
designed in accordance with accepted industry standards and quality assurance
commensurate with its importance to plant operations.

The chemical and volume control system is designed to perform the following
functions:

• Maintain the chemistry and purity of the reactor coolant during
normal operation and during shutdowns.

• Maintain the required volume of water in the reactor coolant
system, compensating for reactor coolant contraction or
expansion resulting from changes in reactor coolant temperature
and for other coolant losses or additions.

• Receive, store,and separate borated waste for reuse and
discharge to the liquid waste management system (LWMS).

• Control the boron concentration in the RCS to obtain optimum
Control Element Assembly positioning, to compensate for
reactivity changes associated with major changes in reactor
coolant temperature, core burnup, and xenon variations, and to
provide shutdown margin for maintenance and refueling
operations.

• Provide auxiliary pressurizer spray for operator control of
pressurizer pressure during the final stages of shutdown, and to
allow for pressurizer cooling.
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• Provide injection water at the proper temperature, pressure, and
purity for the reactor coolant pump seals, and collect the
controlled bleedoff from the reactor coolant pump seals.

• Provide a RCS hydrotesting capability.

• Provide a reactor makeup water supply to various auxiliary
equipment.

• Provide a means for sluicing ion exchanger resin to the solid
waste management system.

• Provide a means for continuous removal of noble gases from the
RCS.

• Provide borated makeup to the spent fuel pool.

• Provide purification of shutdown coolin_ flow.

• Provide makeup for losses from small leaks in RCS piping.

• Provide a means to purify the contents of the IRWST.

• Provide a means to add makeup and adjust chemistry of the
IRWST.

The normal reactor coolant flowpath through the CVCS is indicated by heavy lines on
Sheet 1 of Figure C-5-1.

Letdown flow from the reactor coolant system passes through the tube side of the
regenerative heat exchanger, where an initial temperature reduction takes place via
heat transfer to cooler charging fluid on the shell side of the heat exchanger. The
regenerative heat exchanger is designed to cool letdown fluid to a maximum of 450°F
for all normal operations, and to heat the charging flow by a minimum of I O0°F. A
final temperature reduction to the purification subsystem operating temperature is
made by the letdown heat exchanger. The letdown heat exchanger is sized to cool
inlet water from the maximum regenerative heat exchanger outlet temperature to
120°F (or lower) for most operating conditions. Both the letdown and the regenerative
heat exchangers are designed for full RCS pressure and both are located inside
containment.

Letdown fluid pressure is reduced from full system pressure to the operating pressure
of the purification subsystem in two stages. The first pressure reduction occurs at the
letdown orifices and the second occurs at the letdown control valve downstream of

the letdown orifices. The letdown orifices are sized to pass the maximum letdown
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flow at full RCS pressure with the control valve fully open. A bypass valve around the
letdown orifices is provided for low pressure operation.

Following temperature and pressure reduction, the coolant flows through a filter where
filterable impurities are removed to reduce crud buildup on ion exchanger resin. The
entire flow passes through a purification ion exchanger where ionic corrosion and
fission products are removed.

Two full capacity purification ion exchangers are provided. The unit not in continuous
service is used to periodically remove lithium from the coolant to control the lithium
concentration within the desired range. This unit becomes exhausted for lithium
capacity during one core cycle and is used in the next cycle for continuous purification.
A deborating ion exchanger is provided for use near the end of core life for removal of
boron, since the normal feed and bleed process becomes much less efficient at low
boron concentrations. All ion exchanger resins are protected from high temperature
coolant by a diversion valve, which automatically bypasses the ion exchangers if the
temperature Pf the coolant entering the ion exchangers exceeds 140°F. Coolant flows
from the ion exchangers through a strainer which provides a backup for the ion
exchanger retention elements. The coolant is then sprayed into the volume control
tank.

For continuous degasification capability, the letdown fluid, after passing through the
filter, ion exchanger(s) and strainer, can be diverted from the volume control tank, and
processed through the gas stripper before being returned to the volume control tank.
Use of the gas stripper on a continuous basis significantly reduces the gaseous activity
in the coolant, thereby mitigating the radiation hazards involved in primary to
secondary leakage or a loss of coolant accident.

The volume control tank is designed to accumulate letdown water from the RCS, to
provide for control of hydrogen concentration in the reactor coolant, and to provide a
reservoir of reactor coolant for the charging pumps. The charging pumps normally take
suction from the volume control tank and discharge to the RCS. During normal
operations, one pump is running and the other is on standby. One letdown and one
charging pump flow control valve are normally selected for use. The charging pump
mini-flow heat exchanger uses component cooling water to cool the recirculation flow
from the operating charging pump.

Seal injection water is supplied to the reactor coolant pumps by diverting a portion of
the charging flow at a point in the system just downstream of the charging pumps.
This seal flow is then heated in a steam heater to approximately 125°F before filtering.
Once the flow has been filtered, the seal injection fluid is distributed to the reactor
coolant pumps. The undiverted charging fluid is sent to the regenerative heat
exchanger where it is heated before injection into the RCS.
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If necessary, a chemical addition tank and a chemical addition metering pump are used
to transfer chemical additives to the charging line downstream of the seal injection
takeoff connection.

5.1.1 Chemistry and Purity Control

The chemistry and purity of the reactor coolant are controlled to:

• minimize the corrosion of primary side hardware, which includes
minimizing the fouling of heat transfer surfaces,

• adjust the chemical shim properly to control core reactivity
throughout the life of the core,

• limit the transport of radioactive corrosion products, and

• ensure that the quality of the reactor coolant is being maintained.

Chemistry control of the reactor coolant consists of preoperational removal of oxygen
by hydrazine addition (hydrazine scavenging), degasification (via the gas stripper) of
RCS fluid (when necessary), control of oxygen concentration by maintaining an excess
hydrogen concentration, and pH control by maintaining lithium within a specific control
band during normal operation.

Preoperational oxygen scavenging is accomplished by the addition of hydrazine. During
hot functional testing, 30 to 50 ppm of hydrazine is maintained in the reactor coolant
whenever the reactor coolant temperature is below 150°F. This prevents halide-
induced attack, which could occur if significant quantities of fluorides or chlorides and
significant amounts of dissolved oxygen are present. During heatup, any dissolved
oxygen is scavenged by the hydrazine, eliminating the potential for general corrosion.
At higher temperatures, the hydrazine decomposes, forming ammonia. The resultant
increase in pH aids in the development of passive oxide films on reactor coolant system
surfaces. It has been well established that the corrosion rates of Ni-Cr-Fe Alloy and
300-series stainless steels decrease with time when exposed to normal reactor coolant
chemistry conditions, approaching low steady state values within approximately 200
days. The high pH condition produced by a high ammonia concentration (to 50 ppm)
minimizes corrosion product release and assists in the rapid development of the passive
oxide film. Most of the film is established within seven days at hot, high pH
conditions. To aid in maintaining the pH during this passivation period, lithium in the
form of lithium hydroxide, is added to the coolant and maintained within a 1-2 ppm
lithium-7 range.

At power, oxygen concentration is limited by maintaining excess dissolved hydrogen
gas in the coolant. The excess hydrogen forces the water decomposition/synthesis
reaction in the reactor core toward water synthesis rather than hydrogen and oxygen
generation.
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In order to minimize the effect of crud deposition on the reactor core heat transfer
surfaces, lithium-7 hydroxide additions to the reactor coolant are made. The lithium-7
hydroxide produces pH conditions within the reactor coolant (at normal operating
temperatures) that reduce the corrosion product solubility and, hence, the dissolved
crud inventory in the circulating reactor coolant. The elevated pH promotes conditions
within the coolant for selective deposition of corrosion products on cooler surfaces
(steam generators) rather than hotter surfaces (core). An additional advantage is the
formation of a more stable and tenacious passive oxide layer on out-of-core system
surfaces. The lithium concentration is maintained with • 0.2-2.2 ppm Uthium-7 range
during operation.

A chemical addition tank and pump is used to transfer hydrazine and/or lithium
hydroxide to the discharge side of the charging pumps for injection into the RCS. The
hydrogen concentration in the reactor coolant is controlled by a hydrogen overpressure
in the volume control tank.

The control of other impurities is accomplished by the continuous operation of a
purification ion exchanger which contains resin which has been converted to the
lithium form. The resin bed removes soluble nuclides by an ion exchange mechanism
and insoluble particles by the impingement of these particles on the surface of the resin
beads.

The normal method of adjusting RCS boron concentration i_ by "feed end bleed". To
change concentration, the makeup portion of the CVCS supplies either reactor makeup
water or boric acid to the volume control tank. Meanwhile, the letdown stream is
diverted to the pre-holdup ion exchanger. Toward the end of the core cycle, however,
the quantities of waste produced due to this "feed-and-bleed" operation become
excessive and the deborating ion exchanger is used to further reduce the reactor
coolant system boron concentration. An anion resin, initially in the hydroxyl form, is
converted to a borate form as boron is removed.

5.1.2 Reactor Coolaqt I_lventow

The volume of water in the RCS is automatically controlled using level instrumentation
located on the pressurizer. The pressurizer level setpoint is programmed to vary as a
function of RCS temperature in order to minimize the transfer of fluid between the RCS
and CVCS during power changes. Reactor power is determined for this situation using
the average reactor coolant temperature derived from hot and cold leg temperature
measurements. A level error signal is obtained by comparing the programmed setpoint
with the measured pressurizer water level. Volume control is achieved by automatic
control of the charging and letdown flow control valves in accordance with the
pressurizer level control program.

Two parallel charging pump flow control valves, letdown orifices, letdown flow control
valves, and two parallel charging pumps are provided. During normal operation, one
charging pump is running with the other as an installed spare. In addition, one of the
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letdown and one of the charging pump flow control valves are selected for use. The
selected charging pump flow control valve is maintained by the pressurizer level control
program at a preset position which gives a constant desired flow rate at normal
operating pressures. The position of the selected charging pump flow control valve is
maintained constant by the pressurizer level control program, except in response to a
high or low pressurizer level condition. Fine control of pressurizer level is accomplished
via letdown control. The position of the selected letdown flow control valve is varied
by the pressurizer level control program in response to the level error in order to
compensate for small changes in pressurizer level and to keep it within the
programmed level band.

As stated previously, the volume control tank provides a reservoir of reactor coolant
for the charging pump. The level in the volume control tank is controlled automatically.
The letdown flow is diverted to the holdup tank via the pre-holdup ion exchanger and
gas stripper when the control band high volume control tank level is reached.
Conversely, the volume control tank low level signal automatically initiates makeup
flow to the volume control tank. The makeup system is normally set up for the
automatic mode of operation, in which flow at a preset blend of boric acid from the
boric acid storage tank (BAST) and demineralized water from the reactor makeup water
tank (RMWT) is automatically initiated. A low-low level signal automatically closes the
outlet valve on the volume control tank, opens th_ boric acid flow valves, and starts
the boric acid makeup pumps to provide flow directly from the BAST through the boric
acid makeup pumps to the suction of the charging pumps.

5.1.3 Boron Recovery

The boron recovery portion of the CVCS accepts the letdown flow diverted from the
volume control tank as a result of feed and bleed operations for shutdowns, startups,
and boron dilution over core life. Additionally, reactor coolant quality water from valve
and equipment leakoffs, drains, and reliefs within the containment is collected in the
reactor drain tank and scheduled for batch processing. Recoverable reactor coolant
quality water from various equipment and valve leakoffs, reliefs, and drains outside
containment is collected in the equipment drain tank and scheduled for batch
processing.

Reactor coolant collected in the reactor and equipment drain tanks is periodically
discharged by the reactor drain pumps through the reactor drain filter and pre-holdup
ion exchanger. The diverted letdown flow, which has been previously passed through
a purification filter and ion exchanger, also passes through the pre-holdup ion
exchanger. The pre-holdup ion exchanger retains cesium, lithium, and other ionic
radionuclides with high efficiency. All process flow then passes through the gas
stripper where hydrogen and fission gases are removed with high efficiency, thus
precluding the buildup of explosive gas mixtures in the holdup tank, and minimizing the
release of radioactive fission product gases from aerated vents or via any liquid
discharge. The degassed liquid is automatically pumped from the gas stripper to the
holdup tank. When a sufficient volume accumulates in the holdup tank, it is pumped
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by the holdup pump to the boric acid concentrator where the bottoms are
concentrated.

The boric acid concentrator bottoms are continuouslymonitored for proper boron
concentration. Normally, the concentrator bottoms are pumpeddlrectly to the boric
acid storagetank. in the event that abnormalquantitiesof radlonuclldesere present,
the bottoms aredischargedto the liquidwaste management system (LWMS).

The concentrator distillate passes through a boric acid condensate ion exchanger,
where boricacidcarryoverIsremoved. The dlstlllateis collectedInthe reactor makeup
water tank for reuse in the plant. If recycleis not desired,the condensateIs dlverted
to the liquidwaste managementsystem (LWMS).

5.1.4 Auxillaryj_rnsudzar Snrey

Auxiliary pressurizerspray flow is providedby the chargingpumpsfor use duringthe
latter stages of cooldown when the reactor coolant pumps are secured due to
insufficientnet positivesuctionhead (NPSH).

5.1.5 ReaotorCoolant PumnSeal inlaationand ControlledBleedoff

Reactor coolant pump seal injection water is suppliedby the chemical and volume
control system to cool RCP seal cavities and to providea flushingflow to minimize
depositionof radioactivecrud in any seal cavity.

During normaloperation, the flow to the reactor coolant pumps is supplied by the
charging pumps. The seal injection flow is diverted from the charging line just
downstream of the charging pumps. The seal injection flow is sent to a heat
exchanger supplied with steam, where a temperature of approximately 120°F is
maintained. The seal injectionflow then mixes with CCW fluid as it passes through
the pump.

The controlledbleedoffflow returnsto the chemicalandvolumecontrolsystemvclume
control tank. If controlledbleedoff increasesdue to seal system wear or failure, the
seal water supply can be automatically increasedto maintain the desired in-leakage
flow. High controlled bleed-off flow is limited by an orifice in the control bleedoff
discharge. When bleedoff reaches the highest acceptable value, the seals are
consideredfailed, and the reactor coolant pump must be secured. The seal water
supply and bleedoff for a given pump can be secured without affecting the other
pumps.

A diverse and highly reliablededicated seal injection system (DSIS) is provided to
increase the reliability of the reactor coolant pump seals by further reducing the
probabilityof seal failure; in particular,to ensureseal integrity duringStation Blackout
(SBO).
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The DSIS is a diversedesignwith respect to normalseal cooling. It features a small
capacity positivedisplacementpumpwhich is placedin parallelwith the chemicaland
volumecontrol system centrifugal chargingpumps. This positive displacementpump
is providedwith both suctionstabilizersand dischargedampenersanduses the same
CVCS pipingas for normalseal Injection. Duringnormaloperation,the DSISdoes not
operate. The DSIS would be operated during off-normal plant conditions involving
lossesof all other reactor coolant pumpseal coolingmethods. The pump is supplied
with IE power and can alsobe powered by the alternate AC (AAC) power source.

5.1.6 Removelof Noble Gases

When continuousdegasificationof the RCS is desired, the letdown flow is diverted
from the inlet line of the volumecontrol tank to the gas stripper,bypassingthe pre-
holdupionexchanger. The letdown flow is processedin the gas stripper and is then
returnedto the volume controltank via the normalspray nozzle.

The hydrogenated water is degassed at the gas stripper so that explosive gas
concentrationsdo not occur in subsequentprocessequipment. Stripped gases are
pipedto a hydrogenatedgassystem inthe gaseouswaste managementsystem where
they are processedand later releasedundercontrolledconditions.

5.1.7 Shutdown CoolinoSystem Flow Purificationw

When the shutdown coolingsystem is operational,a flow path throughthe CVCS can
be establishedfor purification. This is accomplishedby diverting a portion of the flow
from the shutdown cooling heat exchanger to the letdown line upstream of the
letdown heat exchanger. The flow then passes through the purification filter,
purification ion exchanger, and letdown strainer, and is returned via the charging
pumpsto the RCS.

5.1.8 Purificationof the IRWST

Sufficientconnectionsexist between the CVCSandthe in-containmentrefuelingwater
storage tank (IRWST) to allow for purification, inventory adjustments, and boron
adjustmentsof the contents of that tank.

5.2 ProcessSemnlingSystem

The processsamplingsystem isdesignedto collectanddeliver representativesamples
of liquidsand gases in various processsystems to sample stations for chemical and
radiologicalanalysis.The systempermitssamplingduringreactoroperation,cooldown,
and post-accident modes without requiring access to the containment. Remote
samplescan betaken of fluidsin highradiationareaswithout requiringaccessto these
areas.
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The process sampling system includes sampling lines, heat exchangers, sample
vessels, sample sinks or racks, analysis equipment, and instrumentation. Sampling
points are selected to provide the required chemical and radiological information while
keeping the system simple for reliability and ease of maintenance. Figures C-5-2
(Sheets 1 and 2) show a flow diagram for the process sampling system, including
primary, secondary, gas, and post-accident sampling. Sample locations, types of
samples, and analysis requirements are shown. Chemical and radiochemical analyses
are performed to determine boron concentration, fission and corrosion product activity,
crud concentration, dissolved gas concentration, chloride concentration, coolant pH
and conductivity, and noncondensible gas concentration in the pressurizer. The results
of the analyses are used to regulate the boron concentration, monitor the fuel cladding
integrity, evaluate ion exchanger and filter performance, specify chemical additions to
the various systems, and maintain the proper hydrogen concentration in the reactor
coolant system.

A data management and surveillance system gives daily evaluation of plant chemistry,
and tracks and plots chemistry trends.

The system configuration is such that, under normal operation, samples are transported
from a number of different Iocati6ns to central sample racks, where samples are cooled
and depressurized as necessary. For samples containing dissolved gases, sample
bombs are located at the exit of each sample cooler to facilitate the collection of
samples. In addition, the system configuration is such that, under post-accident
conditions, samples of containment atmosphere and containment liquids are
transported to an accessible location for grab sampling.

5.3 SDent Fuel Pool Coolino end Cleanuo System

The safety-related spent fuel pool cooling system consists of two independent cooling
trains. The system is located in the Nuclear Annex, a Seismic Category I building,
which provides protection from the effects of natural phenomena and missiles. The
spent fuel pool cooling system (piping, pumps, valves, and heat exchangers) is safety-
related, Quality Group C. The spent fuel pool (SFP) receives normal borated makeup
water from a Seismic Category I, Quality Group C source in the CVCS. Nonborated
water from a non-seismic source is used to make up for the evaporation losses from
the SFP during normal operation.

Each cooling train is designed to service the spent fuel pool, with designed spent fuel
assembly loading, and to maintain the bulk fluid temperature of the spent fuel pools
below 140.0°F during normal operation.

The spent fuel pool cooling system removes decay heat from fuel stored in the spent
fuel pool. Heat is transferred from the spent fuel pool cooling system, through the
heat exchanger to the component cooling water system.
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When either cooling train is in operation, water flows from the spent fuel pool to the
spent fuel pool cooling pump suction, is pumped through the tube side of the heat
exchanger, and is returned to the pool. The suction line is provided with a strainer and
is located at an elevation well above the normal fuel level, while the return line
contains an antisiphon device to prevent gravity drainage of the pool.

Each of the two spent fuel pool cleanup trains consists of a pump, a strainer, a
demineralizer and a filter to maintain spent fuel pool water clarity and purity. Transfer
canal water may also be circulated through the same demineralizer and filter. This
purification loop is sufficient for removing fission products and other contaminants
which may be introduced if a leaking fuel assembly is transferred to the spent fuel
pool.

The demineralizer and filter of either cleanup train may be used to clean and purify the
refueling water while spent fuel pool heat removal operations proceed. To assist in
maintaining spent fuel pool water clarity, the SFP surface is cleaned by a skimmer.

The pool water may be separated from the water in the transfer canal by a gate. The
gate is installed so that the transfer canal may be drained to allow maintenance of the
fuel transfer equipment.

Two full-size fuel pool cooling pumps and two full-size fuel pool coolers will be
provided to ensure 100-percent redundant cooling capacity. This portion of the system
is Seismic Category I and Safety Class 3. The Seismic Category I cooling portion of
the fuel pool cooling and cleanup system is independent of the nonseismic purification
portion. Failure of the purification portion in an earthquake will not affect the operation
of the cooling trains.

For all normal plant operations and normal spent fuel pool heat load conditions, the
maximum spent fuel pool bulk water temperature is 120.0°F. Given a single active
failure, the maximum temperatures are 140.0°F. Design heat loads are evaluated
utilizing ANSI/ANS 5.1 correls_ions.

5.4 Plant Control (l&_

Advanced Control Complex

Nuplex 80+ breaks down the historical boundaries between ths NSSS and BOP

through a total integration of plant-wide I&C systems. The Advanced Control Complex
(Figure C-5-3) is comprised of the Main Control Room, the Technical Support Center,
the Remote Shutdown Control Room, and the I&C Equipment Rooms (which house
control, protection and monitoring systems plant-wide). Each of these is described in
the following paragraphs.

5.4.1 Main Control Room
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The Control Room (shown in Figures C-5-4 and C-5-5) consists of the Controlling
Workspace (where the plant's control panels are located) and offices for the plant
operating staff. The design accommodates six people continuously. Due to advanced
automation and man-machine interface features, however, only one operator is required
at the controls during the hot standby and power operating modes. Within the
controlling workspace, the Master Control Console provides the instrumentation and
controls for the primary steam and electrical generation systems, as well as
plant-wide-monitoring capabilities. The safety and auxiliary consoles provide the
instrumentation and controls for the Engineered Safety Features and the Auxiliary
Systems, respectively. The Control Room Supervi,.'or's Console provides plant-wide
communications and monitoring functions; the desk area provides working space for
control room personnel as well as a natural boundary for interaction with other plant
staff.

The Nuplex 80 + design provides switches near each control room exit for transfer of
control from the main control panel to the remote shutdown panel. Actuation of the
switches at either exit initiates a soft transfer to deactivate the main control panel as
a control interface and to activate the remote shutdown panel control interface.

5.4.2 Techrlical :Support Center (TSC)

The TSC located above the operators' offices, in Figure C-5-6, has been designed for
emergency, as well as normal, operations. It includes communications and plant-wide
monitoring equipment. Its direct visibility into the Main Control Room allows plant
staff, emergency officials and plant visitors to view control room activities without
interference with plant operations. The TSC is entered independently and is secured
from the Main Control Room to allow easier access for all users.

5.4.3 Remote Shutdown Control Room (RSCRI

The RSCR includes a single sit-down/stand-up control console which accommodates
one or two operators. This console provides dedicated hot shutdown control and
access to all plant controls through touch sensitive video displays. These displays and
controls facilitate achieving cold shutdown during events requiring evacuation of the
Main Control Room.

5.4.4 Eauioment Rooms-

To enhance fire, flood and sabotage protection, Nuplex 80 + includes four equipment
rooms for redundant Class 1E systems, two equipment rooms for non-safety systems,
and one computer room. Fiber optic communication cables between each of the
equipment rooms, and to the Main Control Room, ensure electrical independence of all
areas.

5.5 Man-Machine Interface
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The man-machine interface was developed by a multi-disciplined design team including
experienced reactor operators and specialists in Human Factors Engineering.
Redundancy and diversity in all information processing and display ensures the
correctness of information presentation and allows continued plant operation with
equipment failures (e.g., loss of CRTs). The integration of information from the Safety
Parameter Display System and the Post Accident Monitoring Instrumentation (PAMI)
into normal operating displays allows the same display to be used during all plant
conditions. The equipment and techniques for processing information to the operator
are described in the following paragraphs.

5.5.1 Alarm Reduction Processinav

Alarms are based on validated signal inputs with logic and setpoints that account for
plant and equipment operating modes. Alarms are presented in functional groups via
a minimum set of spatially dedicated alarm tiles represented on electroluminescent
displays. In addition, CRT displays present alarms within the context of dynamic color
graphic plant mimic displays and through various alarm list formats. To correctly direct
operator attention, three levels of alarm prioritization are employed with predefined as
well as "operator established" alarms. Momentary audible cues with periodic reminder
tones require no silencing to reduce alarm annoyance. Individual alarm
acknowledgement with global "stop flash" and "resume" features ensure that all
alarms are recognized without operator task overload. Alarm acknowledgements are
common to both the tile and CRT display media, and in either case provide direct
access to alarm details and supporting displays.

5.5.2 Display Processina

Dedicated (discrete indicator) and selectable (CRT) displays reduce the amount of data
to be presented by using cross-channel signal validation and correlation of related
parameters. CRT graphic presentations are arranged in a hierarchical format with each
level selectable through touch sensitive access. This enhances rapid information
retrieval.

5.5.3 Advanced Operator Aids

Information and alarm data is prioritized using algorithms that monitor critical functions
and success paths for both safety and power production. Post-trip critical function
monitoring is operator selectable for uncomplicated trips, or functional or optimal
accident recovery. These features ensure that the alarms and displays directly support
normal, alarm response, and emergency procedures. Another operator aid directly
supports periodic surveillance testing by monitoring test activities to ensure correct test
procedures and restoration of equipment to pre-test conditions.

5,5.4 Man-Machine Interface (MMII Eauipment
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A combination of dedicated and selectable information and controls is used to optimize
the Man-Machine Interface. The apex of the information hierarchy is the Integrated
Process Status Overview (IPSO) which resides at the front of the control room, as
shown in Figure C-5-4. The IPSO is a 4.5' x 6' wall mounted color graphic display.
It provides a fixed plant-wide overview of functions and success paths critical to safety
and power production. The IPSO uses simple graphic symbols to allow quick
comprehension of plant conditions from all locations in the Control Room and by the
entire operating staff.

Lower in the hierarchy of Nuplex 80+ information are the dedicated system level,
subgroup level and component level displays that are located at each control panel.
As an example, the Reactor Coolant System panel is shown in Figure C-5-6. Specific
features are described below.

5.5.4.1 Alarm Tiles

Electro-luminescent displays duplicate conventional alarm tiles to facilitate pattern
recognition through spatial dedication. High level tile descriptions for all Priority 1 and
2 alarm conditions provide touch sensitive acknowledgement and automatic display of
alarm details.

5.5.4.2 Discrete Indicators

Spatially dedicated indicators on the vertical section of each panel replace conventional
analog meters with continuous digital, bar graph and trend displays for key
system-level parameters. Displays use data reduction techniques such as
cross-channel signal validation, auto-range selection and like-parameter correlation.
Touch sensitive screens allow access to all parameter details and related (but less
frequently monitored) data.

5.5.4.3 Process Controllers

Spatially dedicated controls on the desk section of each panel provide continuous
display of functionally related controlled parameters. Touch sensitive screens allow
access to controls for mode selection, selection of controlling sensors, setpoint change
and manual output for each control loop.
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5.5.4.4 Component Controls

Shape-coded control pushbuttons with backlit indicators provide normal and
discrepancy status for pumps, valves, heaters, fans, etc.

5.5.4.5 Operators Modules

For I&C systems such as the Plant Protection System and the Power Control System,
operator modules provide selectable displays for operating status, bypass conditions
and auto test diagnostics.

Supporting all levels of dedicated display information are the CRT display pages.
Touch sensitive CRTs are located at each control panel, in all offices and at the TSC.
All display pages are accessible at any location to allow maximum transportability of
plant information. Display pages support all levels of operator information needs from
high level critical function monitoring to detailed component performance diagnostics.

5.6 Instrumentation and Control Systems

Nuplex 60 + maximizes the standardization of components, while maintaining a level
of hardware and software diversity among systems, to protect against common mode
failures. Systems are categorized as Safety or Non-Safety (Figure C-5-3). Safety
systems utilize hardware and software which is diverse from Non-Safety systems.
Within systems, multiple redundant processors with automatic failure detection are
used to distribute functions in a highly reliable fault tolerant configuration. This
defense-in-depth approach ensures high availability and has succeeded in gaining
regulatory acceptance of advanced computer technology.

Fiber optic data communications are used throughout Nuplex 80+ to maximize
electrical independence of systems. These multiplexed interfaces along with
geographically distributed processing and remote I/O multiplexing minimize plant
cabling. The end result is that costs are less than for a conventional control complex;
installation schedules are shortened; and, future system changes are accommodated,
without pulling additional cables. The various systems that comprise Nuplex 80 + are
sh6wn in Figure C-5-3 and described in the following paragraphs.

5.6.1 Discrete Indication and Alarm Systems (DIAS|

The DIAS (Figure C-5-7) processes data for the alarm tile and discrete indicator
displays as well as the process parameters on the IPSO display. The system consists
of multiple processors in a functionally distributed architecture. DIAS is seismically
and environmentally qualified to post accident monitoring instrumentation
requirements.
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5.6.2 Data Processina SystemJJ2P__

The DPS (Figure C-5-8) processes data for the CRT displays and for the IPSO display.
It is diverse from DIAS to enhance information integrity and availability. It utilizes
distributed RISC based workstations. Backup host processors are available should the
primary processor fail. Optical disks provide long-term historical data storage and
retrieval.

5.6.3 Plant Protection System (PPS|

The PPS (Figure C-5-9) provides integrated reactor trip and engineered safety features
actuation in a geographically distributed four channel configuration. Within each
channel, separate processors provide core protection calculations, bistable functions,
and two-out-of four coincidence logic. The system automatically initiates pre-trip
control actions for rapid power reduction without scram. Continuous automatic
software testing eliminates most manual periodic surveillance tests.

5.6.4 Enaineered Safety Features-Comoonent Control System (ESF-CCS|w

The ESF-CCS (Figure C-5-10) provides normal ESF actuation, and emergency
sequencing controls for pumps, valves, fans, etc. in the plant's safety systems. The
system consists of four independent trains, each with geographically distributed
processors located in close proximity to the controlled equipment.

The design includes back-up controls dedicated for manually and independently
actuating ESF systems through a dedicated link that bypasses all data links, network
communications, and all computers with large software applications. Switches on the
main control panel (MCP) in the MCR enable operators to actuate two trains of SI and
one train each of containment spray, EFW, closure of mainsteam isolation valves,
closure of containment air purge valves, and closure of a letdown isolation valve.

5.6.5 Process-Comoonent Control System (P-CCS|

The Process-CCS provides similar functions to the ESF-CCS but for non-safety plant
systems. It is diverse from the ESF-CCS to ensure that normal and emergency plant
systems are not subject to common mode failures. The P-CCS provides a diverse
Alternate Reactor Trip for protection against Anticipated Transients Without Scram
events.

5.6.6 Power Control System (PCSI

The PCS (Figure C-5-11) consists of several processors, each performing distinct
functions related to plant power control. The Megawatt Demand Setter (MDS) screens
load change demands from the operator or remote load dispatcher to ensure
consistency with plant operating limits. The MDS also initiates automatic power
reductions when plant conditions may result in unacceptable trip margins. The Control
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Element Drive Mechanism (CEDM) controller adjusts control rod position using
automatic, closed-loopcontrollogic. This controlleralsocontrolsrapidreactor power
cutbackfor pretripconditions°The ReactorRegulatingControlleradjustsreactorpower
and reactor coolant temperature to automatically follow turbine load changes. The
ReactorPower Cutback system helpsprevent a plant trip duringfast loadreductions
by droppingselectedCEAs. All four controllersshare redundantinternaland external
communicationsnetworks.
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SECONDARY SAMPLING

CONDENSER HOTWELL .................. _ , ,

SG 1 AND 2 HOT LEG BLOWDOWN _-- _ ,

SG 1 AND 2 COLD LEG SLOWDOWN .... __

SG 1 AND 2 DOWNCOMER WATCH - _
REMOTE

COI_IOENSATEPUMP OISCH. ---------- . CONTINUOUS
CONDENSATE POLISHING OEMINERAL. DISCH. _ ..... ON-LINE ANALYSIS

SECONDARY STEAM SG 1 ANO 2 - _ _

FEEDWATER ............. .....w

MAKEUPEFFLUENT -- . - - ..... _ __
i

HEATER DRAINS ..... ._ ........

MOISTURE SEPARATOR DRAINS -- _ .__
EVAPORATOR DRAINS ....

LOCALOEMIN. WATER TANK • "- BATCH
CONDENSATE STORAGE TANKS ....... SAMPLE

CLOSED COOLING WATER SYSTEMS _ _

EMERGENCY SERVICE WATER .... _ , __
EMERGENCYFEEDWATISRrrORAGE TANK -
AU_ BALER --
CIRCULATIONWA_iR.

i w-- -- _GAS SAMPLING .....

f .... I
GAS STRIPPER - _ PRESSURIZED ._ -- ,

J SAMPLE "- -

GAS DECAY TANK _ EQUIPMENT I "-GAS SURGE TANK ....... i' , ._

VOLUME CONTROL TANK .... REMOTE
- CONTINUOUS

EQUIPMENT DRAIN TANK - _ _ ON-LINE ANALYSIS
REACTOR DRAIN TANK --

m--

HOLDUP TANK __

CONTAINMENT ATMOSPHERE - 1,.._

CONTAINMENT PURGE EXHAUST ..... mr

PLANT VENT ___
i

POST-ACCIDENT SAMPLIN G j-PRESSURIZEO_

HOTLEaLOC_, "------i_,--_ SAMPLE >

$C8 MINIFLOW HXINLET EQUIPMENT BATCH{ INIJET L _ REMOTE

CONTAINMENTAIR (HOLDUPVOLUME TANK) _ SAMPLE
• .
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6.0 FUEL HANDLING AND STORAGE

6.1 Introduction

The System 80 + Refueling System consists of the equipment, tools and procedures
for refueling the reactor in a safe, efficient and rapid manner. The Refueling System
tools and equipment result from the evolution of the design during the past twenty five
years. Experience from operating reactors is continuously factored into the design to
enhance the operation and reliability of the Refueling System. Major improvements
have been factored into the current System 80+ design. The foremost of these
improvements are summarized below:

• The building arrangements provide improved personnel and
equipment flow and staging for activities in the reactor building.
Examples of these improvements are a large closed staging area
outside the equipment hatch to improve material flow to support
reactor building activities. Access to the reactor building
operating floor can be gained through either the personnel lock or
the equipment hatch. Both access points allow personnel traffic
to the 360 degree hallway outside of the crane wall. Jib cranes
and hoists are located at strategic points in the reactor building
to support maintenance activities and lessen the work load
previously assigned to the polar crane.

• A permanent pool seal is included in the design eliminating the
handling of the removable pool seal previously required to
accommodate the pressure increases due to the blowdown loads
resulting from double ended pipe breaks.

• The multiple stud tensioner design has advanced to permit
detensioning and removal of 100 percent of the reactor vessel
studs at one time.

• The head area missile shield is incorporated inthe head area cable
tray structure eliminating the handling of a separate missile
shield.

• The addition of a computer system to the refueling equipment
improves the locating accuracy of the equipment and provides for
increased operating speeds without jeopardizing the safety of the
fuel assembly handling operations.

• A quick opening transfer tube penetration sleeve closure is
incorporated to significantly reduce personnel radiation exposure
and preparation time for the fuel transfer system.
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• A refueling machine simulator is incorporated in the design to
allow operator training prior to the refueling outage.

• The spent fuel machine duplicates the refueling machine in
control and operation to ease operator training requirements.

Additional featurus that are also incorporated in previous System 80 plants to minimize
outage time include the following:

• The bottom mounted ICI assembly design allows the withdrawal
and insertion of the instrumentation at the same time as the

reactor vessel closure head disassembly/reassembly operations.
Top mounted ICI assembly design requires that these activities be
performed in sequence.

• The control element assemblies are removed from the fuel
assemblies in the reactor core as part of the removal of the upper
guide structure assembly removal operations. This combined
removal eliminates the time consuming handling and exchang_ ot
control element assemblies during the fuel handling operations.
The control element assemblies are installed back into the reactor

core when the upper guide structure assembly is installed in the
reactor vessel.

The system includes the equipment for the removal and replacement of the following:
the reactor vessel closure head assembly, the head area cable tray system (HACTS),
control rod drive mechanisms (CEDMs), in-core instrument (ICI) assemblies, reactor
vessel internals, control element assemblies (CEAs), and fuel assemblies. The system
also includes equipment for new and spent fuel assembly storage, inspection, and
shipment.

Water is used to provide radiation shielding for refueling operations. System 80 + does
not have an external refueling water storage tank. Water required for refueling
operations is stored inside the reactor building in the In-containment Refueling Water
Storage Tank. The efficient transfer of the required water into and out of the refueling
cavity is an important consideration during refueling operations. This tank is also used
in the mitigation of postulated design basis events.

The Refueling System tools and equipment can be conveniently divided between those
required in the reactor building and those required in the nuclear annex. Major refueling
equipment located within the reactor building includes: the refueling machine with its
computer control system and underwater closed circuit television system, fuel transfer
system upender and operating console, CEA change platform, CEA elevator, reactor

= vessel closure head lift rig, head area cable tray system with integral missile shield,
multiple stud tensioner, upper guide structure (UGS) lift rig assembly, and the core
support barrel (CSB) lift rig assembly. Major refueling system equipment located within
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the nuclear annex includes: spent fuel handling machine with auxiliary hoist and
computer control system; fuel transfer system upender, console and fuel carrier; new
and spent fuel storage racks; and new and spent fuel inspection stations. The
proposed arrangement of equipment in the reactor building is shown in Figures C-6-1
through C-6-3, respectively.

The refueling system is designed such that the refueling can be accomplished in a
minimum amount of time with (1) maximum safety, (2) a minimum probability of
mishandling, (3) efficiency of equipment operation and procedures to minimize the
length of the refueling outage, and (4) as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA)
personnel radiation exposures. These requirements are accomplished by the following
features. Positive grappling is provided for all fuel assembly and component handling
devices to preclude inadvertent release of the components being handled. Electrical
and mechanical interlocks are included to ensure correct sequential operations of
system components. Travel limits and handling load limits are used to ensure that
component design parameters are not exceeded. Sufficient water coverage during fuel
assembly and core component handling and storage is maintained to minimize the
radiation levels in the work area. Crevice free designs of wetted components facilitate
decontamination. Utilization of parallel disassembly and reassembly operations
minimize the outage time. Manual backup features for all electrical controlled hoisting
and travel functions are provided. Computer controlled fuel handling equipment
provides optimized travel paths, minimize referral to written operating instructions in
technical manuals (help menus and displays are available on touch screen computer
displays) and automatically record fuel assembly movements for core verification. The
equipment contains, where practical, devices which will function to bring the operation
to a safe condition in the event of a failure. Maximum visibility is maintained and
visual displays provide the most efficient operation of the equipment.

6.2 Refuelina Operation8

A brief description of the refueling procedure follows as an aid to understanding the
descriptions of the tools and equipment.

6.2.1 Refueliqg Procedure

Prior to plant shutdown, operators are trained in the use of the fuel handling system
equipment. The training can be performed with either the refueling machine simulator
or the spent fuel handling machine which duplicates the controls and operations of the
refueling machine. The new fuel assemblies are moved to the spent fuel storage racks
where they will be readily accessible to the spent fuel handling machine. At the start
of the refueling outage the generators are disconnected and the plant is shutdown and
cooled to the required refueling temperature. After containment access is gained, the
control rod drive mechanisms are disengaged from their extension shaft assemblies
by de-energizing the coil stack assemblies, and the control element drive mechanisms
(CEDMs) and heated junction thermocouple (HJTCs) cabling connectors are
disconnected. The head area cable tray structure, with integral missile shield, is
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removed from over the reactor vessel head. In parallel with these operations, the
reactor coolant level is lowered to at least 12 inches below the reactor vessel flange.

The CEDM cooling manifold is disconnected from its ductwork, end the reactor vessel
head vent line, as well as sections of the reactor vessel head insulation are removed.
The multiple stud tensioner is employed to remove the preload on the reactor vessel
studs and to remove the studs, nuts, and washers to the storage area. After two |
reactor vessel closure head alignment pins and the full complement of stud hole plugs -
are installed, the closure head lifting frame is installed on the head lift rig assembly,
and the closure head removed to its storage location. As the head is removed, the
containment pool is flooded with water.

The bottom mounted ICI assemblies are withdrawn in parallel with the disconnection
of the CEDM cables and removal of the reactor vessel studs. This is accomplished by
disconnecting mechanical and electrical connections at the ICI seal table and the pool
wall and removing the ICI cable tray frame assembly. An ICI holding frame is installed
at the top of the pool we;; directly over the seal table and each ICI is withdrawn from
the seal table, with the CEA change platform hoist, and secured to the holding frame.

The transfer tube penetration sleeve quick opening closure is removed as soon as
practical to permit preoperational testing of the fuel transfer system. The transfer tube
valve is then closed during all heavy lifts within the flooded containment pool to
preclude water level changes in the spent fuel pool should a heavy load be
inadvertently dropped.

The upper guide structure lift rig is removed from the upper guide structure laydown
area and installed on the upper guide structure assembly. The lift rig work platform is
lowered, the extension shaft assemblies latched to the work platform, and the
extension shaft assemblies and control element assemblies are then withdrawn into

the upper guide structure assembly. The upper guide structure assembly is lifted from
the reactor vessel by the polar crane and transferred to the upper guide structure
iaydown area where it remains completely submerged during the refueling outage. At
this point, the fuel transfer valve is opened to permit the fuel handling sequence to
begin.

The refueling machine, controlled by a state of the art computer system, positions the
refueling machine at the desired core location in accordance with preprogrammed
software instructions. Once the refueling machine is located over the proper fuel
assembly, the fuel hoist box is lowered and the operator actuates a fuel spreading
device to minimize contact of adjacent fuel assemblies with the fuel assembly being
handled. The hoist is lowered further until the grapple engages the fuel assembly and
automatically stops by an underload interlock. After the computer verifies that the
grapple is at the correct grappling elevation, a grapple permit interlock is energized and
the operator positively locks the grapple to the fuel assembly. The hoist motor is
energized and the fuel assembly is raised into the fuel hoist box which supports and
protects the fuel assembly. The hoist box and fuel assembly are raised into the
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refueling machine mast. As the fuel assembly is lifted, the grapple is mechanically
keyed to the hoist box and to the fuel assembly to preclude disengagement of the fuel
assembly, even if the grapple is inadvertently actuated. An on-board closed circuit
television system monitors fuel grappling and movement, and allows remote
verification of proper fuel location and orientation.

After removal from the core, the spent fuel assembly is moved underwater to either
the intermediate fuel storage rack or the fuel transfer system depending on the fuel
handling sequence. At the fuel transfer system upender, it is installed into the empty
fuel carrier cavity, then the refueling machine is indexed over the other cavity where
the new fuel assembly is located. The new fuel assembly is removed from the fuel
carrier and installed into the core while the upender moves the fuel carrier to the
horizontal position and transfers it through the transfer tube to the fuel building.

When the fuel carrier reaches the fuel building, a second upender returns the carrier to
the vertical position. The spent fuel handling machine installs a new fuel assembly into
the empty fuel carrier cavity then indexes over t_e other fuel cavity and removes the
spent fuel assembly. The spent fuel handling machine moves to the assigned fuel rack
cavity location while the new fuel assembly is moved to the reactor building. In this
manner, both the refueling machine and the spent fuel handling machine always travel
with a fuel assembly which minimizes the refueling time. The removed spent fuel
assemblies are inspected at the spent fuel inspection station as required by the fuel
handling procedure.

The equipment and procedures are designed to permit handling of the control element
assemblies and ICI assemblies to proceed in parallel with the ;gel handling operations.
Complete CEA replacement operations are only expected to occur at approximately 15
year intervals. Routine ICI assembly changeout is performed as part of the normal
refueling outage. During control element assembly replacement operations, the control
element assemblies are removed from the stored upper guide structure assembly and
placed into the CEA elevator with long handling tools. Once in the elevator, the CEA
is disassembled, the CEA rod is cut into two pieces and placed into a transport
container for shipment to the nuclear annex via the fuel transfer system. New control
element assemblies are assembled in the CEA elevator and installed into the stored
UGS.

Replacement of an ICI assembly is accomplished by winding up all but the highly
radioactive end portion onto a reel located on the CEA change platform. The end
portion is cut into pieces by an ICI cutter. During the cutting operation, the pieces are
placed into a transport container which is transported to the nuclear annex by the fuel
handling equipment for eventual disposal.

At the completion of the fuel handling operation, the fuel transfer tube valve is closed
and the upper guide structure assembly is reinserted into the reactor vessel. The
control element assemblies and extension shaft assemblies are lowered into position
and the UGS lift rig is uncoupled from the extension shaft assemblies and the upper
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guide structure assembly is moved to the upper guide structure laydown area. The
water in the pool is lowered and the reactor vessel closure head assembly is moved
from its storage location until it is positioned over the reactor vessel and slowly
lowered until the reactor vessel alignment pins are engaged. After engagement, the
closure head is slowly lowered until seated. The alignment pins and stud hole plugs
are removed, the head bolted down, the transfer tube closure installed, and the ICI
assemblies inserted into the seal table. Following this, the ICl cable trz'/ support
assembly is installed, the CEDM cooling manifold installed, and the head area cable
tray system replaced.

After pool wall and refueling equipment decontamination, containment leak testing, and
physics testing are completed and the generator is synchronized, completing the
refueling outage.

6.2.2 Reactor Vessel Level Indication for Refuelino and Cold Drain-Down

Instrumentation is provided to monitor the water level in the refueling cavity during
refueling operations to ensure adequate radiation shielding when assemblies are being
handled or the reactor internal componants are being transferred between the laydown
areas and the reactor vessel.

Additional instrumentation is provided to monitor the water level during reduced
inventory operations with shutdown conditions. The instrumentation provided for
water level monitoring during refueling, particularly mid-loop operation, represents a
significant evolutionary design improvement. The water level monitoring
instrumentation substantially reduces the risk of loss of shutdown cooling capability.
The instrumentation provides data that will enable the operator to take earlier action
to correct the water level and mitigate the potential consequences of an unplanned
reduction in the water level.

6.2.2.1 Normal Refueling Water Level

During norma_ fuel assembly handling operations the refueling cavity water level is
maintained at an elevation 7.3 m (24 ft) above the reactor vessel flange. This level
provides sufficient shielding to plant operations personnel during fuel handling. When
the reactor internals components are being transferred in the reactor cavity the water
level is varied as necessary to support component handling. Whenever the water is
being changed or heavy components, such as the reactor internals, are being handled
in the refueling pool the transfer tube valve is closed to maintain the water level in the
spent fuel pool.

During normal refueling operations, the water level in the refueling cavity is monitored
with two (2) wide range differential pressure based sensors. These sensors alarm
when the water level reaches either the high or low level setpoint. These wide range
sensors are discussed in the following section. Additionally, a Refueling pool level
switch is activated to directly monitor the normal refueling cavity water level.
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Protection for overfilling the refueling cavity is provided by overflow skimmers in the
cavity wall.

6.2.2.2 Reduced In-,_ntory Operations Water Level

Instrumentation is provided to determine the water level and water temperature in the
reactor vessel when the water level is lowered during reduced invento, ry operations.
Reduced inventory operations occur whenever the water level is Iowereo to more than
three (3) feet below the reactor vessel flange, to a minimum level at the centerline of
the reactor vessel outlet nozzles (referred to as mid-loop level). This lowering occurs
for activities such as installation of the steam generator nozzle dams. In order to
minimize the radiation dose rates in the reactor building, the reactor vessel head is
installed when operating at the mid-loop condition. The water level is closely
controlled at mid-loop to ensure shutdown cooling is maintained. The instrumentation
provides the operator with diverse and redundant indications that the level is being
properly maintained.

Four (4) instrument pairs are provided for the measurement of the water level during
RCS draindown and reduced inventory operations. These instruments make up the
refueling water level indication system. Two (2) wide, range, differential pressure
based level sensors are provided which function to redundantly measure the water
level anywhere between the pressurizer and the junction of the shutdown cooling
suction line on the reactor coolant system hot leg.

Two (2) narrow range differential pressure based level sensors are utilized to determine
reactor coolant system water level within the reactor vessel. The narrow range level
sensors function to measure the water level in the reactor vessel between the direct

vessel injection nozzles and the junction of the shutdown cooling suction line with the
reactor coolant system hot leg.

One wide range and one narrow range differential pressure instrument are connected
to each shutdown cooling suction line. Separate lower level taps are provided for each
instrument. The wide range and narrow range instruments operate with or without the
reactor vessel head in place. These instruments can be used in all plant operating
modes with or without the reactor vessel closure head installed.

In addition to the differential pressure sensor instruments, a mid-loop monitoring
system is provided to measure the water level during plant shutdown conditions with
the reactor vessel closure head installed. This system consists of two (2) probe
assemblies containing of a series of heated junction thermocouples and unheated
reference thermocouples. The temperature readings of the heated junction
thermocouple are compared to the reference thermocouple. When any heated junction
thermocouple is not immersed, the temperature rises in comparison to the reference
thermocouple due poor heat transfer in air as compared to in water thereby indicating
the water level.
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9) The heated junction thermocouplesare spaced vertically from the above the fuel
alignmentplate inthe upperguidestructureassemblyto above the top of the reactor
vessel outlet nozzle. Closely spaced thermocouplesindicate the water level during
reducedinventoryoperationsto ensure shutdowncoolingsuction is maintained.

Several instruments are available for continuoustemperature measurementsduring
reducedinventoryoperations with the reactor vessel closure head installed. These
include:

• core exit thermocouples
• shutdown cooling heat exchanger inlet and return line

temperaturesensors
• hot leg resistancetemperaturedetectors
• mid-loopmonitorsystem thermocouple

All of these instrumentsproviderepresentativeindicationsof the core exit temperature
when the shutdown cooling system is operational. If the shutdown cooling system
fails, the core exit thermocouples, hot leg RTDs, and mid-loop monitor system
thermocouplesare availableto track the responseto the loss of shutdown coolingor
the approachto boilingin the core.

6.2.3 RefuelinaSystem Tools and Eauioment

The refuelingsystem includesthe tools andequipmentthat are requiredto preparethe
reactorfor refuelingand to store and handlethe reactor core componentspriorto and
during the refueling outage. The reactor core components consist of the fuel
assemblies, control element assemblies, neutron sources and ICI assemblies. As
servicingof the reactor vesselandsteam generatorarecloselyalliedwith the refueling
evolutions,the tools and equipment associatedwith servicingthese componentsare
alsodescribedin this section.

The refueling system tools and equipment are located in the reactor building and
nuclear annex. The following descriptions are organized to divide the tools and
equipmentby the buildingsthat they are primarilyused in.

6.2.3.1 ReactorBuildingTools and Equipment

The following tools and equipment support the refueling activities in the reactor
building. These items areprimarilyused onlyduringthe refuelingoutage and are not
requiredduringplant operation. The arrangementof the reactor cavity pool and the
majorequipmentis shownin FigureC-6-1. Toolsandequipmentinthe reactor building
are presentedbelow in groupsof items having related functions.

6.2.3.1.1 FuelHandlingEquipment
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The reactor building fuel handling equipment transfers the fuel assemblies between the
reactor vessel and the transfer system upender. Movements of fuel assemblies within
the reactor vessel are also done with this equipment.

• Refueling Machine (Figure C-6-4)

The refueling machine is used to relocate fuel assemblies within the core, and move
fuel assemblies between the core, the fuel transfer system, and temporary storage in
the intermediate fuel storage rack located in the reactor building. In addition, the
machine is used to move the ICI/CEA transport container between the transport
container rack and the fuel transfer system. The refueling machine also serves as a
movable work platform within the pool area for other related tool handling operations.

The machine consists of a bridge assembly and trolley assembly that permits precise
positioning of the mast assembly containing the fuel grapple over each fuel assembly
to be handled. The hoist system, in the mast assembly, incorporates speed and load
c_ntrol interlocks to permit the safe withdrawal of fuel assemblies from and insertion
into the core. The machine is also provided with an articulated grapple and fuel
spreading device to accommodate deviations of the fuel assembly from the theoretical
position to ensure the fuel assembly being handled does not hang up on the adjacent
assemblies in the reactor core.

Positive mechanical grappling between the fuel assembly and refueling machine grapple
m is provided that permits the grapple to opened only at elevations corresponding to the

core seating surface and the transfer system upender. Positive mechanical stops are
used to control the maximum height that the fuel assembly can be lifted relative to the
reactor core seating surface to ensure sufficient water coverage for radiation shielding.

The refueling machine rails are used to support the refueling machine and the CEA i
change platform during their movement within the reactor building . The rails are
machined and installed with controlled tolerances to maintain the required positioning
alignment of the refueling machine with respect to the fuel assemblies within the
reactor vessel. Precise positioning allows the fuel handling process to be accelerated
and minimizes potential fuel handling damage. The rails incorporate seismic holddowns
to preclude the equipment from falling into the pool during a seismic event.

The refueling machine set-up and alignment fixtures are used to initially align the fuel
handling equipment during initial equipment installation to ensure that it will operate
in accordance with the required precision,

• Fuel Transfer System (Figures C-6-5 and C-6-6)

The fuel transfer system is used to move fuel assemblies, the ICI/CEA transport
container, and the dummy fuel assembly through the fuel transfer tube assembly
connecting the nuclear annex and the reactor building. The transfer system consists
of a two cavity fuel carrier, upenders, devices for the remote actuation of the
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upenders, control consoles, and a winch mechanism to propel the carriage between the
upenders. The two cavity fuel carrier permits the refueling machine and the spent fuel
handling machine to travel fully loaded at all times, thus significantly reducing the fuel
hanOdng *Jme. As an example, the spent fuel handling machine places a new fuel
assembly in one carrier cavity and translates to the second carrier cavity to remove the
spent fuel assembly being transferred from the reactor building.

Load interlocks preclude damage to the fuel carrier in the event of contact with other
equipment or objects. The upenders provide precise positioning of the upended fuel
carrier for access to the fuel assembly by the refueling machine and the spent fuel
handling machine. A dual cable drive system ensures access to the fuel carrier in the
event that one cable fails. Whenever the fuel carrier is retracted into the transfer canal

in the nuclear annex, the transfer tube valve can be close(_. Therefore personnel entry
to the transfer canal is not required to set up the transfer system. The upenders are
designed to be remotely removable from the pool without requiring the water level in
the refueling cavity or spent fuel storage pool to be lowered.

The hook and wrench tool is used to remotely unlock the transfer system upender from
the floor embedments to permit the upender to be removed for servicing from the
flooded pool without requiring the pool water level to be lowered.

• Fuel Handling System Computer System

The control system is based upon modern, state-of-the-art equipment and techniques,
with each machine having either a programmable logic controller or a computer as the
heart of the control system. Signals are transmitted between the fuel handling
machines to preclude actions that are detrimental to the fuel assemblies or the
machines.

The new fuel elevator, fuel transfer system, CEA change platform, and the CEA
elevator are controlled by programmable logic controllers. The refueling machine and
the spent fuel handling machine and the simulator are computer controlled. The
computers are AT-compatible and use software configured for the specific application.
All machines in each refueling system are networked together via a shielded pair of
conductors and/or a coax cable (the computer network) to provide a simple, powerful
method for communicating machine status and other pertinent information from one
machine to another. The facility wiring using this networking is greatly reduced
compared to previous control systems and provides greater flexibility for future
modifications or enhancements.

The refueling machine computers perform the following functions: hoist motion
interlocks; hoist speed control, including acceleration/ deceleration parameters,
maximum speed setting and speed restrictions; bridge and trolley motion interlocks;
bridge and trolley, including acceleration/deceleration parameters, maximum speed
setting, and speed restrictions; automatic fuel spreader control; automatic hoist latch
control; operating zone boundary monitoring; load weighing interlocks; grapple zone
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control; computer and underwater tv camera display; security access to data files; data
logging of movements and fuel serial numbers; resolver verification and trending; core
mapping; automatic compensation; report generation; manual/automatic control;
help/diagnostics menus; and graphic displays.

• Intermediate Fuel Storage Rack

The intermediate fuel storage rack is used for the temporary underwater storage of up
to six fuel assemblies in the refueling pool core support barrel laydown area. They may
be either new fuel assemblies or spent fuel assemblies depending on the operations
being performed. The intermediate fuel storage rack is also used to provide temporary
storage of the ICI/CEA transport container during its movement from the transport
container rack to the fuel transfer system, The polar crane is used to move the
ICI/CEA transport container from the transport container rack to the interr,_ediate fuel
storage rack, and the refueling machine moves the transport container from the
intermediate fuel storage rack to the fuel transfer system.

6.2.3.1.2 Closure Head Area Service Equipment

The closure head area service equipment is used to prepare the reactor for refueling.
This equipment provides additional functions during the operation of the plant.
However, the design of this equipment is an integral part of the refueling outage.

• Closure Head Lift Rig Assembly (Figure C-6-7)

The closure head lift rig assembly is used to lift and transport the closure head
assembly and includes the following components: reactor vessel closure head; heated
junction thermocouple pressure housings; mid loop monitoring system pressure
housings; control element drive mechanisms; closure head insulation; and cabling from
the heated junction thermocouple system, the mid loop monitoring system,the acoustic
leak monitoring system, and the loose parts monitoring system. The closure head rig
assembly, in conjunction with the control element drive mechanism cooling manifold,
provides a cooling air flow path to route cooling air around the control element drive
mechanisms.

The closure head lift rig assembly is permanently bolted to pads on the reactor vessel
head and includes a skirt, plenum plate, work platform and lifting frame assembly. The
work platform provides access to the top of the control element drive mechanisms for
connecting and disconnecting the various cabling that runs from the closure head
assembly to the head area cable tray system. To minimize the heavy lifting equipment
that is stored in the reactor building, the lifting frame assembly is also used to lift and
transport the multiple stud tensioner with the full complement of reactor vessel studs,
nuts and washers.

The closure head lift assembly is assembled from painted carbon steel components.
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• CEDM Cooling Manifold (Figure C-6-8)

The CEDM cooling manifold is used to provide a uniform distributionof the CEDM
coolingair flow from the coolingductwork to the closurehead lift rig assemblyflow
skirt. The manifold is fabricated in four segments, with quick acting fasteners, to
permit the rapidattachment andremovalof the ductwork from the closureheadlift rig
assembly. The reactor vessel flange insulation is an integral part of the cooling
manifold. This feature reducesthe numberof liftsandthe time requiredto preparethe
reactor vesselstuds for removal.

The CEDM coolingmanifold is assembledfrom stainlesssteel components.

• Head Area CableTray System (HACTS) (FigureC-6-9)

The headareacable tray system is usedto supporta network of trays, walkways and
termination panels for the reed switch position transmitters (RSPTs), the control
element drive mechanism(CEDM) power cables, the heated junction thermocouple
(HJTC) cables, andother cablesrouted inthe head area. Thesecables emanate from
the top of the headlift rig assemblyandendinjunctionpanelsmounted onthe HACTS
adjacentto the steam generatorwalls. The HACTS simplifiesthe cable interfacesby
segregatingthe CEDM and HJTC cables by control channelandfunction at the easily
accessiblejunction panels. The cable tray system also providesa missile shieldto
prevent damageto safety related equipment from potential missilesgenerated in the
head area during plant operation. Once the cables have been disconnected at the
junctionpanelsandat the interface connectionsbetween the head areaand the cable
tray, the entire system is removed to storage by the polar crane thereby providing
complete accessto the reactor vesselhead area.

The mainsupportstructureconsistsof two beamsthat spanthe refuelingpoolandbolt
to corbels on the steam generator walls. The end connectionsincorporate lead-in
featuresto accuratelylocatethe HACTS overthe reactorvesselclosureheadassembly
and to accommodatethe thermal growth of the HACTS during plant operation. The
corbelsare situated suchthat they do not interfere with movement of the refueling
machineand CEA changeplatform.
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• Reactor Cavity Pool Seal

The refueling pool seal connects the ,eactor pressure vessel upper flange to _ne floor
of the refueling cavity to permit filling of the refueling cavity for fuel handling activities.

During normal refueling operations, the pool seal is designed to withstand the pressure
result!ng from a water head that is the full depth of the refueling cavity from the
elevation of the operating floor, and overpressure in a full cavity caused by seismic
events. The pool seal will a13owithstand the impact of a fuel assembly dropped from
the maximum height that it is raised above the pool seal by the refueling machine
during transit.

Pool seal welds required for structural integrity or sealing integrity are inspectable.
Access ports are provided for ex-core detector servicing and inspections, and for cavity
ventilation.

6.2.3.1.3 Reactor Vessel Internals Service Eouinment

The reactor vessel internals service equipment is used to remove, install and store the
upper guide structure assembly and core support barrel assembly in the refueling
cavity. The upper guide structure assembly is removed to gain access to the fuel
assemblies at each refueling outage. The core support barrel assembly is removed only
for ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code inspections at approximately ten (10) year
intervals.

• Upper Guide Structure Lift Rig Assembly (Figure C-6-10, Sheets
1 and 2)

The upper guide structure lift rig assembly is used to withdraw the control element
assemblies from the core and to remove the upper guide structure assembly and
control element assemblies from the reactor vessel to the upper guide structure
laydown area. All extension shaft assemblies with their attached control element
assemblies are latched to a movable plate in the lift rig, and are raised and lowered
simultaneously with the plate. The UGS lift rig assembly is attached to the upper guide
structure assembly with three (3) bolts that are operated from the top of the lift rig.
The UGS lift rig assembly is lifted with the polar crane.

At the conclusion of the outage the UGS lift rig is used to replace the upper guide
structure in the reactor vessel and reinsert the control element assemblies in the

reactor core. During CEA handling operations, the upper guide structure lift rig is used
to temporarily store the CEA extension shaft assemblies when it is placed on the core
support barrel stcrage stand.
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• Core Support Barrel Lift Rig Assembly

The core support barrel (CSB) lift rig assembly is used to couple the core support barrel
to the polar crane as the core support barrel assembly is removed from and installed
in the reactor vessel. The spreader weldment and tie rod assembly is shared with the
UGS lift rig assembly to reduce the amount of lifting equipment stored in the reactor
building. Three (3) column adapters and bolt assemblies connect the weldment to the
core support barrel assembly for lifting with the polar crane.

6.2.3.1.4 CEA Servicing Equipment

The CEA servicing equipment is used to assemble, transport and dispose of control
element assemblies in the reactor building. The CEA change platform and ICI/CEA
transport container are also used for ICI assembly handling activities.

• CEA Change Platform (Figure C-6-11)

The CEA change platform is used for new and spent control element assembly (CEA)
handling operations, spent CEA disposal operations, ICI assembly withdrawal
operations from the ICI seal table, new ICI assembly insertion operations, and the
cutting and disposal of spent ICI assemblies. Most of these operations are performed
in parallel with the fuel handling.

The CEA Change Platform consists of a motorized work platform and gantry hoist that
spans the refueling pool and travels on the same rails as the refueling machine. The
controls for operation of the CEA handling tools, ICI cutter assembly and CEA cutter
assembly are incorporated in the CEA change platform control consoles.

An ICI retrieval cart is mounted on rails located on the platform bridge. The retrieval
cart is positioned over the ICI assembly scheduled for removal. The minimally
radioactive upper portion of the ICI assembly is coiled on a disposable reel for shipment
off site. The retrieval reel contains interlocks to ensure the highly radioactive portion
of the ICI assembly is not withdrawn above the safe water depth.

• CEA Bevator (Figure C-6-12)

The CEA elevator is used to assemble new control element assemblies and to
disassemble and dispose of spent control element assemblies. The elevator consists
of a carriage that holds either a 12 rod or a 4 rod CEA and the ICI/CEA transport
container. The carriage is mounted on rails attached to the pool wall and is powered
by an electric hoist mechanism. By positioning the carriage at the designated elevation,
and using the appropriate tooling, the various CEA assembly and disassembly
operations can be performed. Load and mechanical interlocks ensure adequate water
coverage over the irradiated components at all times.

• New CEA Assembly Tools
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A group of specialized tools is provided to assemble new control element assemblies
in the refueling cavity. These tools are used in conjunction with the CEA elevator. The
control element assembly rods are received at the site in a special shipping container
and must be removed from the container and placed in the CEA elevator for assembly.
Fixtures are provided to lift the rods from the container and position the rods in the
configuration of either a four finger or twelve finger control element assembly. After
the rods are positioned, additional tools are used to position a CEA spider on the rods.
Nuts are placed on the rods and torqued to the prescribed value before crimping the
nuts to lock them to the CEA rods.

• CEA Handling and Disposal Tools

Special handling tools are used to lift the control element assemblies between the CEA
elevator and upper guide structure. The control element assemblies are kept under
water during handling and disposal to minimize personnel radiation exposure. These
tools provide support and guidance for the control element assemblies as well as
maintain the rod pattern during handling. These tools are connected to the hoist on
the CEA chrmge platform when in use. The CEA handling tools contain interlocks to
prevent mishandling.

When the control element assemblies are to be replaced, the assemblies are transferred
from the upper guide structure to the CEA elevator. The CEA disassembly too_ is used
to remove the crimp nuts from the CEA rods so that the CEA spider can be removed.
After the spider is removed, the rods are lifted from the elevator to the transport
container and cut to lengths shorter than a fuel assembly using the CEA cutter. When
the ICI/CEA transport container is full, it is moved to the spent fuel pool using the fuel
handling equipment.

6.2.3.1.5 Reactor Vessel Head Disassembly Equipment

The reactor vessel head disassembly equipment is required for the removal of the
reactor vessel studs.

The multiple stud tensioner accomplishes simultaneous controlled
tensioning/detensioning of the reactor vessel studs, rotating of the stud nuts, screwing
in and out of the studs and transport of the studs and nuts to a storage stand on the
operating floor. The multiple stud tensioner is fully automatic and completes each of
these individual tasks on all reactor vessel studs simultaneously.

Operation of the multiple stud tensioner is performed from the control station located
on the operating floor. The tensioner includes the tensioning units, rotation devices
for stud and nuts as well as elongation indicators to measure the stud tension. The
tensioner is powered by a hydraulic pumping system.

6.2.3.1.6 ICI Handling Tools and Equipment
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The ICI handling tools and equipment are used to install new ICI assemblies in the
reactor, withdraw the ICI assemblies for refueling, insert the ICI assemblies following
refueling and to dispose of spent ICI assemblies. The ICI assemblies are inserted into
the fuel assemblies during plant operation and must withdrawn from the fuel
assemblies before the fuel is moved.

The CEA change platform and ICI/CEA transport container are used in conjunction with
these tools and equipment.

• ICI Holding Frame

The ICI holding frame is used to hold the ICI assemblies after they have been
withdrawn from the seal table during refueling.

The holding frame is mounted at the top of the refueling pool wall directly above the
ICI seal table during the refueling outage. It is removed a_d stored on the operating
floor during plant operation. The holding frame maintains the upper end of the ICI
assemblies out of water but below the operating floor level to permit passage of the
refueling machine bridge over the assemblies while the refueling machine is enroute to
the transport container rack. The frame support the weight of the ICI assemblies and
also a work platform which permits operator access to the ICI assembly electrical
connectors.

The ICI assemblies are withdrawn and latched to the holding frame using the hoist on
the CEA change platform.

The CEA change platform can be driven over the holding frame for these operations.

• ICI Cable Tray Assembly

The ICI cable tray assembly supports and separates the ICI cabling from the ICI seal
table to the cable connector panels located on the pool wall above the seal table. The
cable tray assembly includes a work platform to provide easy operator access to the
cable junction panels at the side of the refueling cavity.

The ICI cable tray is removed from the refueling cavity at the beginning of the refueling
outage before the ICI holding frame is installed.

• ICI Tools

The ICI assemblies must be withdrawn from the reactor core prior to refueling the
reactor as the assemblies are inserted into the fuel assemblies. Withdrawal is
performed by attaching an ICI retrieval tool to each ICI assembly. The hoist on the
CEA change platform is connected to each r,_trieval tool in turn to raise the end of the
ICI assemblies to the ICI holding frame where the retrieval tools are used to fasten the
assemblies to the frame.
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Following refueling or when installing new ICI assemblies, insertion tools are supplied
for seating the ICI assemblies in the fuel assemblies. The primary insertion tool
straightens the ICI assembly as it is pushed into the guide tube. When the assembly
is within approximately one foot of its seated position, the secondary tool is attached
to the seal plug on the assembly to push the assembly into its seated position.

The ICI assemblies require periodic replacement due to depletion of the rhodium
detectors which affects the instrument sensitivity. Special tools are provided to
perform this activity. The CEA change platform includes a windup reel for ICI
assembly disposal. The slightly contaminated portion of the ICI assembly that is in the
guide tube is wound onto the reel and the lower 30 feet that is normally in the reactor
is cut and placed in the transport container using the ICI cutter assembly. The
transport container is moved to the spent fuel pool using the fuel handling equipment.

6.2.3.1.7 CEDM and Extension Shaft Assembly Servicing Equipment

The CEDM and extension shaft assembly servicing equipment is provided to perform
the initial installation of the control element drive mechanisms (CEDMs), disassemble
and reinstall CEDMs, and to handle and install extension shaft assemblies on the
control element assemblies. With the exception of the venting tools, this equipment
is used infrequently.

6.2.3.1.8 HJTC Servicing Tools

The HJTC servicing tools are used to service the heated junction thermocouple (HJTC)
pressure housings and mid-loop monitoring system pressure housings on the reactor
closure head during disassembly/assembly of the pressure boundary.

6.2.3.1.9 Training and Test Equipment

Equipment is provided to allow operator training in fuel assembly and control element
assembly handling without the need for use of actual reactor core components. This
equipment is also used to test the refueling system tools and equipment prior to the
refueling outage.

• Refueling Simulator

The refueling simulator is a free standing, portable console which mounts and houses
the equipment to perform diagnostic checks and validation of hardware and software
functions in the refueling computers and to train personnel in the operation of the
refueling machine and the spent fuel handling machine.

The simulator includes motors coupled to resolvers and electrical loads to simulate
brakes, audible alarms, and other devices mounted on the machine. The simulator also
mounts the necessary pushbuttons, toggle switches, indicators, and other control
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operators to duplicate the refueling machine operation. The simulator connects to the
existing cable on the refueling computer systems.

The simulator utilizes a computer system similar to that used in the refueling machine
and the spent fuel handling machine.

• Dummy Fuel Assembly (Figure C-6o13)

The dummy fuel assembly is used for training operating personnel in the handling of
fuel assemblies, load testing the refueling machine and the spent fuel handling machine
hoist and grapple system to 125 percent of the weight of the fuel assembly, load
testing the various other fuel handling tools, transporting the source assembly through
the fuel transfer tube, and carrying the surveillance capsule from the reactor building
to the nuclear annex after it has been removed from the reactor vessel.

• Four Rod Dummy CEA

The four rod dummy CEA is used for operator training in CEA assembly, handling, and
disassembly operations and for checkout of the CEA handling tooling during fabrication
and acceptance testing.

• Twelve Rod Dummy CEA (Figure C-6-14)

The twelve rod dummy CEA is used for operator training in the CEA assembly,
handling, and disassembly operations and for checkout of the CEA handling tooling
during fabrication and acceptance testing.

6.2.3.2 Nuclear Annex Tools and Equipment

The following tools and equipment support the refueling activities in the nuclear annex.
These tools and equipment also support preparation of the fuel assemblies for
installation in the reactor and shipment of spent fuel assemblies from the site.

6.2.3.2.1 Fuel Handling Equipment

The fuel handling equipment in the nuclear annex handles fuel assemblies going to or
returning from the reactor core. This equipment is also required for handling core
components that are removed from the reactor building via the transfer system.
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• Spent Fuel Handling Machine (Figure C-6-15)

The spent fuel handling machine is used to move fuel assemblies between the new fuel
elevator, the spent fuel storage racks, the fuel transfer system upender, the spent fuel
inspection station, the fuel consolidation station, and the spent fuel shipping cask. in
addition, since the nuclear annex crane is locked out from passage over the spent fuel
racks when they contain fuel assemblies, the spent fuel handling machine is provided
with an auxiliary one ton hoist for other handling tasks within the pool area such as
source relocation within the fuel assemblies, fuel reconstitution, and other light loads.

The spent fuel handling machine replicates the refueling machine to the maximum
extent possible to permit the operators to train under simulated refueling machine
operating conditions prior to entering the reactor building for the refueling operation.
Lights, nomenclature, and operating instructions are identical to develop proper
operating skills and avoid potential operating problems due to console layout and
component nomenclature.

The spent fuel handling machine operation is controlled by a state-of the-art computer
system.

The spent fuel handling machine rails are used to ¢upport the spent fuel handling
machine during its movement within the fuel building. The rails are machined and
installed with controlled tolerances to maintain the required positioning alignment of
the spent fuel handling machine with respect to the fuel rack cavities. Precise
positioning allows the fuel handling process to be accelerated and minimizes fuel
handling damage. The rails incorporate seismic holddowns to preclude the equipment
from falling into the pool during a seismic event.

6.2.3.2.2 Fuel Storage Racks

The requirements for receiving and storing the plutonium fuel assemblies necessitate
that the new fuel assemblies be handled in a different manner than is normally used
in the System 80 + plant design. It is expected that the entire complement of new fuel
assemblies will be received on site early in the operating life of the plant. Therefore
all fuel assemblies will be stored in racks under water in the spent fuel pool and there
will be no racks or building area dedicated to new fuel storage.

The spent fuel storage racks are used to store the new fuel assemblies and spent fuel
assemblies. Twenty (20) of the fuel rack cavities are designed specifically for the
storage of failed fuel assemblies. Transport containers filled with expended control
element assemblies and ICI assemblies are also stored in the spent fuel racks in ten
other locations.

The basic rack module consists of a monolithic, honeycomb structure, the elements of
which are the individual storage cells. Each rack module is fabricated from type 304
stainless steel and is formed by joining the individual fuel storage cavities into a load
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bearing honeycomb structure. Each rack module is welded construction and each weld
is a structural weld visually inspected consistent with this type of construction for
ASME code Class 3 components. The modules are a free standing design and are
seismically qualified without mechanical dependence on pool walls. This feature
facilitates remote installation and permits removal for pool maintenance if required.
Each rack module is elevated and leveled to avoid floor obstructions and to provide the
space needed so that pool water can flow freely under the rack and adequately cool
every storage cell.

6.2.3.2.3 Fuel Transfer Tube Assembly (Figure C-6-16)

The fuel transfer tube assembly provides a passage for the transfer of fuel assemblies
between the reactor building and nuclear annex.

• Fuel Transfer System Rails

The fuel transfer system rails are welded within the fuel transfer tube and support the
fuel transfer system fuel carrier during its passage through the transfer tube. The rails
incorporate replaceable wear surfaces for ease of rail repair in the event of damage and
holddowns to maintain the fuel carrier on the rails during a seismic excursion.

The rails are not located within the fuel transfer tube valve as this would interfere with

valve closing. The fuel carrier has been designed to span the opening between the fuel
transfer system upender and the transfer tube rails.

• Fuel Transfer Tube

The fuel transfer tube connects the spent fuel pool with the refueling pool to allow the
underwater transfer of fuel assemblies, expended ICI assemblies, expended control
element assemblies, the ICI/CEA transport container, and the dummy fuel assembly
between the nuclear annex and the reactor building.

The transfer tube is located within the penetration sleeve and quick opening
penetration sleeve closure which forms the reactor building boundary. Therefore the
transfer tube is not a safety related component.
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• Quick OpeningTransfer Tube PenetrationSleeve Closure

The quick opening transfer tube penetration sleeve closure is used during plant
operation to close and seal the end of the penetration sleeve within the reactor
building. It is designedfor compatibilitywith the fuel transfersystem andcan be easily
and rapidly removed to reduce personnelradiation exposure and minimize refueling
down time. An auxiliaryhoist providedcan be locatedon bracketsdirectly above the
closure and used for closure removal in the event the polar crane is not readily
available. When the polarcrane becomesavailable,the loadcan be transferredto the
polar crane and the closure removed to the operating floor for inspection and
preparationfor reinstallation.

• Transfer Tube SupportStand

The transfer tube supportstand supportsthe end of the transfer tube that is located
in the nuclearannex.

All the transfer tube loads i.e., seismic, transfer system emergency withdrawal,
transfer tube valve, etc., are reacted by the stand.

• Transfer Tube Valve Operator Standoffs

The transfertube valveoperatorstandoffsprovidelateral restraintfor the transfer tube
valve operatorduring a seismicevent and normalvalve operationand handling.

• Transfer Tube Valve

The transfer tube valve is usedto isolatethe water inthe transfer canal of the spent
fuel poolfrom the refuelingcavity. The valve is closedwhenever the refuelingcavity
is partially filled or duringheavy lifts over the reactor vesselpool seal assemblywhen
the refuelingcavity is filled.

6.2.3.2.4 FuelHandlingTools and SupportEquipment

The fuel handlingtools and supportequipmentare usedto positionfuel assembliesin
the nuclearannex. The items are primarilyusedwhen handlingnew fuel assemblies
for inspectionand movementsinto and out of the new fuel storage racks.

• Spent Fuel HandlingTool (FigureC-6-17)

The spent fuel handlingtool is usedto handle spent and new fuel assemblieswithin
the spent fuel pool. It is a backupto the spent fuel handlingmachinegrapplewhich
is the primary means for handlingfuel assemblies. The tool is supported from the
spent fuel handlingmachineauxiliaryhoist and is operated from its walkway.
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• Spent Fuel Handling Tool Storage Rack

The spent fuel handling tool storage rack is used to store the spent fuel handling tool
in the spent fuel pool area for access by the spent fuel handling machine.

• New Fuel Handling Tool (Figure C-6-18)

The new fuel handling tool is used to transfer the new fuel assembly from the new fuel
shipping container to the new fuel inspection device or the new fuel racks. It is also
used to transfer the new fuel assemblies from the new fuel racks to the new fuel
elevator. It may also be used to handle the dummy fuel assembly prior to its
placement in the pool.
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7.0 BALANCE OF PLANT SYSTEMS

7.1 General

This section provides a description of the turbine generator and equipment.

The layout of the turbine island integrates the NSSS, the turbine and auxiliary systems
into a highly functional nuclear power station with the turbine island performing no
safety functions.

The components of the steam power plant, including the turbine generator, the main
feedwater pumps, the deaer_t_r/feedwater tank, the condensate cleaning plant, the
condenser system, and preheater system are housed in the Turbine Building.

The ABB turbine plant consists of a double-flow high-pressure turbine and 3 double-
flow low-pressure turbines, the latter with a total exhaust area of 113 m= (1,21 6 ft=).
Of the nominal output of the turbine, about 40 percent is developed in the high-
pressure turbine and the remainder in the low-pressure turbines.

The high-pressure turbine basically consists of a cast outer casing, a cast steel inner
casing carrying the guide vanes, a forged and welded rotor fitted with the rotating
blades and one shaft gland at each end of the rotor. The outer and inner casings are
both split in the horizontal plane, and the two halves are bolted together.

The LP turbine consists of 3 double-flow cylinders. Each cylinder is essentially of
double casing construction with the inner and outer casings horizontally divided and
bolted together with flanged joints.

The high-pressure rotor and each of the low-pressure rotors consist of several forgings
which are welded together. The advantage of this design is that the relatively small
forgings making up a rotor are easier to manufacture at a high level of quality. The
scrapping of a forging would have a minimal impact on delivery intervals compared to
a fault in a one-piece rotor forging.

The turbine rotors are supported injournal bearings mounted in bearing pedestals. One
bearing is provided for each shaft between two rotors, and this provides a weU-defined
location of the shaft and well-defined bearing Ioadings. The thrust bearing is located
after the high-pressure rotor and is independent of other bearings.

Steam from the reactor is supplied through four main steam pipes connected to four
identical steam inlet valves upstream of the high-pressure turbine. Part of the steam
is extracted upstream of the steam inlet valve and is used for reheating the steam after
the high.pressure turbine. This arrangement increases the efficiency of the turbine
plant and reduces the moisture content in the low-pressure turbines. The exhaust
steam from the HP turbine passes through in line high velocity moisture separations
and reheaters before entering the three parallel LP turbine cylinders.
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In order to protect the turbine from overspeed in the event of emergency tripping,
intercept control and stop valves are fitted in the transfer pipes between the reheater
and the low-pressure turbines. In addition, the turbine is capable of full load rejection
utilizing approximately 55 percent steam dump to the condenser in conjunction with
the reactor cutback system, with no reliance on the main steam safety valves unless
the condenser is unavailable. The control, shut-off and dump valves of the turbine are
controlled entirely electro-hydraulically and incorporate an electronic governor for
controlling the turbine speed and the reactor pressure by means of the control and
dump valves of the turbine. An electric signal from the governor controls the steam
valve through electro-hydraulic converters.

The generator is of 4-pole design of ABB manufacture. Direct water cooling is
employed for the stator windings. The rotor windings and the stator core are cooled
with hydrogen. The excitation equipment is of the static type. The system consists
of an excitation transformer, a thyristor rectifier bridge and a field circuit breaker and
voltage regulator.

Electrically, the turbine plant is equipped with busbars with single-phase enclosure
between the generator and the main transformer, with tappings to plant transformers.

The turbine plant is completely automatic and is supervised from the Main Control
Room. The automatic control equipment carries out automatic run-up and shut-down
of the turbine plant, the change-over to stand-by units, and reversion to a safe
operating status in the event of disturbances in the process.

The turbine plant also includes a complete range of service systems, such as
ventilation, fire-fighting, make-up water, tap water, general service and auxiliary
cooling water, sampling, etc.

7.2 8team Turbine

7.2.1

There are four reaction axial-flow turbines:

* one double-flow high pressure (HP)
• three double-flow low pressure (LP 1-3)

Running speed is 1800 rpm with clockwise rotation seen from HP turbine end towards
the generator. The turbine rotors and the generator rotor are connected by integral
forged coupling flanges to form the rotor train.

A preliminary heat balance diagram is included as Figure C-7-1.
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7.2.2 Turbine Governor. Turbine Protection end Turbine Suoervisorv Eauinment

The turbine controller TURBOTROL has the following features:

• Saving of time and costs due to automatic run-up and loading

• High plant availability due to automatic limiters

• Coordinates with the turbine bypass system

• Coordinates with DCS and overall control systems

• Modern control structure which reacts quickly and efficiently to
disturbances in the grid but prevents unnecessary control
operations during normal operation.

7.2.2.1 Principle of Operation

The main parts of the TURBOTROL are the speed governor with automatic run-up and
the load adjuster with load and gradient preselection. The actuating variable of the
speed controller and the load set value of the automatic loading device are added
together and the sum becomes the actuating variable for the main control valves.

7.2.2.2 Reheater Pressure Control

The purpose of the reheater pressure control is to control the pressure in the heating
steam system to a given set value.

The pressure set value is derived from the actual load set value by the function
generator in a way that the reheater control valves are closed for low load and are fully
opened at 50% load.

In order to prevent high stresses in the reheater a temperature limiter is provided to
reduce the pressure set value over the minimum value selector. From the differential
temperature measured at the tubesheets, which is equivalent to the thermal stresses,
the reduced pressure set value is derived by the function generator.

7.2.3 Main Steam and Gland Sealina Systemv _

7.2.3.1 Main Steam System

The Main Steam System is shown on Flow Diagrams Figure C-7-3.

The water/steam circuit incorporates those systems of the secondary section of the
nuclear power plant directly involved in power generation. The main systems
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concerned are those for main steam, main condensate, LP and HP feedwater heating,
feedwater, extraction steam, and heating condensate.

The main steam isolation valves are located inside the Main Steam Valve House.

The main steam lines from each of the four main steam isolation valves are led to a
header inside the turbine building which is connected by four pipes to the four main
admission valves of the HP turbine. Pressure balance in the lines before the admission

valves to the turbine, a condition necessary when resting the turbine admission valves
under load, is thereby achieved.

The header also provides steam for reheating the HP turbine exhaust and for supporting
steam supply to the deaerator/feedwater tank and the auxiliary steam header. The
eight turbine bypass valves also originate from the main steam header. These valves
are sized for a maximum main steam mass flow of 55 percent of full load, so that the
quantity of excess steam produced during start-up and shutdown functions and during
load-shedding can be passed to the turbine condenser.

Each bypass assembly consists of a combined emergency-stop and control valve
connected via intermediate pipe to an individual steam dump device. The cylindrical
steam dump device is arranged in the condenser neck and consists of two chambers.
The first chamber reduces the steam pressure via a perforated cone for the second
chamber where main condensate is injected via spray nozzles to cool down the steam.
The steam passes then through a perforated plate into the condenser steam space.
The injection water is removed from the hotwell of the turbine condenser by the main
condensate pumps.

After expansion in the HP turbine section, and before entering the LP turbine sections,
moisture in the steam is drained via high-velocity moisture separators installed in the
four exhaust steam pipes, in order to avoid high moisture and the associated risk of
erosion. Following the second stage of high velocity moisture separation the steam is
reheated with exhaust steam from the main steam header. After passing through the
LP turbine section, the steam is condensed in a surface condenser. Condenser tubing
for both sites is considered to be titanium.

7.2.3.2 Gland Sealing System

The steam sealing system is designed to prevent air or steam leaking into or out of the
clearances between the shaft ends and the casings, and between the valve stems and
valve casings.

The sealing steam system is maintained slightly above atmospheric pressure by a
pressure regulator.
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Normally the system is supplied with steam from the high-pressure section shaft glands
and then fed into the low-pressure shaft packing, thus preventing the ingress of air into
the low pressure sections.

The pressure in the sealing steam system is maintained at a constant value by a
pressure regulator. If the pressure rises (that is, if the high pressure section leaks off
more steam than is required to seal the low pressure sections), the excess steam is
passed by a valve to the condenser or to a low pressure feedwater heater. During
starting and part load operation, when more sealing steam is required than the available
leakage from the high-pressure section, a second valve maintains pressure by bleeding
steam from the turbine inlet steam line.

The exhauster system is maintained at a pressure slightly below atmospheric and
draws a mixture of steam and air from the lowest pressure glands. This mixture is
passed to a gland steam condenser where the air is ejected. The condensate is then
returned to the condenser hotwell.

7.2.4 Moisture SeparatorlReheater

7.2.4.1 General

In order to minimize the erosion of the low-pressure turbine blades, especially of the
blades of the last stage, moisture separation takes place immediately after the high-
pressure turbine. The moisture separator reduces the moisture content in the exhaust
steam to nearly zero and the dried steam is reheated prior to its admission to the low-
pressure turbine. High-velocity moisture separators and reheater units are provided.

The design of the moisture separator and reheater units is suitable for all operating
conditions of the steam turbine. This especially applies to thermal stresses, drains and
leakages.

The plant is capable of operating continuously with a balanced reduction in the heating
steam to the two reheaters. Full-load operation with reduced superheat is allowed.

The extent Of reheating is adjustable during operation in order to optimize the plant
'_ performance.

To prevent thermal distortion of the reheater at start-up, the pressure of the main
steam flow to the reheater is controlled as a function of load in the load range of 20-
50% (approx). Below 20% (approx). turbine load, the main steam flow to the reheater
is shut off.

The moisture separator and reheater units are designed to resist erosion. Components
especially prone to corrosion and erosion are of stainless steel or similar adequate
material. The moisture separator and reheater internals are readily accessible for visual
inspection and consideration is given to maintenance requirements.
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The heating steam supply to the reheaters is controlled as an integral part of the
turbine control system. The heating steam lines to the reheaters are provided with
main stop and control valves. The reheaters are designed to prevent clogging of the
tubes by condensate.

The condensate level in the reheater drain vessels is controlled automatically by a
suitable level control system. This is adequate to cope with all conceivable operational
situations without endangering either the reheaters proper operation or any other part
of the plant while maintaining the maximum degree of operability of the plant.

The drain vessels have sufficient volume to collect drainage during normal operation
and transient conditions. During normal operation, the drains are led to the last HP
heater stage. During start-up or low load, the emergency drain line enables trouble-free
drainage to the condenser.

Non-condensable gases from the reheaters are vented to the working steam side of the
reheater.

For moisture removal, an installation of ABB developed Moisture-Preseparators (MOPS)
and Special Cross-Under Pipe Separators (SCRUPS) is supplied dnd installed in the
cross-under pipes.

The separation equipment consists of one MOPS and two SCRUPS devices in each
cross-under pipe. The MOPS device is installed in direct connection to the outlets of
the high-pressure turbine in order to remove moisture from the pipe wall.

The MOPS consists basically of a concentric chamber around the cross-under pipe,
whose upper end forms a gap through which the moisture is separated. Efficient
moisture separation requires some transport steam to follow the separated moisture.
To obtain optimum separation, the shape in the inlet section and the gap of the MOPS
are designed for a given turbine geometry, moisture content and available transport
steam flow.

The SCRUPS separation device comprises the turning vanes of the 90 ° elbow. The
turning vanes are installed in the internal chamber in the SCRUPS. The chamber is
installed in the outer shell which is cylindrical and has a slightly larger diameter than
the cross-under pipe. The droplets in the steam flow cannot follow the steam when
it is deflected in the turning vanes and impinge on the walls on the concave side of the
vanes. The moisture forms a film on the turning vanes. The vanes are hollowed and
provided with slots on the concave side to remove the moisture film.

Some transport steam is required to remove the moisture. The transport steam flows
to the internal chamber where the moisture is separated.

The transport steam from the MOPS and SCRUPS is extracted to the feedwater tank,
serving as heating steam of the deaerator, and the condensate from these MOPS and
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SCRUPS is led to drain vessels. From these drain vessels it is led via automatic level
control to the LP 3 heaters or to the condenser during start-up of plant.

7.2.4.2 Reheatere

After the last SCRUPS the steam is reheated in special reheaters.

The reheaters are of vertical design with straight tube bundles. Each reheater is
equipped with two tube bundles. The tube bundles are located in the middle of the
reheater shell.

Main steam is used as heating medium in the reheater tube bundles.

The tubes in each bundle are supported by a number of equal divided support plates.
These are in one end flexibly fastened to longitudinal beams which are welded to the
tube sheets. The support plates are also held by a number of staybolts and distance
tubes. To accommodate expansion, the beams and staybolts are divided on the middle
of the tube bundle. A T-ring between the beams prevents the tube bundles from
inclining. The entire tube bundle is hanging in the upper tube plate, which rests on a
console in the shell. At the lower tube plate, there are labyrinth sealings which give
flexibility in the vertical direction.

Each transfer pipe between the reheaters and the LP turbines is provided with a
hydraulically controlled butterfly valve, governed by the control of the turbine. The
function of the valves is to limit the steam flow to the LP turbines in the event of load

rejection and tripping of the turbine, in order to avoid excessive overspeed of the
turbine. The stems of these valves will have a connection to the seal and leakage
steam system.

The heating steam condensate is collected in level-controlled drain vessels and
transported to the HP heaters or alternatively to the condenser. The system between
HP turbine outlet and LP turbine inlet will be protected against high pressure by means
of pressure transmitters in the turbine protection system.

7.2.5 MuItlnressure Condenser

A muItipressure condenser design will be provided which will use a cooling tower for
station heat rejection. The condenser will consist of three separate shells of two
parallel tube bundles with each shell transversely oriented to the turbine shaft and
located under each of the three hoods of the LP turbine. These separate condenser
shells are generally referred to as low, intermediate and high pressure shells. The
designations correspond to the magnitude of the turbine exhaust pressure each shell
provides with the cool circulating water entering the low pressure shell, then flows
successively through the intermediate shell and high pressure shells with the hot water
leaving the latter for return back to the tower.
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7.2.6 Condenser Air Removal System-

The condenser air removal system consists of four packaged vacuum pump units and
interconnecting piping. Normally three vacuum pump units are in operation. The
fourth pump is a spare and is valved into the system whenever one of the three
normally operating vacuum pumps is removed for maintenance or repair. The vacuum
pump units have two modes of operation, a hogging mode and a holding mode. The
hogging mode is used at plant startup to reduce the condenser pressure from normal
atmospheric to approximately 5 to 10 in Hg absolute. The holding mode is used when
the approximately 5 in Hg absolute pressure is reached to reduce the pressure to its
operating value and then maintain the operating pressure during normal plant operation.

The condenser is a multipressure condenser having a low-pressure zone, an
intermediate-pressure zone, and a high-pressure zone. Each zone operates at a
different pressure during normal plant operation.

The condenser air removal system design provides a normally operating vacuum pump
unit for each condenser zone and a common spare vacuum pump unit. Each normally
operating vacuum pump takes suction from one of the condenser zones through two
connections on the condenser shell. The two connections are connected to one header
which goes to the suction connection of the respective normally operating vacuum
pump. The normally operating vacuum pumps withdraw the air and noncondensable
gases from the condenser shell zone, compress them and discharge them through an
individual line from the discharge nozzle of each vacuum pump unit to a common
header which carries the air and noncondensable gases to the unit vent.

The spare vacuum pump unit has a valved connection into each of the suction headers
of the normally operating vacuum pumps that join into a common header which goes
to the suction connection on the spare vacuum pump unit.

The compressant water used in the vacuum pump units is provided by the
demineralized water system.

The vacuum pump cooling water is supplied by the turbine plant component cooling
water system.

The pipelines from the condenser connections to the vacuum pump units are pitched
toward the vacuum pump units and the pipelines from the vacuum pump units to the
single vertical header that discharges to the unit vent. The vacuum pump units are
designed for slugged-flow operation; therefore, the condensed moisture in the vacuum
pump units suction lines will flow toward the pumps where it can be drained.

The condenser air removal system air and noncondensable gases quantities for removal
are 1200 scfm for each operating vacuum pump during the hogging phase and 50
scfm for each operating vacuum pump during the holding phase. The hogging phase
capacity is determined and based on the quantity of steam being condensed by the
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condenser in accordance with HEI standard for steam surface condensers. The phase
capacity is based on the effective steam flow for each main steam exhaust opening
into the condenser in accordance with HEI standard for steam surface condensers.

The condenser air removal connections to the condenser are connected to the
condenser shells at the cold end.

Vent connections are provided on the vacuum pump coolers and high points of cooling
water piping for venting of the condenser air removal system to prevent air
entrainment.

The condenser air removal system is designed to permit isolation and removal of any
vacuum pump from service.

The safety classification of the condenser air removal system piping, equipment, and
components is non-nuclear safety in accordance with ANSI Standard 18.2.

The condenser air removal system piping is designed, fabricated, inspected, and
erected in accordance with ANSI Standard B31.1.

7.2.7 Feedwater System-

The feedwater system is shown on Figure C-7-2.

The feedwater system consists of three, one-half capacity, variable speed, motor
driven booster and feedwater pumps and a motor driven startup pump which take
suction from the deaerator storage tank. The pumps discharge through check valves
(which prevent backflow through an idle pump), and motor operated discharge valves
to a common header. The discharge valves provide isolation for pump maintenance.
A minimum flow recirculation control valve for each pump protects against undue heat
buildup and vibration in the pump at reduced flow. The control valve in the
recirculation line is located as close as practical to the deaerator in order to minimize
the length of pipe subjected to two phase flow.

The feedwater flows from the common pump discharge header through two parallel
high pressure feedwater heater strings, containing two heaters each. Each of the high
pressure feedwater heater strings can be isolated for maintenance by two high
pressure motor operated valves. A sampling connection is provided downstream of
each heater string.

The discharge of the first point feedwater heaters is combined in a common manifold
which supplies feedwater to two steam generators. A line back to the condenser
comes off this manifold to allow cycle cleanup and recirculetion. This manifold piping
system provides adequate mixing to ensure that uniform temperature feedwater is
supplied to both steam generators. Each steam generator has a dedicated supply line
which provides feedwater to its respective steam generator's downcomer and
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economizer nozzles. A venturl type flow element in each steam generator's supply
line, with associatedflow transmitter, providesthe feedwater flow signalusedby the
Feedwater ControlSystem. Flow controlvalves, inconjunctionwith the variablespeed
feedwater pumps, maintain steam generator level during steady state and transient
operations.

Each steam generator's supply line branches to provide flow to its respective
generator'sonedowncomerfeedwater nozzleandeconomizerfeedwater nozzles. Each
generator's downcomer feedwater nozzle and llne are sized for at least 10% of full
power flow at normalfull power steam generatorpressurest 100% power, andup to
20% of full power flow duringplant startup. Eachof the economizernozzlesis sized
for at leant 50% of full power flow at normal full power steam generator pressure.

Quickclosingfeedwater isolationvalves in the economizeranddowncomerfeedwater
lines are located as close as practical to the containment structure. Check valves in
these lines prevent the uncontrolledblowdown of a steam generator in case of a
feedwater line break. These check valves are necessaryto achieve abrupt, complete
termination of reversefeedwater flow with the existence of a reverseflow condition
and, in the downcomer line, to prevent backflow of emergency feedwater to other
portions of the main f6edwater system. The feedwater system from the steam
generator inlet back to, and Including, the feedwater isolation valves is designated
Safety Class 2 and SeismicCategory I to ensure the integrity of these valves.

The portion of the feedwster system extending from and including the feedwater
isolation valves to the steam generator inlets meets Seismic Category I design
requirements. The system is protected from missilesgenerated by various sources
includingtornadoes, rotating equipment, and high pressuresystem components.

Instrumentation and controls for the feedwater isolationvalves are SeismicCategory
I. The remainder of the instrumentation and controls have no seismic design
requirements.

The Seismic Category I portions of the feedwater system are protected from the
effects of tornadoes. Whenever practical, the feedwater piping is separated from
systems requiredfor safe shutdown by remote locationor structural enclosures.

The main feedwater flow is to the economizernozzleson the lower portion of each
steam generator. Feedwater temperature is equal to, or greater than, 200°F prior to
initiationof feedwater flow to the economizernozzlesduringplantstartup. The 200°F
feedwater temperature is achievedprior to reaching15 percent power. All feedwater
at a temperature lower than 200°F is directed to the downcomer feedwater nozzle.

The feedwater pumps are located on the groundfloor of the turbine building. The
pumpsdischargeto a commonheaderwhich distributesthe feedwater to the two high
pressureheater stringson the mezzaninefloor of the turbine building.
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The high pressure heaters discharge to s manifold which distributesfeedwster to the
two steam generator supply lines. The steam generator supply lines run over the
NuclearAnnex to the Main Steam Valve Houses.

The Main Steam Valve Housesere locatedon oppositesidesof the containmentin the
NuclearAnnex. The feedwater isolationvalvesarealsolocated intheseValve Houses.
The feedwster lines run from the valve houses into the containment to the steam
generatorcubicles. Beforeenteringthe steam generatorcubicles,the pipingrisesup
to the nozzlesto preventsteam from enteringthe feedwater pipingand causingwater
hammerwhen s low water level exists in the steam generator.

7.3

7.3.1 Gonstm_lon. Materials and Coolino

The generator is hydrogencooled and rated for the following continuousoperating
conditions:

• Rated loadand 0.90 power factor lag.

• Rated load and0.95 power factor lead.

• Terminalvoltagesbetween 95 percentand 105 percentof rated
voltage at s system frequency of 60 Hz.

The generatorstator winding is star connectedandinsulatedfor operationwith a high
impedanceneutraleerthingsystem. The specificwindingimpulselevelwill be provided
in the detaileddesign.

The busbar connections are designed to withstand the maximum value of peak
asymmetricalfault currentand arealsocapableof withstandingthe maximumthrough
fault symmetrical currentfor one second.

A generatoroutput breakeris providedto permitoffsite supplyto the unittransformers
by backfeedingthe generatortransformersfor abnormalor plant startup conditions.
This capability is depicted on the station one linediagram.

The generatorexcitation system is basedon a provenstatic thyristor technique.

The static excitation system is capable of rapidly adapting air-gap flux to the load
conditions, providing a stable energy supply when operating on a network and
maintaining a constant generator voltage on no-load operation or station service
operation. The static systemconsistsof an excitationtransformer,a thyristor rectifier
bridgeand a full current breaker.
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The excitation system oneretlon in combinationwith a generatorstepup transformer
standard tap range of +8.06 percent to -i3.33 percent will be adequate for the
application. Specific aspects of the excitation range design are subject to detailed
analysisreflecting grid and station operatingdesign conditions.

Other systems in the turbine islandwhich support operationof the turbine-generating
system includethe generatorexcitation and voltageregulator, seal oil system, atator
coolingwater system, hydrogenandcarbondioxidesystem,turbine controller,turbine
plant supervisionsystem, turbine plant protection system, turbine plant automatic
operationsystem, on line conditionmonitoringsystem, generator busbars, and non-
prioritysecondarycoolingsystem.

7.3.2 ExoltotionSystem and Automatio Volta_heReoulator

The static excitationequipmentis a shuntsuppliedone, i.e. the excitation transformer
is connecteddirectly to the generatorterminals. The secondaryvoltage is rectifiedby
a fully controlled thyristor converter and fed to the generator field. The power
converter is of redundantdesign with a number of parallelbridges. Even with one
complete bridge out of service, all operational conditions can be met without
restrictions. The field suppressionequipmentserves two purposes:the disconnection
of the excitation equipmentfrom the field winding andthe fast field discharge.

The regulationand pulseelectronicsis of the dual channeltype. Usually,the machine
terminalvoltage is controlledby the automaticvoltage regulatorin the AUTO channel.
In case of a failure,e.g. lossof the PT senslngvoltageor for maintenancereasonthere
is a change- over facility to a MANUAL channel. In this mode, the field current is
controlled. A follow-up control ensures• smoothchange- over from one channelto
the other.

The firingpulsesfor the thyristorsare generatedwithin two gate control modulesand
formed inthe following pulseamplifiers. If the machine'soperationlimitsare reached,
then electronic limiters will take action. These limiters increase essentially the
availabilityof the machinebecausethey always operatebeforea protectionrelaymay
trip the unit.

Forthe voltage regulationand twice for the pulse generation, three separate micro-
processorsare provided.

Variousmonitoringandprotectionfeaturespreventdamagesto excitationtransformer,
converter andfieldwindlngresultingfrom internaland externalfaults. Another micro-
processortakes cares of someof these functions.

An internalprogrammablelogiccontrol (PLC), for which a separate micro-processoris
provided, takes care of the right sequencesduringstart-up and shut-down. Further,
it ensuresthe safe local operation of the equipmentand its auxiliaries. In case of a
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failure, the fault is indicated on a local annunciation board which simplifies the trouble
shooting.

7.4 Selsmlo Designw

The turbine generator unit is designed for a seismic event of 0.4 g in the horizontal
direction at turbine top table foundation (operating floor).

7.6 Condensate System

The Condensate System is shown on Figure C-7-2.

7.6.1 System Descdntlon

Each of th_ three condenser shells receives the exhaust steam from one low pressure
turbine. Effluents from the fifth point heater drain coolers and the sixth point
feedwater heaters, the high pressure steam line drains, and other miscellaneous turbine
plant drains are normally directed to the condenser. The turbine bypass system
consisting of eight turbine bypass valves is connected to the main condenser.

The condensate system has sufficient water available to accommodate a steam loss
to the atmosphere of 55 to 65 percent of the normal steam flow and to regain a steam
generator level due to a collapse or shrinkage of the steam-water mixture when taking
a 100 percent load rejection.

Three motor driven, vertical centrifugal condensate pumps, each capable of supplying
50 percent of condensate flow requirements, take suction from the condenser hotwell.
Two condensate pumps are normally operating, with one in reserve, to ensure that the
water supply to the feedwater system is not interrupted in the event of a condensate
pump trip or the loss of feedwater heater effluents. Each pump has a butterfly !
isolation valve, a permanent simplex strainer, and an expansion joint in its suction line.
The net positive suction head required by the pump is provided by the water level in
the hotwell. The continuous vent in the suction line of each pump is connected to the
condenser because the pump suction lines are under vacuum during operation. A relief
valve is provided in the suction vent line to prevent possible overpressure from an idle
pump. Another vent in each discharge line is used only when placing a pump in service
after a section of the suction piping has been drained or if the system becomes air
bound. These vents are connected to the condenser to minimize makeup water
requirements. The discharge line of each pump has a check valve to prevent backflow
through an idle pump and an isolation valve for pump maintenance.

The condensate pumps discharge to the main condensate header which flows through
the condensate polishers. To meet the water chemistry requirements, the entire
condensate flow is passed through side stream full flow condensate polisher cells and
returns to the main condensate header. A bypass valve is provided between the two
connections of the condensate polishing system to allow system cleaning and
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maintenance operations with condensate polishing isolation. Downstreamof the return
line from the condensatepolishingsystem, a line branchesto the chemical addition
mixin0 tank. Hydrazineanda volatile amine areadded to the condensateto maintain
the desired pH and oxygen levels for corrosioncontrol. Another branch line flows
throughthe shellside of the steam generatorblowdown heat exchanger.

Flow in the main condensate headerthen flows throughthe tube side of the gland
steam condenser.

A branchlinefrom the mainheadersupplieswater to the turbineexhausthoodsprays.
A load controlledvalve controlsflow to the turbine exhaust hood sprays, which are
requiredto cool the exhaust hoodsduringstartup or low power operation.

A pressurevalvecontrolsflow to a linethat branchesfrom the main header. This line
providessealwater for the extractionlinenon-returnvalveseals, the condensatepump
suction line butterfly valve seals, the condensate pump shaft stuffing box, and
condenservacuumbreakervalve stem seal. It also providesfill water to the loop seal
on the sixthpointheaterdrainsand condenservacuumbreakervalves. The valve seals
prevent air from being drawn into the condenserduring initial startup and under low
loadconditions.

Samplingconnectionsfor the turbineplant samplingsystemare providedin all but one
hotwell section,undereach of the 12 tube sheets, and on the main header to detect
and locate the sourceof any leakage into the condenser.

Flow in the main condensate header then passes through a flow element. The
transmitter associatedwith this flow elementprovidesa signalto the flow controller
that regulatescondensaterecirculationto the main condenser. At low power levels
this recirculationflow providesadequate coolingfor the gland steam condenserand
providesthe condensatepumpswith the minimumrequiredrecirculationflow.

A levelvalve actuated by levelcontrollersinthe condenserhotwellcontrolsflow to the
condensatemakeupanddrawoff systemallowingthe water inventoryto be decreased
to correct for a high hotwell level. Level controllersin the hotwell also control level
valves in the condensatemakeupanddrawoff systemto providemakeupwater to the
condenser.

The main condensate header then branches into three parallel flow, low pressure
feedwater heater strings. Eachfeedwater heater stringcontains a sixth point heater
draincooler, andfour condenserneck-mountedfeedwater heaters (fourth, fifth, sixth
and seventh point). Each feedwater heater string has two motor driven isolation
valves. A thermal relief valve in each feedwater heater stringprovidesoverpressure
protection. The three heaterstringsdischargeto a commonheaderwith a level control
valve which runsto the deaerator.
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One deaerator and deaerator storage tank are provided _fter the low pressure
feedwater heaters.

Deaerator storage tank and condenser hotwell level are controlled as follows:

• Deaerator storage tank level is controlled by two pneumatic
valves at the deaerator inlet which adjust condensate flow to the
deaerator. During low load periods, one valve controls flow. At
higher loads, one valve is open and the other valve controls flow.

• Condenser hotwell level is maintained by directing condensate
flow to and from the condensate storage tank using normal and
high capacity emergency lines. Makeup from the condensate
storage tank is directed to the condenser for vacuum deaeration.
Dissolved oxygen in the makeup water is minimized by the
stainless steel floating cover on the condensate storage tank.

For heating purposes prior to startup or during hot standby conditions, the feedwater
in the deaerator is maintained at about 221 °F by reduced pressure steam from the
main steam header or the auxiliary steam header.
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8.0 OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

Operation and maintenance requirements collectively indicate certain key objectives for
the station design from an operational standpoint:

• High station availability through reliable on-line performance, rapid refueling,
and reduced maintenance.

• High operational flexibility through a capability to accommodate load
changes.

The performance design of System 80 + which is being proposed meets or exceeds
these objectives and is therefore ideally suited to provide a full range of operational
capability future Advanced Light Water Reactors are seeking.

The System 80 + has a minimum design life of 60 years and is designed to achieve
high availability and to provide maximum operational flexibility. The station design
features include, where appropriate and practical, redundancy of active components
necessary to achieve and maintain full power operation. The station design also utilizes
state-of-the-art control systems such as the Reactor Power Cutback System (RPCS).
The RPCS operates in conjunction with the Steam Bypass Control System (SBCS) and
Turbine Control Systems (TCS) to maintain the Reactor and Turbine on-line following
a full load rejection. This allows for a more rapid re-synchronization to the grid and
return to full power operation once the initiating problem has been corrected. The
RPCS has proven to be a significant contributor to increased plant availability. The
station design features allow for daily load cycle operation utilizing only CEA movement
for reactivity control. This approach greatly minimizes waste water generation
associated with boration/dilution. The station is capable of accommodating step and
ramp load changes necessary for the load follow and frequency follow operations.

The System 80 + is designed for a rapid refueling scheme with an estimated refueling
outage duration of 17 days. The design incorporates rapid refueling equipment such
as Multi-Stud Tension System, which not only minimizes the operations and
maintenance costs but also reduce:; the radiation exposure of outage personnel.

- The System 80 + is an evolutionary plant design based upon the existing System 80
design. The three System 80 units currently in operation at Palo Verde Nuclear
Generating Station (PVNGS) have the largest single site electrical generating capacity
of 3800 MWe in the U.S. In fact, PVNGS Unit 3 set world records for annual energy
generation and first cycle continuous energy production.

The ABB turbine generator is of a highly reliable, well proven design, being utilized in
over 60 nuclear power plants. These turbine generators have an aggregate electrical
output in excess of 46,000 MWe. The ABB System 80 + turbine generator design is
currently in operation in 20 nuclear power plants in Europe.
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8.1 In-Service Insnections-

Detailed operational procedures for the System 80 + will be developed during the latter
stages of the design process. These procedures will be developed from the operational
guidance presently available for System 80 + and the detailed design characteristics
and system parameters that are developed as the design progresses. Operational
experience from earlier plants provide an important data base for the development of
procedures. Operational information for the System 80 + plant is provided in the next
sections.

8.1.1 Power Oneration

An overview of the various aspects of operational flexibility with the System 80 + are
explained in the following sections.

Steady State Operation

It is assumed for this operation that the initial reactor power is approximately 15 % and
the following items apply:

• Feedwater regulating system is in automatic.

• The control element drive system is in the manual sequential mode.

• The turbine generator is carrying minimum load.

• Pressurizer level and pressure control are in automatic.

• Core average temperature is within the allowable temperature band
of reference temperature.

• . The steam bypass control system is in the automatic mode of
operation.

• The steam generator water levels are in their normal operating band.
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The reactor power can be raised to the desired operating level by diluting the RCS
boron concentration and raising turbine load to follow the rise in reactor power to
maintain reactor cold leg temperature within its control band. Reactor reactivity is
controlled by adjustment of CEAs for rapid reactivity changes or by adjustment of RCS
boron concentration for slow reactivity changes. Boric acid is used to compensate for
long term effects of fuel burnup and changes in fission product concentration. The
CEAs can either be controlled manually by the operator or automatically to maintain the
programmed reactor coolant temperature and power level during boric acid
concentration changes, within the limits of CEA travel.

The System 80+ is designed to accommodate:

• continuous power operation at any load between 20 and 100%
Maximum Continuous Rating (MCR),

• frequency follow operation while operating in the load range 20 to
100% MCR,

• rapid load changes of up to :1:5% per minute over the range 15 and
100% MCR, and

• startup of the plant from hot shutdown to 100% MCR.

The System 80 + design has more than sufficient load cycle capability to meet these
requirements.

The basic systems for control of the reactor and the NSSS primary and secondary
components are already proven in operating ABB-CE plants, including the reference
plants at the Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station. The reactor control systems
provide compensation of core reactivity associated with changes in core power level
and the concentration of fission products, as well as control of power distribution to
maintain margins to core operating limits. Reactor control is accomplished by the
regulating control element assembly (CEA) groups, the part-strength CEA (PSCEA)
groups, soluble boron level, and reactor coolant temperature.

. The Reactor Regulating System (RRS) is used to automatically adjust reactor power
and reactor coolant temperature to follow turbine load transients within established
limits. The RRS receives a turbine load index signal (linear indication of load) and
reactor coolant temperature signals. The turbine load index is supplied to a reference

temperature (T,f) program that establishes the desired average temperature. The hot
and cold leg temperature signals are averaged (T.v0) in the RRS. The Tmf signal is then
subtracted from the T.vo signal to provide a temperature error signal. Power, as
indicated by the ex-core neutron flux monitors, is subtracted from the turbine load

index power to provide dynamic compensation to the T.v0 - Tmferror signal generated.
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This resulting error signal is used in a control program, to determine how the CEAs are
to be moved to eliminate the error signal and match reactor power to turbine power.

The megawatt demand setter (MDS) automatically coordinates turbine generator
control with specific plant parameters to prevent exceeding NSSS limits affected by
load transients. This supervisory function can be performed by the unit operator
through the Turbine Control System (TCS) or, if load is set remotely, manually or
automatically through the MDS.

The MDS provides the capability of accepting increase or decrease power load
commands from either an Automatic Dispatch System (ADS) remote station or the
local MDS panel. Power demand is compared with various operating limits. If the
demanded load rate of change is greater than that allowed by operating limits, an
override rate will be generated that will bring turbine loading to a level consistent with
the plant operating limits.

8.1.2 Load Chanoes and Load Relectionv

During load change operations, the NSSS control systems and the turbine control
systems operate automatically to maintain plant process parameters within limits. The
NSSS and turbine control systems are designed to accommodate, at minimum, the load
changes characterized below.

Slow Load Changes are defined as power level changes at a maximum rate of 30% of
rated power per hour, and are most often associated with planned daily load cycles.
A representative daily load cycle is a power reduction from 100% to 50% of rated
power over a two-hour period, six hours at the reduced power level, and a two-hour
return to full power.

Rapid Load Changes can be accommodated for ramp rates in turbine power demand
up to + 5% per minute over the range of 15% and 100% of rated power, depending
upon the initial available margin and the fuel operating guidelines.

Step Load Changes can be accommodated for changes in turbine power demand of up
to 10% initiated over the range of 15% to 100% of rated power, depending upon the
initial available margin and fuel operating guidelines.

Load Rejections of any magnitude can be accommodated for any initial power level up
to full power without causing a reactor trip or safety valve actuation.

The NSSS maneuvering capability of the System 80+ design is enhanced by the
on-line digital monitoring and protection systems (COLSS and CPCS) which utilize
on-line instrumentation signals that measure core power distribution, CEA positions,
and other NSSS parameters in order to directly calculate margins to fuel operating
limits. The use of on-line information provides continuous knowledge of core operating
condition and available margins and thus provides the operator with flexibility in
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choosing control strategies for load follow operations. The load follow capability is
further enhanced by specific design features such as a large pressurizer volume end a
reduced core operating temperature which increase inherent margins.

Dally Load Cycle

The System 80+ plant is designed to follow daily load cycles using conventional
strategies based on a combination of soluble boron and CEA control or, alternatively,
by a strategy using PSCEA and CEA control without changing soluble boron level. The
rodded maneuvering strategy is presently accomplished by the use of a System 80 +
control rod pattern which includes PSCEAs distributed uniformly over the core. The
pattern enables PSCEA group motions to substitute for the use of soluble boron level
changes in conventional strategies, with minimal effect on power distribution. The
rodded maneuvering capability eliminates a major source of waste water generation for
a load-follow operated plant and also improves the achievable rate of return-to-power
late in the fuel cycle.

Rapid Load Changes

The Reactor Regulating System (RRS) automatically positions the regulating CEA in
order to maintain a primary coolant average temperature program, in which the core
average temperature increases linearly with power level. Control to this program allows
the NSSS to operate at the desired secondary steam pressure over the entire power
range. The core power level can be controlled to follow rapid changes in turbine load,
at ramp rates up to 5% per minute. For thid type of load change, NSSS operation is
maintained within allowable limits by the combined control actions of the Feedwater
Control System (FWCS) and the Steam Bypass Control System (SBCS).

Step Load Changes

The NSSS is designed to follow small step changes in turbine load by allowing the
primary average coolant temperature to deviate temporarily from the program value.
Because of the negative moderator temperature coefficient, the core power level
inherently follows small load changes by this mechanism. Normal secondary steam
pressure can then be restored by providing slower reactivity compensation through

. change in soluble boron concentration or CEA motion to return the average coolant
temperature to the program value.

The NSSS control actions for small load changes are applicable to frequency follow
operation, in which the NSSS responds to changes in load imposed by turbine speed
governor control. The load changes associated with frequency regulation are usually
within + 1% of rated power, and thus can be continuously accommodated by the
NSSS control systems. Major grid frequency disturbances can significantly affect NSSS
operating margin through the effect of monitored process parameters such as reactor
coolant pump speed. The capability to accommodate major frequency disturbances is
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therefore dependent on the degree of grid frequency decay, as well as on the Initial
available margin.

In summary, the plant control and monitoring system are well designed to
accommodate both base load operation and various power maneuver strategies as well
as having inherent capabilities for achieving rapid load changes associated with grid
instabilities.

8.1.3 Reactor and Turblqe Trlox

System 80 + is designed to withstand a full load rejection without initiating a reactor
or turbine trip. In addition, the turbine generator is capable of supporting house loads
for at least ten minutes, following disconnection from the grid.

The means of accommodating load rejections is through the automatic actuation of the
Reactor Power Cutback System in conjunction with other NSSS Control Systems,
including Steam Bypass Control System (SBCS), Feedwater Control System (FWCS)
and the Reactor Regulating System (RRS). The capability to accommodate load
rejections up to 100% of rated power without resulting in a reactor trip or lifting any
safety valves has been demonstrated both in testing and plant operations at PVNGS.
The load rejection capability is illustrated by the system simulation described below.

In this analysis, the load rejection is simulated by rapidly closing the turbine stop
valves. The rapid decrease in steam flow rate is sensed by the SBCS which quick
opens all steam bypass valves and actuates 8 reactor power cutback, i.e., a rapid
insertion of selected control rod groups. Since the simulation assumes beginning of
cycle core conditions, only one CEA group is selected to be automatically dropped to
reduce core power to approximately 70%. The quick opening of all steam bypass
valves arrests the increases in primary and secondary pressure. The SBCS is designed
to open the steam bypass atmospheric dump valves last and to close them first. This
minimizes the release of steam to the atmosphere, resulting in less than 5% of the
total steam released to the atmosphere during the transient portion of a load rejection.
Once the reactor power was reduced, the SBCS assumes modulation control of the
steam bypass valves to follow reactor power and avoid overcooling the NSSS. The
prompt decrease in core power is followed by a small increase in power due to

. temperature feedback (moderator end fuel) effects. This power increase is mitigated
by the RRS inserting CEAs sequentially until core power reaches the selected power
stabilization set point. The control systems automatically stabilize the NSSS at this
power level with the SBCS modulating steam bypass valves to relieve the steam and
maintain primary and secondary pressures at acceptable values. The Feedwater Control
System also reduces the feedwater flow to match with the reduced steam flow.

In the unlikely event that a reactor trip occurs following a loss of load, the ability of the
plant to reach full power following re-synchronization will be dependent upon a number
of factors such as the initial plant condition prior to the trip and fuel operating
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guidelines. If these factors do not limit the restart, the station is capableof returning
to full loadoperationwithin about 30 minutes following re-synchronization.

In summary,System 80 + is specificallydesignedto remainon-llnefollowing a full load
rejectionwith a minimalreleaseof steamto the atmosphere.If an unanticipatedreactor

, ...... trip occure_the plant has incorporatedfeatures that allow 8 return to full power
operationfollowing re-synchronization.

8.1.4

Shutdown operationsare conductedby the plant operatorsin a controlledmannerto
placethe plant inthe applicableshutdowncondition.Normallya cooldownisperformed
inorderto set the plantconditionsnecessaryto refuelthe plant as describedinSection
8.2.

8.2 RefuellnaOutaaev v

The System 80+ standard core design can accommodate a variety of fuel cycle
lengths.The System 80 + UO2equilibriumfuel cycle is presentlydesignedfor an 18-
month refuelinginterval.The longerfuel cycle lengthreducesthe number of refueling
outagesand henceincreasesthe plant availability. It is estimated that a 5% increase
in capacity factor can be realizedwith an 18-month fuel cycle in comparisonto a 12-
month fuel cycle. Reducingthe number of outages also has the potential to reduce
costsincurredon a cyclicbasisincludingmaintenance,engineeringand licensingcosts
and other benefits such as reductionin overall personnelradiation exposure.

The 18-month fuel cycle designdoes require higherenrichedfuel batches increasing
the fuel cycle cost. This added fuel cycle cost is offset by increasingbatch-average
dischargeburnup.

The System 80 + core design, however, accommodatesvarious fuel Ioadings (UO2,
mixed oxide,plutonium)andcycle lengthswhich areconsistentwith the fuel material.
This flexibilityprovidesa distinctadvantagefor allowingfuel cycleandloadingchanges
that meet new demands.

. 8.2.1 RefuelingODerations

System 80 + is designedfor a fast refuelingschemewith an estimated outagetime of
17 days. The designincorporatesmanyfeatures which assistin reducingthe refueling
outagetime. Key features that contributeto a significantlyreducedrefuelinginterval
as comparedto other plants are highlightedbelow:

• A multiple stud tensioneris employedto moreefficiently installandremove
the preloadon the vessel head studs.
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• The In-Core instrumentation (ICl) is bottom mounted so that it can be
withdrawn In parallel with the reactor vessel head removal. In addition, the
bottom mounted ICIs are easier to remove than top mounted instruments.

• Refueling equipment pre-operational checkout is performed in parallel with
ICl removal operations.

• The control element assemblies (CEAs) are removed with the upper guide
structure (UGS) so that the fuel handling operations do not involve the
removal and insertion of CEAs into the fuel assemblies.

• CEA replacement, when required, is performed in parallel with fuel handling
operations.

• The utilization of a permanently installed pool seal eliminates the need to
install and remove a pool seal at each outage.

• An automated refueling machine control system provides precise movement
capabilities such as optimized speed control and accurate positioning. This
software based control system improves the overall fuel movement and core
verification time.

• Utilization of the Head Area Cable Tray Structure (HACTS) minimizes
handling time by allowing removal and replacement of the electrical cables
to the reactor vessel head in one operation. In addition, since the missile
shield is incorporated in the HACTS design, the time normally required to
handle the missile shield is also eliminated.

As a result of all these features, the estimated time required to cool the reactor, refuel,
reassemble the reactor and perform leak tests is estimated at 17 days. This estimate
assumes station personnel working efficiently rotating shift 24-hour basis. The
personnel required per shift are as shown in Table C-8-1. It is recommended that one
of the three plant operators be assigned to the control room. Some of the plant
operating personnel may assist the maintenance personnel. Additional downtime for
maintenance or inspection operations is not considered in the refueling time estimates.
At the conclusion of the refueling operation, approximately 48 hours are required to
reach full power operation and complete the 17-day refueling outage. Actual time
requirements will depend, to a limited extent, on the amount of RCS boron dilution
required, surveillance testing required and the number of restart tests planned for the
restart.

8.3 Plant maintenance

The Nuclear Maintenance Programs are established to manage current maintenance
practices and to provide overall guidance and direction in the conduct of nuclear
maintenance. The programs provide the philosophy, standards, strategies, and
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elements that are used to establish, control, and evaluate the effectiveness of
maintenance. Consideration is given to existing maintenance practices as well as new
activities and commitments which could affect the programs. The programs are
managed to promote consistency of maintenance at the nuclear facility.

In order for a maintenance program to be effective, it must take into account all
aspects of plant operation, equipment supply and owner procedures, the details of
which vary plant-to-plant. Therefore, the ABB team will develop a comprehensive
maintenance program in conjunction with the commissioning plan before plant
turnover. This maintenance program will factor in maintenance experience from the
reference plant (Palo Verde) into the actual station design, operating philosophy and
equipment supply.

8.3.1 Operatiorlal Reliability

The nuclear maintenance program supports two basic types of maintenance --
corrective maintenance (CM) and preventive maintenance (PM) (predictive, periodic,
and planned). A proper ratio of these types of maintenance provides a high degree of
confidence that prior to failure or malfunction, plant equipment degradation is identified
and corrected, that equipment lif,] is optimized, and the plant maintenance programs
are cost effective.

A proactive strategy using manufacturer recommendations for maintenance, predictive
techniques, equipment monitoring and history, testing, trending, failure analysis, and
operating experience is the basis of a planned transition from corrective to preventive
maintenance.

Systematic analysis shall be used to determine root causes of unplanned occurrences
related to maintenance. Incident reports, post-trip reviews, and other similar operating
experience review methods supplement the maintenance history program and provide
data, including human error data, that shall be reviewed for analysis.

The maintenance organization shall be sized and structured in a manner that allows
effective control and accomplishment of all maintenance related activities while
maintaining optimum plant availability and reliability. Qualification requirements shall

- be established for each management and craft position in the maintenance
organization.

8.3.2 InsDection During Outages

Quality related activities shall be performed in accordance with a defined and approved
quality =ssurance program. This effort is based on the eighteen criteria of 10CFRS0,
Appendix B and assures that the necessary quality requirements for safety related
structures, systems, components and materials are achieved.
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Maintenance program quality assessments and/or inspections can be internal
maintenance organization self assessments, internal management inspections and
evaluations, and external regulatory and INPO inspections.

Although the quality assurance program applies to the nuclear safety related portions
of the plant, it can be optionally applied to other selected items necessary for reliable
plant operation.

Maintenance is involved in the following activities which are considered quality related:
1) maintenance, 2) testing, 3) modifications and 4) special processes. These quality
related maintenance activities shall be controlled by documents that are either
permanent, temporary and/or modification procedures.

8.3.3 InsDection and Maintenance Durino A Refuelino Outaoe

The System 80+ Maintenance Program identifies the significant aspects of a total
maintenance program including not only refueling outage maintenance but also
maintenance training, corrective maintenance, preventive maintenance, maintenance
management, and unplanned outage maintenance. This program is based on an
aggressive approach that encourages all plant personnel to contribute to a safe and
reliable plant and work place.

Any comprehensive maintenance program incorporates planning and preparation. The
System 80 + maintenance program progresses further and defines follow-up steps, pre
and post maintenance documentation requirements, and analysis of maintenance
problems. The program recognizes ALARA principles and supports minimizing personnel
exposure to ionizing radiation. Lastly, this program defines a management organization
that is equipped to successfully complete planned and unplanned outage maintenance
activities.

The System 80 + design of both the nuclear and the island incorporates features that
facilitate good maintenance practices and provides easy access for tools, equipment
and maintenance personnel. Adequate lay-down areas and suitable lifting facilities are
also include.

- The following presents details of equipment and design features provided to minimize
the length of the annual shutdown for scheduled refueling.

Multiple Stud Tensioner

A multiple stud tensioner (MST) and associated tooling is utilized for the complete and
simultaneous removal and installation of the reactor vessel closure studs, nuts and
washers. This design philosophy results in a decreased critical path time and reduces
the manhours associated with these tasks. The MST allows for the sequential
tensioning and detensioning of each half of the closure studs and the subs_:luent
removal of all of the studs, nuts and washers. The MST consists of a ring in which 27
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air/hydraulic tensioning units and 54 mechanical stud weight support units are
mounted. The support units serve to hold the studs prior to being inserted and after
being withdrawn. Two special power driven tools are provided to rotate the closure and
stud nuts. In addition, four power driven stud rotating and weight equalization tools
are provided to insert and withdraw the closure studs. A remote control console is
utilized to effect tensioner operations. All of the above equipment results in increased
plant capacity factor, reducing operating costs and personnel radiation exposure.

Head Area Cable Tray Structure (HACTS)

The head area cable tray structure (HACTS) supports and provides channel separation
for the reed switch position transmitter cable-conduit assemblies and the control
element drive mechanism (CEDM) power-conduit assemblies. The design includes an
integral missile shield for use during plant operation when the HACTS is located above
the reactor vessel closure head. Four lifting lugs on the top of the HACTS provide a
means of lifting the HACTS to and from the laydown area. Utilization of this
component minimizes handling time by allowing removal and replacement of the
electrical cables to the reactor vessel head in one operation. Return to power is also
expedited since cable location and separation is predetermined. Since the missile shield
is incorporated in the HACTS design, the time normally required to handle the missile
shield during the refueling outage is also eliminated. This reduction in critical path time
increases the capacity factor and reduces operational costs. It significantly reduces
personnel radiation exposure because individual handling of head area components and
cabling in a high radiation zone, which is required on plants of earlier designs, has been
eliminated.

Permanent Pool Seal

The utilization of a permanently installed pool seal reduces the length of the refueling
outage by removing the installation and removal of a temporary seal from the critical
path. The permanently installed pool seal reduces the personnel radiation exposure
which would normally occur during installation and removal, while also eliminating the
requirement for a pool seal storage area in the containment building. The permanent
seal is designed to accommodate both the reactor vessel thermal growth, and the
reactor vessel movement resulting from a Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE), without
failure of the seal.

Automated Refueling Machine

A semi-automatic positioning system allows the refueling machine to automatically
traverse to and from the transfer system upender to a preselected set of coordinates
in the core and to automatically traverse between any two preset core coordinates.
This is accomplished through the use of a computer based control console which is
equipped with direct prompt operator control. This controller provides both manual and
operator prompted semi-automatic modes of operation. In the manual mode, the
computer performs boundary and limit checking and displays error messages to the
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operator with corrective action messages. In the semi-automatic mode, the operator
indicates the core or rack location he wishes to go to and the control system will
automatically move the machine to that location. This design feature reduces the
potential for human error and hence can result in substantial critical path time savings.
The benefit in reduced in personnel radiation exposure is derived from the reduced
amount of time an operator is required to perform work over the open reactor core.

Concurrent CEA Removal

The upper guide structure (UGS) lift rig allows for concurrent removal and installation
of all the control elements assemblies (CEAs), thereby significantly reducing the time
and man-rem expenditures associated with refueling. The lifting rig consists of a
detachable internals lift rig spreader assembly and a structural framework of three
column assemblies which contain lift bolts at their base for attachment to the upper
guide structUre. A movable work platform is provided which is equipped with latching
mechanisms for the attachment to and holding of each extension shaft/CEA assembly.
The latches are designed to be fail safe and require that the CEA extension shaft
assembly weight be removed from the latches for disengagement. The work platform
is attached to the tie rod assembly and can be moved vertically within the lift rig
framework through use of the overhead crane. The lifting rig is designed to
simultaneously withdraw all CEAs into the UGS and hold the assemblies in this
withdrawn position. This design feature results in substantial critical path time savings
since the CEAs do not require shuffling. The benefits are increases in capacity factors
and reduction in personnel radiation exposure.

Parallel CEA Replacement

A CEA change platform is provided for CEA changeout independent of the refueling
machine and therefore allows replacement of CEAs to be performed in parallel with the
fuel handling operations and therefore off the critical path. The structure is an "A"
frame crane which travels on the refueling machine rails and contains a work platform
and hoist for manipulating the CEA's. The CEA change platform is also used to handle
in-core instrumentation during installation and removal operations. The use of a CEA
change platform reduces the critical path time and hence increases the plant capacity
factor.

8.3.4 In-Service Insoections

In-service inspections of pressure vessels, piping, pumps, valves, and other equipment
to prove the integrity and serviceability of these components are a major activity during
refueling and maintenance outages and one of the largest contributors to personnel
radiation exposure. In order to enhance the overall inspection process, save time, and
reduce exposure, the plant design includes maintenance accommodations.

• Piping and pipe supports are located such that adequate space exists for
personnel and equipment access during in-service inspections. Insulation,
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hangers, stops and snubbers are designed so that they do not interfere or
are quickly removable.

• Where necessary, access platforms, removable pipe sections, jib cranes and
any other necessary features are provided in high radiation areas to minimize
exposure time.

• Access for in-service inspection of the reactor pressure vessel, piping,
pumps and valves is provided by using permanent access platforms to the
maximum extent, and with adequate space for setup of inspection
equipment. Clearances are provided to accommodate automated inspection
devices and removable insulation panels.

• Manholes and handholds are arranged to be clear of obstn_ctions for
inspection equipment or personnel.

• Pumps and valves that must be disassembled for visual in-service inspection
are provided with sufficient clearance and laydown space to permit
disassembly with minimum removal of adjacent equipment or structures.

• Permanent access platforms are provided outside reactor pressure vessel
shield walls to facilitate in-service inspection of the reactor vessel and
nozzles. This includes access to the vessel bottom or bottom nozzles.

• Adequate space is provided around all inspection points for insulation and
tool laydown.

• Removable type insulation is used at locations on reactor system piping and
equipment where access is required for in-service inspection. Snap on
insulation is used for higher radiation areas to allow quicker removal and
replacement.

• Weld locations within a system boundary subject to in-service inspection are
separated by at least three times the wall thickness or six inches from weld
to weld, whichever is greater.

• Weld locations on piping penetrating walls are at least six inches or three
times the wall thickness, whichever is greater, away from the wall surface.
Nozzle welds, support lugs or other attachments should also meet this
criteria.

• Radial clearances of at least six inches are provided around pipes or
components for in-service inspection or more, if required, for specific
automated equipment.
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• Where piping is run in a pipe chase, or as groups of pipes at different
elevations, the pipe to be inspected is located in the outside layer or lower
tier to ensure access without removing other piping.

• Permanent working platforms, ladders or stairways are installed in in-service
inspection areas where radiation levels will be of concern.

• Provisions for lighting, air, power, water, etc. are provided as required for
the inspection method used in the immediate area of the inspection.

• Permanent or temporary shielding for personnel are considered at inspection
locations where radiation levels will be of concern. Provisions for removal
and storage of temporary shielding will be available.

• Mechanized inspections are considered for areas where radiation levels are
of concern or physical limitations restrict or prevent manual methods.

• Where manual inspections are required, sufficient clear space is provided for
the upper body of a person working at arm's length from the surface
inspected.

• Direct access routes are provided to locations requiring inspection.

8.3.5 Manufacturer Recommendatiolls for Maintenance

A program is established for the control and calibration of Measuring and Test
Equipment (M&TE) to ensure the accurate performance of instrumentation and
equipment for testing, calibration, and repairs. M&TE includes all devices or systems
used to inspect, test, calibrate, measure, or troubleshoot in order to control or acquire
data for verifying the conformance of an instrument or piece of equipment to specified
requirements. This equipment does not include permanently installed station
instrumentation, nor does it include test equipment used for preliminary checks where
data obtained is not used to determine acceptability or verify conformance to
established criteria.

- The requirement, development, and control for special tools and equipment is
established as an integral part of the plant maintenance program. These specialty items
should be stored, maintained, and inventoried as a part of the plant tool and equipment
program.

8.3.6 Maintenance Durina Outaaes
w v

External support is sometimes required to supplement execution of maintenance
activities or to execute a clearly defined work task from beginning to end.
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The external support has to be timely, produce high quality results, be accountable to
and directed by the management of the maintenance organization requesting the
external support.

The principles of ALARA (As-Low-As-Reasonably-Achievable), and Radiation Protection
when properly applied, allows maintenance personnel to perform their activities in a
safely and efficient manner while minimizing exposure to ionizing radiation.

Maintenance management's role shall be to enforce the principles of ALARA, and
Radiation Protection through preplanning of maintenance activities, coordination and
preparation of maintenance activities, training and instruction of personnel, and the
review of completed maintenance activities for ALARA improvements.

8.3.7 Maintenance and Schedulina Philosoohv

The Maintenance Scheduling philosophy will be defined and documented for planned
outages, maintenance outages and unplanned outages. The philosophy will be used by
facility management to write facility directives necessary to operate in accordance with
the philosophy. This philosophy will also act as guidance for management decisions in
situations that are not covered by written procedures.

A unit outage will be considered in effect anytime the turbine generator output
breakers are open. The outage will be considered complete when the generator output
breakers are closed. The length of an outage will be measured from the time the
generator output breakers are opened until they are closed.

An outage is classified according to how far in advance it is scheduled. This affects the
amount of time available for planning the outage and therefore the procedures used to
plan, schedule, and manage the outage. All outages can be classified as being in one
of three categories: planned, maintenance, or unplanned.

Planned Outages

A planned outage is one that is scheduled well in advance and is of a predetermined
duration. Refueling outages fall into this category,

Refueling outages require special techniques due to their long outage length and
complexity. The Integrated Scheduling philosophy will be used for planning, scheduling,
and managing refueling outages in accordance with the written procedures. Refueling
outage start dates will be projected at least ten years in advance and updated
periodically in accordance with written procedures.

Maintenance Outages

A maintenance outage is one that can be deferred beyond the next weekend but
requires the unit be removed from service before the next planned outage. Also, to be
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classified as a maintenance outage, a minimum of seven days to plan the outage is
required. An example of this would be an outage to repair a piece of equipment that
was limiting power level such as an inoperable feedwater pump.

A maintenance outage for general maintenance may be scheduled for generation
management purposes. This is one generation management technique used to prevent
excessive overlap between unit outages in the utility's system. Generator maintenance
outages solely for generation management purposes will be scheduled in accordance
with written procedures.

Unplanned Outages

An unplanned outage is one that is required before the next weekend. The time
available for pre-outage planning may vary from none to seven days maximum.
Unplanned outages are unpredictable and are the result of having to shutdown the unit
to repair equipment which is required to operate at the desired power level or to meet
a limiting condition for ,,_perationin technical specifications.

The time required to identify work items for an unplanned outage will be minimized by
maintaining an unplanned outage work list. The list will contain high priority work items
and other work items that are good candidates for an unplanned outage. Standard
schedule networks will exist for high risk items such as steam generator tube leaks and
plant evolutions such as heatup and cooldown that are likely to occur during an
unplanned outage. These standard schedules will be modified as necessary to reflect
the conditions that exist in a particular unplanned outage.

8.3.8 On-line Maintenance

Standards, strategies, and elements for the proper relationship between the basic types
of maintenance are established. To establish the scope of the nuclear preventive
maintenance programs, technical specification requirements, vendor recommended
surveillance inspections, station operating experiences and problems, corrective
maintenance problems, and code in-service inspections are considered.

Maintenance Procedures

Written procedures are established and properly used as one of the key elements to
consistently perform maintenance in a safe and efficient manner. A balanced
combination of written guidance, management support.., the procedure users skills,
training, and work site supervision will achieve quality workmanship essential to safe
and reliable station operation.

Planning Maintenance Activities

Quality, productivity, and cost effectiveness is increased in the maintenance

organization by detailed planning. The development of a well planned work pacJ:_ge
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requires the assembly of information from various sources. During the planning
process, information shall be obtained from sources and support groups such as
Operations, Health Physics/RadiationProtection, Quality Assurance, and within the
MaintenancePlanningGroupitself.

Controlof MaintenanceActivltles

Maintenanceactivities shallbe scheduledon a 24-hour day basisto maximizethe use
of maintenance personnel, facilities, equipment end tools. A 24-hour maintenance
schedulewill minimizethe outage time of critical equipment. Surveillancetesting is
maximizedthroughmore effective use of personnel.Overtime shall be minimized.

Maximum plant reliabilityis establishedby the plant designand equipment selection.
Preventive maintenance assures that the design life of the equipment is met.
Establishinga regularlyscheduledmaintenanceprogramimprovesplant availabilityand
reduces the cost of unplannedmaintenance. A preventive maintenance program is
establishedto ensureoptimum performanceand reliabilityof the plant equipment.

A valve maintenanceprogramis establishedto ensurethe maximum possiblereliability
of each valve. This program includes frequent visual inspections of valves. The
program also includesvalve packing adjustment/repackingon an as needed basis.
Routine servicing valves includes visual inspection, packing gland adjustment,
lubricationand cleaning/preserving.

Periodicoverhaulof valves is scheduledfor valves that exhibit a gradualdegradation
over time that is not limitedto a singlepart. Periodicoverhaulsare normallyscheduled
for a refueling outage. The valve maintenance program also includes predictive
maintenanceor diagnosticsto predict and mitigate the onset of valve failure. Valve
maintenance history records shall be considered in planning for valve corrective
maintenanceand preventive maintenance.

A lubrication program is established as a major fact_" in the total preventive
maintenanceprogram. Inspectionand lubricationof equikment shall be performed at
appropriate intervals determined by vendor recommendationsand/or the industry
operatingexperience.

8.3.9

Maintenance history shall be established to document data, provide historical
informationfor future maintenanceplanning,and supportmonitoringand trending of
station systems andequipmentparameters.The documentationof complete, detailed
end usablehistory is increasinglyimportantas plant life extension becomesan issue.
Monitoring and trending shall be directed toward identifying improvements for the
maintenanceprogram, as well as neededequipmentmodifications.
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8.3.10

Post-Maintenance Testing is any appropriate testing or verification performed following
maintenance to verify that a system, structure, or component is operable, is not
degraded in performance, any original deficiency has been addressed, and a new
deficiency has not been created.

Periodic and surveillance testing activities shall be performed to provide assurance that
plant equipment will perform within the required limits. This testing shall be done under
strict procedural controls and requires that prompt corrective action be taken when
acceptance criteria are not met. Independent review of completed surveillance test
shall be conducted to ensure that the acceptance criteria are met. Records of the
testing program shall be computer maintained.

The requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section XI is met
through a test program designed to meet or exceed these requirements. The Section
XI requirements and the results of the test program shall be computer maintained for
verification of acceptable results and scheduling of tests. Pumps that require in-service
testing, for example High Pressure Injection (HPSI) Pumps, have full flow test circuits
permanently installed.

8.3.11

A strong and effective maintenance program requires timely availability of parts,
materials, and services. Parts and materials that meet the approved engineering design
requirements are necessary for maintenance activities during normal station operation
and for support of both unplanned and planned outages. Vendor services are
periodically needed to provide unique or supplementary maintenance support. The
procurement process shall assure that parts, materials, and services are available when
needed.

8.3.12 Other Plant Maintenance Information

A maintenance training and qualification (T&Q) program is established to maintain the
knowledge and skills needed by maintenance personnel to effectively perform
maintenance activities. The program is designed to help optimize the effectiveness of
maintenance personnel. The development of maintenance training programs is assisted
by the industry's accreditation program (INPO), an ongoing process that provides for
maintaining training programs.

Facilities are established to efficiently support maintenance and maintenance training.
Maintenance facilities directly affect maintenance personnel training and the ability to
maintain the nuclear plant in an optimum state of readiness. Facilities include hot and
cold shops and satellite work areas, laydown and staging areas, storage facilities,
temporary facilities, tool and equipment storage, office equipment, and mockups for
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training facilities. Included with the facilities are the equipment, tools, supplies and
parts to support them.

A document control program will provide correct and readily accessible information to
support all plant maintenance requirements.

Technical manuals that provide vendor guidance for inspection, preventive maintenance
and repair of all plant equipment are provided for use by plant personnel. Technical
manuals are controlled documents and maintained in a condition that reflects the actual

"as built" configuration of the equipment.

Drawings that provide guidance for maintenance inspection, preventive maintenance,
and repair of plant equipment or systems are provided for use by plant personnel.
These drawings are controlled documents and maintained in a condition that reflects
the "as built" configuration that exists in the plant.

Approved procedures are used to ensure proper maintenance and testing to support
safe efficient operation of the plant. The procedures are clear, concise, and contain
adequate information for users to understand and perform their activities effectively.
The preparation, review, approval and revision of procedures and documents shall be
controlled in a manner that will assure their accuracy and availability.

8.4 Life extension

The System 80 + plant is specifically designed to support the EPRI ALWR requirement
for a 60-year lifetime. As a result, the System 80 + design includes many features to
extend plant operation compared to present generation plants with a conventional 40
years life. Therefore, aspects of "life extension" have already been considered in
promoting a more reliable, larger lived plant. While some of these features may indeed
prove to support "life extension" beyond 60 years, no specific studies have been made
in this regard.

Certain features in the System 80+ design are specifically directed at eliminating
needs for an extended refurbishment outage and permitting expeditions component
replacement for obsolescence and failure over plant life. These features include:

- double the thermal margin of the most advanced plant in operation or under
construction; a 60-year plant design life; long lived pump seals; a larger pressurizer; a
larger steam generator tube plugging margin; and, greater steam generator inventory.
In addition, reliability is further improved with full flow testing of safeguards, higher
pressure and more rugged residual heat removal, and a diverse plant computer system.

Of all NSSS components, the reactor vessel and steam generator have the greatest
potential incurring significant outages for repair or replacement. System 80 + has been
specifically designed for extended Iongevities of the vessel and steam generator.
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8.4.1 Reeator Vessel Desion & Fabrioation

The reactor vessel is now fabricated using ring forgings with material specifications
that result in a 60-year end-of-life RT,oTwhich is below the current U.S. NRC screening
criteria. Use of these forgings reduces the number of welds and eliminates concern for
pressurized thermal shock.

8.4.2 Steam Generator Replacement

The design of the System 80 + provides ample consideration for the replacement of
major plant equipment including the plant's steam generators. ABB-CE steam
generators have had an excellent performance record, and incorporate the latest
advances in materials and design to maximize useful life. However, the overall industry
experience record combined with the need to extend plant lifetimes well beyond 40
years dictates that today's designs incorporate provisions for steam generator
replacement. The containment polar crane is designed such that it can be utilized to
remove the steam generators from their cubicles to the area of the equipment hatch.
The generators can then be skidded out the equipment hatch into the outage building
where it will be lowered onto an awaiting transport vehicle. Internal containment layout
provides access <oprimary and secondary side piping to facilitate cutting and welding
operations that will be required for this evolution.

8.5 Staffino levels
P

The number of operating and maintenance employees and the schedule for hiring are
determined by the plant owner. Basecj on NRC requirements and u:ility operating
experience, System 80 + plant staffing levels have been estimated utilizing functions
required for the operations and maintenance of the plant. Those functions are shown
in Table C-8-2. These functions are for on-site personnel only.

The shift crew sizes recommended for the ABB-CE proposed station are based on NRC
regulations and INPO guidelines, where each on-duty shift should be comprised of at
least the minimum shift crew composition as shown in Table C-8-3. This
recommendation assumes a five-shift rotation.

- 8.6 Spare parts and Consumables

The Nuclear Spare Parts business unit of ABB Combustion Engineering has been a
supplier of quality related spare and replacement parts to the nuclear industry for over
25 years. Through an approved supplier network consisting of both internal and
external sources our clients needs for qualified spare and replacement items have been
satisfied. ABB Combustion Engineering is dedicated to provide reliable (qualified) new
and spare/replacement parts which are certified for use in safety related and non-safety
related applications.
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ABB Combustion Engineeringwill develop an optimized spare parts management
programthat will fully support five years of plant operation. It wlll take into account
a minimumstock inventoryand considerationsfor sharingcommon spare parts.

Thesparepartsandconsumablesstockingstrategyis developedto supportmaximizing
system and equipment reliability and availability while minimizing Inventory costs.
Evaluationof spare parts requirementsis an integralpart of the overall System 80 +
nuclearplant designprocess.

Theemphasison a comprehensivespareparts strategyproducesa plant inwhich a low
inventory cost has been specified during the design phase. During the technical
evaluation and specification of equipment and components the cost of required
inventoryisalsoconsidered.Criteriais developedby which equipmentandcomponents
can be comparedrelativeto life of plant spare parts costs. The following aspectsare
considered:

, Standardizationof equipmentto minimizestocking levels.

• Operationalperformanceof equipment in nuclear applications.

• Vendor recommendedspare parts lists.

• Spareparts leadtimes.

• Spareparts shelf life.

• Spareparts cost.

• Potentialfordevelopingcooperativestockingprogramswith vendorsor other
users.

• Utilizationof industry standardequipment.

Duringthe plantdesignprocessthe potentialfor developmentof acooperativestocking
programwith the equipmentvendorsand any otherusers is investigated.Emphasisis

- placed on the use of standard equipmentwhere possible,which reduces parts costs
and tead time over the life of the plant. The spare parts order is integrated with the
initial equipmentorder whenever possibleto reduce initial stockingcosts.

I

Actual stocking levels for specific equipment is determined using the following
approach.The starting point usedto identify stockinglevels is the equipmentvendors
recommended spare parts lists. These lists are compiled and reviewed, with the
resultinglist modified consideringcost of spares, inflationfactors, usage predictors,
replacement lead times, parts criticality, shelf life, plant preventive or planned
maintenanceprograms,and parts failure histories. A reliabilitycenteredmaintenance
(RCM) approach is consideredto determinepart criticality, probabilityof part failure
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and impact on the plant. The RCM methodology utilizes PRA and/or equipment failure
history review to identify parts which have the highest potential for impacting overall
plant reliability/availability. Specific criteria are developed to determine stocking levels
considering these factors. From these criteria a program of periodic stock level review
is created, which allows for continual control and improvement in inventory throughout
the life of the plant.

A comprehensive program to receive, store, locate and track inventory should be
subsequently developed. This program shouldfocus on ease of use to ensure that parts
can be quickly and efficiently located when needed. Correctly designed, such a
program provides the information needed to track parts levels, usage, and costs.
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TABLE C-8-1
PERSONNEL REQUIRED FOR FAST REFUELING

llll ii i

ACTIVITY OPS MNT ELEC I&C Rigger RAD
PROT

i i

1. Reactor Cooldown F F F F F *
i

2. Refueling Machine 2 1 1 1 - *
Preoperational Testing

i =

3. Disconnect CEDM Cooling - 6 - - 1 *
Manifold

4. Disconnect CEDM Elect. - - 4 1 - *
Cable,,;

5. Remove HACTS and Missile - 2 - - 1 *
Shield

6. Remove Insulation (Head) - 4 - 1 *

7. Attach Lift Rig Tripod 3 - - 1 *
8. Remove Fuel Transfer Tube - 1 - - 1 *

Penetration Sleeve Quick
Release Closure

i

9. Unbolt R.V. Studs - 3 - - 1 *
i

10. Install Alignment Pins - 2 - - 1 *

11. Remove R.V. Head & Studs - 4 - - 2 *

12. Install UGS Lift Rig - 3 - - 2 *

13. Withdraw CEA's and Extension - - - 2 - *
Shafts

14. Withdraw Instrumentation - - - 3 - *
i

15. Remove Upper Guide Structure - 3 - - 2 *

16. Perform Fuel Handling 5 .... *

17. Reinstall Upper Guide - 3 - - 2 *
Structure

18. Reinstall Instrumentation - 1 - 3 - *

19. Insert CEA's and Extension - 2 - - 2 *
Shafts

20. Remove UGS Lift Rig - 3 - - 2 *

21. Reinstall R.V. Head & Studs - 4 - - 2 *

22. Remove Alignment Pins - 2 - - 1 *

23. Remove Life Rig Tripod - 3 - - 1 *
,
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TABLE C-B-1 (Cont'd)
PERSONNEL REQUIRED FOR FAST REFUELING

ACTIVITY OPS MNT ELEC I&C Rigger RAD

24 Reinstall Head Insulation - 4 - - 1 *
i

25. Reinstall HACTS and Missile - 2 - - 1 *
Shield

26. Reconnect CEDM Cabling - - 4 1 1 *

27. Reconnect CEDM Cooling - 6 - - 1 *
Manifold

28. Perform Leak Test F F F F F *

29. Prepare Ref. Equipment for 2 1 1 i ...... - *
Storage

i i i

Pipefitters, Laborers, Millwrights, QC Inspectors, to be available as required.
"F" designates a full complement.
"*" designates 1 Health Physicist, available as required.
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TABLE C-8-2
ON-SITE OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS

Ojrrb:

Staff: Manager, clerical support

Shift Support: Relief shift supervisors, training liaison, LER response, and
other administrative support functions

Operations Support: Procedures, work control support

Surveillance: IWP, IWV, surveillance testing

Operations Shift Crew: Shift Supervisor*
Ctrl Room SRO*
Reactor Operators*
Auxiliary Operators
Unit Supervisors*
Support Tech (clerical)
*Note: The NRC licensed individuals filling these

positions rotate duties.

Maintenance

Staff: Manager, clerical, document control

Mechanical/Electrical: Pump crews, valve crews, diesel and combustion turbine
crews, General maintenance, shift support

Instrument/Electrical: Calibration laboratories, process instrumentation crews, valve
crews, shift support

Work Planning: Preparation of work orders, procurement, and work tracking

QA/Materials: Processing and inventory of receivables; QA includes
technical support and inspections

Maintenance Shift Crew: Supervisor Mechanical/electrical Technicians Instrument &
Control Technicians
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TABLE C-8-2 ICont'dl
ON-SITE OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS

Chemistw:

Staff: Manager, clerical, and records

Environmental: Environmental monitoring, water treatment, and shift support

Chemists: Routine sampling, technical specification surveillance, and
shift support

Radwaste: Operation of radwaste equipment

Chemistry Shift Crew: Supervisor
Chemistry Technicians
Water Treatment Technicians
Radwaste Technicians

Radiation Protection

Staff: Manager, clerical, records, dosimetry, and instrument support

ALARA: Work request support, dose tracking

Count Room: Analyze samples, prepare effluent releases, and shift support

Rad Prot Shift Crew: Supervisor
Radiation Protection Technicians
Count Room Technicians
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TABLE C-8-2 ICont'dl
ON-SITE OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS

Work Control

Staff: Manager, clerical, computer support, relief Work Control
managers

Schedule: Routine and outage schedulers, testing schedulers, PM
program implementation

Work Control Shift Crew: Work Control Manager

Staff: Manager, clerical, Day supervisor, Day officers, and shift
support

Access/Records: Badging and access control

Training: Regulatory required security and medica! responder training

Compliance: Regulatory and infraction response

Security Shift Crew: Security Lieutenant, Security Technicians

Staff: Manager, clerical

Medical: Routine testing, medical response, and Fitness for Duty
testing

Fire Protection: Testing of equipment, drill scenario development and
evaluation

Training: General safety training, update policies and standards
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TABLE C-8-2 (Cont'd)
ON-SITE OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE FUNCTION_

Industrial Hygiene: Accident investigation, routine sampling and monitoring

Zudakm

Staff: Manager, clerical, records

General Employee Trng: Initial and requalification access training for radiation
protection training and emergency planning

Operator Training: Systems training, NRC license training, NRC license requal,
non-licensed Operator training, simulator support

Maintenance Training: Mechanical and electrical training, Instrument & Control
training, maintenance labs

Technical Services Trng: Systems training, Radiation Protection Technician training,
Chemistry Technician training, Engineering staff training

Administrative Services

Staff: Manager, clerical

Support Services: Human resources, payroll, accounts receivable

Purchasing/Contracts: Contracts and purchasing agreements

Regulatory compliance: LER response, licensing issues

Emergency Planning: Scenario development and evaluation of drills, training for
Emergency Plan implementation
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TABLE C-8-2 (C0nt'd|
ON-SITE OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS

System Enaineerinav w

Staff: Manager, clerical, document control

Primary Systems: Engineering expertise for systems such as ECCS,emergency
feed, SSW/CCW

Secondary Systems: Engineering expertise for systems such as steam conversion,
turbine generator, main feedwater

Electrical Systems: Engineering expertise for systems such as diesel generator,
combustion turbine, high and low voltage electrical

I&C Systems: Reactor protection systems, process control systems

Reactor Engineering: Fuel handling and reactivity management/core analysis
expertise

IMS Support: Computer process support, software validation and
verification

BO_TES

1. A five-shift rotation is used to allow for 24-hour coverage with training to be
conducted in the appropriate cycle as much as possible.

2. Shift positions are self relieving except for the senior on-shift supervisors (i.e.,
Shift Supervisor, Mechanical Supervisor, etc.).

3. The Shift Technical Advisor (STA) function is provided by the Shift Manager
from Work Control.

4. Operations has the Fire Brigade responsibilities.
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TABLE C-8-2 (Cont'dl
ON-SITE OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS

5. A Regulatory Compliance representative from each group is provided as needed.

6. Craft support for outage work (Mechanical, Electrical, Radiation Protection) will
be supplemented as required.

7. All sections include the clerical and managerial support needed to perform their
functions.
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e TABLE C-8.3
MINIMUM SHIFT GREW COMPOSITION

i i., .. i

POSITION NUMBER OF
INDIVIDUALS

i |,,, i,.. i ll.l,ll

Shift Supervisor 1

Unit Supervisor 1

Reactor Operator 2

Auxiliary Operator 2

Shift Technical Advisor 1
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9.0

Radiation protection features important to assuring personnel and public radiation exposure
is maintained as low as reasonable achievable (ALARA) are incorporated in the design. Many
radiation protection lessons have been learned from the current generation of nuclear power
plants. The System 80 + design incorporates these lessons to achieve the goal of limiting the
collective personnel exposure to less than 1 man -Sv/yr (100 man-rem/yr). This goal is
defined in the EPRI Advanced Light Water Reactor Utility Requirements Document. The
radiation protection philosophy of ALARA is consistent with the fundamental commitment to
the safe operation of a nuclear plant. This ALARA commitment includes the the general public
who live and work in the surrounding communities, as well as the plant personnel.

9.1 Safqty and Licensina Reauirement

System 80 + is designed to satisfy stringent U.S. Regulatory Guides and requirements related
to radiation protection. These regulatory guides provide guidance for the plant layout and
operation, equipment design and selection, and system design to maintain doses to the plant
personnel and the general public ALARA. These include:

• The requirements of the USNRC Regulatory Guide 8.8 for specific
features which, if incorporated, will give high confidence that the
ALARA principle will have been satisfied.

• Radiation dose criteria of U.S. 10CFR20, limiting the exposure of staff
during normal plant operation, as well as limiting the maximum allowable
concentration of gaseous and liquid wastes in the unrestricted area.

• Radiation dose criteria of U.S. 10CFR50, Appendix I, limiting the
exposure of the public during plant operation.

• Radiation dose criteria of U.S. I OCFR50, Appendix A, General Design
Criteria (GDC) 19, limiting the exposure of staff (control room operators)
during accident conditions.

• Radiation dose guidelines of U.S. 10CFR100, designed to limit exposure
of the public during accident conditions.

System 80 + design goals are to maintain the dose to the operating personnel and general
public ALARA, in accordance with Regulatory Guides 8.8 and 8.10. The System 80 + design
goal is to limit the collective dose to operating personnel to less than (100 man-rem/year) in
accordance with the EPRI ALWR Utility Requirements Document. Individual dose reduction
features used to minimize the dose to plant personnel and the general public are evaluated and
implemented based on whether they are cost-effective and the radiation exposure is avoidable.
Dose reduction techniques, such as increased shielding and distance between personnel and
the radiation source and source term control are considered and implemented in plant design,
equipment selection and design, and plant operation.
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A cost-benefit analysis is performed to establish a favorable cost-benefit ratio to ensure
reasonable efforts are taken to minimize the dose and maintain it ALARA. I OCFR50,
Appendix ! specifies a favorable cost-benefit ratio of at least $1000/man-rem to the whole
body or critical organ (typically the thyroid) to minimize dose to the general public from
radioactive gaseous and liquid effluents released to the unrestricted area.

To maintain occupational dose ALARA includes maintaining both annual individual and the
collective occupational dose ALARA. A dose assessment is typically performed in accordance
with Regulatory Guide 8.19, "Occupational Radiation Dose Assessment in Light-Water Reactor
Plants Design Stage Man-Rem Estimates," guidelines to identify major tasks with a significant
contribution to the collective occupational dose (expressed in man-rems). The following
sections provide examples of various radiation protection design features incorporated into the
System 80 + design to maintain radiation exposures ALARA.

9.2 Desion Features and Alternatives for Reduction

System 80+ incorporates various dose reduction features that significantly reduce
occupational exposure. These include material selection, chemistry control, corrosion product
reduction, shielding, and equipment selection discussed in the following section.

Source term control is an important aspect in the design in maintaining personnel exposure
ALARA. Corrosion product production accounts for a significant portion of the total dose
received by plant personnel. Incorporated are design features that not only reduce the
production of corrosion products, but also minimize the collection of corrosion products (crud)
in crud traps. These crud traps result in localized hot spots that require additional
maintenance and therefore increased personnel exposure. The implementation of corrosion
product reduction features into the design reduces the overall dose due to operation,
maintenance and inspection activities.

9.2.1 Material Selection

Materials have been selected to reduce the production of activation products, such as crud,
in the reactor coolant system. One mechanism for corrosion product production is the erosion
of metallic surfaces containing primarily cobalt and nickel impurities. These metallic fines can
then be circulated through the reactor resulting in their activation. These corrosion products
can then be deposited at low points or crud traps creating hot spots.

The design uses materials with low cobalt and nickel impurities (< 0.050 w/o) and corrosion
rates for components and piping in direct contact with primary system water to reduce in the
production of radioactive corrosion products. Cobalt based alloys will be avoided except in
cases where no proven alternative exists. Low cobalt alloys are utilized for control rod drive
materials. In addition, the materials (such as stellite) used in hard facing application for
bearing journals and valve seats, which have a high content of cobalt, are minimized whenever
possible. These materials are eroded or corroded from the base metal and transported to the
reactor core region where they are activated.
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EffG:ts are ongoing in the industry to develop cobalt free alloys for use in hard facing
materials. For instance, current studies, sponsored by Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)
in the United States, are evaluating cobalt-free hard facing materials for valves. Materials,
such as NOREM, may be available in the near future.

The steam generator design uses Inconel 690, which has a lower nickel and cobalt content
than Inconel 600 used in the current generation of nuclear power plants. This will reduce the
buildup of corrosion products in the steam generator requiring sludge lancing during refueling
outages.

9.2.2 Chemist_ Control

The chemistry control program for the reactor coolant system (RCS) also minimizes
radiological consequences. The EPRI primary chemistry guidelines, as currently revised, are
incorporated in this program. During the pre-core operation period, the RCS is operated at
temperatures above 350°F with an elevated pH to form a protective oxide film on metal
surfaces. This oxide film resists chemical attack during subsequent plant operations, thereby
limiting further corrosion of RCS materials and consequent formation of activated corrosion
products. Chemistry control during normal plant operation requires an adequate hydrogen
inventory to scavenge corrosion-inducing oxygen, and coordinated lithium-boron control to
maintain pH at a level which minimizes the precipitation of corrosion products on the core.
This reduces the ;_ctivation rate of these corrosion products and the subsequent formation of
out-of-core radiation fields. Additionally, studies have shown that a sufficiently high pH
minimizes the corrosion rate of RCS components. The pH of the reactor coolant is increased
from 6.9 to 7.4 to reduce the equilibrium corrosion rates and the buildup of corrosion products
on the primary system surfaces. These features reduce the out-of-core radiation fields and
therefore the personnel exposure associated with maintenance and inspection activities.

9.2.3 Corrosion Product Accumulation Avoidance

The design minimizes corrosion product accumulation in systems in contact with reactor
coolant. These systems are designed to avoid low points or stagnant pipe legs where
accumulation of corrosion products can occur. In addition, piping in contact with reactor have
smooth internal surfaces to prevent the accumulation of radioactive corrosion products in
internal crevices.

9.2.4 Decontamination

Flushing capability will be provided in the primary system to facilitate decontamination of the
piping. Additional methods of decontamination include chemical decontamination. The
primary system components are designed to be compatible with the chemical decontamination
techniques to reduce personnel exposure for ALARA objectives. Current nuclear plants have
successfully performed decontaminations of primary system components, such as steam
generator primary heads and reactor coolant pump impellers. The low oxidation-state metal
ions (LOMI) soft decontamination process is used as a model process for design
considerations. All chemical concentrations are less than 3000 ppm. Subboiling temperatures
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are used throughout, alleviating the need to pressurize the system. In addition, all
decontamination solutions can be borated as a precaution against possible boron dilution
accidents.

9.2.5 Shieldino and Plant Layoutv

The plant is divided into radiation zones to maintain personnel exposure ALARA and aid in
plant layout. Sources are identified and their associated source strengths are developed based
on 0.25 % failed fuel cladding rate in accordance with the USNRC NUREG-0800, the Standard
Review Plan, Section 12. From this shielding codes, are used to evaluate the dose rate to
surrounding areas from these sources based on their source strength, shielding provided, and
geometry. Careful attention has been given to the location of penetrations so that they are
not in a direct line of sight with the source. This minimizes the potential for streaming of
radiation through a penetration and the adverse impact on equipment qualification and
personnel exposure.

In addition, access is controlled by the use of locked doors to high radiation areas. These
areas are also provided with shield doors or labyrinth entrances which ensure at least two
reflections of radiation from the source to the entrance. This reduces the personnel exposure
due to the scatter of radiation.

Shielding is provided between redundant components. Redundant components are located
in separate cubicles whenever possible to minimize personnel exposure received during
maintenance activities. The cubicle walls, which are typically four feet thick, provide an
effective means of shielding. Similarly, highly radioactive components, such as ion
exchangers, are located in separate compartments or cubicles. Components, such as valves,
are located in valve galleries so that operational and maintenance activities can be performed
in a lower radiation area.

Permanent shielding is provided whenever possible. Temporary shielding is provided, as
necessary, during operational and maintenance activities.

The general arrangement design incorporates ALARA principles to minimize personnel
exposure. They include system and component location, spacing, and pipe routing. For
instance, the general arrangement or the plant layout provides for the physical separation of
radioactive systems from nonradioactive systems. This helps control the spread of
contamination and minimize the necessity for routing radioactive piping through personnel
corridors, as well as facilitating radiation area access control. Radioactive piping is routed
through shielded pipe chases whenever possible. The number of active components located
in the pipe chases is minimized to reduce the frequency of access required into the pipe chase
for maintenance activities. In addition, adequate spacing around equipment for easy access
to facilitate maintenance and inspection activities is provided. This includes provisions for
equipment laydown and pull areas, platforms, as well as transport paths to facilitate removal,
transport, or replacement of equipment or portable shielding during maintenance activities.
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9.2.6 Soecial Tools and Job PreDlannino

Dose can be reduced during operation by the use of remotely operated equipment, such as
reach rods and robotics. These tools will be used whenever there is a direct dose reduction
benefit or there is no other means to perform the task. These tools can reduce personnel
exposure by enabling personnel to perform activities more efficiently or by increasing the
distance between the personnel and the radiation source.

Provisions have been made in the design of various components to facilitate the use of special
tools, such as robotics, for maintenance activities. For instance, the size of the manways for
the steam generator has been increased to 21 inches to permit accessibility for robotic
equipment to form routine maintenance and inspection activities.

Included in job preplanning is a total dose estimate of person-rems required to complete the
job. The plant layout will be designed on a three dimensional graphics program called PASCE.
This model can be used in future plant operations for developing three dimensional dose maps.
These maps can be generated usint; PASCE which integrates the plant layout graphics with
specific area information, such as dose rate and source location(s) as measured by health
physics personnel. This information can be readily used by health physics personnel to
estimate dose, as well as by personnel in the field to effectively implement ALARA principles
of time, distance, and shielding during maintenance activities. In general, much work will be
performed outside the radiation area including reading manuals or maintenance procedures,
adjusting tools, repairing valve internal, and prefabricating components.

9.2.7 Waste Manaoement Systemsv

The waste management systems are designed to segregate waste based on the radiation level,
physical and chemical characteristics, and the type of waste (solid, liquid, or gaseous). By
segregating waste streams, processes can be tailored to the unique characteristics of each
waste stream. This improves the efficiency of the process and prevents the mixing of waste
streams, thus minimizing the radiation exposure to the personnel.

The waste management systems are designed to process waste streams resulting from 1%
failed fuel cladding during normal operations so that liquid and gaseous discharges are
maintained less than IOCFR20 limits. These systems are also designed with sufficient surge
capacity to accommodate the maximum expected production rate of waste during normal
operating, refueling, and shutdown conditions. The liquid waste management system is
designed with additional decontamination and recirculation capabilities. The waste
management systems are not designed to provide decontamination of post-accident source
terms during post-fault conditions. These systems are typically isolated during post-accident
conditions by the control room operators.

9.2.8 Fault Mitiaatiorl

Radiological consequences of faults (accidents) are mitigated by the processing of the inplant
atmosphere and effluents discharged by ventilation systems designed in accordance with
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RegulatoryGuides1.52 and1.140, Design,Testing, andMaintenanceCriteriafor Atmosphere
Cleanup System Air Filtration and AbsorptionUnits of Light-Water-CooledNuclear Power
Plants"and "Design,Testing,andMaintenanceCriteriafor NormalVentilationExhaustSystem
Air FiltrationandAbsorptionUnitsof Light-Water-CooledNuclearPowerPlants," respectively.
These standardsspecify the system operationand filter efficiencies for removal of organic,
particulate,and elemental iodine. These ventilationsystems include:

• Containment Annulus Ventilation System is used to mitigate the offsite dose
consequencesresulting from a design basis accident. The filters provided have
efficienciesof:

elemental iodine 0.00
organiciodine 0.00
particulates 0.99

• ControlRoomVentilation System operatior,consideredin control roomhabitability
duringpost accidentconditions. This system maintainsa positivepressureon the
controlroomto minimizeunfilteredinleakageof radioactivegases. In addition, the
filters mitigate dose to control room operators. The filters provided have
efficienciesof:

elemental iodine 0.95
organiciodine 0.95
particulates 0.99

• FuelBuildingVentilationSystem isusedto mitigatethe doseconsequencesof a fuel
handlingaccident in the fuel building. The filters providedhave efficienciesof:

elemental iodine 0.00
organiciodine 0.00
particulate 0.99

The filter efficiencieslisted aredependenton the flow rate and moisturecontent of air being
processed. Provisionsaremade inthese systemsto provideadequateflow rate andmoisture
content control to ensurethe above filter efficienciesare maintainedin accidentconditions.

In addition,containment spray providesfor the reductionof the concentrationof radioiodine
in the containment atmospherein post accidentconditionsvia fission product scrubbingby
the containment spray water. The design ensuresthat there is 82% coverage of the free
volumeof the containment. This ensuressufficientremoval capabilityfor radioiodineso that
radiologicalconsequencescan be effectively mitigated.
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9.3 Radiation Control

Radiation Protection Design

Lessons have been learned through the operation of the current generation of nuclear power
plants. These lessons have been incorporated into the System 80+ plant de._ign, layout,
equipment design and selection in accordance with Regulatory (3uide 8.8 and 8.10 guidelines.

9.3.1 Civil. Plant. and Eouioment Desion- - w

The plant is designed so that radicactive and nonradioactive components are segregated. This
minimizes the potential for the spread of contamination and the need to route radioactive
piping through or adjacent to porsonnel corridors. Radioactive piping is routed through
shielded pipe chases whenever possible to minimize personne! exposure. Redundant
radioactive components are located in separate cubicles sothat maintenance can be performed
in a lower radiation area. Adequate spacing is provided to ensure sufficient laydown or
equipment pull area for maintenance to be formed. Shield walls are generally at least four feet
thick.

Platforms are provided around equipment such as the steam generators and reactor coolant
pumps to facilitate accessibility during maintenance and inspection activities. Penetrations
are located so that they are not in a direct line of sight with the source. This minimizes the
adverse impact of radiction streaming on equipment qualification and personnel exposure.
Locked doors are provided to high radiation areas to ensure sufficient access control to these
areas. Labyrinth entrances are also provided to minimize the personnel exposure due to
scattered radiation.

A shielding analysis is formed for both normal and post accident conditions to ensure
accessibility to vital areas and personnel exposures are maintained ALARA. Sources are
identified and evaluated based on associated source strengths, geometry, and shield thickness
and composition using accepted shielding codes. These analyses calculate the reactor coolant
equilibrium source term assuming 0.25% failed fuel cladding. This source term is then used
to calculate various component source terms taking credit for decontamination through filters
and ion exchangers as appropriate. In addition, the concentration infilter and decontamination
media is calculated to determine the solid waste management system isotopic inventory for
the shielding analysis.

9.3.2 Bjpjwork

It is a design objective of System 80 + to minimize dead legs, flow restrictors, etc., which
may lead to crud traps.

Experience from past designs and inservice inspection programs has resulted indesign features
being incorporated that reduce occupational radiation exposure. The most significant
improvement for performing inservice inspection is the reduction of linear feet of weld in the
major components. The reduction in weld footage has been accomplished by component
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redesign, use of forged sections versus forged-welded plate sections, and increasing the size
of certain sections.

9.3.3 Radioactive Vents and Draina

In System 80 +, radioactive vents and drains are segregated from nonradioa(tive vents and
drains to prevent the spread of contamination in the plant. Radioactive fluids collected will
be routed to the liquid waste management system to be processed and monitored prior to
release to the environment. Nonradioactive drains will be monitored prior to release to the
environment. Nonradioactive drains will be monitored for radioactivity. If they are radioactive,
they will be directed to the liquid waste management system for further processing prior to
release. Radioactive vents from tanks, such as the equipment and reactor drain tanks, are
routed to the gaseous waste management system for processing via a charcoal delay system
prior to release. This system is designed to delay the release of radioactive gases so that the
concentration of radioactive gases at the exclusion area boundary is within 10CFR20 limits
during normal operation. Ventilation systems are provided for containment, reactor building
subsphere, the nuclear annex, the fuel building, and the control complex to ensure gaseous
effluents are filtered prior to release. All release pathways are monitored prior to release.

9.3.4 Floor Drairls

In the System 80+, a floor drain system is provided to collect equipment leakage and
condensate. This system is segregated into potentially radioactive floor drains and
nonradioactive floor drains. These drains are physically separated to prevent the inadvertent
contamination of the nonradioactive drains by contaminated liquid. These radioactive drains
are directed to the liquid waste management system for processing prior to release. The
nonradioactive drains are monitored prior to release to ensure there is no inadvertent release
of unprocessed radioactive liquid. If these drains are radioactive, these fluids are directed to
the liquid waste management system for processing.

9.3.5 Ventilation (HVACI Provisionm

Plant ventilation provisions are provided for containment, the reactor subsphere, the nuclear
annex, the fuel building, and the control complex. These systems are designed so that flow
is from areas of lower to areas of higher potential activity. This design minimizes the potential
for the spread of contamination. The System 80 + design ensures the inplant concentration
of airborne contamination is within 10CFR20 limits.

9.3.6 Radiation Mmiitorinov

The System 80 + design provides area, airborne, and process radiation monitoring in all areas
that are potentially radioactive or contaminated. These monitors provide indication and alarms
of abnormal condition in the plant. Process monitors are used to provide control actions, as
necessary, to terminate releases or divert flow through filters or to an appropriate system for
processing prior to release. Alarms are provided both locally and in the main control room.
The activity levels and the status of the monitors are monitored via the DIAS and DPS by the
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e operators. Area monitors are provided with both visual and audible alarms to alert personnel
to abnormal radiological conditions in the plant.

9.4 I_adwaste Processino Leadino to Safe StoraoelDisposallDischaroe

The principal design objectives of the radioactive waste management systems are:

• Collection of wastes generated during anticipated plant operaations which
potentially contain radioactive nuclides.

• Provision of sufficient processing capability such that wastes, both liquid
and gaseous, may be discharged to the environment at concentrations
well below regulatory limits specified in IOCFR20 and consistent with
ALARA guidelines specified in IOCFR50, Appendix I.

• To provide for the collection, processing, solidification, packaging,
temporary storage, and preparation for shipment of wastes generated
during plant operations and maintenance, while maintaining personnel
exposure ALARA in accordance with Regulatory Guide 8.8 and 8.10,
IOCFR20 and IOCFR50.

9.4.1 Gaseous Waste Manaoement System Design

The Gaseous Waste Management System (GWMS) provides means to collect, store, process,
sample, and monitor radioactive gaseous waste prior to release. Gaseous waste is collected
from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS), the Chemical Volume and Control System (CVCS),
Liquid Waste Management System (LWMS), and aerated gases from various vents in the plant.
These gases are processed in a charcoal delay system. The GWMS contains conditioning
equipment to minimize moisture and contamination in the charcoal absorbers, as well as
charcoal absorbers to delay the passage of noble gases through the equipment. The effluent
is discharged through the unit vent.

The GWMS is designed to preclude the buildup of an explosive mixture of hydrogen and
oxygen in accordance with the Standard Review Plan, Section 11.3. The charcoal vessels,
condenser cooler, piping, analyzer pressure boundary and valves within the GWMS will be
designed to withstand a hydrogen explosion (i.e., twenty times normal operating pressure) in
accordance with ANSI Standard 55.4. One hydrogen and one oxygen gas analyzer is utilized
to monitor H= and 02 gas concentrations in the GWMS. Alarms are provided locally in the
nuclear annex and in the main control room to alarm on high oxygen concentration.

The gas analyzer is set for a high alarm at 1% oxygen. Alarms allow ample time for remedial
actions to lower concentrations of hydrogen and oxygen. For example, remedial actions may
include determining and eliminating or isolating the source of oxygen intake to the system,
and/or adding nitrogen diluent as needed to stabilize and reduce gas concentrations within the
system to pre-alarm levels. Although GWMS design features reduce or eliminate sources of
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oxygen intake, and emphasis remains on remedial action to isolate intake sources; monitoring
and purging is provided to limit buildup of explosive mixtures where necessary.

The GWMS effluent is continuously monitored to ensure the concentration of radionuclides
at the unrestricted area are within IOCFR20 limits. The radiation monitor terminates release
from the GWMS if a preset limit is exceeded. This provision prevents the inadvertent
discharge of effluent in excess of regulatory limits.

The current effluent analysis is performed based on a gaseous source term assuming 0.25%
failed fuel cladding.

9.4.2 Liauid Waste Manaoement System Desion- v w

Liquid Waste Management System (LWMS) provides the capability to collect, segregate, store,
process, sample, and monitor radioactive liquid waste. The LWMS is designed to segregate
waste to minimize the potential for mixing waste streams. This enables the operator to tailor
the system based on the properties of the waste stream. The LWMS is divided into the
following subsystems:

• Low Level Waste Subsystem

• High Level Waste Subsystem

• Laundry and Hot Shower/Chemical Waste Subsystem

• Containment Cooler Subsystem

These waste streams are not interconnected prier to collection and processing. The LWMS
is provided with filtration, decontamination by mixed bed ion exchangers, as necessary. The
LWMS is provided with quick disconnects which enable the operator to connect additional ion
exchangers, mounted on skids, as needed. The waste is batch sampled prior to processing
and release and recirculated for further processing as needed. Waste specific pretreatments,
such chemical addition to adjust pH and flocculent addition, oil and crud removal from floor
drain waste are provided as necessary.

A radiation monitor is provided at the radwaste plant discharge to monitor the concentration
of the effluent to ensure it is in compliance with IOCFR20 limits. This monitor terminates
release if a preset limit is exceeded. This minimizes the potential for an inadvertent release
of effluent to the environment in excess of IOCFR20 limits.

The current effluent analysis is performed based on a source term assuming 1.0% failed fuel
cladding.
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9.4.3 Solid Waste Manaaement System Deslan

The Solid Waste Management System (SWMS) is designed to collect and process waste for
shipment to a licensed burial site. The solid waste management system is provided with the
capability to dewater or solidify wet solid wastes, and compact dry compactible waste.
Noncompactible dry solid waste is simply placed in a shipping container for shipment. The
wet solid wastes are processed in accordance with IOCFR61 requirements. Wet solid wastes
are dewatered to ensure that the liquid content is less than 1% by volume prior to shipment.
The owner operator will develop procedures to establish initial boundary conditions and
processing requirements, such as settling time, dewater times, etc. The processed waste is
shipped offsite to a licensed burial site in accordance with 10CFR72 and Department of
Transportation requirements. The interim radwaste storage facility is designed to provide
additional storage capacity for up to 6 months. This facility is !ocated in close proximity to
facilitate transoort of shipping containers from the radwaste facility to interim radwaste
storage facility.

9.4.4 Radwaste Facility

The LWMS, GWMS, and the SWMS are housed in the Radwaste Facility which is designed
in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.143, "Design Guidance for Radioactive Waste
Management Systems, Structures, and Components Installed in Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear
power Plants." This regulatory guide requires curbing and drains to prevent or minimize the
potential for an uncontrolled release of liquid effluent from the building. This facility is also
designed to withstand an Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE).

9.4.5 Radioactive Waste

The overall radiowaste waste generated by System 80 + is shown in Tables C-9-1 ,-2,-3,-4.
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TABLE C-9-1

SYSTEM 80 + ESTIMATED SOLID WASTE GENERATION
BURIAL VOLUME BASIS !1!

AVG VOLUME AVG ACTIVITY
CUBIC FEET/IYR-UNITI CURIE/(YR-UNIT)

HIGH ACTIVITY BEAD RESINS [2] 506 283

LOW ACTIVITY BEAD RESINS [3] 1251 2

MECHANICAL FILTERS [4] 191 34

DRY ACTIVE WASTE [5] 2057 15

NOTES: [1] Burial volume following volume reduction. Extensive offsite volume reduction
assumed for Dry Active Waste consistent with current industry practice. Average
VR factor for DAW shipped from Duke system is approximately 18:1.

[2] High Activity Resins include primary cleanup and liquid radwaste processing resins.

[3] Low Activity Resins include secondary side condensate and steam generator
blowdown cleanup resins.

[4] Mechanical filters include bag and cartridge type filters.

[5] Dry Active Waste includes contaminate rags, paper, and clothing.
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TABLE C-9-2

SYSTEM B0 t SOLID WASTE SOURCETERM FOIl NORMAL OPERATION
ESTIMATED AVEI_GE RADiONUCLIDECONCENTRATIONS (pCI/_om)[1]

High Low Activity Mechanical Dry Active
Nuclide Activity Resin Filters

Resin--,,L__

H-3 8.4E-03 8.7E-04 1.0E-02 1.8E-03
C-14 5.8E-02 3.3E-05 7.8E-02 9.1E-04
Cr-51 1.8E-01 1.4E-05 1.4E + 00 6.2E-03
Mn-54 2.1E + 00 4.8E-05 4.4E-01 3.1E-02
Fe-55 6.3E + 00 7.9E-04 7.9E + 00 8.2E-01
Co-57 1.8E-02 4.7E-07 6.0E-02 8.9E-04
Co-58 9.2E + O0 8.3E-05 1, ",E+ 01 8.7E-02
Fe-59 4.7E-02 1.8E-06 1.0E-01 1.6E-03
Ni-59 2.5E-02 4.4E-05 5.7E-02 1.5E-03
Co-60 7.3E + O0 5.0E-05 3.2E + O0 1.6E-01
Ni-63 5.7E + O0 2.8E-O3 9.4E + OO 1.2E-01
Zn-65 3.5E-02 1,6E-06 5.3E-02 1.7E-03
Sr-89 1.7E-02 4.2E-06 2.1E-01 4.0E-04
Sr-90 9.4E-02 4.5E-O4 5.2E-02 1.0E-03
Nb-94 7.7E-03 2.4E-05 2.0E-02 2.4E-03
Nb-95 4.0E-02 1.4E-05 1.7E + O0 2.9E-03
Zr-95 3.5E-02 6.3E-06 5.1E-01 1.3E-03
Tc-99 1.1E-02 7.3E-05 9.4E-05 8.1E-04
Ru-103 3.1E-02 2.3E-06 2.6E-01 7.1E-04
Ru/Rh-106 4.4E-01 4.0E-05 4.2E + OO 3.2E-03
Ag-108m 1.7E-02 1.2E-06 2.7E-02 4.0E-04
Ag-110m 6.6E-02 8.5E-07 4.5E + O0 9.7E-04
Sb-124 2.2E-02 1.8E-06 5.9E-02 4.2E-04
Sb-125 1.7E-01 3.6E-05 4.3E-01 3.4E-03
I-129 1.7E-03 5.3E-06 4.9E-04 6.0E-05
I-131 2.6E-01 9.7E-05 3.0E + O0 1.5E-03
Cs-134 1.7E + 01 8.6E-04 2.1E-01 1.7E-02
Cs-137 1.9E + 01 1.7E-03 2.6E-01 4.9E-02
Ba/La-140 2.2E-01 2.4E-05 5.3E-01 1.3E-03
Ce-141 5.7E-04 3.0E-O6 1.8E-01 1.0E-04
Ce/Pr-144 1.2E-01 1.8E-05 1.4E + O0 1.1E-03
Np-237/Pu-242 1.6E-05 1.2E-07 1.5E-05 6.2E-06
Pu-238 1.7E-04 1.8E-05 1.6E-02 4.1E-05
Pu-239/240 1.0E-04 4.6E-06 6,1 E-03 3.6E-05
Pu-241 8.1 E-02 1.9E-04 8.6E-01 2.6E-03
Am-241 4.8E-05 5.0E-07 2.3E-03 1.5E-05
Cm-242 1.7E-04 8.5E-07 1.6E-02 1.6E-05
Am-243 1.3E-06 8.4E-08 0.O 7.8E-07
Cm-243/244 6.1E-05 5.0E-07 5.1E-03 9,4E-06
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TABLE C-9-3
CT

SOURCES, ESTIMATED VOLUMES AND ACTIVITIES ("GO
OF UQUID WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM INPUTS ,-_mmml

O
Collection Processing :3

Row Rate Activity Collection Time Time Effective System DFs Discharge _1
IGPDI IPCA) Tank _ _ Iodine Cs. Rb _ Fm=t_Dn ::3

(Q
SHIM BLEED 1931 1.0 Holdup Tank 80 [I] 0.315 [2] 1.0E4 2.0E3 1.0E4 0.1 ._-

(I)
EQUIPMENT DRAINS 250 1.0 Holdup Tank 80 [ I ] 0.315 [2] 1.0E4 2.0E3 I .OE4 O. I (I)
- Reactor Drain Tank "L

- Equipment Drain Tank :_
,.m

CLEAN WASTE 700 0.2 Equip. Waste 29.6 0.315 [2] 1.0E3 _ .0E3 1.0E3 0.1 ---
- Reactor Grade Lab Drains ::3C)
- Aerated Equipment Drains

DIRTY WASTE 3200 0.021 Floor Drain 8.5 [3] 0.315 [2] 1.0E3 1.0E3 1.0E3 1.0
- Containment Sump
- Plant Floor Drains

- Fuel Pool Liner Leakage
- Containment Cooling

Condensate

- Equipment and Area
Non-detergent Decon

SG BLOWDOWN [5] ......... 1.0E2 1.0El 1.0E2 0.0

DETERGENT WASTE [10] 800 < 1E-4 Laundry and 6.7 [7] 0.062 [8] 1.0E0 1.0El 1.0E0 1.0
Hot Shower

REGENERANT WASTE [6] 39300 [9] Regenerant 2.34 [11 ] 0.256 [12] 1.0E0 1.0E0 1.0E0 1.0
Waste Collection

Tank
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TABLE C-9-3 #Cont'd) O

SOURCES. ESTIMATED VOLUMES AND ACTIVITIES
OF LIQUID WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM INPUTS O"(-

(/)
e-.l-
mem=

NOTES: 0

[1| Collection time based on 40% of Holdup Tank capacity (0.4 x 435,000 gallons) and combined shimbleed and equipment drains input J'r]
rates. ::_

(Q
[2] Process time based on 80% of LWMS coUection tank capacities (0.8 x 34,000 gallons) and 60 GPM design basis process flow rate. _"

[3| Collection time based on 80% of LWMS collection tank capacities (0.8 x 34,000 gallons) and waste stream input flow rate. (1)
(1)

[4] Hydrogenated primary system equipment drain fluids (i.e., Reactor Drain Tank and Equipment Drain Tank inputs normally routed to "_-
Holdup Tank via Pre-Holdup IX prior to recycling to RCS (see Figure 1) • r_

"8

[5] Full blowdown flow processed by Blowdown System and recycled to condensate system•

[6] Regenerant wastes are collected and discharged without treatment consistent with NUREG-O017 method. C)

[71 Collection time based on 80% of Detergent Waste collection tank capacities (0.8 x 6700) and waste stream input flow rate.

|8J Process time based on 80% of detergent waste collection tank capacities (0.8 x 6700) and 60 gpm design basis flow rate•

[9] PWR-GALE calculates the activity of waste stream.

[10] Detergent wastes are processed through a selective ion exchanger for Cs and Rb cleanup.

[11] Collection time based on 80% of the regenerant waste collection tank capacity (0.8 x 115,000 gallons) and waste stream input flow
rate.

[12] Process time based on 80% of regenerant waste collection tank capacity (0.8 x 115,000 gallons) and 250 gpm design basis flow
rate.
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TABLEC.9-4

SOURCES.VOLUMES AND FLOW RATES OF
STRIPPEDGASES FROM THE PRIMA_YCOOLANT

Flow Rate(a) AnnualVolume(b)
Waste Gas SQuroe _ _ _SCE/vr|-

PROCESSGAS HEADER
(HYDROGENATED)

CVCS Gas Stripper .32 145,000
Volume Control Tank .004 1,624
EquipmentDrain Tank
Reactor Drain Tank (3) .02 7,759

NUCLEARANNEX (NA) PROCESSVENT
HEADER (AERATED)(Dischargeto
NA Ventilation System)

Blowdown Recycle IX (2) 32 112
PurificationIX (2) 32 112
DeboratingIX 16 56
Lithium Removal IX 16 56
Pre-HoldupIX 16 56
Boric Acid CondensateIX 16 56
Boric Acid Concentrator 1 2,626
Reactor Makeup Water Tank 22 127,480
Holdup Tank 22 127,480
Boric Acid Tank
Gas Stripper Vent
ProcessGas Adsorp'n Bed Drain
Misc. Vents and Drains

RADWASTE BUILDING (RWB)
PROCESSVENT HEADER(AERATED)
(Dischargeto RWBVentilation System)

LiquidWaste ProcessIX (6) 96 336
Laundry & Hot Shower Tank (2) 7 17,567
Floor Drain Waste Tank (2)
EquipmentWaste Tank (2)
Waste Monitor Tank (4) 7 53,325
Spent ResinTank (3) 22 1,337

NOTES: (a) Flow rates are estimated maximums, not continuous.

(b) Volumes include anticipatedoperationaloccurrences.
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10.0 SAFETY (Includino PRAIv

10.1 Safety of Desianw

The engineered safety features of the System 80+ design are designed to prevent
and/or mitigate the effects of core damage accidents. As an evolutionary ALWR,
System 80 + not only satisfies USNRC regulatory requirements in this regard, but also
addresses the safety philosophy and requirements set forth in the EPRI ALWR Utility
Requirements Document (ALWR URD). This section describes the System 80 + design
philosophy for engineered safety systems that responds to these two sets of
requirements.

A basic principle of the ALWR design philosophy used in the development of the
System 80 + engineered safety systems is the differentiation between core damage
prevention and core damage mitigation. This distinction i¢ based on the overall ALWR
concept of defense-in-depth, which includes fault tolerant design, reducing the
frequency and consequence of faults and mitigating the consequences of faults that
may occur. The highest priority is assigned to prevention of core damage accidents,
followed by mitigation.

The System 80 + reactor vessel and primary reactor systems are housed in a steel
containment structure which is surrounded by a concrete reactor shield building. This
redundant containment design provides a means of preventing fission producte from
being released to the environment in the unlikely event of an accident. Other physical
barriers are employed to prevent or limit fission product release as part of the
traditional defense-in-depth philosophy.

As a first level of defense-in-depth, the reactor, reactor coolant, and auxiliary systems
are designed to be accident resistant. Substantial design margins are utilized in
systems design to ensure that unanticipated demand for actuation of safety systems
(e.g., transients and external events) is infrequent. The next level of defense-in-depth
further emphasizes core damage prevention, which is also a function of the System
80 + engineered safety systems. Thus, these safety systems are high capability, high
margin, and simple in design. The next level of defense-in-depth emphasizes mitigation
systems, which are designed to contain and control fission product activity released
to the containment in the very unlikely event of a core damage accident. Together,
these systems ensure that the public and the environment are protected from such an
accident.

10.1.1 Safety Desion Basis

The complete set of requirements which form the foundation of the System 80+
engineered safety features desi_,n is collectively referred to as the safety design basis.
The EPRI ALWR Program found it convenient to further differentiate the safety design
basis into two categories, since the URD requirements were intended to enhance
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safety beyond that required by USNRC regulations. These categories ere referred to
as the Licensing Design Basis (LDB) and a Safety Margin Basis (SMB).

The Licensing Design Basis requirements are those which are necessary to satisfy the
USNRC requirements for nuclear power generating plants as defined in the Code of
Federal Regulations (CFR) and in associated regulatory guidance. Therefore,
conservative NRC-approved calculation methods and assumptions are used for safety
systems analyses, and the systems meet NRC-mandated acceptance criteria. For the
purposes of meeting regulatory limits for Licensing Design Basis events, only safety-
related equipment is assumed to be available.

The System 80 + design incorporates features responsive to the ALWR Safety Margin
Basis requirements in order to provide safety margins beyond the minimum required by
the USNRC. The Safety Margin Basis is intended to provide additional safety
assurance for investment protection and severe accident (beyond design basis)
protection. The concept of increased investment protection focuses on minimizing an
owner's financial risk, with the added value of improved plant safety by improving
accident prevention. Severe accident protection incorporates NRC policy-level
guidance; the impetus is to provide an increased assurance of containment integrity
and low leakage of radioactivity during a severe accident. While conservative, NRC-
specified design methods and acceptance criteria are required under the LDB, best-
estimate methods may be used to confirm the adequacy of design margin under the
SMB. Further, this approach factors in industry operating experience and accepted
good engineering practice.

Within this context, design requirements for safety may be associated with each of the
three levels of defense-in-depth described above. For example, the System 80 + LDB
addressed accident resistance by adopting regulatory imposed margins, in-service
inspection and testing requirements, and requirements associated with ensuring reactor
coolant system boundary integrity. Core damage prevention is provided by safety
systems that meet USNRC regulatory requirements for specified accidents, without
exceeding regulatory fuel limits. Mitigation is based on the NRC requirements for Loss-
of-Coolant Accidents (LOCA), the design basis for containment and assumed source
terms.

The System 80 + SMB provides for additional accident resistance through the use of
increased safety margins, greater simplicity, and specification of imposed system and
component reliability. Core damage prevention goes beyond regulatory limits, to
encompass such features as increased margins to fuel damage and no fuel damage for
a medium LOCA. For mitigation, provisions include conservative, rugged containment
systems and a challenging large release requirement for less than 25 rem whole body
dose at the site boundary for accident sequences with cumulative frequency greater
than 10 "eper year. This large release requirement affords a substantial margin to the
NRC safety goal, and will be confirmed by the PRA. The mean annual core damage
frequency goal is less than 1 x 10 .5 events per year.
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The following paragraphs describe the functions and features provided for core damage
prevention and mitigation, and indicate the consideration given to hypothetical severe
accident scenarios.

10.1.2 Core Dame oe Prevention

Safety functions that act to prevent initiating events (e.g., transients, equipment
failures) from progressing to the point of core damage are collectively referred to as
core damage prevention function. Core damage prevention addresses not only the
direct safety functions of the engineered safety features, but also support functions
provided by non-safety auxiliary systems and on the safe operation of normal plant
operating systems. The direct core damage prevention functions include:

• The core coolant inventory function - the System 80+ Safety
Injection System (SIS) provides makeup water from the in-
containment refueling water storage tank (IRWST) to the Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) to prevent significant core heatup. A
related system, the Containment Spray System (CSS) is used to
provide containment cooling and containment atmosphere fission
product removal.

• The decay heat removal function - the System 80 + Emergency
Feedwater (EFW) and Shutdown Cooling (SC) Systems provide
for the transfer of sensible and decay heat from the RCS to the
atmospheric dump valves and the Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS).

• The diverse reactivity control function - the System 80 + Safety
Injection System (SIS) provides a normal means of inserting
negative reactivity into the reactor core beyond that of the
control rods; a backup means is provided by the Chemical and
Volume Control System (CVCS).

• The RCS pressure control function - the System 80+ Safety
Depressurization System (SDS) is designed to preclude RCS
overpressure and to allow for RCS depressurization. This
depressurization function is included inthe core coolant inventory
control function.

Specific features of the System 80 + engineered safety systems which are intended
to prevent core damage are:

• Safety system functions are assured by use of redundant
divisions. This ensures that plant design meets the single failure
criterion as specified in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General
Design Criteria, Definitions and Explanations. The number of
divisions employed for engineered safety systems is determined
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using the occurrence of the most limiting single failure as the
basis for analysis. Each division of a system important to safety
is totally independent and separated both mechanically and
electrically, except for those areas where it is physically not
practicable or is less safe to do so, such as in the control room
and at the reactor vessel.

• Systems are provided to maintain the plant in a safe condition
during a station blackout (loss of off-site and on-site AC power).
For station blackout, a safe condition is defined as a plant
condition in which the reactor is subcritical, the core is covered
with water, and no design limits have been exceeded. The
condition must be such that upon restoration of AC power to one
division, plant recovery can commence.

• The capability to depressurize and cool dowrl the primary system
is provided using safety grade equipment, _ssuming an initiating
event and the most limiting single failure. Reactor core cooling
systems, including the Shutdown Cooling System, are provided
with sufficient instrumentatio_ to provide the operator with
accurate indication of core cooling conditions.

• The System 80 + safety-related core cooling systems are sized
such that adequate inventory of cooling water is available for core
cooling in compliance with 10 CFR Part 50.46 fuel cladding
temperature limits for design basis events, with a design margin
to account for flexibility in operations.

• Safety-related systems are designed such that no fuel damage is
predicted to occur, based on best-estimate calculations with full
system operation, for a postulated near instantaneous pipe break
with an area equivalent to up to six inches in diameter in the
reactor coolant boundary.

10.1.3 Core Damaae Mitlaationw

In the unlikely event of core damage, the System 80+ mitigation functions are
designed to limit on-sits and off-site radioactivity releases to acceptable levels. The
systems and structures which provide this function are operable during normal, off-
normal and design basis events to limit radionuclide release as well as protect
personnel and equipmen_ from both internal and external environmental hazards. The
principal mitigation functions are:

• The containment integrity function. This assures high
containment integrity under core damage condition. This function
includes containment boundary testing, heat removal to maintain
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containment integrity following events that release mass and
energy to the containment, isolation in the event of conditions
which could lead to core damage, and combustible gas control,
which ensures that the hydrogen gas which could be generated
as a consequence of core damage does not threaten containment
integrity.

• The fission product control function. This ensures that
radioactive fission products released from a damaged core are
controlled so that specified allowable leakage from the
containment does not pose a significant off-site dose threat. This
function includes both removal of fission products from inside
primary containment, from within the annulus between the
primary and secondary containment structures, and control of
fission product leakage through containment.

Principal System 80+ design features which contribute to the mitigation of core
damage in conformance with the licensing design basis (LDB) are:

• Containment systems are designed to provide for retention of
radionuclides for LDB events. Maximum off-site dose levels are

calculated to be within US regulatory limits and accepted values
for source terms.

• The System 80+ plant is designed with both a primary
containment and secondary containment. The Annulus
Ventilation System (AVS) serves the space between them, and
is expressly designed to mitigate the consequences of airborne
products of radiation that might otherwise become an
environmental hazard during and following an accident. The AVS
serves no normal ventilation function; its purpose is specifically
to provide additional assurance against the release of fission
products to the environment.

• Active systems used for the containment safety function are
designed in accordance with the single failure criterion and
specify safety-grade components.

• The containment and containment cooling systems are designed
to contain or remove the energy associated with energy sources
within the containment as a result of a Design Basis Accident,
including sensible energy and energy generated as a result of the
event, without exceeding design limits.

• The System 80+ containment design leakage rate meets
applicable off-site dose limits for conditions in the containment
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using conservative US regulatory methods. The Containment
Isolation System assures that containment leakage is within
design values and regulatory limits. Provisions are made for
containment leak rate testing to demonstrate that design leakage
rate is in accordance with NRC requirements.

• The Hydrogen Mitigation System provides for combustible gas
control following a core damaging accident. The System 80+
plant meets the regulatory limits imposed by 10 CFR Part 50.34,
which requires that for an assumed 100% metal-water reention
of active fuel cladding, the resulting uniformly distributed
hydrogen concentration in containment is kept below 10% by
volume or the containment is inerted. Containment integrity is
maintained during an accident with accompanied hydrogen
release.

• The pH level in containment sumps is maintained at a level such
that, in the event that fission product iodine should collect there
after an accident, formation of elemental iodine from radiolysis in
water does not preclude meeting the off-site dose limits allowed
by the EPRI ALWR program.

Principal System 80+ design features which contribute to the mitigation of core
damage in conformance with the safety margin basis (SMB) are:

• Reliable containment isolation is provided, such that containment
bypass due to isolation failure is improbable.

• The containment structure is designed with sufficient margin to
provide protection against both short-term overpressure failure
(several hours) and longer-term overpressure failure and
temperature failure. This conforms with EPRI ALWR provisions
for severe accident protection.

• The overall size of the containment and the designed lack of
compartmentalization within containment allow for prevention of
hydrogen buildup by providing for good mixing of containment air
through natural circulation; in enclosed spaces within
containment, hydrogen igniters are provided. The System 80 +
containment is sized to assure that the uniformly distributed
hydrogen gas concentration does not exceed 13% under dry
conditions for an amount of hydrogen equivalent to that
generated by oxidation of 75% of the fuel cladding surrounding
the active fuel.
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To accommodate severe accident scenarios, the following design considerations are
employed in the System 80 + design for mitigation of core damage:

• The System 80 + Severe Accident Analyses are predicated on the
assumption that the containment will be inaccessible for a long
term period after a sevsre accident.

• Reliance on active equipment inside the containment is minimized
for severe accident analyses.

• The reactor cavity can be flooded after a severe accident to
prevent core-concrete interaction. Adequate cooling of core
debris is provided.

• Decay heat can be removed from core debris after the severe
accident for an extended period, up to the time at which active
cooling means are no longer required.

• The containment is designed to retain fission products after a
severe accident.

• Plant instrumentation is designed to provide an operator with
sufficient information to determine whether core damage has
occurred, such that the operator may take necessary actions for
severe accident mitigation.

The overall System 80 + design program for fault mitigation is based on the
philosophies and features outlined above. The System 80+ incorporates
sufficient design margins to optimize capabilities for post-fault operations
while ensuring continued plant safety. As detailed plant design progresses,
final systems setpoints, technical specifications, detailed operating
procedures and post-accident management procedures will be developed,
including accident management procedures for severe accidents.

10.2 Approach to Hazards

The System 80+ standard nuclear plant is designed to meet or exceed the
requirements to which it is being reviewed by the USNRC under the Design
Certification Program for ALWRs. To ensure meeting the objectives in performance,
reliability, and safety, the System 80 + is designed in anticipation of certain external
events which are unrelated to the energy conversion/electricity generation processes,
but whose occurrence could damage the plant. These events are referred to as
hazards. These hazards, US regulations which govern them, and the System 80+
design features used to accommodate them are discussed in this section.
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The overall approach to treatment of hazards used in developing the System 80+
design consists of identification and evaluation of those events which are potential
hazards. A set of potential hazard events is defined based on USNRC requirements
and utility industry operating experience. These events are then considered individually
or are placed in groups as appropriate for further design analyses. This approach is
consistent with the extensive experience base of US operating reactors and the
reliance on proven design inherent to the evolutionary System 80+. Consequently,
events with potential for frequent occurrence are subject to deterministic evaluations
which are based on design criteria developed from USNRC regulatory guidance and
previous power plant design, construction and operations experience. Hazard events,
including those which may occur infrequently, are also evaluated using probabilistic risk
assessment methods. The combination of deterministic and probabilistic assessments
provides a comprehensive method of assuring that the frequency and consequences
of hazard events are appropriately limited.

10.2.1 Hazard Definition

A hazard is any event which may damage plant structures, systems, or equipment and
has the potential to cause singly, or in combination:

- one or more initiating faults which are within the design bases

- a significant reduction in the reliability and availability of plant
safeguards

- a more severe initiating fault than that assumed for design bases
calculations

- an initiating fault which is outside the design bases.

Design basis hazards are those hazards which may occur with sufficient frequency that
they must be considered in the facility design. Particular hazard events are assigned
this classification based on deterministic criteria developed using USNRC regulatory
requirements and drawing heavily on US nuclear power industry design and operating
experience. Hazards which may occur infrequently and are not considered in plant
design are called beyond design basis hazards. Beyond design bases hazards are
evaluated using a Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) analysis. Although it may be
determined that occurrence of particular hazard events is unlikely for certain potential
plant sites, System 80 + is designed on the basis of a set of assumed site-related
parameters selected to envelop most potential nuclear power plant sites in the US.

For the System 80 + design, hazards have been classified as either internal or external.
Internal hazards are defined as those hazards which originate from within the site
boundary. External hazards are those which affect the station but originate outside the
site boundary; external hazards may be further subdivided into those which are man-
made and those which are natural phenomena.
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10.2.2 General Reauirements for Desion Aneinst Hazardsv v

This subsection describes general requirements and methods of analyses used in the
System 80 + design.

10.2.2.1 Single Fatima Criterion

The System 80 + is designed to ensure that it can be brought to and maintained at
safe shutdown conditions following the occurrence of a design basis hazard. The plant
is designed to the single failure criterion as required by the USNRC and the codes and
standards applied to US design of safety systems. Analysis of initiating events within
the design basis begins with application of this criterion; the single failure criterion is
applied to both active and passive failures.

Within the US regulatory framework, 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, General Design
Criteria), a single failure is defined as "... an occurrence which results in the loss of
capability of a component to perform its intended safety functions. Multiple failures
from a single occurrence are considered to be a single failure. Fluid and electric
systems are considered to be designed against an assumed single failure if neither (I)
single failure of any active component (assuming passive components function
properly) nor (2) a single failure of a passive component (assuming active components
function properly) results in a loss of the capability of the system to perform its safety
functions."

In addition to the requirements found in the US Code of Federal Regulations 10 CFR
Part 50, other US regulatory requirements are provided separately to address specific
USNRC safety concerns. Depending on the safety issue involved, these deterministic
requirements may be more limiting than the single failure criterion. For example,
station blackout caused by a loss of offsite power is a result of multiple failures. The
System 80 + is designed to meet the more limiting regulations in order to obtain US
design certification.

10.2.2.2 Internal Hazards

Potential hazards originating from within the station site boundary are considered in the
plant design. This includes, but is not limited to, fires, explosions, disruptive failure of
pressure parts or rotating machine_', flooding, releases of potentially damaging
substances, dropped loads and failure of static structures.

10.2.2.3 Extemal Hazards

Potential hazards originating from outside the station site boundary are considered in
the plant design. 10 CFR Part 50 Appendix A, General Design Criteria, GDC 2, requires
that structures, systems and components important to safety be designed to withstand
the effects of natural phenomena without loss of capability to perform their safety
functions. This includes, but is not limited to, earthquakes, tornadoes, hurricanes and
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other extreme winds, flooding from tsunami and seiche, extreme ambient
temperatures, precipitation, and lightning. Man-made hazards, such as aircraft and
other transportation, and proximate military and industrial installations, and
requirements for their treatment in nuclear plant design are also covered by USNRC
regulations, notably NUREG-0800, "Standard Review Plan for the Review of Safety
Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants - LWR Edition". The System 80 + plant is
designed to be in compliance with applicable US regulations.

Plant design features must be analyzed with respect to impact of hazard events. In
conducting such an analysis of any hazard event, damage to safety related systems,
structures and components is considered; failure of non-essential buildings and
structures is also factored into the hazard analysis. Fires or missiles which may result
from the hazard event are considered in assessing the degree of protection and
separation required for essential plant features. The plant is designed such that, in the
event of any of the specified hazards, safe shutdown of the reactor can be achieved.

10.2.3 System 80 + Desion Aaainat Hazards- v v

The System 80 + plant is designed to meet or exceed applicable USNRC regulatory
requirements, making it eligible for Design Certification in the US. US nuclear industry
operating experience and owner-operator preferences for advanced plant design have
been factored into the System 80 + TM design. Thus, the overall design approach for
protection against hazard events is a result of the integration of these regulations,
experiences and good engineering practice.

10.2.3.1 Plant Arrangement

The System 80 + TM plant has been arranged to provide flood protection for safety-
related structures, systems, and components, to provide fire protection in compliance
with US regulations, and to prevent adverse system interactions from water intrusion,
flooding, seismic events, pipe rupture, and missile generation. To provide supporting
documentation for the information contained in CESSAR-DC, numerous studies have i
been conducted to analyze and/or define specific plant design features. Of special
interest in relation to design against hazards are the "System 80 +_' Flood Protection
Assessment", the "System 80+m Fire Hazards Assessment", the "System 80+ TM

Distribution Systems Design Guide", and the "System 80 +" Development of General
Arrangements" documents.

The first-line protection from the effects of hazard events for safety-related structures,
systems, and components is provided by the overall plant arrangement philosophy.
The System 80 + TM plant employs the use of divisional and building quadrant separation
for the purposes of flood, fire, and missile hazards protection. A barrier is provided
between divisions of safety-related equipment located in the reactor building and
nuclear annex. Mechanical and electrical systems/components of one division are
completely separated from the other division by this barrier. The reactor building
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subsphereis furtherdividedintoquadrants,which aidsin internalfloodingcontrol. The
divisionaland quadrant walls also function as three hour fire-barrlers, and serve to
prevent Interdlvlslonalsystem/componentinteractiondueto seismicmovements, pipe
whlp, or jet impingement.

The "System 80+ TM Distribution Systems Design Guide" has been created as a
specification of approprlateguidelinesfor piping, HVAC duct, and electrical cable
routing. This designguide alsocontains designand analysisrequirementswhich will
maintain the arrangement philosophy of divisional separation to prevent adverse
structure,systemandcomponentinteractions. Applicableportionsof thisdesignguide
are included in the inspections, Tests, Analyses Acceptance Criteria (ITAAC)
documents prepared by ABB-CE in conjunction with the US nuclear plant Design
Certification licensingprocess. The iTAAC providereasonableassurancethat a plant
referencingthe System 80 + design is built and will operate in accordancewith the
design certification;they must be met priorto loadingfuel.

10.2.3.2 FloodProtectlon

Floodprotectionmeasuresaredesignedin accordancewith USNRC RegulatoryGuide
1.102, "Flood Protectionfor Nuclear Power Plants." To ensurethat safe shutdown
capabilitiesare not compromised,eliminationor minimizationof potential sourcesof
floodingwithin safety-relatedareasof the plant Is usedextensivelyas a meansof flood
protection. Interdivislonalfloodingfrom internalsourcesis preventedby the divisional
barrier described above; flooding potential is diminished by locating major water
system componentsoutside the Nuclear Annex and by reducingthe lengthsof high
energyand moderateenergypiperuns. Floodbarriersare providedbetween divisions
andquadrantswithin a division. Effective useof sumpsandsumppumps, andcurbing
aroundequipment is made throughoutthe plant.

Protectionfrom externalfloodingis providedby elevated buildingentrances. Flooding
due to failure of a condenserwater box expansionjoint or circulatingwater piping
wouldbe limited inthe Turbine Buildingby releaseof excesswater to the yard through
openings,doors,andopeningscausedby shearingof buildingsidingbolts. The ground
elevation of the Turbine Buildingis located above the finished plant grade level to
ensure water drainage away from the Turbine Building. All Turbine Building
interconnectionsandmiscellaneouspipetunnelsto safety relatedstructuresare either
above the maximum internal flood level (associatedwith the failure of the circulating
water piping or condenserwater box expansion joint) or sealed to prevent back-
flooding. Floodingof safety related plant structuresfrom Turbine Buildingsourcesis
precludedsincethe plant grade is below the safety related structure openings. The
control complex is protected from floodingin that no water lines are routed above or
throughthe controlroomor computerroom. Water linesroutedto HVAC air handling
units aroundthe control room are containedin roomswith curbs which precludethe
potential for water leakagefrom enteringthe control room or computer room.
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10.2.3.3 Fire Prote_lon

The System 80 + plant is designed in accordance with NUREG 0800, Standard Review
Plan, Section 9.5.1, "Fire Protection Program", and BTP CMEB 9.5-1, "Guidelines for
Fire Protection for Nuclear Power Plants." The System 80 + TM fire protection design
ensures:

• compliance with US regulatory requirements
• an acceptable level of reactor safety
• protection of plant personnel
• protection of capital investment

To minimize the adverse effects of fires on plant structures, systems, and components
important to safety, appropriately sized fire fighting and fire detection systems are
included in the System 80 + design. Fire fighting systems are designed such that
inadvertent operation or rupture of system piping will not significantly impair the
capability of safety related structures, systems, or components.

The plant is divided into fire zones to facilitate fire control. Structural barriers are used
as appropriate to isolate and contain fires within these defined fire zones. It is
assumed that a fire may occur within any zone wherein combustible substances are
located or transported. Other than fire fighting equipment, all essential plant
components in a particular fire zone are assumed to be incapacitated by the occurrence
of a fire in that zone. Effects on passive components located within the area also are
considered.

10.2.3.4 Missile Protection

Possible consequences of failure of a pressure component are considered, including
external thermal damage, overpressure and impulse Ioadings, jets, pipe whip, pressure
and rarefaction waves and missiles. Measures are taken to minimize the potential for
damage to safety related structures, systems, and components due to failure of any
pressure component to the extent practicable. Pressure parts whose failure could be
of consequence are located such that they are not exposed to the risk of impact loads;
where this is not possible they are protected by missile shields or other barriers. It is
assumed that sudden failure of a pressure barrier is credible, unless adequate
justification of incredibility can be provided. Mechanisms of sudden failure, inclL,ding
fast fracture, fire, dropped loads, and sabotage, must be addressed in any
demonstration of incredibility.

Similarly, it is assumed that any load that is lifted or transported, inclusive of the lifting
and transporting equipment, may be inadvertently dropped or may cause impact
damage, unless it can be demonstrated that the probability of such an occurrence is
sufficiently low that it can be ignored. Such demonstration must show that
mechanisms of sudden failure (including fire and fast fracture) can be excluded, and
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that adequate redundancy and/or inspection or early detection of incipient failure of the
lifting/transporting system is provided.

Devices such as mechanical and electrical turbine overspeed trips ere provided
wherever necessary to prevent the overspeeding of rotating machinery whose
disruptive failure could cause a safety hazard. Alarms, such as excessive vibration
alarms, are used to warn plant operators of incipient failures where possible. Safety
related plant features are sited such that they are not subject to disintegration of
adjacent rotating machinery, or are provided with missile barriers of adequate integrity.
The likely size, velocity, and trajectory of potential missiles are estimated; the overall
site layout is arranged such that safety related equipment and combustibles are not
located within the path of turbine-generated missiles (turbine missile zone).

10.2.3.5 Protection from Hazardous Materials

Adequate protection is provided against leakage, failure, explosion, missile or fire which
could occur as a result of an incident involving hazardous materials generation or
storage. US regulations concerning and listings of hazardous materials are located in
10 CFR Part 40 and in 40 CFR 116. In the course of plant design for compliance with
those portions dealing with protection from hazardous materials, particular attention
is given to:

• protection of the plant and personnel

• separation and isolation of hazardous substances from one
another and from the nuclear plant

• the necessity for storage in bulk

• reasonable limitation of the size of bulk storage

• the provision of monitoring and alarm equipment

• the provision of appropriate countermeasures for use in
emergencies

• inspection, testing, and maintenance of each part of the plant
containing hazardous substances

10.2.3.6 Seismic Design Considerations

The System 80+ Standard Plant structures, systems and components which are
important to safety are designed to remain functional in the event of a Safe Shutdown
Earthquake (SSE). These structures, systems, and components are those necessary
to ensure:
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• The integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary.

• The capability to achieve safe shutdown of the reactor and keep
it in a safe shutdown condition.

• The capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of
accidents that could result in potential offsite exposures in excess
of 10 CFR 100 guidelines.

The Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) for the System 80+ Standard Plant is
established at 1/3 the SSE, i.e.O.1 g. In accordance with USNRC staff
recommendations and Commission approval, this decouples the level of the OBE from
that of the SSE, deletes requirements for specific OBE design basis requirements, and
provides for an "inspection level earthquake" below which the effect on the health and
safety of the public is insignificant and above which the licensee is required to
shutdown the plant and inspect for damage.

Potential fatigue effects to include consideration of a number of low level seismic
events below the OBE level are also considered in the System 80+ Standard Plant
Design. Level B (Upset) conditions include earthquake Ioadings in the fatigue
evaluation by assuming occurance at full power operation for either a) 20 vibratory
cycles of the maximum amplitude SSE or b) a larger number of vibratory cycles of
lesser amplitude based on 20 cycles of the maximum amplitude SSE, as derived in
accordance with Reference IEEE Standard 344-1987, Appendix D, for a level of
earthquake that is not less than one/third (1/3) of the maximum SSE amplitude.

Seismic and dynamic qualification of mechanical and electrical equipment comply with
the requirements of USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.100, Revision 2, and IEEE Standard
344-1987. That is, tests/analyses are performed to confirm the operability of
equipment during and after an earthquake of magnitude up to and including the SSE,
and for all static and dynamic loads from normal, transient and accident conditions.
Prior to SSE qualification, it is demonstrated that the equipment can withstand the
application of five (5) cycles of 1/2 SSE excitations without loss of structural integrity.

10.2.3.7 Other Design Considerations

The effects of abnormal wind loading on safety-related structures are assessed and,
where appropriate, the structures are designed to withstand the effects of abnormal
wind to preclude an unacceptable radiological hazard. Abnormal wind Ioadings are
assumed to occur simultaneously with other adverse meteorological conditions, such
as accumulated ice deposits on surfaces, high rainfall, and/or heavy snowfall.

The most probable effect on plant operations from lightning is the loss of off-site
power, caused by a strike in the switchyard. These occurrences are accounted for in

plant safety related systems design through provisions for loss of offsite power.
Offsite power supply and its interface with the onsite power system are designed in
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accordance with IEEE Standard 765-1983. The switchyard design minimizes the
probability of a single equipment failure causing the simultaneous loss of both preferred
power supply circuits.

The System 80+ plant is designed for full-power operation and for safe shutdown
within the range of ambient air temperatures and water temperatures specified in the
design bases.

Projected and planned development around the nuclear site is considered in plant
design. Possible impacts to plant safety due to any incident in an installation, means
of transport, or pipeline outside the nuclear site are analyzed in compliance with
requirements set forth in NUREG 0800 Section 2.2.1 - 2.2.2 and the plant is designed
accordingly.

10.2.3.8 Probabilistic Risk Assessment

The PRA evaluation of plant hazards consists of three steps: identification,
categorization, and analyses. Events which may occur for a given site and plant are
identified. This identification process is exhaustive and not constrained by limitations
on the size or intensity of the events, which permits inclusion of design basis hazards
as well as beyond design basis hazards. Each identified hazard is then appropriately
categorized as internal or external, and if external then further classed as man-made
or naturally occurring. The identified hazard list is reduced by combining events with
similar consequences and plant effects for analysis purposes (e.g., hurricane winds
have similar plant effects as do tornado winds and thus would be grouped together).
The resultant final list of hazard events is included in the plant Probabilistic Risk
Assessment (PRA).

On a generic basis for principal sites in the US, ABB-CE has completed the
identification and categorization of hazards for the System 80+ design. This was
performed in conjunction with the US Department of Energy's Advanced Reactor
Severe Accident Program (ARSAP).

10.2.4 Beyond Plant Canabilitv Faults

These events are beyond the design basis for System 80 + although in many cases the
fault may be able to be handled or its effect minimized by taking advantage of System
80+ plant features.

Examples of initiating events that are beyond the plant's capabilities include:

• Rupture of the reactor vessel.

• Rupture of a main steamline in the annulus between the primary
containment sphere and the secondary shield building.
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• Due to assumptions of "leak before break", certain double ended
pipe breaks are considered to be incredible with regard to the
need for pipe whip restraints.

10.2.5 Role of the Ooeretors

The licensed control room operator plays a key role in the prevention of faults. This
is accomplished through a clear definition of the operator's role in monitoring and
controlling the plant during both normal and emergency situations. The crew size, use
of operating procedures, and operator error are also important considerations.
Overview of design and operational philosophy is necessary here.

10.2.5.1 The role of operators in the plant and the control room

All control room actions pertinent to plant monitoring and control are to be taken only
by duly licensed individuals. Control tasks are limited to the control room operators
themselves, while monitoring tasks may also be performed by the other licensed
individuals, namely the Shift Technical Advisor, Control Room Supervisor, and Shift
Supervisor. Other individuals may monitor plant status but not as part of plant
operations scenarios.

Actions outside the control room are not performed by the control room staff (except
for remote shutdown, in the unlikely event of a control room evacuation). Licensed
auxiliary operators will perform such extra control room monitoring and control
activities as are necessary for normal operation of the plant. In the event of an
emergency, all necessary monitoring and control activities can be performed in the
main control room. The role of the operators in relation to the balance of the plant is
one of communication and co-ordination. Such activities are considered in the human
factors of the design process through the establishment of human factors standards
and guidelines for the plant, control room layout, and the allocation of necessary and
sufficient control and monitoring capability in the main control room.

10.2.5.2 The approach to staffing.

Three basic staffing issues were considered in the design of the Nuplex 80 + Advanced
Control Complex:

• the complex should be able to accommodate various crew sizes
based on the owner/operator's preference and operating
philosophy

• the complex should meet the staffing goals set forth in Chapter
10 of the EPRI ALWR Utilities Requirement Document

• the complex should accommodate crew sizes as required by
pertinent regulatory agencies
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The Nuplex 80 + control complex meets all of these considerations in its design. Crew
sizes of one, three and six are considered feasible. Task analysis has been performed
on the limiting crew size (one) to assure that the task loading on the operator could be
adequately handled from hot standby to full power operations, and immediately post
trip. This one person crew is part of the EPRI requirements and does not necessarily
reflect the actual crew size which would be present in the control complex and would
operate the plant during start-up, shut down, or emergency operations. Rather, it
reflects a goal of one person staffing in the immediate controlling workspace,
specifically at the main control console in the main control room.

Task analysis and subsequent availability and suitability verifications show that the
control complex is adequate for all operations with a variety of crew sizes. In addition,
many features of the Nuplex 80+ complex are designed to facilitate flexible crew
sizes. Some of these are enumerated below:

The use of CRT displays allows full plant monitoring to be done from any CRT. Hence,
individuals at any control panel, the control room supervisor's console, or in the shift
supervisor's office can monitor the plant. This, combined with the control room floor
plan, allows for effective communications between operators and for crew members
to perform complementary functions without getting in each other's way.

In short, the approach to staffing has been to design a control room which allows
flexibility while meeting requirements. The assumptions and features designed to
support staffing are verified and validated using accepted human factors engineering
techniques such as task analysis, function analysis, availability and suitability
verification, the use of mock-ups, review by human factors professionals, and the
participation of experienced operators in the design process. Final validation will be
accomplished at an integrated test facility, using dynamic simulation.

10.2.5.3 The role of operators in monitoring the status of plant during operation

Operator monitoring of plant status has been addressed in detail during the design of
the System 80 + plant. Due to the evolutionary nature of the plant systems, function
allocation (the decision of whether to assign monitoring tasks to the operator or to
automate them) was not changed significantly from that employed at existing System
80 plants. Based on operating experience, function allocation was changed only in
those areas which were identified as problems. Hence, the monitoring tasks assigned
to the operator in the Nuplex 80 + control room remain approximately the same as at
conventional plants.

Characteristics and requirements on information for the operators were identified as
part of the function and task analysis process. The suitability of this information was
later checked during a verification analysis. In short, the design process employed
during the development of the Nuplex 80 + control complex assured that the operators
had all necessary and sufficient information to perform their assigned monitoring tasks
and that information was presented in a suitable format.
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The evolutionary technology used for information presentation in the Nuplex 80+
control complex was employed such that operators would be able to retain the best
features of conventional operating plants, such as spatial dedication, analog trend
formats, etc. while achieving a workload reduction and receiving information in highly
salient groupings appropriate to plant condition. The use of software backed display
devices and a large screen display made this possible.

In short, operator monitoring tasks were analyzed using accepted human factors
practices supplemented by operating experience. Appropriate information for
monitoring was then selected for the main control room. This information was then
formatted such that it appeared in highly useable states, at appropriate locations.

10.2.5.4 Operating rules and procedures during normal operation.

The System 80 + Technical Specifications provide the limiting conditions for operations
(LCO's) consistent with the design bases (safety analyses) for the plant. The Technical
Specifications reflect the restructuring effort in the US intended to clarify and simplify
the operating requirements for the operator. The Technical Specifications also specify
the actions to be taken when an LCO is not met and the surveillance necessary to
demonstrate operability of required systems and components. The Technical
Specifications specifically address shutdown operations, which is a component of the
overall risk of plant operations. Of special interest are the operating rules that address
shutdown operations with a reduced water level in the reactor vessel (also called mid-

loop operation). The System 80 + Technical Specifications are improved with regard
to understandability and consistency as compared to those now presently used by US
operating plants.

Operating procedures for normal operation are consistent with the requirements of the
Technical Specifications and provide direction to operate the plant consistent with the
intent of the plant designer. Operating procedures cover all aspects of acceptable plant
evolutions. The procedures are verified and validated through their use on the plant
simulator and during plant startup.

Abnormal operating procedures provide direction to respond to and recover from non-
accident, but not normal operations. Conditions requiring response with abnormal
operating procedures include equipment failures or malfunctions that do not pose an
immediate threat to plant safety.

Postulated accident conditions are responded to through Emergency Operating
Procedures (EOPs). The EOPs provide the instructions and directions to diagnose the
cause of the accident and to select the correct pathway to bring the plant to a safe
condition. For severe accident conditions, the EOPs provide directions and guidance
to bring and maintain the plant in a condition that minimizes the potential hazards to
the plant staff and the public.
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The structure and content of the Technical Specifications and operating procedures
reflect the improved safety features of the System 80 + plant and the advances in
man-machine interfaces and computer systems incorporated into the Nuplex 80+
Advanced Control Complex.

Concentration has been placed on developing a control room design which supports
operating procedures. The large screen display indicates emergency operating
procedure has been selected for an abnormal plant situation. The layout and
organization of control and indicators has been done to support station operation. This
has been achieved through the use of existing operating guidelines during task analysis.

Further, the continual presence of experienced operators on the Nuplex 80 + Human
System Interface design team has aided in the development of a control room which
supports opera,ting practice and Technical Specifications.

10.2.5.5 Operator error

Operator error iisprimarily assessed in the design through the use of Probabilistic Risk
Assessment and Human Reliability Analysis to evaluate operational features. The
actual reduction of the probability of human error is the ultimate design goal of human
factors engineering. Many techniques are used to achieve these reductions. The main
ones are described briefly below.

Levels of human error are frequently small in power plant operation, and hence,
difficult to measure. The approach which has been taken in the design of the Nuplex
80+ complex has been to incorporate lessons learned based on human errors
committed in the overall industry and to employ sound ergonomic design practice as
an integrated part of the design process. This application of human factors engineering
good practice throughout the design process has as its outcome, a human-system
interface with a very low probability of human error, despite the difficulty in actually
assessing such error rates.

The principal empirical method of reducing human error has been the continuous
presence of experienced human factors engineers and operators on the design team.
Through full participation inthe design process, these individuals have actually had the
lead in man-machine interface design. In portions of the design where they have not
provided the lead, they have reviewed the design feature to assure sound ergonomics.

The next empirical method for reducing the probability of human error in the operation
of the Nuplex 80+ control complex has been the development of comprehensive
human factors standards and guidelines. Based on the very best human factors
references, as well as utility and industry guidance and regulatory documents, they
provide an exhaustive compendium of correct design practice, in order to reduce the
probability of human error. They are complete, unambiguous, and cover a much wider
scope than just normal control room operations or 'knobs and dials'. For instance,
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maintenance issues, software concerns, and balance-of-facility man-machine interface
are also addressed.

In summary, human error for the System 80 + design is assessed via PRA, HRA and
RAMI. The design has been developed through the use of human factors engineering
techniques, both formal analyses and empirical practice, which have been employed
to reduce the probability of operator error.

10.2.6 Role of Human Factors

Human interactions with the plant are assessed in two basic categories: quantitative
and qualitative. Quantitative assessments are made by the Probabilistic Risk
Assessment. To a lesser extent, the Function and Task Analyses employed during the
process for the Nuplex 80 + design quantify human interactions with the plant in that
they place numeric values on reaction time and provide a gross assessment of
workload.

To a far greater extent, human interactions with the plant are assessed qualitatively,
through a determination of adequate operator performance under the full range of
possible plant operating scenarios. This assessment is carried out throughout the
design process. The assessment begins with the establishment of a practical and
sound human factors engineering program for the design. This program is described
in the System 80 + Human Factors Program Plan. By following this program, the plant
design team engages in a set of prespecified evaluations and analyses which are able
to qualitatively determine the adequacy of human-plant interactions.

The term "human-plant interactions" is essentially synonymous with Human-System
Interface or Man-Machine Interface. Therefore, the qualitative assessment of the
human-plant interactions is essentially the assessment of the adequacy of the man-
machine interface. The System 80 + review criteria for the design process and design
products of the man-machine interface provide an objective and testable set of
requirements which must be met to assure good human factors in the design of the
main control room and other operating stations. As such, these review criteria provide
the ultimate vehicle for assessing the human-plant interactions. By following design
process and product requirements outlined in criteria for the design of the main control
room and other operating stations, the design team assures that the human will not be
placed in error-likely situations during his interactions with the plant.

Several elements must be met to assess whether the design process will result in a
design which includes good human-plant interactions. The first of these is good
Human Factors Engineering Program Management. This includes not only the
aforementioned program plan but also a design team structured and qualified to
implement good ergonomics and a method of tracking human factors open issues.

The next element is the incorporation of industry experience. As noted in the previous
section, errors of commission and omission are so infrequent in realistic simulation of
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nuclear power plant operation that there is an insufficient data base to objectively
assess error types and to note all human engineering deficiencies. By incorporating
wider industry experience into the System 80 + design, known human-plant interaction
problems can be rectified. The use of the industry data base also allows a wider
experience than that normally available to the design team to be accessed.

To qualitatively assess human-plant interactions, a number of formal human factors
analyses and evaluations must be included in the design process. These include
Evaluation and Allocation of System Functions, Task Analyses, Availability Verification,
Suitability Verification, and Validation of Ensemble. These evaluations span the design
process from the more conceptual stages to the final simulations. Throughout these
analyses, emphasis has been placed on operating experience and building on safe
existing designs. The purpose of these analyses is to assure that the man-machine
interface is necessary and sufficient. That is, the operator must have information and
control sufficient to operate the plant safely and efficiently under various plant
conditions, but not be overburdened with unnecessary data and controls.

The final element in an adequacy assessment of the human-plant interactions, is the
assessment of the man-machine interface design itself. To a great extent, the
qualitative and quantitative assessments of the process assure an adequate human-
plant interface.

An assessment of the design product is performed by assuring adherence to an
objective set of unambiguous criteria for various hardware and software portions of the
overall design. These criteria have been developed for all aspects of the System 80 +
human-plant interface. They include, for example, criteria for alarms, operator aids,
parameter indications, integrated displays, discrete component control and indication,
modulating component control and indication, special controls, and control room
monitoring and control function location. Further criteria are provided for control room
configuration, individual control panels, work space and environment, print and text
format, local control panels, and maintainability.

These criteria are founded on the System 80+ Human Factors Standards and

Guidelines. The Standards and Guidelines, which are disseminated to all applicable
design team members, represent a prescriptive set of guidance to be adhered to in
order to assure the adequacy of the man-machine interface. The guidance and
standards provided therein is a distillation of industry and regulatory reference materials
and basic human factors references. Design practice and requirements to be followed
for System 80 + design are explained and referenced to their source documents
through the inclusion of bases material. The Standards and Guidelines are the

yardstick against which the design is measured by the Design Product Requirements
used for assessment of the human-plant interactions.

In summary, the design follows human factors good practice based on a systematic
application of ergonomics throughout the design process. Human factors are also
applied comprehensively to the design product. The adequacy of the process and the
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resulting design are quantitatively assessed through the application of PRA and HRA.
The qualitative assessment of human interactions with the plant occurs through the
use of review criteria to assess whether the design process and product are adequate
from a human factors viewpoint.

10.2.7 Sneclal Desiaq Provisions

10.2.7.1 Interlocks: mechanical, electrical or administrative provisions

Interlocks for fluid, mechanical and electrical systems in the System 80 + design are
discussed below. Administrative provisions are addressed.

• Shutdown Cooling System (SCS) suction line valve interlocks and
Safety Injection Tank (SIT) isolation valve interlocks are provided
in the design.

The interlocks on the SCS and on the SIT are designed to act as
permissives. The SCS suction line valve interlocks permit the
isolation valves to be opened below a certain pressure. The SIT
isolation valve interlocks are designed to permit the operator to
isolate the SITs at low pressure thereby allowing the SITs to be
maintained at a given pressure when the balance of the RCS is
depressurized.

• In the reactor coolant system, since there are no reactor coolant
loop isolation valves, there will always be some induced flow in
an idle loop. There is, therefore, no need for a cold water
interlock.

• In the refueling mechanical equipment, the refueling electrical
interlocks prevent improper refueling machine movement and
movement of heavy loads over vulnerable equipment.

• For electrical equipment in the Reactor Protective and Engineered
Safety Features Actuation Systems, interlocks are provided to
ensure RPS and ESFAS availability for fault mitigation. They
include: Bistable Trip Channel Bypass Interlock, Manual Bistable
Test Interlock, Initiation Circuit Test Interlock, Nuclear
Instrumentation Test Interlock, and Trip Logic Calculator Test
Interlock.

• Administrative Provisions

Administrative provisions provide a means of ensuring that
operation, maintenance, and periodic testing is conducted in
accordance with the design bases. Various requirements are
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intended to be controlled by the plant's administrative procedures
rather than the more formal prescriptive Technical Specifications.
The administrative controls generally apply to manually operated
or actuated systems where the controls are intended to ensure
changes are not inadvertently made. These include tagging and
physically locking valves and bypasses, having key control to
areas where the equipment is located, among others. Use of
administrative controls rather than inclusion in Technical
Specifications provides the plant operator greater flexibility in
applying the controls without compromising plant safety.

10.2.7.2 Facilities for monitoring during operation

The Discrete Indication and Alarm System (DIAS) Channel N and Data Processing
System (DPS) include alarms for a limited number of operational occurrences for which
no specific automated actuation of a safety system is required. Both of these systems
provide alarm checking, but DIAS Channel N activates Priority 1 alarm tiles for both
systems.

Alarms are provided for Reactor Coolant Pump, Cooling Water Supply Monitoring and
Safety Injection Tank Pressure.

10.2.7.3 Other design provisions to reduce fault frequency or to ensure availability of
safeguards features

• Reactor Power Cutback System (RPCS) allows reactor to remain
operational following Loss of Load and Loss of Feedwater Pump
events.

• Steam Bypass Capacity that matches steam bypass requirements
to RPCS capabilities.

• Steam Flow venturi to limit secondary coolant losses for
applicable events.

• Reactor Power Shape Monitors to assist operators with axial
xenon control during reactor power changes (load maneuvers).

• Reactor Level Monitoring Instrumentation for enhancing safe
operations during mid-loop draindowns for steam generator and
reactor coolant pump maintenance.

• Fast transient data recording for post-trip root cause analysis to
avoid subsequent trips and downtimes.
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• The reactor vessel is fabricatedusingringforglngswith material
specificationsthat result In a sixty year end-of.llfe RTNoT whlch
is well below the currentUS NRC screeningcriteria. Use of such
forgingsreducesthe numberof welds andeliminatesconcernfor
pressurlzedthermal shock.

• The pressurizervolume Is increased, which Improves transient
response.

• The steam generators use Inconel 690 tubes, have improved
steam dryers, and incorporatea ten percent margin for future
potential tube plugging. There is a largefeedwater inventoryto
extend "boil-dry"time, and other design modificationsincrease
accessand facilitate maintenance.

• The Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) has been
redesignedas a non-safetyrelatedsystem, andhasthereby been
simplifiedand improved.

• The Safety injection System is simple and reliable. It contains
four trains for injection, direct-to-vesselconnections,and an in-
containment refuelingwater storagetank, which eliminatesthe
needto switch supplyfrom the externalRefuelingWater Storage
Tank to the containment sump, which are now integrated.

• A Safety DepressurizationSystem provides the capability to
depressurizethe ReactorCoolantSystem rapidlysothat primary
system feed-and bleed can be used to remove decay heat
followinga total lossof feedwater event. Dischargeis routedto
the in-containment refueling water storage tank, not to
containment volume, which prevents contamination of the
containment dueto system activation.

• A dedicated Emergency Feedwater System with a cavitating
venturi (to limit feed flow to a steam generator with a ruptured
feed or steam line) is independentof the main feed system. This
system eliminatesthe needfor automatic isolationof feed flow
to a disabledsteam generator.

• The Shutdown CoolingSystem is designedto a 900 pslg design
pressure,to providegreater flexibilityof operation,and has been
further modifiedto increasesystem reliability.

• The Advanced Control Complex (NUPLEX 80+) incorporates
state-of-the-art advances,includingdistributeddigital processing
and remote multiplexing,fiber optic data communications,and
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touch-sensitive video displays. NUPLEX 80 + also features an
enhanced man-machine interface, including s large wall-mounted
color graphic display which is called the integrated Process
Status Overview (IPSO) panel, electroluminescent displays, and
dedicated indicators which replace analog devices on each panel.

, Self-testing features have been designed into the plant
instrumentation end control systems utilizing the latest in
continuous on-line computer-aided circuitry and diagnostics. This
simplifies operation and reduces operations and maintenance

efforts, with resulting cost savings and enhanced safety.

Station documentation provided by the designer also has a safety role. The
documentation scope includes the spectrum of activities from construction through
commissioning to normal operations. Operational guidance and procedural guidance
is provided by the designer for the plant owner to develop plant specific procedures.
Included are procedures derived from emergency procedures guidelines for the operator
to follow during abnormal operations.

10.2.8

10.2.8.1 Level and Type of Analysis

Two types of analyses have been performed . the traditional deterministic safety
analysis required by the USNRC as the basis for licensing and a Probabilisttc Risk
Assessment (PRA), also required by the USNRC and used to assess the potential for
severe accidents with significant consequences to the public. The fault schedule for
the deterministic analyses is prescribed by the USNRC in NUREG-800, "Standard
Review Plan for the Review of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants", as
revised through June, 1987. NUREG-800 groups events into seven categories and
subjectively classifies initiating events in the following qualitative frequency groups:

• Moderate Frequency Events
• Infrequent Events
• Accidents

The events and event combinations are analyzed with respect to the event-specific
acceptance criteria specified in NUREG-800. For each applicable acceptance criterion
in an event category/frequency group, only the limiting event or event combination is
analyzed in detail. The methods and computer codes employed in the analyses have
been approved by the USNRC. Results of these analyses are compared to acceptance
criteria to demonstrate the safety of the plant and to establish its licenseability.

The PRA fault tree schedule is derived from general core damage initiators, based on

prior LWR design experience. Event trees are developed that all result in core damage.
These are collapsed into a tractable set for which fault tree analyses yield event
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sequence probabilities. The PRA fault schedule and frequencies complement the
deterministicanalyses. They serveto measureeffectivenessof plantdesignevolutions
and they serveto confirm the adequacyof the determlnistlcfault schedule.

Events on the determlnlstlc fault schedule ere bounded by a set of prescribed
assumptlons for which the plant safety features are shown to yield acceptable
consequences,whereas eventson the PF:Ascheduleeredeliberatelyextended beyond
theplant designbasisby assumptlonsof system, componentor structuralfailuresuntil
core damage is achieved. Frequenciesfor the PRA event sequencesare therefore
generallylower than frequenciesof events on the deterministicfault schedule.

10.2.8.2 Safety Standards

Safety standardsincludemechanicalstandardson fuel rodandplant integrltyfor which
violation may represent precursors to radioactive release and radiologlcal dose
standardsapplicableto plant personneland the public. Physicalstandardsare given
in Table C-I0-I. They are limits on the fuel rod cladding to prevent release of
radioactivefissionproductsfrom fuel rods,limitson the primaryandsecondarycoolant
pressureboundariesto preventreleaseof radioactivecoolantandllmltson containment
temperature andpressureequivalentto the designvalues, which for the containment
are for faulted conditions.

A LOCA event is by definitiona breach of the primarycoolant pressureboundary,so
a separateset of acceptancecriteriaarespecifiedandaresummarizedinTable C-10-2.
Satisfactionof the LOCA acceptancecriteriaassuresmaintenanceof a coolablecore
geometryandlimitsthe potentialfor containmentfailureby ignitionof event generated
hydrogengas.

Radiologicaldoselimitsfor events of the deterministicsafety analysesare providedin
NUREG-800.

10.2.8.3 Analysis Methods

The analysismethods employed in assessingthe safety of the System 80 + design
have been developed by ABB over a number of years. They have been applied to
fifteen operating nuclear plants licensed in the US and to four nuclear plants under
constructionin Korea. Documentationfor the methodsand computercodesemployed
inthe deterministicsafety analyseshasbeensubmittedto the USNRCandthe methods
are approvedfor nuclearlicensingin the US.

Validationof methodsand codesis performedby comparisonswith a variety of tests.
Resultsfrom the NSSS transient and performancecode, CESECIIi, employedfor the
non-LOCA transient analyses,were comparedwith actual plant performance during
power ascensiontesting, includingcoastdown tests and material convectioncooling,
and were also comparedwith data from abnormalevents on operating reactors. In
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addition, NRC audits of CESEC included benchmarkingagainst RELAP by Argonne
National Laboratory.

The calculationof DNBRis supportedby reactor vessel scale flow model tests that
yield the pressure and flow distributionsthroughout the vessel internals and core.
Pressurelossesare comblnedwith the pump characteristicsdeterminedfrom reactor
coolant pumptests at full temperature,pressureandflow rate to predict reactor core
flow rate. Coreflow distributionsfrom the scalemodeltests andthe systemflow rate
are input boundaryconditionsin calculatingDNBRwith TORC. The DNBRcorrelation
Is derivedfrom CHFtesting on heated rod arraysof the System 80 + dlmenslonsand
configuration. The CHFtests areevaluatedwith the same TORC codeemployedinthe
transient analyses.

r

10.2.8.4 Safety Durlng NormalOperatlons

Radiologicaldose limitsfor normaloperationare summarizedin Tables C-10-3 and C-
10-4. System 80 + features that minimize doses from normal operation include
material selection to minimize coolant transport of radioactive material, plant
configurationsto minimize local crud depositionsand equipment design to reduce
maintenancetimes.

10.2.8.5 Analysisof Faults

• Fault Scheduls

Transientanalysesare performedfor the event sequencestaken
from the deterministicfault scheduleand given in Table C-10-5.
The consequencesof the events in the table encompassthe
consequencesfrom all the deterministicevents consideredand
meet the radiologicaldose limits in NUREG-800. These are
consideredthe designbasisevents for which the limits in Tables
C-10-I and C-I0-2 shall be satisfied.

• Fault SeouancaAnalysim

The fault sequencefor faults on the deterministic schedule is
prescribedso as to assure that the calculatedconsequencesof
the fault initiatorare a conservativemeasureof the performance
capability of the plant and safety systems. Analyses of the
deterministic faults include the event initiator, adverse initial
conditions,lossof off site power, worst singlefailure, creditfor
onlysafety gradesystemsandno operatoractionfor 30 minutes.

The fault sequencefor events on the PRAfault schedulemay be
similar, but assume additional failures in order to force the
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sequence to achieve core damage. The dominant accident
sequences in the PRA are summarized in Table C-10-6.

• Transient Analysis

Each transient has been analyzed in detail. Tables of the fault
sequences show the timing of the automatic and manual actions
credited to mitigate the event and of the calculated values of
pressure and DNBR to compare with the safety standards.
Tables C-10-7a through C-10-7c are samples of the sequence
tables that have been developed.

For each initiating fault, the sequence table provides the
following information. The Reactor Protection System (RPS)
parameter that trips the reactor i8 stated. The term, analysis
setpoint, used with the value of the trip parameter, implies that
the Ir_ point used in the analysis is conservatively biased relative
to the nominal l_tpoint because of instrument error, time delay
and/or event induced errors. The safety equipment that functions
to mitigate the event is stated. The magnitude of the parameters
representing fuel or plant integrity standards are shown. They
include DNBR and the fraction of failed rods, primary pressure
and secondary pressure. Comparison with the limit values in
Table C-10-1 demonstrate the System 80+ design margins for
the event. Actuation of the secondary safety or atmosphere
dump valve is particularly important because they are a radiation
release pathway. For events with significant release, the mass
of fluid released is shown. Finally, most of the events are
essentially concluded by the operator after 1800 sec (30 min)
when the operator first takes action, which correctly suggests
that quicker operator action can significantly reduce the severity
of these events. The Nuplex 80+ Advanced Control Complex
facilitates the operator's recognition and mitigating actions in
such circumstances.

• Radiolo_aicalConseouence Analysis

Sources of radioactivity released during the design basis events
on the deterministic fault schedule include 1) radioactivity in the
primary coolant initially and from failed fuel, 2) radioactivity in the
secondary coolant from a leaking or event-caused break in a
steam generator tube, 3) radioactivity released into the
containment atmosphere following a LOCA and 4) radioactivity
in ex-core components.
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The radiological sources comprise groups of iodine, krypton and
xenon isotopes. For each isotope and quantity released, the dose
to the public is determined at the Exclusion Area Boundary (EAB)
and the Low Population Zone (LPZ). The summed doses are
presented in Table C-10-5 at the locations and times indicated in
the table. Timing of the event sequences is evident in Table C-
10-7.

• Probabilistic Analyses

A schedule of traditional fault initiators was developed from prior
PRA evaluations and was augmented with specific considerations
of the System 80 + design features. Event trees were prepared
for each initiator to develop sequences that would lead to core
damage. Fault trees established the quantitative frequencies for
each fault sequence. Condensation of the sequences resulted in
a tractable set of initiators and sequences from which the total
core damage frequency was determined.

• Frecuencv of Off Site Releases and Plant Damaon
w

The probabilistic analysis yields the frequency of core damage,
although detailed transient analyses to quantify the core damage
have not been performed for the events on the probabilistic fault
schedule since these events are beyond the design basis for the
System 80 + plant. The total core damage frequency for events
on the probabilistic fault schedule is 2.8 x 10"e(Table C-10-8).

A Level II and Level II PRA have been performed.

The large offsite-release goal adopted by ABB-CE for the System
80+ Standard Design is:

"In the event of a severe accident, the dose beyond a
one-half mile radius from the reactor shall not exceed

25 rem. The mean frequency of occurrence for higher
offsite doses shall be less than once per million reactor-
_,ears, considering both internal and external events."

This goal is consistent with the ALWR large offsite release goal
established by EPRI in the ALWR Utility Requirements Document.
As can be seen from Figure C-10-1 the frequency with which a
whole-body dose of 25 rem is exceeded at 0.5 miles is

approximately 5.3E-08 per year. Therefore, the System 80+
Standard Design meets the large offsite release goal with
substantial margin.
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• Assessment A_oainst Deterministic _;tandards

The faults on the deterministic fault schedule are analyzed
assuming the worst single failure. Table C-10-9 lists the failures
from which the worst single failure is selected. The selection is
based on the analyst's experience and, where necessary, multiple
analyses for comparison.

In analyzing the design basis events on the deterministic fault
schedule, no credit is taken for the diversity provided in the
safety systems. Credit may be taken for diverse systems when
analyzing beyond design basis events, depending on the event
and the intended use of the results in the regulatory process.

Diversity exists in the reactor trip function, through the Alternate
Protection System (APS) to open the trip breakers. The
deterministic analysis of the ATWS event demonstrated
acceptable consequences without crediting the APS.

Diversity exists in the emergency feedwater actuation
independent of the ESFAS actuation portion of the Plant
Protection System. Diversity exists in the emergency feedwater
pumps that are both electrically and steam powered.
Deterministic analyses of the total loss of feedwater event do not
credit these diverse features.

Diversity exists in the Alternate AC combustion turbine driven
generator. It is diverse from the two redundant emergency diesel
generators. Credit is taken for the Alternate AC during Station
Black Out (SBO). The USNRC defines the SBO event to include

loss of all offsite and redundant emergency (two diesel
generators) on site electrical power. The diverse Alternate AC
power is assumed to be available.

10.3

The System 80 + design benefits from the evolution of safety system development and
safety evaluation for LWR power plants. Equipment and component design is based
upon clear performance objectives and accepted industry standards. Justification of
safety performance is confirmed with matured procedures that combine deterministic
and probabilistic methodologies. Deterministic evaluations demonstrate that System
80 + satisfies the NRC acceptance criteria. Probabilistic evaluations quantify the
frequency of events and demonstrate that System 80 + satisfies the safety assessment
levels presented below. Further, the evaluations show that the total mean core
damage frequency from internal and external events is 2.8 x 10 "eper year.
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The following Fundamental Safety Principles are satisfied by the System 80+ plant
design:

• No person shall receive doses of radiation in excess of the statutory dose
limits as a result of normal operation.

• The exposure of any person to radiation shall be kept as low as reasonably
practicable.

• The collective effective dose to operators and to the general public as a
result of operation of the nuclear installation shall be kept as low as
reasonably practicable.

• All reasonably practicable steps shall be taken to prevent accidents.

• All reasonably practicable steps shall be taken to minimize the radiological
consequences of any accident.
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MOX fuel are required to cover handling, storage, packaging, shipment, and disposal.
The licensing amendments must consider, among other things, the potential impacts
of the spent MOX fuels on criticality and operating safety.

8.2.4.1 Snent Fuel from the Reactor

The irradiated mixed oxide fuel assemblies are expected to be similar to the irradiated
uranium oxide fuel assemblies and thus casks used for the latter can be utilized for the
mixed oxide assemblies. The only constraints may be the weight limitations imposed
by the DOT regulations. The shipping/transportation casks developed and approved
by US NRC are described in the report by Oak Ridge National Laboratory ORNL/TM-
11005 Dated November 1988. As per this report, there are 4 casks approved for
shipment by road and two casks for shipment by rail. These existing approved casks
can be used for the System 80 + fuel assemblies containing mixed oxide fuels.

The parameters associated with these casks are shown in Table 8.2.4-1. The
irradiated mixed oxide fuel assemblies will have an average heat generation rate about
20% higher than the UO2 fuel assemblies for the same amount of fuel burnup. Also,
the neutron radiation level of a spent mixed fuel assembly is slightly higher and thus
will require some additional shielding, thereby reducing the maximum number of
assemblies per shipment. These factors have to be considered in utilizing the existing
casks for the shipment. Due to the increased weight one can expect that most of the
shipment may be done by rail. If the reactor site is not accessible to rail service, the
lighter cask for shipment by truck can be utilized only increasing the number of
shipments. These casks are designed to handle various type of accidents and one
need not consider any _dditional ones for the transport of mixed oxide spent fuel
assemblies. The need for escorts and other safeguards and securities factors will be
the same as that applied for the present transportation of commercial spent UO2 fuel
assemblies.

8.2.4.2 Fuel Qualification Testino
v

The fuel assemblies fabricated for the testing program will not be the same size as the
one planned for use in the reactor. Thus, the transportation requirements for these
assemblies will have to be modified to a certain extent. The fresh MOX test fuel
assemblies transported to the irradiation facility can use the metal container planned
for utilization with fresh assemblies and discussed in Section 8.1.2. The irradiated fuel
assemblies can be transported in the shipping casks identified for use with irradiated
MOX fuel assemblies in Section 8.2.4.1.

Table 8.2.4-2 shows the shipment means, number of shipment for each type, distance
travelled, etc. This information will be developed as part of the project development.
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TABLE C-10-1

PLANT AND FUEL ROD INTEGRITY LIMITR
FOR DESIGN BASIS EVENTS

Fault Freauency Desianation Intearitv Limits

Moderate and Infrequent Faults 1. Coolant pressure boundary
stress less than 110% of
ASME design value.

2. CE-1 DNBR greater than 1.24.

3. Containment pressure and
temperature less than design.

Limiting Faults 1. Coolant pressure boundary
stress less than 120% of

ASME design value.

2. Fuel pellet enthalpy less than
280 cal/gm.

3. Containment pressure and
temperature less than design.

Beyond Design Basis Faults 1. Coolant pressure boundary
stress less than ASME Level C
stress limits.
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TABLE C-10-2

LOCA ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA

1. Peak clad temperature less than 1204°C (2200°F).

2. Local clad oxidation less than 17%.

3. Core wide oxidation over active fuel cladding length less than 1%.

4. Core geometry shall remain coolable.

5. Core temperature shall be maintained at an acceptably low value and
decay heat shall be removed for the extended period of time required
by the long lived radioactivity remaining in the core.
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i i i

TABLE C-10-3

DOSE LIMITS FOR NORMAL OPERATINGCONDITIONS
IFOR OPERATORSI

Assessment
Level _ System 80 +_"Annual Dose Limit

ii

1 Plant personnel 1 Whole Body: 10 mSv (1
Rem)

i

2 Average plant 1 Whole Body: 2 mSv
personnel (0.2 Rem)

i

3 Collective Plant =0.8 man-mSv/MWe
Personnel (or 100 person-rem/1300 MWe plant)

i ii

Section 12.4, CESSAR-DC.
= EPRIALWR Utility Document,Chapter 11 goal.
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TABLEC-104

DOSE LIMITS FOR NORMAL OPERATINGCONDITION-(=
IFOR THE PUBLIC)

i, ,, ,,.,,, ,,, , ,, i , i . , , , , ,

Assessment s Calculated Dose for
J,g3_ _ System 80 + " Annual Dose System 80 +

Urnit
,, i ,1, r =,,11 ,,, ., i

4 General Public 1 Whole Body: 10 mSv (0.5 N/A
Ram)

i , i i,ii i ,, i , . , , ,, iii

=LiquidDischarges: Liquid Discharges:

Whole Body: 30 pSv (3.0 Whole Body: 0.011 pSv/yr
mrem) (1.1E-03 mrem/y

Organ: 100 pSv (10.0
mrem)

...... , ,,, ,, ,,,

=GaseousDischarges: GaseousDischarges:

Whole Body: 50 pSv (5.0 Whole Body: 2.9 pSv/yr
torero) (0.29

Skin: 150 pSv (15.0 mrem/yr)
mrem)

Organ: 150 pSv (15.0
mrem)

N/A N/A
°J ' ' " ' ' I rur I

1 10 CFR 20 limits.
= 10 CFR 50, Appendix I.
3 Calculated based System 80+ m design parameters using on methodology per

Chapter 5, Pa,t 1 of the OTS.
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TABLEC.10-B

DOSE LIMITS BASEOON FREQUENCYOF
FAULT SEQUENCESFROM DETERMINISTICFAULT SCHEDULE

, I III I II I IIIIIIII

Dose mSv/rem(=j
Event Description

,l, ,, i ,, H i, i i i ii ,ill ,

1.) Steamline Break-FullPower w/Loop 3/.3 (=
,,,, i ii, i i iiii

2.) Steamline Break-ZeroPower w/Loop
+ GIS(11
+ PIS(1) .6/.06

.6/.06

3.) Lossof CondenserVacuum N/A
,, , i H

4.) Feedwater LineBreak
+ GIS(" .32/.032
+ PIS"_ .33/.033

,,,|, l l,H i ,,

5.) Locked Rotor w/Loop
GIS(1_ .2/.02
FailedFuel 1.3/. 13

i, i i , iHll

6.) CEA Ejection
via Containment 7/.7
via Secondary 6/.6

,,,, iH,ll, t,,

7.) Letdown Line Break
+ GIS"_ 7/.7

i i i

8.) SGTR w/o LOOP
+ GIS"D .7/.07
+ PISm .9/.09

izH ,,

9.) SGTR w/LOOP
+ GIS") 1.12/.112
+ PISc_D 1.43/. 143

10.) SGTR/LOOP + SF
+ GISn) 74.2/7.42
+ PIS") 75/7.5

If
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TABLEC.10._B (Continued)

DOSE LIMITS BASBI_ON FREQUENCYOF
FAULT SEQUENCESFROM DETERMINISTICFAULT SCH':nULF

J I 1"] I _ I I III L

Dose
Event Description (mSv)c2_

,iii iii ii i,ii ii ii i i i HIII,I i i ii r i i ii,iii

11 .) LOCA
2 hr, EAB 26.3/2.83
30 day, LPZ 89.1/8.91

I I II i i I I ii ii III I I I11 I iiBi

12.) Fuel HandlingAccident 9/.9
II II IIIIL

,D GIS - Dose includesevent generated iodine spike
PIS- Dose includespre-exlstingiodine spike

_=) All doses are whole body doses taken at 2 hoursat the
EAB, unlessotherwise noted.

_3_ No fuel failure is calculated to occur. To provide a
boundingvalue for off-site dose calculations, .5% fuel
failure was assumed.
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TABLEC.lO.B

COREDAMAGE FREQUENCYCONTRIBUTIDNBFORDOMINANT ACCIDENT
IIEQUENCBaBY INITIATING INTERNALEVENT

__

i i i i iiiirlll 1 i i i i i iii i iiii iiii i_ i i i ii iii11111111i iiJ i i i [ L__

MEAN COREDAMAGE
FREQUENCYCONTRIBUTiOLlU

BEQUENCE ERROR
NUMBER SEQUENCE EVENTS/YEAR FACTOR

i i i lu i i i uul i i i i i u i ,mill u i i

LOFW-9 (LOFW)(EmergencyFeedweter 4.4E-7 5.4
Fails)(Safety Depressurizationfor Bleed
Fails)

SGTR.17 (SGTR)(InjectionFetls)(Aggressive 2.7E.07 18.9
SecondaryCooldown Fails)

SL-11 (SLOCA)(Safety Injection 1.6E-07 17.9
Fails)(AggressiveCooldown Fails)

ML2-3 (Medium LOCA 2)(Safety Injection 1.6E-07 5.1
Fails)

ML1-3 (Medium LOCA 1)(Safety Injection 1.4E-07 5.6
Fails)

LL-3 (LLOCA)(SITs Inject OK)(Safety 1.1E-07 5.3
InjectionFails)

VR Vessel Rupture 1.0E-07 10.0

TOTH-4 (Other Transients)(DeliverFeedwater 6.9E-08 7.5
OK)(Long-termDecay Heat Removal
Fails)(Safety Injectionfor Feed Fails)

ATWS-29 (ATWS)(Adverse MTC) 4.7E-08 8.5
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TABLE(;-10.6 (Cont'd)

COREDAMAGE FREQUENCYCONTRIBUTIONSFOR DOMINANT ACCIDENT
BEQUENCEaBY INITIATING INTERNALEVENT

I I Illl I if illl I I I I f,Tl,llll I I llllll , ,,,,. ,..,,.. ..............................

MEAN COREDAMAGE
FREQUENCy,,,,CONTRIBUTION

SEQUENCE ERROR
NUMBER 8EGUENCE EVENTS/YEAR FACTOR

I I II I I IIIIH _ III I I II II I II1[ I 1 I

LOFW-4 (LOFW)lEmergencyFeedwater 3.6E-08 6.9
OK)(Long-termDecay Heat Removal
Fails)(BleedOK)(Safety Injectionfor
FeedFails)

SGTR-9 (SGTR)(Safety Injection OK)(Deiiver 3.1E-08 12.1
Feedwater OK)(UnisolableLeak in SG)
(Failureto Refill IRWST)

TOTH-12 (TOTH)(PSV Failsto Reseat) 2.7E-08 8.3
(Safety Injection Fails)

SBO Station Blackoutwith Battery Depletion 2.1E-08 9.2

LOFW-8 (LOFW)(EmergencyFeedwater 2.1E-08 4.5
Fails)(BleedOK)(Safety Injectionfor
Feed Fails)

SGTR-16 (SGTR)(Safety Injection 1.5E-08 9.2
Fatls)(AggressiveCooldown OK)(RHR
InjectionFails)

SL-10 (SLOCA)(Safety Injection 9.0E-09 8.3
Fails)(AggressiveCooldown OK) (RHR
Injection Fails)

SL-4 (SLOCA)(Safety InjectionOK)(Deliver 8.9E-09 7.7
Feedwater OK)(Long-termDecay Heat
RemovalFails)(Safety Oepressurization
- BleedFails)

TOTH-5 (Other Transtents)(DeliverFeadwater 6.9E-09 8.7
OK)(Long-termDecay Heat Removal
Fails)(Safety DepressurizationFails)
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TABLEC-10-B (Cont'd)

COREDAMAGE FREQUENCYCONTRIBUTIONSFOR DOMINANT ACCIDENT
SEQUENCESBY INITIATING INTERNALEVENT

i ii _ i ii llllll i i ill. Hi lllll i i Hll ii i

MEAN COREDAMAGE
FREQUENCYCONTRIBUTION

SEQUENCE ERROR
NUMBER SEQUENCE EVENTS/YEAR FACTOR

i fi i i ill i ii i .l=,ll .i i i i i i i Hll.lllll i i i

SGTR-12 (SGTR)(Safety InjectionOK)(Feedwater 6.9E-09 7.9
Fails)(Safety Depressurization- Bleed
Fails)

LOFW-5 (LOFW)(EmergencyFeedwater 5.1E-09 8.3
OK)(Long-termDecay Heat Removal
Fatls)(SafetyDepressurizationfor Bleed
Fails)

LL-4 (LLOCA)(SITsFailto Inject) 4.7E-09 6.3

LHV-6 (LHVAC)(DeliverFeedwater OK)(Long- 4.0E-09 17.9
term Decay Heat Removal Fails)(Safety
Depressurizationfor BleedFails)

I

LOOP-9 (LOOP)(Failureto Deliver Emergency 3.9E-09 9.0
Feedwater)(Safety Depressurization for
Bleed Fails)

LOOP-8 (LOOP)(Failureto DeliverEmergency 3.4E-09 10.8
Feedwater)(Safety Dep. OK)(Sefety
Injectionfor Feed Fails)

SGTR-8 (SGTR)(Safety InjectionOK) 3.1E-09 10.6
(Delivery of Feedwater OK)
(UnisolableLeak in SG) (Refill IRWST
OK)
(Failureto Maintain SecondaryHeat
Removal)

ATWS-9 (ATWS)(PSVs Open and Re-close 2.9E-09 23.4
OK)(No ConsequentialSGTR)(Deliver
Feedwater OK)(Failureto DeliverBoron
by ChargingPumps)(Safety
OepressurizationFails)
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TABLE(;-10-8 (Cont'd)

COREDAMAGE FREQUENCYCONTRIBUTIONSFOR DOMINANT ACCIDENT
SEQUENCESBY INITIATING INTERNALEVENT

i Ullll,l ii III I llllllll II I I ii ii II flllllllllll i Iii I 1 I i iiiiiiiiiii iiiiii

MEAN COREDAMAGE
FREQUENCYCONTRIBUTION

SEQUENCE ERROR
NUMBER SEQUENCE EVENTS/YEAR FACTOR

ii i iiiii i +ii i iiii ii llllllll ii + i nl i I ii

TOTH-9 (Other Transients)lFeedwater 2.3E-09 6.9
Fails)(Safety DepressurizationFails)

LSSB-9 (LSSB)(Safety InjectionOK)(Failureto 2.1E-09 12.0
Deliver Feedwater)(Safety
Depressurizationfor Bleed Fails)
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TABLE C-10-7s
SEQUENCE OF EVENTS FOR FULL POWER

INADVERTENT OPENING OF A STEAM GENERATOR
ATMOSPHERIC DUMP VALVE (IOSGADV} WITH LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER

Setpoint
Evlnt QLV.olu0

0.0 One atmospheric dump valve opens fully --
1800 Hot channel DNBR 1.36

1800 Operator initiates manual trip --
1800.4 Manual reactor trip signal generated --
1800.55 Reactor trip breakers open/Turbine Trip/Loss --

of Offsite Power/RCPs begin to coastdown
1800.22 Steam generator water level reaches emergency 19.9

feedwater actuation analysis setpoint, %WR
1801.96 Minimum Transient DNBR 1.30

1805 Main steam safety valves open, psia 1212
1845 Main steam safety valves close, psia 1151
1860.22 Emergency feedwater delivered to generator --
1919.46 Void begins to form in RV upper head --
2050.4 Steam generator pressure reaches main steam 719

isolation signal (MSIS) analysis setpoint, psia
2056.75 MFIVs close completely --
2056.75 MSIVs close completely --
2074.9 Pressurizer pressure reaches low pressurizer 1555

safety injection actuation analysis setpoint,
psia

2115.5 Safety injection pumps reach full speed --
2154.6 Affected steam generator dries out --
3000 Operator manually closes ADV --
3600 Operator initiates plant cooldown --
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TABLE C-10-7b
_S.F._JE_LCEOF EVENTS FOR FULL POWER INADVERTENT OPENING

OF A STEAM GENERATOR ATMOSPHERIC DUMP VALVE WITH
LOSS OF THE FEEDWATER CONTROL SYSTEM REACTOR TRIP OVERRIDE

(IOSGADV+ SF) AND WITH LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER

Setpoint
Time (sec) Event or Value

0.0 One atmospheric dump valve opens fully --
1800 Hot channel DNBR 1.36
1800 Operator initiates manual trip --
1800.4 Manual reactor trip signal generated --
1800.55 Reactor trip breakers open/Turbine Trip/ --

Loss of Offsite Power/RCPs begin to coastdown
1800.6 Steam generator water level reaches 19.9

emergency feedwater actuation analysis
setpoint, %WR

1802.15 Minimum transient DNBR 1.29
1829.76 Void begins to form in RV upper head --
1841.80 Steam generator pressure reaches main 719

steam isolation signal (MSIS) analysis
setpoint, psia

1848.15 MFIVs close completely --
1848.15 MSIVs close completely --
1860.6 Emergency feedwater delivered to generator --
1872.8 Pressurizer pressure reaches low 1555

pressurizer pressure safety injection
actuation analysis setpoint, psia

1913.4 Safety injection pumps reach full speed --
3000 Operator manually closes ADV --
3600 Operator initiates plant cooldown --
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TABLE C-10-7c
SEQUENCE OF EVENTS FOR A LARGE STEAM LINE BREAK

DURING FULL POWER OPERATION WITH OFFSITE
POWER AVAILABLE ISLBFPI

Event 8etDoint or Value

0.0 Steam Line Break Occurs --
7.49 CPC Variable Overpower Trip 115

Condition Reached (% Power)
7.89 CPC Variable Overpower Trip Signal

Generated --

8.04 Reactor Trip Breakers Open --
14.52 Voids Begin to Form in RV Upper Head --
16.10 Steam Generator Pressure Reaches 719

Main Steam Isolation Signal
Analysis Setpoint, psia

22.45 MFIVs Close Completely --
22.45 MSIVs Close Completely --
46.4 Pressurizer Empties --
69.5 Pressurizer Pi'essure Reaches Safety 1555

Injection Actuation Signal Analysis
Setpoint, psia

110.1 Safety Injection Flow Begins --
168.6 Safety Injection Boron Begins to --

Reach Reactor Core
230 Maximum Tran,_ient -0.81

Reactivity, 10"'¢ L_o
1800 Operator Initiates Cooldown --
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TABLE C-IO-B

CORE DAMAGE FREQUENCY CONTRIBUTION BY INITIATING EVENT

MEAN CORE

DAMAGE ERROR PERCENT

INITIATING EVENT FREQUENCY FACTOR

Large Loss-Of-Coolant-Accident (LLOCA) 1.1 E-07 5.8 6.6
Medium Loss-Of-Coolant-Accident (MLOCA1) 1.4E-07 5.3 8.3
Medium Loss-Of-Coolant-Accident (MLOCA2) 1.7E-07 5.8 10.2
Small Loss-Of-Coolant-Accident (SLOCA) 2.1 E-07 12.6 12.4
Large Secondary Side Break (LSSB) 2.1E-09 13.5 0.1
Steam Generator Tube Rupture (SGTR) 3.0E-07 11.2 18.0
Loss of Feedwater Flow (LOFW) 4.7E-07 4.8 27.9
Other Transients (TOTH) 9.2 E-08 5.2 5.5

Loss Of Offsite Power (LOOP) 7.1E-09 6.8 0.5
Station Blackout with Battery Depletion 2.1E-08 9.2 1.3
Loss of Component Cooling Water (CCW) Div 2 5.2E-10 9.0 0.0
Loss of 4.16 Kv Bus 2.7E-10 5.7 0.0
Loss of 125 VDC Vital Bus 1.7E-10 5.2 0.0

Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) 4.9E-08 12.0 2.9
Interfacing System LOCA 5.2E-10 234.0 0.0
Loss of HVAC 5.4E-09 16.0 0.3

Vessel Rupture 1.0E-07 10.O 6.0

Internal Events - Total 1.7E-06" 2.5 100.0

Tornado Strike Events 2.5E-07 7.1 76.9

Fire (conservative scoping estimate only) 6.3E-08"* 19.1
Flood (conservative scoping estimate only) _** 4.0

External Events - Total 3.3E-07" * * 100.0

Internal Events 1.7E-06 2.5 58.9
External Events 3.3E-07"** 11.6

Shutdown Risk & Low-power (int. & Ext.) _** 29.5

TOTAL 2.8E-06 ° ° ° 100.0

• This value representsthe meanof the combinedaccident sequencesfor internalinitiators, and not the sum of the
meanfor each internalinitiator.

"* Best Estimate.

"*" Includesconservative$coping estimate for fire and flood.
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TABLE C- 10-9
(Sheet 1 of 3)

_d_LQ_..ELULUBF.S

A. STEAM BYPASS CONTROL SYSTEM

1. Failure to Modulate Open
2. Failure to Quick Open
3. One Bypass Valve Fails to Quick Close
4. Excessive Steam Bypass Flow
5. Failure to Generate Automatic Withdrawal Prohibit Signal During Steam Bypass

Operation
6. Failure to Generate the Reactor Power Cutback Signal

B. REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

7. Regulating Group(s) Fail(s) to Insert or Withdraw
8. A Single CEA Stuck*
9. A CEA Subgroup Stuck*
10. Failure to Initiate or Execute the Reactor Power Cutback
1 1. CEA's Withdraw upon Automatic Withdrawal Prohibit and/or CEA Withdrawal

Prohibit

C. FEEDWATER CONTROL SYSTEM

12. Failure of Reactor Trip Override
13. Failure of High Level Override

D. TURBINE-GENERATOR CONTROL SYSTEM

14. Setback w/o Cutback
15. Failure to Modulate the Turbine Control Valves

* Control Element Drive Mechanism does not respond to control signal. Release of CEA(s)
on trip is not inhibited.
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TABLE C-10-9 (Cont'd)
(Sheet 2 of 3)

SINGLE FAILURES

16. Failure to Setback Given a Cutback
(100% > Initial Power > 75%)

17. Failure to Setback
(75% ___ Initial Power > 60%)

18. Failure to Runback
(60% > Initial Power)

19. Failure to Trip the Turbine

E. PRESSURIZER PRESSURE CONTROL SYSTEM (PPCS)

20. Failure of Spray Control Valves to Open
21. Failure of Spray Control Valves to Close
22. Failure of Backup Heaters to Turn On
23. Failure of Backup Heaters to Turn Off
24. Failure of Proportional Heaters to Turn Off

F. PRESSURIZER LEVEL CONTROL SYSTEM

25. Charging Flow Control Valve Fails to Open
26. Charging Flow Control Valve Fails to Close
27. Letdown Flow Control Valve Fails to Close
28. Letdown Flow Control Valve Fails to Open

G. MAIN FEEDWATER SYSTEM

29. One MFIV Fails to Close
30. One Back-flow Check Valve Fails to Close
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TABLEC-10-9 (Cont'd)
(Sheet 3 of 3)

SINGLEFAILURES

H. MAIN STEAM SYSTEM

31. One MSIV Failsto Close
32. One AtmosphericDump Valve Failsto Open
33. One MSSV ClosesBelow Blowdown Pressure
34. One Atmospheric Dump Valve Failsto Reclose

I. EMERGENCYFEEDWATERSYSTEM

35. Failureof Any One EmergencyFeed Pumpto Start

J. SAFETY INJECTIONSYSTEM

36. Failureof One SI Pump

K. ELECTRICALPOWERSOURCES

37. Failureof One EmergencyGeneratorto Start, Run, or Load (Two SI pumps are
powered from one EmergencyGenerator.)

L. INTERACTIVECONTROL SYSTEM FAILURES

38. Lossof CEDMC ReactorTripped Signal
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TABLEC-0-1 (Sheet 1 of 8)
CT

SUMMARY COMPARISONOF PLANT PARAMETERS (_-
00
e-I-
iiio

O
ITEM UNIT ReferenceSystem 80 + FullPlutonium PlutoniumCore

Plant with Base UO2 Core Core load with Triti_'!mn
1. POWEROUTPUT AND MAIN PLANT FT_

PARAMETERS

NO. OF PRIMARY COOLANT LOOPS 2 2 2 .._"
REACTORTHERMAL OUTPUT MW(t) 3931 3817 3427 (1)
GROSS GENERATEDOUTPUT MWe 1392 1350 1200 (D
NET POWERSTATION OUTPUT MWe 1298 1256 1106 "_-
RCS OPERATINGPRESSURE PSIA 2250 2250 2250
RCS COOLANT FLOW GPM 444,650 444,650 445,600 ,(_
REACTORINLETTEMP. °F 552 552 552.5 m

REACTOR OUTLETTEMP. OF 611 609.5 604
STEAM PRESSUREAT SG OUTLET PSIA 1012 1014 1023 .O
STEAM QUALITY .9975 .9975 .9975
TOTAL STEAM FLOW MIb/hr 17.66 17.08 15.15

2. REACTORCORE

CORETHERMAL OUTPUT MW(t) 3914 3800 3410
NO. OF FUELASSEMBUES 241 241 241
TYPE OF FUEL ASSEMBLY 16xl 6 16X16 16X16
NO. OF ZIRCALOY4 GRIDS/ASSEMBLY 10 10 10
NO. OF INCONEL625 GRIDS/ASSEMBLY 1 1 1
TOTAL NUMBER OF CONTROL ROD

ASSEMBLIES 101 101 101
NUMBEROF 12 ELEMENTFULL

STRENGTH CONTROLASSEMBLIES 48 48 48
NUMBER OF 4 ELEMENTFULL

STRENGTH CONTROLASSEMBLIES 53 53 53
REFUELINGINTERVAL MO 18 12 12
FUELCYCLE LENGTH EFPD 432 274 274
NO. OF ZONES 3 3 3
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TABLE C-0-1 (Sheet 2 of 8)
CT

SUMMARY COMPARISON OF PLANT PARAMETERS ¢"
U)

ii ml

ITEM UNIT Reference System 80 + Full Plutonium Plutonium Core C)

. Plant with Base UOz Core Core load with Tri__',_ml

2. REACTORCORE(_ ITI

CORE MECHANICAL DESIGN PARAMETERS

FUEL ASSEMBLIES -_"
ROD BUNDLE ARRANGEMENT 16X16 16X16 16X16 (!)
ROD PITCH IN 0.506 0.506 0.506 (1)

CROSS SECTION DIMENSIONS IN 7.972X7.972 7.972X7.972 7.972)(7.972 -%
NUMBER OF GRIDSASSEMBLY 11 11 11

FUEL RODS (,Q
.,m

LOCATIONS 56,876 54, 956 49,164
OUTSIDE DIAMETER IN 0.382 0.382 0.382 _"
DIAMETRAL GAP IN 0.007 0.007 0.007 L")
CLAD THICKNESS IN 0.025 0.025 0.025 "

CLAD MATERIAL ZIRCALOY-4 ZIRCALOY-4 ZIRCALOY-4
FUEL PELLETS

MATERIAL |SINTEREO) UO z UO2.PuOz_Er203 UOz.PuO2.ErzO3
DIAMETER IN 0.325 0.325 0.325
LENGTH IN 0.390 0.390 0.390

CONTROL ASSEMBUES

CLADDING MATERIAL INCONEL 625 INCONEL 625 INCONEL 625
CLAD THICKNESS IN 0.035 0.035 0.035

ABSORBER MATERIAL B4C 84 C 84 c
CORE STRUCTURE

CORE BARREL IO/OD IN 1571162 1571162 157/162
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TABLE C-0-1 (Sheet of 3 of 81 O"
E

SUMMARY COMPARISONOF PLANTPARAMETERS (I)

ITEM UNIT ReferenceSystem 80 + FullPIutonimn PlutoniumCore O"
Plantwith BaseUO2 Core Core Load with Tritium

3. REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM ['n

REACTORVESSEL (_

OVERALLHEIGHT (INCL. CEDM NOZZLESAND --_"
BOTTOM INSTRUMENTATION NOZZLES) FT 50' 1-5/8" 50' 1-5/8" 50' 1-5/8" (])
OVERALLDIAMETER(INCL. RCS NOZZLES) FT 23.3 23.3 23.3 (])

INTERNAL DIAMETER FT 15.2 15.2 15.2 "l.
CYLINDRICALSHELL THICKNESS IN 9 9 9
MATERIALS

BASE C.S C.S C.S m

CLADDING S.S. + INCONEL S.S. + INCONEL S.S. + INCONEL
CLAD THICKNESS IN .125 .125 .125 C)

NOZZLES(LOCATION) (NUMBER,SIZE)
CLOSUREHEAD: CEDMS e/IN 101/2 101/2 101/2
VESSEL: INLET #/IN 4130 4/30 4/30
VESSEL: OUTLET t/IN 2/42 2/42 2/42
DIRECTVESSEL INJECTION e/iN 418.5 4/8.5 4110

STEAM GENERATORS

NUMBER 2 2 2
TYPE VERTICALU.TUBE VERTICAL U.TUBE VERTICALU.TUBE
OVERALL HEIGHT FT 75.5 75.5 75.5
OVERALLDIAMETER FT 20.3 20.3 20.3
NUMBER OF TUBES/SG 12,580 12,580 12,580
TUBE SIZE OD IN 0.75 0.75 0.75
TUBE WALL THICKNESS IN 0.042 0.042 0.042
SURFACEAREA/SG FT2 157,838 157,838 157,838
MATERIALS

TUBING IN. 690 IN.690 IN.690
PRIMARY SIDE C.S. CLAD WITH S.S C.S. CLAD WITH S.S C.S. CLADWITH S.S
SECONDARYSIDE C.S C.S C.S
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I;TEM UNIT Reference System 80 + Full Plutonium P_utoniumCore O
Plant with _ UOz C_.nre Core ln_l with Tritium

3. REACTORCOOLANTSYSTEM(Co.tim._) rn
PRESSURIZFR

(Q
OESIGNPRESSURE PSIA 2500 2500 2500 :_"
DESIGN TEMPERATURE OF 700 700 700 (1)
OVERALLHEIGHT FT 54.4 54.4 54.4 (I)
OVERALLDIAMETER FT 8.9 8,9 8.9 "_.
VOLUME FT3 2400 2400 2400 :_
SAFETY VALVES _NUMBER,SIZE) I/IN 416 4/6 4/6
CAPACITY EACH SAFETYVALVE #/Fir 4.6xi0 u 4,6xi0 s 4,6xI0 s --

mmmm

SPRAY FLOW RATE GPM 375 375 375 :_
HEATERS-IMMERSIONTYPE #/KW 48/50 48/50 48/50 C)

REACTOR COOLANT PUMPS_

NUMBER 4 4 4
PUMP

TYPE VERTICAL, SINGLE VERTICAL, SINGLE VERTICAL, SINGLE
STAGE CENTRIFUGAL STAGECENTRIFUGAL STAGECENTRIFUGAL

DESIGN FLOW (EACH) GPM 111,400 111,400 111,400
DESIGN HEAD FT 365 365 365

MOTOR

TYPE A-C INDUCTION A-C INDUCTION A-C INDUCTION
RATING, COLD HP 12,000 12,000 12,000SEAL

TYPE MECHANICAL FACE MECHANICAL FACE MECHANICAL FACE
NUMBER/PUMP 3 3 3
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TABLE C4)-1 (Slmt of S of 8)

CT
SUMMARY COMPAIMSONOF Pl__S_qlrpAp_AUFTERs

O)
__.

ITEM UNIT Reference System 80 + _ _,,n F1utor_m Cm'e O
Plantwith _ UO, Cm C__e.l_o_J ",_,,_T,'__._'-__ ::)

4. SHUlCDOWNCOOLINGSYSTEM n'!

MAX. OPERATINGTEMP. °F 350 350 350 (IQ
MAX. OPERATINGPRES. PSIA 400 400 400 ._"
DESIGN TEMP. OF 400 400 400 (DDESIGN PRES PSIA 915 915 915
HEAT IEXCHANGr-I_, (_)

me

NUMBER 2 2 2
MIN. HEAT REMOVAL CAPACITY (EACH) BTU/HR 1.38X10 s 1.38X10 s 1.38X10 s fd_FLOW-TUBESIDE-REACTORCOOLANT

(lEACH) GPM 5000 5000 5(XX) ""
FLOW-SHELLSIDE-COMPONENTCOOUNG ¢)
(EACH) GPM 10940 10940 10940 "

NUMBER 2 2 2
DESIGN FLOW (EACH) GPM 5000 5000 5(XX)
DESIGN HEAD FT 400 4(X) 400

6. SAFETY INJECTION SYSTIBM

PUMPS-CENTRIFUGAL HORITONTJkl

NUMBER 4 4 4
DESIGN FLOW (EACH) GPM 815 815 815
DESIGN HEAD FT 2850 2850 2850
DESIGN TEMP. OF 350 350 350
DESIGN PRES. PSIA 2065 2065 2065

TANKS (SAFETY INJECTIONI

NUMBER 4 4 4
TOTAL VOLUME (EACH) IT s 2406 2406 2406
OPERATINGUQUID VOLUME (EACH) FT= 1858 1858 1858
DESIGN PRES. PSIA 700 700 700

IN-CONTAINMENT R1EFUFIlNGWATER
STORAGE TANK

TOTAL VOLUME FTs 118,000 116,000 116,000
VOLUME FORSAFETY INJECTION GAL 495,000 495,000 495._¢3=Lv3_
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CT
SUMMARY COMPAIMSONOF PLANT PAP___ ("

(n
__.

ITEM UNIT Reference System 80 + Full_ _ Core O
Plant with _ UO2C_-,_I. C_ I _. _ T__-._

6. CONTAINMENT SPRAY SYSTEM
m

PUMPS-CENTRIFUGAl_VERTICAl_ _IN_,I F
STAGE _Qla

NUMBER 2 2 2 (])
DESIGN FLOW lEACH) GPM 5000 5000 5(X)0 (D
DESIGN HEAD (EACH) FT 400 400 400 "-_

me

DESIGN TEMP OF 400 400 400
DESIGN PRES. PSIA 900 9(X) 900 I_HEAT EXCHAI_LCI_R

NUMBER 2 2 2 ""
FLOW-TUBE SIDE-REACTORCOOLANT

C)
(EACH) GPM 5000 5(XX) 5000 "

FLOW-SHELLSIDE-COMPONENTCOOLING

(EACH) GPM 8000 8000 8000SPRAY NOZZL_

NUMBER (FORTWO SPRAY HEAOERS) 658 658 658
FLOW/NOZZLE GPM 15.2 15.2 15.2
DROPLETSIZE p 600 600 600

7. EMERGEI_Y FEEDWATERSYm
_

PUMPS-MULTI-STAGE, HORIZONTAL

CENTRIFUGAL(NUMBER) 4 4 4
MOTORS-AC (NUMBER) 2 2 2
STEAM TURBINES(NUMBER) 2 2 2
DESIGN FLOW (EACH) GPM 670 670 670
DESIGN HEAD FT 3620 3620 3620

(NUMBER) 2 2 2
MINIMUM USABLEVOLUME (EACH) GAL 350,000 350,000 350,000
DESIGN PRES. PSIG 0.5 0.5 0.5
DESIGN TEMP. OF 140 140 ! 40

i
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TABLE C-0-1 (Sheet of 7 of 8) 3
1:3"

SUMMARY COMPARISONOF PLANT PARAMETERS
c_
_,_.

ITEM UNIT ReferenceSystem 80 + FullPIutm PlutonkenCore O
..Plantwith BaseUO2 Core Core Load with T_

8. CO.T ITI
3

TYPE DUAL-SPHERICALSTEEL
mmmi

WITH REINFORMCED
CONCRETESHIELD BLDG. (D

DIAMETER-INSIDE-SPHERE FT 200 200 200 (I)
FREEVOLUME FTs 3.4X10 s 3.4X 10' 3.4X10 e
STEELTHICKNESS IN 1.75 1.75 1.75 _"
DESIGN PRESSURE PSIA 53 53 53 (.Q
DESIGN TEMP. OF 290 290 290 "

mmmm

DIAMETER-OUTSIDE-SHIELDBLDG. FT 216 216 216 _ i

THICKNESS-SHIELDBUILDING FT 3 3 3 O

9. BACKUP ELECTRICALSYSTEMS

EMERGENCYON SITE GENERATORS
DIESELS-SAFETYGRADE (NUMBER) 2 2 2

RATING (EACH) HP 8575 8575 8575
COMBUSTION TURBINES-NON-SAFETY

GRADE (NUMBER) 1 1 !
RATING HP 5000 5000 5000

10. FEEDWATERSYSTEM

MAIN FEEDWATERPUMPS (NUMBER) 3 3 3
CAPACITY OF MAIN FEEDPUMPS (EACH) % 50 50 50
FEEDPUMP MOTOR TYPE DUTY VARIABLESPEED VARIABLESPEED VARIABLESPEED
FEEDPUMP MOTOR POWER HP 17500 17500 17500
MAIN FEEDFLOW lEACH) GPM 17,160 17,160 17,160
MAIN FEEDTEMP. OF 450 450 450
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TABLE C-0-1 (Sheet of 8 of 8)
CT
(--

, SUMMARY COMPARISON OF PLANT PARAMETERS (/)

ITEM UNIT ReferenceSystem 80 + FullPlutonium PlutoniumCore O"
Plant with Base UO2Core Core Load with Tritium

11. MAIN STEAM SYSTEM ITI

STEAM FLOW (EACH SG) LBM/HR 8.82X10 s 8.54X10 s 7.57X10 e fJ_

STEAM TEMP OF 544.6 544.6 544.6 ._"
MINIMUM PRESSURE PSlA 1000 1000 1000 (D
MAXIMUM MOISTURE % 0.25 0.25 0.25 (D

12. TURBINEGENERATOR .._"

TURBINETYPE REACTION REACTION REACTION
ROTATIONAL SPEED RPM 1800 1800 1800 ----
MAIN STEAM PRES°AT TURBINESTOP

OVALVES (TSVs) PSlA 947 947 947 .
MAIN STEAM WETNESS AT TSVs % 0.3 0.3 0.3
CONDENSERTUBE MATERIAL TITANIUM TITANIUM TITANIUM

13. CHEMICAL & VOLUME CONTROL SYSTEM

MAXIMUM LETDOWN RATE GPM 150 150 150
MAXIMUM CHARGINGRATE GPM 140 140 140
NORMAL CHARGINGTEMP. OF 440 440 440
MAXIMUM PURIFICATIONRATE GPM 150 150 150
NORMAL PURIFICATIONRATE GPM 100 100 100
NORMAL RCP SEAL INJECTION FLOW GPM 26 26 26
MAXIMUM DEGASIFICATIONRATE GPM 150 150 150
VOLUME CONTROL TANK VOLUME GAL. 5800 5800 5800
CHARGING PUMP CAPACITY (EACH) GPM 151 151 151
CHEMICAL ADDITION FLOW RATE LB/HR 208 208 208
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APPENDIX D. PROGRAM PLAN FOR QUALIFYING MIXED OXIDE FUEL

D. 1 INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) is supporting ASEA Brown Boveri-Combustion
Engineering (ABB-CE) and its team members, including Ebasco and Battelle, Pacific
Northwest Laboratories (BNW), to study the use of ABB-CE's System 80 + light water
reactor (LWR) commercial plant for conversion and consumption of weapons-grade
plutonium. In this concept, weapons-grade plutonium metal would be converted to
plutonium dioxide (PuO=) powder, mixed with depleted uranium dioxide (UO=) powder
plus a small addition of erbium sesquioxide (Er203) powder, and then pressed and
sintered to form mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel pellets'. This fuel would replace the standard
enriched uranium dioxide fuel in the System 80+ plant. The assembly and core
component designs would remain those applicable to the standard ABB-CE 16xl 6 PWR
design; the only change is from UOz to MOX-80+. As the plant is operated to
produce electricity, the plutonium would be neutronically altered to a form less usable
for weapons by the build-in of fission products and by the alteration of the plutonium
isotopic mixture.

The MOX-80+ fuel proposed for use in the System 80+ plant has not yet been
fabricated or irradiated. However, as discussed in Section 3.2.1 of this report, other
MOX fuels have been developed and irradiated in commercial LWRs and have
demonstrated acceptable performance similar to UOz fuel. Therefore, it is expected
that the proposed MOX-80+ fuel will also perform similarly to standard UO=.
Establishing the performance of the MOX-80+ fuel will first require an ex-reactor
characterization and testing to establish that the fuel meets specifications and has
acceptable material proparties. Second, irradiations and postirradiation examinations
will be used to demons_:rate acceptable in-reactor performance, including fission gas
release, microstructural stability, pellet cladding interaction, etc. It is presumed that
establishing and confi_.ming the expected performance of the MOX-80 + fuel will be
required by the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) prior to approval of
operation of full-load MOX-80 + cores.

A proposed program for the characterization, irradiation, and postirradiation
examinations of MOX-80 + fuel rods is presented in this appendix. This plan has been
developed to obtain the data necessary to qualify the MOX-80 + fuel for licensing by
the NRC. In developing this program, the features of MOX-80 + fuel and the elements
of NRC's Standard Review Plan for fuel reloads were taken into account. The

objectives of the testing and examinations are to characterize the properties of
MOX-80 + fuel, and to determine its inreactor performance relative to that of standard
enriched uranium oxide fuel. The plan presented here describes attainment of these

" This fuel will be referred to as "MOX 80+" to differentiate it from other
MOX fuels.
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objectives through an integrated program including ex-reactor tests, irradiations, and
postirradiation examinations• The program would extend over a time period of six
years and cost an estimated 16.5 million dollars•

The objectives and scope of the program, and the technical issues that will be
addressed are described in Section D•2 of this appendix• A summary of the proposed
program, including Task outlines, activities, d6scriptions, costs, and schedule is
contained in Section D.3. Section D.4 contains ¢_etailedplans for preirradiation fuel
characterization design and fabrication of the MOX fuel pellets and test rods. The
irradiation of rods in the Advanced Test Reactor (/_TR) is described in Section D.5.
Postirradiation examination plans are detailed in Section D.6.

D•2 PROGRAM SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES

The objective of the proposed program is to obtain the data necessary to qualify the
MOX-80 + fuel. This will be done by:

• Confirming the expected physical and chemical properties of the MOX feed
materials and unirradiated MOX-80 + pellets.

• Demonstrating the expected in-reactor thermal and mechanical performance
of the MOX-80 + fuel rods.

D.2.1 Limitations on Scope

The scope of this proposed program does not include definition of the neutronic
characteristics of the MOX fuel and the consequent design and operating strategy for
an alI-MOX core. It is recognized that there are several technical issues regarding the
neutronic performance of the proposed MOX core, that will ultimately influence the
exact plutonia and erbia concentrations in the fuel, the core-average and peak-rod
values for the end-of-life burnup, and the power histories of the rods. The consequent
uncertainties in the actual fuel compositions and the required power histories will be
addressed by testing a range of plutonia contents and a variety of power histories.

Similarly, the proposed program scope does not include fuel production process
development and definition of the final fuel pellet specifications. It is recognized that
the plutonium and uranium feed materials for the proposed MOX-80 + fuel involve a
number of features that differ from existing commercial reactor fuel; and that a fuel
process development effort will bs required to achieve routine production of fuel pellets
which meet commercial reactor fuel standards for purity, density, etc. The fuel
production process development effort is envisioned as a large-scale, long-term effort
which-the irradiation program will not subsume, but will support.
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Because sample MOX-80 + pellets will be needed to implement the irradiation tests,
the specification and fabrication of these test pellets is addressed in this program. The
results of ex-reactor tests on these sample pellets will probably indicate improvements
in the pellet fabrication, which will be incorporated into the production of pellets for
the irradiation test rods; and the irradiation test results may, in turn, influence the final
pellet specification and pellet production process. Thus, although production process
development is not in the scope of the proposed program, iterative interaction between
the irradiation program and the fuel development effort will be close and continuous.
This is discussed further in Sections D.3 and D.4.

The proposed program scope will thus include: lab-scale fabrication and
characterization of nonirradiated pellet material; materials properties measurements on
the nonirradiated material; fabrication and irradiation of MOX-80+ test rods in a
pressurized water loop in a test reactor; and postirradiation examinations of the rods
and pellets. The irradiation and postirradiation exam data will then be analyzed to
determine what if any fuel performance model changes must be made to existing fuel
performance codes (currently applied to urania-only rods) for the prediction of
MOX-80+ fuel performance. The scope of these activities is further defined in the
following subsections.

D.2.2 Scope of Ex-reactor Tests and Examinations

Existing specifications for MOX fuel will be used to guide lab-scale fabrication of
sample pellets. Plutonium oxide powder samples will be produced and characterized
for stoichiometry, constituents, phases, particle size distribution and surface area.
Adjustment of these parameters will be made as needed to produce MOX-80 + pellets
which meet specification for purity, density, stability, homogeneity, stoichiometry, and
surface condition. Sufficient chemistry measurements and microscopic examinations
will be undertaken to assure that these specifications are met.

When acceptsble MOX-80 + pellet samples have been produced, they will be tested
for materials properties, including thermal conductivity, melting temperature, heat
capacity. Because of the presence of gallium as an impurity in the starting PuO2,
compatibility tests may also be undertaken to determine the chemical interaction (at
representative operating temperatures) between the fuel pellets and Zircaloy cladding.
The purpose of these tests is to confirm the basic properties used by fuel performance
models and codes, so that a judgement can be made on whether the sample pellets are
suitable for irradiation testing, and so that pretest predictions of fuel rod performance
can be made. It is expected that the effect of Er=O3 addition on the materials
properties of MOX fuel will be similar to the known effects of Er=O3 additions on UO=
fuel.
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D.2.3 Scope of Irradiation Tests

The fabrication of full-length MOX-80 + rods, and their general irradiation performance,
might be demonstrated by fabricating such rods and irradiating them in Lead Test
Assemblies (LTAs) in a commercial reactor. However, to keep the fissile content of
MOX rods compatible with that of the neighboring urania rods, the estimated maximum
plutonia content for the MOX rods will be about 4 wt. %, as compared to the expected
7 wt.% plutonia for rods in the MOX-80+ core. In order to obtain an irradiation
demonstration of MOX fuel with the full expected plutonia content, and to obtain
"bounding" power histories, it is proposed that the irradiation performance
demonstration be carried out in a pressurized water loop in a test reactor, such as the
Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) at Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL).
Furthermore, the use of the ATR should avoid a safeguards concern that would be
apparent with the irradiation of MOX LTAs in a commercial reactor. Other test
reactors outside the United States would be technically capable of accepting
MOX-80 + test rods; but it is not as yet established that the fuel could be sent outside
the United States.

The power history for the test assembly could follow a bounding rod power history for
the MOX-80 + core, to demonstrate the rod performance under bounding conditions
of temperature and neutron flux.

D.2.4 Scope of Postirradiation Examinations

Postirradiation examinations of selected test rods are proposed, in order to confirm the
irradiation performance and end-of-life condition of the fuel. The proposed
examinations include nondestructive examinations, destructive examinations, and
special examinations.

The nondestructive exams would include: visual examination and photography;
profilometry; and spectral axial gamma scanning. The destructive exams would
include: rod puncture, gas recovery and analysis, and void volume measurement; rod
sectioning, and optical metallography and ceramography on selected cross sections.
The metallography will include separate exams (separate etch techniques) for fuel
condition, cladding condition, and pellet cladding reaction zones.

Special examinations on selected cross sections would include: burnup and isotopic
determinations; fission product distribution; retained gas analyses; and electron
microscopy. Taken together, the special examinations establish the development of
grain growth, intergranular porosity, and gas release as a function of fuel operating
temperature and burnup.
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D.2.5 SCODefor Data Analysis and ReDortina
v

Data reports will be generated for each phase of the program. In addition, the fuel
pellet characterization and property data will be analyzed and synthesized to produce
pretest performance predictions for the test rods; and the precharacterization,
irradiation and postirradiation data will be analyzed to determine the influence of
fabrication and operating parameters upon fuel performance, particularly the
production, distribution, and release of fission gas.

Fuel performance models, particularly thermal properties models, gap description, and
fission gas release, will be updated as indicated by the data analysis, in order to
produce predictions of the MOX-80 + fuel performance in the full MOX core. These
predictions will be included in the final technical report for the program. A final
program report will also be produced, which highlights the technical findings and
summarizes the activities and administration of the program.

D.3 pROGRAM PLAN

An integrated program of ex-reactor tests, in-reactor irradiations, and postirradiation
examinations is proposed to meet the objectives of characterizing the MOX fuel and
demonstrating its in-reactor performance. The proposed scope of these activities was
indicated in Section D.2, and detailed description of each is given in the respective
appendices. In this section, the test plan and logic are described; the major activities
are identified and organized into program tasks; and major assumptions, sequences,
interactions, and constraints are discussed. Projected costs and schedules at the task
and subtask level are then stated, and combined to yield the estimated program costs
and schedule.

D.3.1 Test Plan and Logic

The overall test plan has been derived from the following considerations:

i. Any demonstration of in-reactor performance that involves representative
fuel burnups accumulated at representative rates, will require several years
of irradiation time, in addition to the time required to design the tests, obtain
approvals, and to examine the fuel after irradiation. It is prudent; therefore,
to conduct the irradiation demonstrations concurrent with the development
and scale-up of the MOX fuel production processes, which may also require
several years to complete. This means that a modest but very intense effort
is required to develop and produce fuel for the test rods that is
representative of what will later be produced on a large scale for the full
MOX core.
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ii. Major deviations are not expected between the materials properties of the
MOX-80 + fuel pellets and those of standard sintered UO= pellets. However,
the MOX-80 + pellet production processes have not been established as yet,
and the pellet materials properties may, therefore, vary from those of
standard fuel. Experience has shown the wisdom of materials properties
tests in these circumstances, and such tests are proposed.

iii. The expected plutonia content, and therefore the fissile isotope content, in
the fuel for the full MOX-80+ core is expected to be about twice the
average fissile content the fuel used by existing commercial nuclear plants.
Thus, it is unlikely that lead test assemblies (LTAs) containing MOX-80 +
type rods with plutonia contents representative of the full MOX core can be
designed and approved for operation in existing commercial plants. To
demonstrate the in-reactor behavior of MOX fuel with the full expected
plutonia content, and to achieve bounding power histories, irradiations of
relatively short rods in a test reactor are proposed.

iv. The postirradiation examination of the rods should be sufficiently extensive
to reveal and elucidate any major differences that develop between the MOX
and uranium dioxide rods during irradiation. Therefore special examinations
and tests, such as scanning electron microscopy and pellet density
determinations, are proposed for a limited number of samples retrieved from
the irradiated MOX-80 + rods.

The major elements of the test plan are sketched in Figure D-3-1. In, brief, the initial
activities will be the concurrent development and characterization of sample fuel
pellets, and completion of irradiation plans, fuel designs, and reviews. Then the MOX
fuel pellets and rods for the test rods will be fabricated. Irradiation of an assembly of
20 rods in the ATR will be followed by postirradiation examination, data
analysis/synthesis, and final reporting.

The test rods would have standard CE 16xl 6 radial dimensions including a 0.385 inch
outer diameter, but would have an active fuel length of 48 inches, to match the
48-inch active core length of the ATR. Variation in fabrication parameters such as
gallium and erbia content, and oxygen to-metal ratio, may be represented among the
20 rods. The 20 rods would be arranged in a 5x5 section of a CE 16xl 6 fuel assembly
grid -- with a central instrument tube and the corner rods removed. A hexagonal shroud
of hafnium alloy around the rod bundle might be used to provide neutron flux tailoring,
to approximate MOX core thermal flux levels and energy distribution impinging on the
rods. Between the hafnium shroud and the in-pile pressure tube a flow shroud would
be placed, creating a bypass annulus and flow for tube cooling separate from the
bundle coolant flow. The bundle coolant temperatures, pressure, pH, and mass flow
rate would be controlled to approximate MOX core conditions.
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The rods would operate in an approximately constant neutron flux, and would have
initial axial peak linear heat generation rate (LHGR) of _12 kW/ft, and a
peak-to-average LHGR ratio of _1.3. The LHGR would reduce to approximately half
its initial value during two years of irradiation. The expected peak burnup at end of
two years would be _35,000 megawatt-days/metric ton of metal (MWd/MTM).

The proposed postirradiation examinations (PIE) are listed in Table D-3-1, together with
the basis for each examination. An example PIE plan is shown in Table D-3-2. All the
rods will be examined non-destructively, and will be punctured for collection and
analysis of the plenum gas. Five rods will be sectioned to retrieve short (_0.3 inch)
samples, to be used for optical ceramography and metallography, special examinations
and archives and spares.

The analysis and synthesis of the results from preirradiation characterization and
testing, irradiation, and postirradiation examination would be contained in the final
technical report of the program. This would form the basis for projecting the
performance of fuel rods in the alI-MOX cores.

in the following subsection, the major activities required to execute the proposed
program are identified and organized into a task structure. The tasks are correlated
with potential performing organizations. The interrelationships and constraints
between activities are also stated and discussed.

D.3.2 progranlTasks er)d Subtaeks and Network of Activities

The test program can be outlined into tasks; and major tasks and subtasks can be
subdivided between separate performing organizations, as given in Table D-3-3. A
detailed task outline is presented in Table D-3-4, which also contains major activities
at the subtask level.

The activities are highly interrelated; that means they will constrain one another in
schedule. These interrelationships are sketched in Figure D-3-2. In this figure,
initiation dates and estimated activity durations are shown (in units of working weeks).
The calculated completion dates and slack time are shown, together with the "critical
path" of activities having zero slack time. The activities, interrelations, and schedules
are discussed in the following section.

D.3.3 Narrative Descrintion of the Prooramw

The proposed program is based on several key assumptions or constraints. It is
assumed that DOE will retain title to the MOX fuel and test rods, which will permit
postirradiation examination in a government-operated facility. It is also assumed that
Certificates of Compliance for existing s_lipping containers and casks can be modified
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to permit the transport of the MOX fuel, such that this test program will not include
a project to develop, design, fabricate, and certify new shipping containers.

Program and task initiation will begin with finalization of Memoranda of Understanding
(MOV) or contracts between the program management organization and the performing
organizations. Tasks 2, 3, 4, and 5 are each initiated by development of respective
test requirements and a test plan. (An initial version of the test plan is needed in each
case for finalization of the controlling contract or MOV.)

Task 2 will be the first technical task to be carried out, because the irradiation schedule
is constrained by the availability of test fuel rods. (However, test assembly design and
fabrication will be initiated prior to the completion of MOX test rods in Task 2.)

Data reports on pellet characterization and materials properties testing will be
generated within Task 2, and this data will be analyzed under Task 5 and reported in
a program interim report, corresponding with acceptance of the pellet fabrication
procedures. The final approval for pellet fabrication will initiate the production of the
MOX fuel pellets for the test rods, and the test rods themselves.

Final assembly of the test assembly and fuel irradiation (Task 3), will commence when
the MOX test rods are completed. The irradiations will require 2 years, as indicated
in Figure D-3-2. During this period, the test specifications and work plans completed
for the postirradiation examinations, together with the required equipment setup and
facility modifications. An Interim Technical Report, containing irradiation data,
analysis, and predictions of rod end-of-life conditions, will be issued at the end of the
irradiation test phase.

Postirradiation examination (Task 4) constitutes the final phase of the program. The
PIE results will be qualified and summarized in a data report, and will be analyzed and
combined with the precharacterization and irradiation t_ it data, to produce a final
technical report on MOX fuel rod performance. In this report, fuel performance models,
developed _n the basis of data from all phases of the program, will be used to estimate
the fuel performance of prototypic MOX rods operating in a full MOX core under

, System 80 + conditions.

The program will be concluded with records disposition, materials and equipment
disposition, and a final program report. This report will summarize the entire program,
include lessons learned and recommendations for future work, and provide
cross-referencing of the program documents and records.
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D.3.4 prooremMilestoneSchedule

The majormilestonesfor the programarederivedfrom the foregoingnarrative;andthe
schedulefor these milestonescan bederivedby examiningFigureD-3-2. The proposed
milestonechart andscheduleareshownin FigureD-3-3 andTable D-3-5, respectively.

D.3.5 ProlectedCosts

Order of magnitudecosts are shown for by task and major activity in Table D-3-6.
These costs are based on estimates receivedfrom the various potential performing
organizations.The distributionof these costs throughtime can be estimatedfrom the
activity distributionthroughtime indicatedby the milestone chart (FigureD-3-3).
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TABLE D-3-1
POSTIRRADIATION EXAMINATIONS ET

E
(/)

Examination Expected Results Need for Result _"

Nondestructive Exams:

m
Visual Exam and Photography General exterior appearance Documentation of exterior condition

Spectral Axial Gamma Scanning Relative bumup distribution, LHGRs, and fluence Confirmation of relative rod irradiation conditions (__mme

Profiiometry and Length Measurement Cladding creepdown, ddging, and rod growth Qualification of cladding mechanical strains (1)
(D

Deslxuctive Exams: "-z
ml

ROd puncture, gas analysis, void volume Fission gas release, rod integrity, rod pressure, Required information for prediction of rod pressure history
and fuel stability (_,,m

mmmm

Rod sectioning, metallography and ceremography Cladding oxidation, hyddding, and cracking; fuel Cladding exam required for assessment of cladding
state, microstructure, and restructuring strength. Fuel exam required for understanding of fmsion C)

gas release. Acceptance of gallium refuel-dad reaction.

Special Exams:

Pellet-average bumup Absolute burnup measurement Needed to quantify the relative bumup measurements

Determination of U, Pu, and Er Isotopic Isotopic ratios, pellet average, and radial position Needed to quantify the relative bumup measurements
Distributions specific

Burnuplfission product distribution (by EPMA radial Bumup distribution and edge peaking Needed to assess heat generation distribution
scans) i

Scanning electron microscopy Porosity distribution; onset of intorgranular Required for better understanding of fission gas release
porosity; onset of subgreining and fuel atate

Retained gas analysis Localization of gas release CorreCted to microslxucture results

Pellet density Fuel pellet densification and swelling Needed to assess densificalJon and swelling rates
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TABLE D.3-2
POSTIRRADIATION EXAMINATiONS OF ATRI_IODS (TOTAL OF 20)

Examination Number of Rods Facility

NondestructiveExams:
= __ illi _ r li, ,,i,, i, li.,,,l,i , i, ,

Visual Exam and Photography 20 327
i , __ _ i - __ i|,i, ,,,,,, i H,i _ __

Spectral Axial Gamma Scanning 10 327
- i __ ,i , ,,, _ ,, __ H __ i __

Profilometry and Length 10 327
Measurement

=, , i i iH i

Destructive Exams:
ii -- innll m nllnn __ inn im|l __

Rod puncture, gas analysis, void 20 327
volume

Rod sectioning and metallography 4 327
and ceramography

Special Exams (Number of Samples)

Pellet-average burnup and U, Pu, Er 6 325
isotopics

Burnup/fission product distribution 2 325; prep in
(by EPMA radial scans) 327

Scanning electron microscopy 4 325; prep in
327

Retained gas analysis 2 325

Pellet density 2 325
.... IllIll llllll JTll l l E ,11 i lll_ll I _ __
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]'ABLE D-3-3
pROGRAM TASKS ANDPEI:IFORMII_G ORGANIZATIONS

Proposed Performing
Task Number Title Organization

-- - _ lul i ,, ,.m, , ,,,,,, _ ll,,l,, ii ii i,i i, ,.,,, ,,.,.

1.0 MANAGEMENT AND Battelle, Pacific Northwest

, .... REPORTING Laboratory (PNL)...... ,i,if,,l, i__ __ _ i,l, _ H,I _

2.0 Characterization and Los Almos National
Production of MOX Test Fuel Laboratory (LANL)

..... i, ,, i,,, ,,, _ ,,,.,, ,,..,

2.1 Development of Pellet LANL
Production and
Characterization

=l,,i -- -- -- __ -- ii ii , ,i __ __ i,. .

2.2 MOX Pellet and Test Rod LANL

l - - - Fabrication .......................... ,,,,, _ __

3.0 ATR Irradiation Tests EG&G Idaho Inc.

3.1 Test Assembly Design and LANL
Fabrication

. ,...,,, H., i, ,i i,

3.2 Loop Test Irradiation EG&G Idaho Inc.
H i ,,,,, ,, ,.,,, .. i i i .,

4.0 Postirradiation Examinations PNL/EG&G Idaho, Inc.
-- -- -- iiii. iiii Jill i i ii

5.0 Analysis and Synthesis PNL
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TABLE D-3-4 t--
PROGRAM TASK AND ACTIVITY OUTLINE or)

ml

O,,,,

Task No. T'_le Activities

it, m

1.0 MANAGEMENT AND REPORTING .....

1.1 Program In/tiotion CompleteMOWs with LANL and EG&G. (_ma

Select exam facilities;initializecontracts.
Establishmanagementprotocolsandprocedureswith sponsorand subcontn_1ors. (_)

(1)
1.2 Program Coordination Decide strategy and scope for the irradiations and finalize test reactor contracts. ---_.

Decidescope for PiEexaminations;finalize contractswith PiE fac/rrties. .1
(Q

1.3 Reporting Management reports. --
Interim Technicalreports:

Precharactsdzadonand materials tests results and analysisA/1t Irrad/adonsresults and an_-_s.
Final Reports: C)i

Rnal ProjectTechrdcalReport.
FinalProjectReport.

2.0 CHARACTERIZATIONAND
PRODUCTIONOF MOX TEST FUEL

2.1 Development of Pellet Productionand Famicate mixed oxidepelletsfrom reference matmkdsand processes.
Characterization Samp_ pemr,s for density, O/M, homogens_, grain size, poros_, and purity.

Test pelletsfor densification;thermalproperties;creepstrengthand rate; and interactionwith claddingat
coolanttemperatures.
Data Reporton precharacterizationand materialstests.

2.2 MOX Pelletand Test Rod Fabrication Finalizeprocessesandspecificationsto be used for test fuel pelters:.
• Piutoniaproduction.

Uraniaand erbiaprocurements
Pe,etizi_, _ procedures.

Produceand qualify the requiredpellet lots.
Fabricatethe irradiationtest rods.

H, ,, "

3.0 ATR IRRADIATION TESTS
,i

3.1 Capsuleand Support System Design Com-)lateirradiationplansand requirements.
and Fabrication Des/gn, reviews and approvals.

Fabricatethe test assembly.
Load rods, shipto ATR.

• ,,,, ,
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TABLED-3-4 (Cont'd) CT
pROGRAMTASK AND ACTIVITY OUTLINE r-

mws

0
Task No. T_le Activities

3.2 Capsule Irradiations Receive test assembly.
, Reviews and approvals for operation.
• Install the test assembly. (_

Irradiate capsules and monitor operation. .._-

Discharge assembly, disassemble, and ship rods to exam facility. (D
Data report on irradiation. _)

4.0 POSTIRRADIATION EXAMINATIONS -x.

4.1 Preparations Equipment and facility modifications. (_
Reviews, procedure roods, and approvals; training. "

mmmm

4.2 Examinations Complete PIE plan and work plans.
Nondestructive exams: visual, profilometry, gamma scanning.
Destructive exams: Bumup, retained gas, EPMAJfission product distribution, and SEM Data reduction

and reporting.

4.3 Fuel disposition Storage.
Approvals; packaging; disposal.

5.0 OATA ANALYSIS AND SYNTHESIS Qualify irradiation and PIE results.
Correlate the design variations, operation variations, and postirradiation result.
Extrapolate to MOX fuel performance in a full MOX core.

i
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TABLE D-3-5
MILESTONE LIST AND SCHEDULE

Milestone Number and Title Milestone Date

Year Quarter

1.1 Preliminary contracts and MOVs in place 1 1
, ,

1.2 Report on pellet fabrication process development and 2 4
characterization

1.3 Report on ATR Capsule Irradiations 5 2

1.4 Final technical report 6 4

1.5 Final program report 6 4

2.1 Pellet fabrication process defined 2 3

2.2 Pellets and rods for MOX irradiations produced 2 4

3.1 ATR Irradiation plan completed 1 1

3.2 Loop test assembly designed and approved 1 4

3.3 Loop test assembly fabricated delivered, and Installed 3 1

3.4 Loop test irradiation completed .5 1

3.5 Data report issued 5 1
,,,

4.1 PIE Facility Selected and contract completed 1 2

4.2 PIE plan completed 1 3
, ,=..

4.3 PIE equipment and facilities ready 2 2

4.4 ATR rod PIE completed 6 1

4.5 Special PIE completed and final PIE data report issued 2

5.1 Analysis of precharacterization data and projections for 2 4
test rod performance

,|

5.2 Analysis of ATR Irradiation data 5 2

5.3 Analysis of all program data and MOX rod performance 6 3
projection
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TABLE D.3-6
ESTIMATED COST

i

Task Activity EstimatedCosts Subtotal for
Millions of $ Task

Millions of $

Task 1 Administrationand AdministrationReportpreparation 1.0 1.5
Reporting 0.5

Task2 Characterizationand EquipmentSetup 2.0 3.5
Fabricationof MOX Test Fuel ProcessQualification 0.5

Pellet/RodFabrication 1.0

Task 3 ATR IrradiationTest Test AssemblyFabrication 1.0 9.0
Irradiationservice(2 yr) 8.0"

r

Task4 Postirradiation GeneralNDE, Puncture,and 2.0
Examinations Metallography 1.5

SpecialExaminations 0.5
.i i

Task 5 Data Analysisand Analyses and Projections 0.5 0.5
Synthesis

TOTAL COSTS 16.5

* This cost is still being investigated.
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Task Number and Title Calendar Years

1 2 3 4 5 6

Task 1 - Managementand 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4
Reporting 1.5

, ,.i

Task 2 - Characterization 2.1 2.2
and Fabricationof MOX
Test Fuel

Task 3- ATR Irradiation 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.4
Tests 3.5

i i

Task 4 - Postirradiation ¢.1 4.2 4.3 4.4
Examinations 4.5

i

Task 5 - Analysisand 5.1 5.2 5.3
Synthesis

FIGURED-3-3
Milestone Chart for MOX Fuel Irradiations
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D.4 TEST FUEL CHARACTERIZATION AND FABRICATION PLAN

D.4.1 Introduction

Mixed oxide fuel is being used currently in nuclear power plants in Europe and Japan, and
specifications exist for the production of this fuel (References D.4.4-1 through D.4.4-3).
In addition, mixed oxide fuel has been produced in the United States and elsewhere for
operation in fast breeder reactors and test reactors. The fuel specifications and fabrication
techniques for these MOX fuels provide some guidance for the production of the MOX test
fuel for this program. However, there are several reasons why foreign and previous
domestic experience with MOX fuel fabrication are not completely applicable to the MOX
fuel proposed for the System 80 + plant used as a plutonium converter.

First, the list and mix of constituents in the System 80 + MOX is somewhat unique. The
projected plutonia content (7 wt.%) is higher than that in normal LWR MOX fuel and less
than that in fast breeder reactor (FBR) MOX fuel. The small projected addition of erbium
is expected to have minor effects on MOX fuel pellet production and properties based on
documented experience with small additions of erbia and gadolinia to UO= fuel. The same
will probably be true for the small amount of gallium left with the plutonium, but this
remains to be confirmed.

Second, the plutonia will probably be produced by the oxidation of plutonium metal and
calcination of the oxide. The particle size distribution and the effective surface area of the
resulting PuO= powder will not be controlled, and will have to be altered by milling to
optimize the sinterability of the urania-plutonia powder mixture and the plutonium
homog(Jneity in the sintered pellets.

Finally, the neutron energy spectrum in which the MOX fuel will operate differs from that
of both current LWRs and FBRs; and this may also influence the specifications for plutonium
homogeneity and plutonia particle size.

In order to produce fuel pellets and rods representative of the MOX fuel that would
eventually be used in the System 80 + MOX cores, a small-scale effort will be required at
LANL during the first two years of the program. First, specifications for the mixed oxide
pellets must be defined, together with the tests and examinations required to demonstrate
that the specifications are met. Capability must be developed for performing these tests
and examinations. The major pellet attributes requiring specification and control include
purity, density and stability, stoichiometry, plutonia content, plutonium homogeneity, and
plutonia particle size. A sample list of specifications and corresponding confirmatory tests
is shown in Table D-4-1.

Next, it is necessary to define and demonstrate the procedures that will reliably produce
pellets that meet the specifications. This will require, in turn, specifications, procedures,
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e
and testing requirements for: 11 urania and plutonia powder production; 21 powder milling
and blending; and 3) pellet pressing and sintering.

Finally, sufficient quantities of pellets must be produced to fabricate the test rods and
provide samples for quality assurance tests and archives. The materials properties of these
MOX fuel pellets can be expected to deviate somewhat from those of standard U02 pellets,
due to the unique constituents and processing steps associated with this MOX fuel. It is
considered prudent to verify the materials properties as a function of temperature, and
testing to do so is proposed.

A plan for pellet characterization and materials testing, and test fuel production is described
in Section D.4.2.

D.4.2 Fuel Pellet Characterization and Fabrication Plan

It is expected that the test fuel development and production will be carried out at LANL,
with support and advice from ABB-CE and Battelle. An iterative process of fuel
characterization and production development will be required to produce prototypic fuel
pellets for irradiation testing. The iterations will encompass the full range of the processing
steps, from plutonium metal oxidation through pellet sintering. A typical MOX pellet
production process is shown in Figure D-4-1 for reference. The network of activities
involved will be, in detail, as complex as that presented for the entire program.

D,4.3 Narrative DescriDtion of Activities

Close and rapid support from ABB-CE will be required at the outset to provide the
specifications for MOX fuel pellet parameters, based on neutronics requirements and fuel
thermal performance predictions. The crucial specifications will include:

• Pellet dimensions

• Plutonia and erbia contents for both lead test assembly (LTA) and prototype rods
• Tolerable equivalent boron content
• Required plutonia-urania homogeneity
• Tolerable range on stoichiometry (affects thermal properties)

While these parameters are being finalized, a fuel development plan will be completed,
equipment procurements and facility setup undertaken, and personnel training initiated. All
these activities should dovetail to the point of readiness for fuel development iterations
(oxidation, calcination, milling, blending, pressing, and sintering) in about 9 months from
start-of-program. Production and characterization of powder and pellet lots will proceed
over the next 9 months, culminating in a set of procedures for plutonium metal oxidation,
plutonia powder processing, urania powder specification, MOX powder blending and
processing, pellet pressing, and pellet sintering, which reliably produces pellets within
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specification. Fabrication of the pellets for the test rods (plus extras for samples, archives,
and rejects) can then proceed, and should be completed in the second year.

Concurrent with pellet fabrication development, procurements, facility dedication, setup,
and training must proceed for the production of the rods. This will again require close
support from ABB-CE for specifications, equipment and process recommendations, and
personnel training. Rod components including tubing, end caps, springs, spacers, and
poison pellets must be procured. Closure welding procedures must be developed and
qualified, and rod pressurization procedures and equipment prepared. These activities
should culminate in readiness-to-fabricate by the start of the second year; and test rod
fabrication should be completed by the middle of second year.

Testing to confirm pellet materials properties, especially the thermal conductivity, should
begin as soon as qualified pellets are available, a --d be completed before the commitment to
final pellet fabrication. Longer-term tests on other materials properties, such as creep rate
and cladding-pellet interactions at temperature, are of lower priority and could continue
even after the test rods are fabricated.

Major documents produced by this task will include:

• Report on fuel pellet development and characterization,
• Reports on materials properties tests,P

• Data packages for pellet fabrication and rod fabrication (separate packages for
LTA and ATR rods).

The report on fuel pellet fabrication development, and the reports on high priority materials
properties, should be completed very early in the second year, to support a program-level
report on fuel pellet characterization and properties which is needed for decision-making (on
commitment to irradiation testing) by program management and the sponsor. The data
packages are required by the middle of the second year, prior to acceptance of the rods by
the organizations responsible for the irradiations.
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TABLE D4-1
EXAMPLE SPECIFICATIONS FOR MOX (80 + }

i i ii i

Parameter Proposed Specification Confirmatory Test

wt.% Pu in PuO2 particle 87.7

PUMA particle size, pm less than 400

Plutonia homogeneity, % >99%
solid solution

wt.% Er in pellet < 2.5 %

0/M ratio 1.98 to 2.02
i i ,w--

)ellet density, %T 94 to 96
_:_' _,,, _,m

)ellet resinter density, %T 96 to 97

average grain size, pm 10

median pore size, pm 0.5

impurities, pm ASTI C776-89, Table 1
(except gallium)

equivalent boron content, ASTI C766-89, Table 2
u91g total of < 4.0 pg/g

ll"r i i i i

A listing of the major tasks and activities is given in Table D-4-2. The proposed
milestone chart and schedule are given in Table D-4-3. Note that this schedule calls
for equipment and facility setup and finalization of the MOX pellet production process
in less than one year, and completion of the test fuel rods by the middle of the
following year. This schedule is ambitious, and will require close coordination and
aggressive action to achieve.
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TABLE D-4-2
TASKS AND ACTIVITIES FOR FUEL FABRICATION

TASK TITLE ACTIVITIES
i I I I I II II III III IIIII I I

1. Task Management
and Reporting

II I

1.1 Task Initiation Identify pellet specifications and quantities for test fuel.
Determine needs for: facilities and facility
modifications; equipment; services; and
personnel.
Negotiate fuel development scope and budge and complete a
fuel development plan and protocols.

1.2 Task Coordination Complete procurements and facility commitments.
Complete equipment setup and personnel training.
Control cost, schedulr and changes; decision
aoints.

_,rrange disposition for; waste, samples?
equipment and facilities.

1.3 Reporting Task management reports.
Fuel development interim reports.
Final data report on fuel development and
testing.

2. Development of
Test Fuel Pellets

I
II II

112.1Fuel Powder Prep. Review existing MOX powder specifications. II
and Blending Characterize results of Pu oxidation; experiment

with plutonia powder milling.
Characterize urania powder.
Experiment with blending procedures.

2.2 Pellet Pressing and Experiment with pressing pressures, dwell time, and sintering
Sintering conditions.

Produce and characterize 1st pellet batch; evaluate results.
Produce and characterize subsequent test batches.

2.3 Finalize Pelletizing Define final procedures for: powder prep; milling; blending;
Procedure pressing, and sintering.

Define QA requirements, hold points, and records.
Define handling and storage requirements.

, , i, ,, i1, ,, i, i ii, , , I , r,i , , i i ,, , ,
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TABLE D-4-2 (Cont'dl
TASKS AND ACTIVITIES FOR FUEL FABRICATION

I i i i i

TASK TITLE ACTIVITIES
I II I IIIII III III IIIII III i iii i 1

3. Fuel Pellet
Production and Test
Rod Fabrication

r'

3.1 Produce Pellets Produce pellets (and overage for rejects,samples, and archives).
Complete inspections and data package.

3.2 Fabricate Test Rods Procure cladding tubing, end plugs, springs end spacers.
Develop end demonstrate loading, filling, and closure procedures,
in_l,ding weld qualifications, and QA measurements, and
records.
Assemble, fill and close the rods.
Complete inspections and data packages.

" i

4. Materials Properties Define tests, test specifications/plans, and QA.
Testing Perform tests to determine: Pellet thermal conductivity, heat

capacity, creep rate, and densification vs. temperature.
Perform tests at-temperature on pellet-cladding compatibility.
Review data, evaluate results.
Complete Data Report.

,m, ii ,, , ,, ,,, ,,,, ,, ,,,
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TABLE D.4.3
MILESTONE SCHEDULE FOR FUEL FABRICATION

i i ill ml

MILESTONE
DATE

MILESTONE NUMBER AND TITLE
i

Year Month
i i

1.1 Complete fuel development plan 1 2
i

1.2 Complete procurements and setup 1 9

1.3 Complete data report on pellet process and testing 3 1

2.1 Characterize and control powder preparation and 1 12
blending

, i

2.2 Characterize and control pressing and sintering 2 3
ii

2.3 Finalize pelletizing procedure 2 6
i. ,i ill

3.1 Pellets produced and characterized for MOX test 2 9
rods

ii

3.2 Test rod fabrication procedures finalized and 2 10
demonstrated.

3.3 MOX test rods fabricated and released 2 1 1

4.1 Materials tests defined and planned 1 9
i

4.2 Materials testing completed 2 10
i
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D.5 ATR LOOP TEST IRRADIATION PLAN

The overall test pla,, for irradiating short MOX test rods in the ATR was presented in
Section 3. It involves the 2-year irradiation of 20 four-foot test rods in J test assembly
in a pressurized water loop, under typical PWR coolant conditions. There may some
deliberate variations in fabrication parameters represented among the rods, including
variations in gallium content, erbia content, and initial oxygen-to-metal ratio. The
LHGRs and the rod-average end-of-life burnups may thus vary somewhat across the
assembly. The initial and life-average peak LHGR are expected to be about 12 and 10
kW/ft, respectively, and the assembly peak burnup is expected to be 35 MWd/kgM.
This is expected to span the range of license-limit LHGRs for the full MOX cores.

The expected arrangement of the rods within the test assembly will be in a 5x5 square
lattice (with the corner rods removed). The rod size and pitch will be equal to that in
a CE 16x16 fuel assembly. A hexagonal hafnium alloy shroud will surround the rod
array to reduce the thermal neutron flux level to the proper value to attain the desired
rod LHGRs. A flow shroud will be placed between the hafnium shroud and the in-pile
loop pressure tube, to create a bypass flow annulus that cools the pressure tube. The
total flow rate and the flow through the rod array will both be measured continuously,
as well as the rod array coolant temperature increase from inlet to outlet.

Close support and advice from EG&G will be required to design and construct the test
assembly for these rods; the assembly will contain the minimum instrumentation
required for operational safety, but will carry retrievable dosimetry packages
(pure-metal flux wires) in an instrument tube occupying the center position in the rod
array. The wires will be used for post-test confirmation of the neutron fluences at
various neutron energy levels via spectral analysis of the gamma activity of individual
wires and determination of the specific activity of selected radioisotopes.

Advice and support from EG&G will also be required for planning and executing loop
operation during the test period. The coolant water will have to be adjusted chemically
for boron and lithium hydroxide concentrations and pH; this will require on-line water
sampling, sample analysis and chemical injection equipment, and control. Makeup
water additions must also be planned and controlled.

Major assembly design considerations will include: the means for determining and
monitoring the heat production and removal; and the consequent requirements for
instrumentation, penetrations, and leadout design. Requirements and conveniences for
assembly installation, operation, discharge, shipping, and disassembly in-cell will also
influence the detailed design.

The plans for post-test disassembly, hardware disposal, and rod shipment must be
documented before capsule installation will be permitted. Thus, concurrent with test
design and fabrication will be a review and approval process, including the detailed
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plans, reviews and approvals for shipping the irradiated rods from INEL to tlhe
examination facility.

The maximum instrumentation needed in any case would probably include coolant total
flow rate and rod bundle flow rate measurements, and measurement of the
temperature rise across the rod bundle via inlet and outlet thermocouples. These
instruments will have to be tied into the loop data acquisition system.

Operator actions during test operations will be simplified to the degree possible.
Periodic monitoring for flow and coolant temperatures will be required, together with
pressure and flow adjustments during startup and shutdown.
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D.6 pOSTIRRADIATION EXAMINATION PLAN

In Section D.3, the proposed post-test examinations were listed and described briefly,
and example PIE plans were shown for ATR test rods. This appendix contains more
thorough discussion of the logic behind the proposed PIE plans, and more complete
description of the examinations themselves. The purposes of the PIE are to confirm
the irradiation test conditions and the postirradiation condition of the rods including
fuel burnup, cladding integrity, rod internal pressure, and materials microstructure. In
Section D.6.1, the examination plans and logic for accomplishing these purposes are
described. In Section D.6.2, description is given for the individual examinations
including the equipment involved, the procedural steps, and the expected results.

b

D.6.1 PIE Plan Logicw

Each MOX test rod which arrives at the examination facility will represent a significant
investment of resources for fabrication, irradiation testing, shipping 3nd handling; and
it is therefore prudent to maximize the examination information gained from each rod.
However, a balance must be found between the expense of examinations (especially
the destructive and special examinations) and the required information to be gained
from the PIE effort. Thus for example, each rod might be subjected to the less
expensive nondestructive examinations such as visual exam, length measurement, and
gross gamma scanning, but only a limited number would receive the more time -
consuming non-destructive examination (NDE) including spectral axial gamma scanning
and profilometry. Similarly, because of the importance of determining fission gas
release and its variability (and because of the probable need to relieve internal pressure
of every rod prior to storage and dispc,sal), every rod may be punctured. However,
owing to the expense of rod sectioning, microscopic examinations, and radiochemical
tests, only a limited number of rods will be sectioned to retrieve small samples; and
only a limited number of these samples will be subjected to microscopy and special
examinations. The choices for how many rods to section, how many sections to
make, and how many samples to retrieve and examine in various ways should be made
as logically as possible. The logic for the example choices proposed in Section D.3,
Tables D-3-3, and D-3-4 is presented below.
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D.6.2 PIE Plan for MOX Rods

D.6.2.1 Receipt. Visual Examination. and Photoaraohv- v

The cover gas surrounding the rods during shipment should be sampled and analyzed
for radionuclides prior to opening the internal shipping container, to assure that the
rods are not leaking fission products. The rods should also be lightly wiped and the
swipes analyzed, to determine the extent and type of loose contamination, prior to
extensive in-cell handling.

Large variations in the external appearance of the rod;; is not expected; however, a
complete periscope examination along the length of each rod (in two orientations) is
recommended. Photographs would only be required to document unusual features and
the document the rod identification mark.

D.6.2.2 Gross and S0ectral Axial Examinations

Full axial gamma scanning of each rod is not required to simply confirm the expected
general similarity in exposure and burnup. It will be sufficient to determine the gross
gamma activity at the midplane of each rod, and to perform axial scans and spectral
analysis on only 10 rods.

D.6.2.3 Profilometrv and Lenath Measurementsv

Some variation in pellet interface ridging, general creepdown, and rod growth is
expected due to modest variations in LHGRs between the rods. To characterize this,
it is proposed to measure the length of every rod, and to measure rod diameters,
ovality, bowing, and ridging via profilometry scans on 10 rods.

D.6.2.4 Rod Puncture. Plenum Gas AnalYsis. and Void Volume Measurement

Because of the importance of characterizing the fission gas release from the MOX fuel,
it is proposed to puncture each MOX rod, collect the olenum gas into a
fixed-temperature evacuated known volume, and determine the gas quantity via
equilibrium post-puncture pressure and temperature measurements. The gas will then
be sampled and analyzed for constituents, using a mass spectrometer. Following
evacuation, the rod and a known, controlled temperature reference volume would be
pressurized with a known amount of inert gas, to measure the residual void volume in
the rod.
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D.6.2.5 Rod Sectionina

Four rods will be selected for sectioning, to retrieve samples for optical metallography,
optical ceramography, and special examinations, plus spares, archives and duplicates.
A total of approximately 20 samples will be retrieved for these purposes, taken from
the peak and the average burnup locations along the length of the rods. One sample
from each location would be used for optical ceramography of the fuel pellet cross
section, as polished and as-etched, to reveal grain structure and porosity distribution.
One sample from each location would be used for optical metallography of the cladding
and the fuel-cladding interface region, as polished and as-etched, to reveal cladding
oxidation and hydrating and to characterize the fuel-cladding interaction layers.

Two samples from peak burnup locations and one from an average burnup location
would be further examined by scanning electron microscopy, to further characterize
microporosity, rim structures, and the interaction layers. Other samples, from the
locations shown on Table D-6-1, would be used to measure pellet-average burnup,
burnup distribution, irradiated pellet density, and retained gas. The anticipated
examination program is shown on Table D-6-1.
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EXAMINATIONS ON SAMPLES FROM ATR MOX-80 + RODS (/)

mma

O

Rod Description Examinations m

Scanning (_-
Optical Electron Pellet Avg. Retained Pellet "FissionProduct! (1)=

CeramographyMicroscopy Burnup Gas Density Distribution ¢1)
so

Peak position rod 1 X X X X - - ::I

Peakpositionrod 2 X - X - X X "

Peakpositionrod 3 X X X - - - C)

Peakpositionrod 4 X - X - - -

Average position rod 1 X X X X - -

Average position rod 2 X - X o X X
• i
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